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“He’ll rekindle all the dreams it took you a lifetime to destroy”

On the cover:
Nick Cave by 
David Vintiner/
Camera Press
The Specials by 
Shane O’Neill

T
HE last time I saw Nick Cave in concert was at the Royal Albert 
Hall, seven years ago. Billed as a solo show, it naturally 
featured Warren Ellis along with veterans from several Bad 
Seeds lineups. There was a piano, too. But for the most part,
I remember Cave striding up and down the front of the stage, 

occasionally dragging microphone stands and sundry pieces of 
equipment into the crowd as he encouraged audience members to
listen to his heartbeat. This was May 2015, since when a lot has happened 
both to Cave and elsewhere in the world.

Cave and the Bad Seeds’ transformation over the course of Push The Sky 
Away, Skeleton Key and Ghosteen has been remarkable, not least for the 
way that the band have grappled with new creative directions and 
working practices. Although it’s hardly been surprising: as Cave himself 
once noted, “The game is never won/By standing in any one place for too 
long.” Many of these latest career developments – especially on Skeleton 
Key and Ghosteen – are discussed by Cave and the Bad Seeds in this 
month’s cover story. We learn about lost songs, near-forgotten gems and 

sundry sonic outcasts that may not have made the official tracklisting for 
either of those albums, but whose genesis and development shines a light 
on what exactly Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds do and how they do it. There 
are also, I’m pleased to report, a lot of big laughs to be had here: check out 
the wild times on “King Sized Nick Cave Blues”. “By any measure, a flat-
out lyrical triumph,” Cave assures us. “You can’t buy that stuff!”

Elsewhere, there are more new interviews with The Specials, Kacey 
Musgraves, Ry Cooder, Shabaka Hutchings, Supergrass, Lee ‘Scratch’ 
Perry, David Crosby, Low, Caravan and Kenney Jones – who lifts the lid on 
a bounty of Small Faces discoveries. A typically busy 
issue, in other words.

And if you ever make it to Essaouira, a discreetly 
bohemian port city on the Moroccan coast, best 
follow Nick’s advice and check out the funky spice 
shop on Place Moullay Hasan…

Michael Bonner, Editor. Follow me on Twitter @michaelbonner
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A
LTHOUGH billed
as his “first concert
performance since
December 2019” when
the pandemic forced

him off the road, Bob Dylan’s
Shadow Kingdom – which debuted
via the Veeps livestreaming service
on July 18 – was no simple recording
of a live performance. Rather,
Dylan and director Alma Har’el
presented a carefully staged film
special; practically a linked set of
music videos.

Shot in shimmering monochrome,
the setting was a small roadside bar
fallen out of time. Tattered tinsel
and paperchains across the ceiling
suggested they’d still to clear up
after New Year’s Eve, or perhaps the
end of the world. Dylan and his
band were crammed onto a tiny
stage, or shoved into the corner of
the chequerboard floor, for an
audience of comically chain-
smoking patrons who seemed
uninterested for most of the show,
then finally started dancing

just as time was running out.
Dylan’s regular road band was

absent. In its place, a new ensemble
of five relatively young musicians –
Janie Cowen, Joshua Crumbly,
Alex Burke, Shahzad Ismaily and
Buck Meek, all in black facemasks.
Usually they assembled in groups
of four, the instrumentation
acoustic and deceptively old-timey:
accordion, guitar, mandolin,
double bass, and electric guitar
on standby for flashes of Chicago
blues or rockabilly.

A caption promised “The Early
Songs Of Bob Dylan”, and save for a
hypnotic take on 1989’s “What Was
It You Wanted,” the set explored the
mid-1960s and early 1970s. Many
songs had been rewritten, and

several bore radical new
arrangements: a brooding,
stop-start “Tombstone Blues”;
a gorgeous, goosebumpy “Queen 
Jane Approximately”; “I’ll Be Your 
Baby Tonight” transformed into
a hysterical Vegas rockabilly
showstopper; a helter-skelter
“Wicked Messenger”; a hugely
poignant “Forever Young”.

“It’s All Over Now, Baby Blue”
brought down the curtain after 50 
too-short minutes, leaving you
wondering whether there’s more to 
come – “The Later Songs”, maybe? 
Certainly, at 80, and in fantastic
voice, Dylan demonstrated he’s
still way out there. It’s not dark
yet; there are no shadows without 
light, after all. DAMIEN  LOVE

Bob Dylan’s “exclusive broadcast 
event” burnishes the mystique with 
the help of an all-new band



Forever young: 
Dylan in fantastic 
voice in  Shadow 
Kingdom

At 80, Dylan
demonstrated
he’s still way 

out there
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Ones for the Road
Inbetweenhuggingtrees,here’swhoJohnGrantwillbewatching

atthisyear’sEndOfTheRoadfestival

“E
ND Of The Road is one of the most beautiful 
festivals ever,” says John Grant, relishing  
his imminent return to Larmer Tree Gardens.  
“The crowd is really just heavy-duty music fans, 
and the setting is so special. I’m a tree freak, you 
know? I really love to be in amongst the trees.  

I know that might sound extremely basic but it’s an amazing thing.”

Like everyone else, Grant is excited to be out in the wild again.  
He’s just debuted his new live show at Terry Hall’s Home Sessions  
in Coventry, which involves him getting more hands-on with the 
technology. “I can rearrange songs on the fly if I want to and remix 
them live. I’ve been working on a redo of ‘Queen Of Denmark’ which  
is really fun and nasty and gigantic.” But when his own set is over,  
who else at End Of The Road is he hoping to catch?

LONELADY
“I became familiar with her 
through working with Stephen 
Mallinder from Cabaret Voltaire. 
It’s choppy, full-on electropop – 
lots of really beautiful synth 
sounds and heavy beats. In a live 
setting, you probably feel it in 
your balls! The way she sings 
reminds me of Jane Wiedlin from 
The Go-Go’s. I imagine a show by 
her being something to really lift 
your spirits.”

GWENNO
“She’s got a really strong 
presence. I don’t wanna 
say the accursed word 
‘folktronica’, so I’m not 
going to. But she’s got 
songs with structure and 
there’s beautiful, dancey 
electro vibes going on 
there as well. If you like 
Beth Orton, especially her 
later stuff where she went 
really electronic, then  
I might put Gwenno  
in that category.”

ARLO PARKS
“She’s somebody  
that I would seek out 
and go listen to her set.  
I thought her album 
was really sexy and 
smooth. She’s got a 
beautiful voice but she 
uses it in a very simple 
manner with great 
rhymes and great 
lyrics. I know people 
want to hear more 
about the sun, but  
for me it’s getting too 
fuckin’ hot all over the 
place, so her music 
gave me a real sexy, 
cosy, rainy-day vibe.”

MELIN MELYN
“There’s a whole mess of 
them, about six or seven. 
Their music is really 
poppy and surfy with 
electronics going on, and 
it has a nice edge to it.
They remind me of my
friend Cate Le Bon, and
Gruff Rhys – all that
delicious Welsh music.”

Uncut will be at End Of 
The Road which takes 
place at Larmer Tree 
Gardens, Wiltshire,  
from September 2–5 

ANNA MEREDITH
“She’s my pal, though we’ve never met; she 
did a lovely remix for me. I think she’s really great 
but I don’t know how the fuck you would describe 
her music. I would think of her as more of a classical 
composer, but with synthesisers – and I’m a synth 
freak, obviously. It’s very bright and shiny, like 
jewels sparkling. It’s kitchen-sinky in a positive 
way, there’s a lot going on, and you never really 
know what you’re going to get. I saw a guy 
playing a tuba on the video I was watching just 
now, and who doesn’t love a tuba? Maybe there’s 
a hurdy-gurdy and a giant Moog modular, or 
there’s just kitchen implements and a computer. 
These are all possibilities!” 



A QUICK ONE
So why are you on 
Facebook? That – 
among other things 
– is what Van Morrison’s 
been asking lately, as 
he rides his most recent 
wave of prodigious 
creativity. On shelves 
now, our latest Ultimate 
Music Guide: Deluxe 
Edition catches up with 
all Van’s recent albums 
(and sparky encounters 
with Uncut) as he 
prepares to return to his 
favourite occupation: 
playing live…

BecomingLed eppelin
is the official title of 
Bernard MacMahon’s 
forthcoming 
documentary on the 
all-conquering quartet. 
The fully authorised 
production features 
new interviews with 
Jimmy Page, Robert 
Plant and John Paul 
Jones, as well as archival 
interviews with the late 
John Bonham, among 
other rare footage…

If you haven’t snapped 
it up already, we 
recommend grabbing 
a copy of White Denim’s 
new “Crystal Bullets” 
12” on their own English 
Mallard label. What 
looks from the sleeve 
to be a standard single 
release turns out to 
contain an entire album 
of secret tracks, up 
therewiththeirbest…

“IAM an improviser and I am
the saviour,” declares Lee
‘Scratch’ Perry, quickly getting

on a roll as he tells Uncut about his
exciting new project. “I’m the son of
devils so I’m the blazing sun, the
flaming sun, and I’m the son of God –
the black sun.”

Of these claims, we can
unequivocally confirm that
Perry is an improviser.
The proof is in the
Jamaican dub
innovator’s
collaboration with
experimental
Canadian duo New
Age Doom on their
new album Lee
‘Scratch’ Perry’s Guide
To The Universe, the
follow-up to January’s unsettling
drone classic Himalayan Dream
Techno. “We wanted to work with a
vocalist, and his name came up
almost immediately,” says drummer
Eric J Breitenbach, who first met Perry
in Vancouver in 2016. “It felt natural to
team up with an artist well known for
boldness and experimentation. We
made this with him in mind.”

Keepingtheircreativeprocess
characteristicallyopen-ended“to
allowforasmuchspontaneityand
synchronicityaspossible”,
lastAugustBreitenbachand
multi-instrumentalist
bandmateGregValoucuta

two-hoursessionof
cosmicdrone

music, leaningtowardsdubinPerry’s
honour,andsentit tohimwithlittle
instruction.“Weaskedhimtotalk
aboutanythingphilosophicalor
transcendentjusttoputhimintoa
generaldirection,butthatwasit,”says
Valou.“Weliketoproducesomething
surprisingnotonlytothelistenerbut
alsotothemusicianswhowere
involved.”Thevocalthatcameback

wasasermonof
Scratchism,calling
onlistenersto
contemplate
humanity,conquer
theirsins,strivefor
personalpurityand,
crucially,asPerry
expoundson“LifeIs
AnExperiment”,
“Don’tbepushedby

yourproblemsbutledbyyourdreams”.
“What is your dream?” he muses

today. “Your dream is your spirit and
your shadow. And the dream is the
source of the holy. If your dream is not
holy, clear up yourself. Stop drinking
rum, stop smoking cigarettes and
coke, stop makin’ joke, stop eatin’
pork, stop eating dead meat, stop
drinking wine and free your mind!”

Breitenbach says that Perry’s
contribution was, “perfect… better
than I could have imagined”. Adds

alou: “It was mind-
wing, as the kind of

ings that Lee sang about
flected the way we created

the album – having a big dream, this
kind of blue-sky concept of, ‘Hey, why 
don’t we get Lee “Scratch” Perry to 
sing on our next album’… that’s pretty 
much what all his lyrics are about.”

The music then made the rounds 
of remote lockdown contributors
including Mono drummer Dahm
Majuri Cipolla, Mounties’ Ryan Dahle, 
jazz trumpeter Daniel Rosenbloom 
and Bowie’s Blackstar bandleader 
Donny McCaslin. “There was a lot of 
material to feed off as I got it near the 
end,” says the sax player. “I was
trying to be in the moment and react 
emotionally, taking different roles as
I saw the music unfold.”

Valou believes that the album will 
act as comfort and succour to the
Perry faithful seeking direction
through the pandemic fallout. “I’m 
grateful to be able to put something 
out that’s so life-affirming and
positive,” he says, “especially in a 
time when there’s a lot of negativity in 
the world. The themes of the album 
are really empowering.”

“I’m the anti-stress,” confirms Perry 
himself. “God don’t stress no-one and 
don’t wish no-one to stress. So I
decided, I’ll cut off stress’s neck and 
behead stressors. And say, ‘Stressors, 
go straight to hell with your stress!’”
MARK BEAUMONT

Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry’s Guide 
To The Universe is out Nov 5 
on We Are Busy Bodies

“I’m the 
blazing sun!”
Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry is back to save the world, 
teaming up with Bowie’s sax player and 
Canadian drone-rockers New Age Doom 

“The themes 
of the album 

are really 
empowering” 

GREG VALOU
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KENNEY JONES is on a
mission. The 72-year-old
drummer has just launched

his own label, Nice Records, in
order to release rare and unheard
recordings from his illustrious
career with Small Faces, Faces and
The Who, plus a wealth of material
from session work with other artists
at London’s Olympic Studios.

The bulk of this mouth-watering
trove comes from Jones’s private
archive though not exclusive y “I

stuff other people had sent me,
things they’d collected over the
years,” he explains to Uncut.
“Luckily some fans were very loyal
and honest. They came to me and
said, ‘We think you should have it.’
There’s some amazing stuff
planned for Nice Records in the
coming months. You want to try to
be as honest with the fans as
possible and give them something
they haven’t heard before. I’ve
always really lo ed t e [Small Faces]

title was rattling
about my head
when I thought about
starting the label a few
years back.”

Jones has chosen to
begin the Nice series
with Small Faces –
Live 1966, recorded in
Belgium at the Twenty
Club in Mouscron on
January 9 that year. “It
was one of the first gigs
we’d ever done abroad,” he recalls.
“At one point I had to nip to the loo
in the venue and it was a unisex
toilet. We’d never experienced that
before. I was in the middle of having
a piss and a load of fucking girls
walked in!”

Due in September, with vinyl
editions to follow later this autumn,
Small Faces – Live 1966 captures
the quartet’s full matinee and
evening sets. Several tracks –
a ong them Jessie Hill’s “Ooh

h Doo”, Larry Williams’
e” and James Brown

ama “Please Please Please”,
ng a remarkable Steve

rriott vocal – have never
reviously made it onto
official Small Faces product.
Parts of the shows have
circulated on inferior-
quality bootlegs down the
decades, but now they’ve
een fully restored with the

id of Small Faces archivist/
sue producer Rob Caiger.
had absolutely no idea

were recording those two

shows,” Jones reveals. “I remember 
it as being a really good gig, we had 
no time to get a proper stage act
together. When we did get together 
to rehearse the songs, we always
loved jamming. What you’re
hearing on this record is basically
the same show we did before we
were famous. I think we had
‘Whatcha Gonna Do About It’ out at 
that time. Listening to this album
you can hear why Led Zeppelin
became big fans, Page and Plant
in particular.”

The advent of Nice also addresses 
the murky subject of Small Faces

royalties. Management and label
disputes have resulted in a series
of lengthy court battles since the
band’s initial split in 1969. Speaking 
to Uncut seven years ago, late
keyboardist Ian McLagan claimed 
that they only received their first
cheque from Decca in 1997. As the
last surviving member, Jones
stresses that his former colleagues’ 
dependents will receive their
rightful payments. “I’m just pleased 
that for once the royalties will go to 
the right place,” he says.

Jones remains tight-lipped over
details of other forthcoming
releases. The same applies to
updates on Ron Wood’s recent
news of a Faces reunion, after the
guitarist disclosed that he, Jones
and Rod Stewart have been back in 
the studio working on new music
together. For now at least, Jones
appears fully immersed in all things 
Small Faces. “The spirit of those
early days never left us,” he marvels. 
“If we had continued down that
path and not become a singles band, 
who knows what might have
happened?” ROB HUGHES

For more information on
Small Faces – Live 1966, visit 
www.thesmallfaces.com

Here Come 
The Nice
Kenney Jones reveals his plans to restore 
the lost treasures of the Small Faces
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“The spirit
of those early

days never
left us” 

KENNEY JONES

Old Faces: (l-r) Ron 
Wood, Rod Stewart 
and Kenney Jones 
to reunite?

Small Faces, 1966: 
(l-r) Kenney Jones, 
Ian McLagan, Steve 
Marriott, Ronnie Lane
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ADIA Victoria is recalling the night
Skip James saved her life. “I was sitting
in my bed in Atlanta, aged 21,” she says

animatedly, “and as soon as I heard his voice,
I got up. It was ‘Hard Time Killing Floor’, and I felt
spoken to in a way that my preacher, teachers and
parents hadn’t. He had excavated this part of my
Southern self I’d had to bury and deny. I knew
what it felt like to be homeless, to be straggled out
and unmoored in the Deep South. I knew what
it felt like where it seemed like everything in the
world was set out to destroy you. Skip James
let me know, ‘You’re not crazy – I see it too.’”

Five newborn kittens are bouncing in and out of
the Zoom frame as Victoria talks to Uncut from her
Nashville apartment. She bursts with firecracker
life, too. Her upcoming third album, A Southern
Gothic, continues her exploration of a 21st-century
Southern black woman’s blues. Executive-
produced by T Bone Burnett, with
guests Jason Isbell, Margo Price and
The National’s Matt Berninger, it
follows the progress of a woman cast
out from her community in a voice that
can be sugar-sweet or husky, bristling
with knowing intelligence as it
navigates a hypocritical culture.

The making of A Southern Gothic was
transformed by the pandemic. Living
with her elderly, Covid-vulnerable
mother, months on the road were
replaced by long days of Amazon
warehouse work, letting her mind
float free. Back home with bandmate
and fiancé Mason Hickman, they
improvised sounds in his home studio

with a bean can or newly learned banjo. When 
Burnett mixed the record, she asked for similar 
grit. “I said, ‘T Bone, man, I need you to throw dirt 
on this record. I want it to sound the way the South 
feels.’ I want it to be an altar to the South.”

Victoria’s rebel attitude excels on “Mean-
Hearted Woman”, which inverts a classic blues 
trope. “When I’m listening to these men tell their 
side of the story, it sparks that teenage punk  
in me,” she confides. “[They’ll sing] ‘Oh, that 
woman’s crazy’ – but who made her crazy? 
So I passed her the microphone. And she’s like, 
‘This motherfucker, he dumped me on Christmas 
Day, he sent me out into the world alone, he got 
another bitch in his bed, and now I wanna kill 
him. And you’re going to act surprised. You did  
me wrong!’” She laughs. “Let’s unpack this!”

Victoria has similarly uncomfortable questions 
for the Americana community, with its all-white 
bills and committees, and blithe conviction that 
it is ‘roots music’. “The arrogance, man!” she 
exclaims. “I’ve talked about this a lot on my 
podcast, to Kamasi Washington and Rhiannon 
Giddens, of why cultural appropriation is so 
insidious. I’m not saying white people can’t play 
the blues, because it has been a cultural exchange.

But who gets the credit? Who gets
written into history, and who gets
sidelined? Black folk during slavery
and Reconstruction built so much of
what we now consider that American
sound. Roots leads to something. It’s
the seed Skip James, Victoria Spivey
and Ma Rainey planted in the ground.

“If you dig down too far in the
South,” she concludes, “skeletons
come up. As a little girl I had been so
quiet – be nice, don’t be nasty. But
you know what? I need to ask nasty
questions.” NICKHASTED

A Southern Gothic is released on
Parlophone on September 17

Adia Victoria
Self-defined“Southern
freak”tellsthestoryofthe
bluesfromacompelling
newstandpoint

I’M
NEW
HERE

“AdiaVictoria
isthegenuine
embodiment
oftheblues”
MargoPrice
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UNCUT PLAYLIST
Onthestereothismonth...

NOLAN POTTER
Music Is Dead 
CASTLE FACE
Deprived of 
communion with his 
regular Nightmare 
Band, the Austin 

adventurer delivers a bedroom psych-
pop opus that equals – maybe even 
surpasses – Tame Impala’s early LPs.

SHANNON LAY Geist SUB POP
“You’re on your own, but not alone” – 
well-chosen remote collaborators add a 
sprinkling of magic dust to the indie-folk 
singer’s spellbinding second for Sub Pop. 

BRUCE HORNSBY
“Feel The Pain” 
JAGJAGUWAR
Yes, as in the Dinosaur Jr tune. We await 
JMascis’sreciprocalbashthrough“The
WayItIs”withinterest.

DAN BERKSON
Dialogues 
FREESTYLE 
Former deep house 
producer reintroduces 
himself as a nimble 
jazz keysman, equally 

adept at Rhodes-driven fusion jams and 
cool Bill Evans-style trio action.

TY SEGALL Harmonizer DRAG CITY
We were worried for a moment 
there, but Ty belatedly roars into 2021 
with this surprise-released, synth-driven 
juggernaut.

MOUTH PAINTER
Tropicale Moon ARROWHAWK RECORDS
Shimmering, chimerical country 
songs, complete with flute and found 
sounds, from North Americans’ Barry 
Walker Jr and friends.

BADBADNOTGOOD
Talk Memory XL
Toronto jazz combo’s opulent fifth, a 
result of inspired cross-generational 
collabs with the likes of piano-tickler 
Laraaji and elusive Brazilian legend 
Arthur Verocai.

GROUPER
Shade KRANKY
12 albums in, Liz Harris’s experimental 
journey brings her full-circle – to the 
barely-there acoustic desolation of 
PortlandforebearsElliottSmithand
TheSpinanes.

DAVID ORNETTE 
CHERRY
Organic Nation 
Listening Club 
(The Continual) 
SPIRITMUSE
Don Cherry’s son 

convenes a new organic music society. 
Features muted trumpet, African guitars, 
dun dun drums, flute (Vietnamese and 
Norwegian) and “spiritual messages”…

ADE & CONNAN MOCKASIN
It’s Just Wind 
MEXICAN SUMMER
How did Connan turn out so strange? 
These typically woozy accompaniments 
to his dad’s endearing gonzo rants – “work 
is shit!” – provide a clue.



1 THE LIMIÑANAS /
LAURENT GARNIER
Promenade Oblique
We begin with a fruitful French
collaboration between the
Gainsbourg-ian garage-rock
duo and the legendary DJ. A
surprising team-up, perhaps,
but the result is a rugged,
propulsive slice of instrumental
kraut-pop.

2 THE FELICE
BROTHERS
To-Do List
Ian and James Felice return with
their latest LP, From Dreams To
Dust, in September. Recorded in
a 19th-century church, it finds
them tackling age-old issues
while “the plague goes by”, as
“To-Do List” puts it.

3 LOW
More
Hey What is our Album Of The
Month on page 16, and sees
Alan Sparhawk and Mimi Parker
continuing to develop the sonic
extremes of 2018’s Double Negative
and 2015’s Ones And Sixes.
“More” is a short, sharp shock,
but as plaintive and beautiful as
we’d expect.

4 DEVIN HOFF
WITH SHARON
VAN ETTEN
Go Your Way
Voices From the Empty Moor
finds double bassist Devin Hoff
reinterpreting the songs of
Anne Briggs with help from Julia
Holter, Shannon Lay, Emmett
Kelly and, on this version of a
song that was also performed
by none other than Bert Jansch,
Sharon Van Etten.

5 THE STRANGLERS
And If You Should
See Dave…
When Dave Greenfield died in
May, the remaining Stranglers
changed tack on Dark Matters,
the album they were making, to
pay tribute to the keyboardist.
Here’s the most direct and
poignant memorial on the
record, reviewed on page 20.

6 JOSÉ GONZÁLEZ
Head On
The Gothenburg singer-songwriter
tackles both humanist themes
and Latin syncopation on his
engaging new album Local
Valley. Here’s a highlight,
hypnotic in its nylon-string
strumming and percussive pulse.
The album’s reviewed at length
on page 32.

7 LITTLE SIMZ
Rollin Stone
Sometimes I Might Be Introvert is
the latest LP from one of London’s
finest rappers. There’s a real
musicality about the record, with
Simz and producer Inflo backing
her rhymes with orchestral
samples, funk rhythms and
more. Check out our lead review

on page 30.

8 SARAH DAVACHI
Border Of Mind
The latest album from the
minimalist LA-based
musician, Antiphonals, is
a striking yet subdued
symphony of muffled
keyboards, tape hiss and
antique atmosphere.
Calming and alarming
at the same time.

9 MATTHEW E WHITE 
Electric
The Virginian singer-songwriter 
has taken full control on his third 
solo album proper, K Bay, with the 
result being his boldest and most 
eclectic record yet. Here’s the 
second track, driven by a distorted 
drum groove, soul piano and gospel 
exuberance, while White answers 
our questions on page 35.

10 HAWKWIND
It’s Only A Dream
Dave Brock’s gang endure, even as 
they’re forced to work remotely 
because of Covid. Somnia, a quasi-
concept album, continues their 
strong run, with this cut showing 
off the band’s customary rock 
gallop and spaced-out synths.

11 MAHER CISSOKO Karima
This Senegalese kora player, a 
Stockholm resident, has crafted 
a fine acoustic record, Cissoko 
Heritage, with the occasional 
modern production touch melding 
with the ancient griot heritage
he draws from. Cissoko is a fine 
player, of course, but his deep,
rich singing is also a delight.

12 WANDA JACKSON 
Two Shots (featuring Elle King 
and Joan Jett)
Encore, it seems, really is the final 
Wanda Jackson album, but it’s a 
mighty way to go out. On songs 
like “Two Shots”, the 83-year-old 
is as commanding as ever, while, 
as she tells us on page 28, other 
tracks movingly pay tribute to 
her late husband.

13 WH LUNG Showstopper
Todmorden’s answer to LCD 
Soundsystem, WH Lung make 
music that sounds like The Cure 
collaborating with the early-’90s 
version of The Fall. Here’s one of the 
peaks of their second LP, Vanities.

14 ON OUR OWN CLOCK
(featuring Asher 
Gamedze, Grandmaster 
CAP, Siya Makuzeni, 
Tarang Cissoko, Tebogo 
Austebza Sedumedi 
& Zoe Molelekwa)
Be The Light
The self-titled album from this 
international collective mixes 
modern Brit jazz (some of Sons Of 
Kemet and The Comet Is Coming 
are present) with South African 
and Senegalese styles. “Be the 
light/I am the light…”

15 SAINT ETIENNE
Pond House
A pivotal track from their
stellar new album I Was Trying
To Tell You, “Pond House” samples 
Natalie Imbruglia’s “Beauty
On The Fire”; a strange choice, 
perhaps, until you learn of the 
record’s unique concept. Read
more on page 26.

TheStranglers,
withthelate
DaveGreenfield
(secondleft)

LittleSimz

Matthew 
E White
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Tomorrow’s
Sounds Today
15 tracks of the month’s best new music
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when I wrote “Wooden Ships” with Paul
Kantner and Stephen Stills, that you
can write really good songs with other
people. Most of my compatriots in this
business want all of the credit and all of
the money, and so they don’t do that. I’ve
found that it’s really fun and it generates
good art. I didn’t come for the money
and I don’t care about the credit, but I
do really care about the songs. My son
James is a perfect example; he’s grown
into, if anything, an even better writer
than I am. He wrote the best song on this
record, “I Won’t Stay For Long”. The other
people that I write with – Michael League,
Michelle Willis, Becca Stevens, Michael

McDonald, Donald Fagen – these are all
people that I picked because they’re all
incredible writers, they’re a joy to write
with. And it’s extended my useful life as
a writer by 10 or 20 years. I think I would
have petered out a while ago without it.

Whatwasit liketowriteasongwith
DonaldFagenandhowdoesthat
workinpractice?Besty,viaemail
Donald’s not a wide open sort of person,
he doesn’t wear his heart on his sleeve.
He knew going in that Steely Dan was my
favourite band. But it’s taken a while for
him to trust me enough [to collaborate].
My son wrote the music, I contributed
something to the melody. [Fagen] just
sent the words and stood back to see
what would happen. He knew what our
taste was and he knew what we would
probably try to do. He’s an extremely
intelligent guy and I think he knew
what would happen. We know his
playbook pretty well, so we deliberately
went there – complex chords, complex
melodies. We Steely Danned him
right into the middle of this as far
as we could! And fortunately Donald
liked it, so I couldn’t be more grateful.
I feel like one of the luckiest guys in the
world, truthfully.

WithTheByrds
inTrafalgar
Square,London,
August3,1965

Withson
James
Raymond,
1999

“I
’VE been having a fairly
good time, man,” admits 
David Crosby, logging into 
Zoom from his home in the 
“stunningly beautiful” 

countryside near Santa Barbara. It 
certainly sounds like there are worse 
places to be locked down. “I’m looking 
out through a bunch of trees at some cow 
pasture. It’s a sunny day, absolutely lovely 
– California at its best!”

He has his dogs to walk, a pool to swim 
in and a garden where he and his wife 
grow vegetables – and pot, 
naturally. “But I have also been 
working on records at long 
distance with my son James and 
with my other writing partners. 
It’s not as much fun as doing it 
live and in person, but we have 
been able to make pretty good 
music, in spite of the fact that 
we couldn’t get in the same 
room. So that’s been life! I’m 
feeling pretty happy and I’m 
really loving making music.”

Thanks to social media, Croz 
has also gained a reputation 
for generously sharing his 
� ndings from 79 years spent 
on this planet. Does he enjoy 
being a wise old oracle now? 

“I dunno, man, I made so many mistakes 
that I can’t claim to be wise! But I’m kinda 
happy with my role right now. There’s a bit 
of curmudgeon in there. Some of it’s gonna 
piss people o� , I’m sure. But that’s not my 
aim. My aim is to be funny if I can, and 
insightful if I can.” Then again, “There’s 
some people I might want to piss o� !”

Your songs are flowing faster than at 
any time since the ’60s. What do you 
attribute that to?
Jacob Tanner, Shrewsbury
Well, that’s easy. I learned a long time ago, 

I can’t 
claimtobe 

wise!
AN AUDIENCE WITH DAVID CROSBY

Interview by SAM RICHARDS
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Doyouhaveanymemories of 
going on film sets with your father, 
cinematographer Floyd Crosby?
Lyle Bartlett, via email
Yeah, I do. He’d be shooting at a little fake 
Western town out in the valley someplace, 
and I’d get to run around. It was something 
he was a little reticent to do, ’cos I was 
kinda a wild kid and he was a very serious 
guy. My dad was not a fun guy – he was a 
not a good dad, either. But he was really 
good at his job. What � lms did I get to 
see being made? High Noon. The motion 
picture that he shot was really quite 
beautiful, but it had crappy music which 
screwed it up for me. 

Are you still miffed about McGuinn 
and Hillman’s rewriting of “Draft 
Morning”[fromTheNotoriousByrd
Brothers]?CosmicAndy,Edinburgh
Lord, no! It’s all �ne. I don’t really
remember [what happened], man. I think
I had it one way and they changed it, that
must’ve been it. It’s ancient history and I
don’t really do ancient history that much.
Could I have done more with The Byrds?
Yeah, sure. But human lives do not go
on parallel paths and we’re all always
getting closer or further away from the
people around us. What happened is
that I encountered Stephen Stills and he
swung really hard. He could play a kind
of music that The Byrds couldn’t play and
it appealed to me tremendously. I wanted
that, and I really didn’t want to go in the
direction that Chris and Roger wanted
to go in, of becoming more country. I’m
glad they did go there because they kinda
invented that country-rock stu�, and they
did a really good job. But it wasn’t where
I wanted to go.

Haveyoueverconsideredatour
whereyouplay If ICouldOnly
RememberMyName in itsentirety?
RogerWay,viaemail
I have. But Garcia’s dead, and that puts
quite a crimp in it. Nobody else plays the
way he did. And there’s no point trying to
duplicate what happened there without
him, ’cos he’s all over it. There was a

certain magic that happened 
every time he and I picked 
up two guitars. If you listen 
to the beginning of [album 
outtake] “Kids And Dogs”, 
we’re playing a game with 
each other where we’d 
count: one, two, three, play! 
Each time we’d play a note, 
and neither of us knows 
what note the other guy’s 
gonna play. So it’s really random 
and it can go really wrong! Or it can 
go really right. And if you hear us, 
we’re doing that game, playing with 
each other, and then we hit a chord 
that’s so good that Garcia starts 
laughing, and you can hear him 
laughing on the tape. That’s what 
used to happen every time.

Is ittruethatMilesDavis
kickedyououtofhishouse
whenheplayedyouhis
versionof"Guinnevere"
andyoudidn'thearany
resemblancetoyour
song?MikeL,Southend
That’s a little more extreme
than what actually
happened. I didn’t really get
it, the �rst time that I heard it.
It was actually a really good
record that he’d made, and
I loved it in hindsight. But
we just didn’t hit it o� at �rst
contact. And it’s a shame,
because he was very kind to
me and he had done a lot of
good things for me – he liked
my music or he would not have
recorded it, it’s that simple. He’s also

one of the main reasons The Byrds got a 
contract with Columbia. When we sent our 
tape in, he was a hero at that point – jazz 
was big – and he was on Columbia. So they 
went to him and said, ‘Hey Miles, whadda 
we do with this?’ And he said, ‘Sign ’em!’ 
And that’s why we were on Columbia. The 
guys who ran the company didn’t have 
any clue. Miles was a prickly guy and he 
didn’t wear his heart on his sleeve, but I 
love him. He was a � ne cat, and brave. And 
I’m totally honoured that he cut my tune. 

How did you feel about selling your 
publishing? What is the first thing you 

bought with the money?
Josip Radić, Zagreb, Croatia
I was not happy about doing it, but 
I was glad that I could do it. It wasn’t 
what I would have chosen to do, but 
since I lost both of my income streams, 
I didn’t have a choice. They don’t pay 
you for records any more and we can’t 
tour because of Covid, so what do you 
expect us to do? They’re starting the 
tours back up again but now I’m too old 
to do it. I can’t do bus tours any more, it 
just beats the crap outta me. I’m turning 
80. I mean, never say never… I might 
do a residency – a week in New York, a 

week in LA, that kind of thing. But 
I don’t see me going on the road 
again. What I did with the money 
was pay o�  the house. And if you 
saw the smile on my wife’s face 
when I told her the house was paid 
o� , you’d know why I did it!

What is the most memorable 
encounter you’ve ever had
with another musician?
Jerry McGuire, via email
One time, Stills and Hendrix and I 
played for a while, at Stills’ beach 
house. That was pretty good. But 

probably the best was visiting The 
Beatles when they were making 
Sgt Pepper. I came in and I was 
very high. They sat me down on 
a stool in the middle of the studio 
and rolled up two six-foot tall 
speakers on either side of me. 
Then, laughing, they climbed the 
stairs back to the control room 
and le  ̈ me there. And then they 
played “A Day In The Life”… At the 
end of that last chord, my brains 
just ran out my nose onto the © oor 
in a puddle. I didn’t know what to 

do, I was just stupe� ed. 

Who was the inspiration 
for the famous David 
Crosby moustache?
Zoran Tučkar, via email
Ah, it just grew there! I 
didn’t have any mentors or 
heroes that had moustaches 
that I can think of. It just 
happened on my lip and
I didn’t wanna cut it.

David Crosby’s For Free 
is out now on BMG

Circa 1975 with 
Stephen Stills: “He 
swung really hard” 

Jerry Garcia,
London, 1972: 
“no-one plays 
like he did”

Miles Davis, 
July 1967:
“prickly 
and brave”
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TAKE 293

1 THE STRANGLERS (P20)
2 SAINT ETIENNE (P26)

3 LITTLE SIMZ (P30)
4 ARUSHI JAIN (P34)

A BW A

I
T starts with a shudder – an
exhalation of electronic noise,
like the moan of a poorly grounded
amp. There’s a lurch, a crunch, a
seasick squall of feedback. And then
Alan Sparhawk and Mimi Parker’s
vocals swoop in, shadowed by a rasping,

electronic beat that builds and builds in intensity.
“Only a fool would have had the faith/Though it’s
impossible to say I know,” the pair chorus. Just at that
moment, the song tips over the line into cacophony
before nally abating. The song is called “White
Horses”. It’s the rst track from Low’s 13th album
Hey What, and it’s one of the most intense
pieces of music you’re likely to hear in 2021.

All this, it’s worth reiterating, is quite the
turnaround. Low’s early reputation hinged upon
them being the quietest band in Christendom.
Formed in Duluth, Minnesota
in 1993, in the early days they
distinguished themselves
with a deliberate, hushed
take on rock music – dubbed
“slowcore” by the critics – that,
either by accident or design,
felt like a meek corrective to the
noisy angst of grunge. Stripped
back to little more than a core
of minimal guitar and brushed
drums, albums such as 1995’s
Long Division and the following
year’s The Curtain Hits The
Cast succeeded thanks to

the vocal interplay of Sparhawk and 
Parker, a husband-and-wife duo whose 
solemn choral style felt intrinsically 
linked to their shared Mormon faith. 

Quietness became them.
Still, Low have been on the move for a 

while. The 2005 album The Great Destroyer 
and 2007’s Drums And Guns, both produced by 

Dave Fridmann, saw them experiment with a fuller 
and heavier sound. But 2018’s Double Negative felt 
like a true rupture. Characterised by its distressed 
electronic textures, songs clawing through a veil of 
static or warped like vinyl le� out in the hot sun, it felt 
like a deliberate challenge – to the critics, to the fans, 
to the world at large. Of course, Uncut voted it the best 
album of 2018, so you could say that Low very much 
pulled it o�.

Hey What feels like a sequel of sorts to Double 
Negative, even as it pushes 
Low’s sound out still further. 
It’s their third album recorded 
with producer BJ Burton, who 
worked with Bon Iver on his 
transformative 2016 record 
22, A Million and in recent years 
has collaborated with A-listers 
such as Miley Cyrus and Taylor 
Swi�. Known for his hands-on, 
disruptive style, Burton’s role 
with Low has been to tempt 
them out of their comfort 
zone via elaborate production 
and post-production tricks.

LOW
Hey What

SUBPOP

Duluth duo’s intense 13th masterfully combines the 
difficult with the beautiful. By Louis Pattison

THE UNCUT GUIDE TO THIS MONTH’S KEY RELEASES

“I gave more than what I should have lost/I paid more than what it would have cost”
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Discovering new 
sonic vistas: 
Alan Sparhawk 
and Mimi Parker
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Long Division
VERNON YARD, 1995
The quintessential  
early Low record, Long 
Division captured the 
band’s early hallmarks – 

slow, smoldering torch songs, arranged 
in starkly minimal fashion, with emphasis 
placed on Alan Sparhawk and Mimi 
Parker’s softly hymnal vocals. The 
opening track “Violence”, with its 
lamented “wasted good silverware on 
you”, still feels like one of the group’s 
most affecting moments; the very 
essence of slowcore. 8/10

“Christmas”
KRANKY, 1999
Arriving the same  
year as their Steve 
Albini-produced Secret 
Name, this EP of Yuletide 

standards and originals was intended as 
a low-key gift for the fans. But then the 
lead track “Just Like Christmas” became 
an unlikely radio staple, their rendition of 
“Little Drummer Boy” found its way onto 
a Gap advert, and the record as a whole 
was enshrined as a seasonal winter 
warmer alongside Slade, Wizzard 
and the rest. 9/10

Drums And Guns
SUB POP, 2007
The Great Destroyer, 
Low’s first album  
with producer Dave 
Fridmann, proved they 

could rock out with the best of them. 
Their second with him in the production 
chair upped the ante, forsaking their 
organic guitar-drums sound for an 
experimental electronic approach 
characterised by percussion loops, 
hard-panned vocals and unlikely  
sound sources – hear the pealing  
bells of “Take Your Time”. 8/10

He brings the tools – an unconventional 
hotchpotch of modern and retro kit that 
includes drum machines and tape decks, 
plugins and compressors. But Burton 
doesn’t have a signature sound, as such. 
Instead, his role is to enhance Low’s space 
of possibilities, o�ering up a range of outré 
and experimental sonic approaches that 
Sparhawk and Parker have seized upon 
with both hands. 

Listening to Hey What brings to  
mind a strange and diverse selection  
of records: the bold experiments in Auto-
Tune of Kanye West’s 808s & Heartbreak; 
the crumbling ambient textures of William 
Basinski’s The Disintegration Loops; the 
textured dub techno 12-inches of Berlin’s 
Basic Channel; and, in places, Angelo 
Badalamenti’s score for Twin Peaks, 
specically the way that it vacillates 
between states of dreamy sentimentality 
and eerie dread. Listen to “Days Like 
These” for a glimpse of Low at their most 
terrifying and beautiful. Sparhawk’s 
vocals are yanked to the fore, popping and 
glitching with electronic distortion. But 
it’s the moment they fall away that’s really 
startling, the sudden shocking silence 
lled by ¡urries of synth and ethereal 
vocals that seem to dri� on the wind. 

Double Negative was written in 
the shadow of Trump’s ascent to the 
presidency, and it was easy to read its lyrics 
as a response to his administration’s venal 
assault on truth. Hey What feels harder to 
grasp. Its 10 songs dwell on interpersonal 
relationships, exploring di¢cult truths, 
painful trade-o�s and people haunted 
by their past. “Don’t Walk Away” and “I 
Can Wait” seem to speak to the power of 
partnership, the ways that couples weather 
hard times through trust and mutual 
support. “If I could trade, I would trade/ 
I would give you a break, and carry the 
weight,” they sing on the latter. Gorgeous 
album centrepiece “Hey”, meanwhile, tells 
the tale of an emotional breakdown on the 
road, its angelic vocals cresting in and out 
of a shimmering, ecstatic ambience in  
a way that is gently crushing. 

The occasional harshness of texture that 
dened Double Negative is present here. 
The rhythmic pulse that runs throughout 
“I Can Wait” is the aural equivalent of 
staring into a ¡ickering strobe light, while 
“There’s A Comma A�er Still” balances 
holy choral ululations with a whirlwind of 
electronic noise. “More”, meanwhile, rides 
a gigantic rock ri� that’s electronically 
treated to give it a jagged, ferrous feel.  

“I gave more than what I should have lost/ 
I paid more than what it would have cost,” 
Parker seethes, her voice curled into  
a tone of bold reproach.

But this brings us to one clear point of 
di�erence between Double Negative and 
Hey What. On its predecessor, Sparhawk 
and Parker’s vocals were sometimes 
treated in a way that subsumed them 
within the music. Here, however, the 
vocals have been pulled right up front  
and centre – o�en soaring powerfully 
above the distressed sounds beneath, 
even as they speak a language of fear, 
doubt and desperation. Double Negative 
hit hard in part through the sense of its 
shock of the new. That sense of stark 
originality hasn’t entirely dissipated, but 
Hey What adds to it a sense of immediacy, 
while tracing a continuity with what 
came before. Listen to tracks such as “All 
Night” and “The Price You Pay (It Must 
Be Wearing O�)” and you can discern a 
clear umbilical link back to those earliest 
slowcore records, even as the Low of 2021 
forges forth into new sonic vistas. 

That Low are still relevant some three 
decades from their birth is surely down  
to their ability to shi� with the times. 
But Hey What succeeds not just because 
it sounds new but because it captures 
something authentic and true. Its textures 
– harsh, bold, sometimes pushed to the 
brink of disintegration – feel inextricable 
from the songs themselves, which are 
honest, troubled and weathering an 
emotional weight. It marks out Low as 
one of the few bands since My Bloody 
Valentine to take the form of rock and  
do something that feels genuinely new. 

To extend that MBV comparison,  
if Double Negative was Low’s Isn’t 
Anything, then Hey What is their Loveless: 
it represents a further step outside familiar 
rock convention into a sonic universe that 
runs to their own laws. It is easy to make 
music that is di¢cult and it is easy to make 
music that is beautiful. But it is quite the 
trick to be both at the same time, and on 
Hey What, Low mark themselves out as 
masters of the art.

SLEEVE NOTES
1 White Horses
2 I Can Wait
3 All Night
4 Disappearing
5 Hey
6 Days Like These
7 There’s A 
Comma After Still
8 Don’t Walk 
Away
9 More
10 The Price You 
Pay (It Must Be 
Wearing Off)

Produced by:  
BJ Burton 
Recorded 
at: Precious, 
Minneapolis, MN 
Personnel:  
Alan Sparhawk 
(vocals, 
guitar, synth), 
Mimi Parker 
(vocals, drums, 
percussion),  
BJ Burton 
(dubbing, effects)
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Pulled out 
of their 
comfort 
zone: Low 
in 2021

HOW TO BUY...

LOW AND BEHOLD
Three landmark records from Sparhawk and Parker
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NEW ALBUMS

“Wherewe’regoing
here,there’sreallynot
aframeofreference”
ALANSPARHAWK

Howhasthepastyearbeen?
ALAN SPARHAWK: When quarantine
hit, we’d just nished touring, and we
were going to take a little time o� and
get ready for recording. It sort of t into
the cycle. We were in the trajectory of
working on stu�, we had a few songs.
That, and the Friday Instagrams helped
us use the time to our advantage.

Whatdidyougetoutofthe
Instagramliveperformances?
Wasitausefulwayof
workshoppingnewmaterial?
SPARHAWK: For sure, we were able
to work on the new songs and it kind
of helped us stay in touch with what
we were doing. For the last couple
of decades, we’ve always been so
dependent on having something coming
up, you know? It would dene what
you’d be doing each day [laughs]. So
without that, it’s surprisingly crippling.
We’ve been slacking on it a bit. We don’t
do it every week but I’ve kind of been
missing it. It keeps me on my toes!
MIMI PARKER: It’s fun to revisit old
material – I think we did most of the back
catalogue, just a handful that we didn’t.
Then you start thinking like [mock
horri�ed], ‘Jeez – listen to this song…’
SPARHAWK: Sometimes you’d be
forcing yourself into something. But
I think creativity thrives in situations
where you have to push yourself, or
obligations are hanging over your
shoulder. When we started doing it, our
manager was encouraging us, and we
were like, sure, seems like a cool thing
to do. But as time went on we started to
hear back from people who were really
isolated – people would write back and
say how much our music meant to them,

Mimi Parker and
Alan Sparhawk talk
tolerance, distortion
and a whole new
planet of sound

how it’s helping them to get through it.
Then your perspective changes, and you
try to honour that.

DoubleNegativefelt likeabrave
departurethatreallycameoff.
Howdidthatshapetheway
youapproachedHeyWhat?
SPARHAWK: For sure we wanted
to work with BJ [Burton, producer]
again. We had built a good process,
and a rapport. If before we were sort
of admiring his decisions, now it feels
like a part of what we do. In doing that,
I think we’re able to kind of go a little
bit further with the things that we do
control, and the things that we have our
anchor in. On Double Negative, it felt like
we had busted through some doors. You
don’t break down the same door twice.
But there was this feeling that we’d
discovered this new language – this new
level or manipulation and abstraction
that can happen within songwriting.
There’s a little bit more condence
this time. We had a lot of discussions
around vocals, how to approach them.
That came out of jumping in and trying
certain things we liked – like this certain
chain we were using, or these other
production approaches.

Thewayyouprocessvocalshere
reallystandsout. I’mthinking
ofthatmomenton“DaysLike
These”whereyourvoicekind
ofbreakslikethunder…
SPARHAWK: That came from realising
that vocals were this prominent thing.
Certain songs are really driven by the

vocal melody, and it was interesting to 
be able to really strip it down to just that. 
“Days Like These” comes out almost a 
cappella, and when the noise comes in, 
that feels really driven by the vocals. It’s 
basically trying out these extreme things 
and seeing if they work. Sometimes 
we’ll run stu� into a cassette player, 
just because there’s a certain damage 
that the cassette will put on there, you 
know. There was a track on Double 
Negative where we actually tore out 
the tape, crunched it up, rolled it back 
in there and recorded something, then 
put it back into the computer. Suddenly
you have this really organic, damaged
take on something. Other times we’ll
get distortion out of digital converters –
you’ll nd some engineers going ‘No, no,
that’s bad distortion!’ But you know, at
rst all distortion is bad, until someone
goes, ‘Wait, that’s an interesting sound.

DoubleNegativewasmadein
theshadowofTrump,andwhile
touringityou’dcallhimoutfrom
thestage.He’soutoftheWhite
Housebuthe’sstillapresence
inpubliclife…
PARKER: I think the most disturbing
residue of that is the polarity. Just the
realising that holy crap, there’s a large
percentage of the population that I just…
you know, we’re never going to meet
halfway, we’re never going to agree.
So that’s very disappointing.
SPARHAWK: The idea that you
might have some sort of obligation
to a stranger – I think that’s really
deteriorated. People are meaner to
people who work at restaurants. People
are more short with one another. The
ability to just dismiss another person
has just escalated. I feel like even as
reasonable people – and we have always
tried to be kind, and tolerant – I feel like
I’m kind of like, ‘No, I’m tired of these
assholes now’. Why should I give these
people a second thought, the benet
of the doubt, when they clearly aren’t
giving it to anyone else. And people
have died because of that.

Werethereanyrecordsthat
influencedHeyWhat,either
insoundorinattitude?
SPARHAWK: It might sound a little
pompous and insular but I really feel
like we’re going into some territory…
I mean, everybody, of course, sees
themselves as doing something new
and interesting and groundbreaking.
But I feel where we’re going here, there’s
really not a frame of reference. I mean,
we’ve denitely always been inspired by
people who do extreme stu� – from La
Monte Young to Alec Empire to Swans to
Alice Coltrane. Either the individuality
and creativity of the artist, or an attitude,
or someone who has gotten to a point
when they’re on a whole new planet with
what they’re doing. In many ways that’s
what we’ve always been striving for.
INTERVIEW: LOUIS PATTISON

Q&A
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Producer BJ Burton:   
helping Low 
discover a different 
musical language



E
VEN punk didn’t want The 
Stranglers: the movement 
for damaged outcasts 
drew the line at these 
Surrey brutes, seen as too 
thuggish, ancient, sexist 
and straight. Before that, 

pub-rockers too thought themselves above 
this glowering crew, with their corduroy-
wearing biochemistry graduate singer, 
37-year-old jazz drummer with a taste for 
home-brewing, a brooding bassist ever 
itching to use his karate skills, and a hippie 
keyboardist whose unfashionable solos 
inspired �ashbacks of the verboten Doors, 
though he expressed a preference for Yes. 
Such faces certainly didn’t � t Malcolm 
McLaren’s Situationist programme, 

leaving them as uncomprehending rock 
press pariahs, blindly lashing out at
their tormentors.

This violence climaxed when bassist 
and karate master JJ Burnel punched 
main singer-songwriter Hugh Cornwell 
through a wall in 1990, hastening 
his swi�  exit from the band. Today’s 
Stranglers are the result of a long and 
dogged climb back, a� er Burnel fought 
through his own gloomy indi� erence to 
reassert control over the dri� ing group, 
Baz Warne, guitarist since 2000, became 
bullish co-singer too, and Norfolk Coast 
(2004), their � � h album since entering 

the post-Cornwell 
doldrums, showed 
intent � nally 
worthy of their 
past, combining 
rumbling attack, a 
ruggedly English 
sensibility and 
a measure of 
introspection.

And yet the 
blows keep 
coming. Their once 
terrifying drummer 
and founder, 

Jet Black, retired in 2015 with enough 
health problems to give Python’s Black 
Knight pause. Like Don Corleone near 
The Godfather’s end, he no longer runs 
things, but still o� ers wise counsel. So 
when Dave Green� eld, their jazzy, proggy 
keyboardist, died from Covid-19 on May 3, 
2020, it was Black who told the last original 
Strangler standing, Burnel, to press on.

The band’s 18th album, Dark Matters, 
was largely � nished before Green� eld 
died, when lockdown windows allowed 
Warne to visit Burnel’s French home,
and was completed remotely. A� er 
the snarling insensitivity that once 
de� ned The Stranglers, it’s re� ective and 
poignant. Even if you strip away the late 
touches acknowledging Green� eld’s loss, 
the mood is suddenly grave and inevitably 
valedictory. “We’re a bunch of old guys 
now,” Burnel agrees, “and I wanted our 
music to re� ect that.”

Green� eld might have generally been 
the quietest member of the band, but 
when they started to play, it was him, head 
bowed at the keyboard, who always set 
the mood, his fairground swirl energising 
the others. So it still is on Dark Matters, as 
the opener “Water” sees his playing surge 
and then explode into a mighty Stranglers 

THE STRANGLERS
Dark Matters
COURSEGOOD/ABSOLUTE

7/10
Death puts the Men in Black in sombre, 
elegiac mood. By Nick Hasted
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NEW ALBUMS

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Water
2 This Song
3 And If You

Should See
Dave…

4 If Something’s
Gonna Kill Me
(It Might As
Well Be Love)

5 No Man’s Land
6 The Lines
7 Payday
8 Down
9 The Last Men

On The Moon
10 White Stallion
11 Breathe

Produced by:
Louie Nicastro
Recorded at:
Charlton Farm
Studios, Bath; OX4
Sound Studios,
Oxfordshire;
various studios
in the South of
France
Personnel: Baz
Warne (lead
vocals, guitar),
Jean-Jacques
Burnel (lead
vocals, bass),
Dave Greenfield
(keyboards),
Jim Macaulay
(drums), Mathew
Seamarks
(trumpet)

ri� , Warne’s guitar and the keyboard 
then trading slashing blows. In an album 
that took nine years to cohere, Burnel’s 
lyric, with water a metaphor for the Arab 
Spring’s thirst for democracy, sounds 
sadly stranded in history.

“And If You Should See Dave...” is the 
most notable posthumous addition, with 
Burnel considering “things that should 
have been said, eternal regrets”; “This is 

whereyoursolowouldgo”,headds, the
lushmusicarrangedaroundthatgaping
absence.“Innocencehasle�thishouse,
towanderamongthestars”,begins
Burnel’sothernewlyric,on“If
Something’sGonnaKillMe(ItMight
AsWellBeLove)”,showingGreen�eld’s
almostsancti�edStranglerstatus,
somehowstoodapart fromtheirbruising
battles.“Ourglory’s farbehindus”,Burnel
acknowledges,“andImissya”.

The Sunderland snap of Warne’s vocal
bites down with relish on “This Song”,
a co-write with Mathew Seamarks that
imagines burying feelings for a sundered
relationship with manic completeness.
The Stranglers’ bracing, unapologetic
bile rises here. “Payday”, too, rains
contempt on callous leaders with a nod
to the history-steeped lyrics of “No More
Heroes”: “Alexander was never the same
a�er he speared his old companion/It led
to Ptolemy and Cleopatra...”

But it’s Burnel’s husky, burnt-out ballad
voice that de�nes Dark Matters. “The
Lines” counts life’s cost in the face in the
mirror, Green�eld’s honky-tonk organ
shadowing a country strum. “Down” is a
sunken elegy sung to Spanish guitar, ’til
hopes rise again like the sun. “Breathe”
is the best and last song here, beginning
as a ’60s pop chanson. Green�eld’s
synths dance above its �nal minutes, the
keyboardist both in a world of his own and
with his bandmates one last time, until the
only sound le� is a transmission signal,
blinking out, leaving the survivors in
limbo. If wouldn’t be the worst way for
a last Stranglers album to close.

JJ Burnel on Dave Greenfield’s 
passing and the band’s future

The last year’s been a sort of 
limbo for everyone. But was 
that especially true for The 
Stranglers, with Dave’s loss, and
wondering what happens next?
Yes, very much so. I spoke to him three 
days before he passed away. When 
that happened, I thought, “That’s it.” But
then I realised, the one thing I needed to
do was to complete the record.

How would you describe your friendship
with Dave? We had five rows in 45 years, andthelongest
lasted 36 hours. That was when we were tryingtomixa
track and I could hear this tinkling behind me. I turnedround,

anditwasDave,satinthearmchair,
makinghimselfthisfuckingchainmail
coat, inthestudio!Becausehewasinto
DarkAgesre-enactments. Isaid,“Look,
I’minthemiddleofmixing,canyoufuck
off?”Ionlyhavereallystrongaffection
forhim.

Wastheresomethoughtthat
thiscouldbethelastalbum?
JetsaysaslongasI’mstillgoingthere’s
acertainprinciplerunningthrough
theband.It’snotaboutindividuals, it’s

aboutoursoundandwhatwestandfor.AndafterDave
passedaway,myagentcalledandsaid,“We’resellingmore
ticketsthanbefore.”Maybealotofpeoplehaveinvestedin
thisproject,TheStranglers.Idon’tknow.Idon’tunderstand.
INTERVIEW: NICK HASTED

Q&A

AFTERLIGHT
Afterlight
MIGHTYVILLAGE

7/10
TheaGilmore’spainfulrebirth

This Anohni-style
renouncing of
Gilmore’s previous
identity is a shock,
coming a�er 19
albums largely

made with a producer and husband
whose in�uence she now views as
toxic. “Of All The Violence I Have
Known” is a cool, spoken-word
litany, remembering a forearm on
“the tiny bird’s hollow of my neck”,
and “the slow assassination of the
years” in a relationship begun when
she was 16. “The Ghost Of Love”
typi�es the emotional gutting which
follows, a lushly crooned piano
ballad soon hitting icy currents.
Rock’n’roll liberation is gratefully
clutched on “Cut And Run”, but
more ferally vicious goodbyes
remain to be said, in this austere,
emotionally full record.
NICK HASTED

BABA ALI
MemoryDevice
MEMPHISINDUSTRIES

7/10
London-basedAmerican’s
lockdown-penneddebut

Produced by
Hot Chip and
LCD Soundsystem
polymath Al
Doyle, this debut
album from New-

Yorker-in-east-London Babatunde
Doherty o�en sounds like the work
of those acts’ adopted nephew. Icy
synth textures and gnarly nuggets
of techno punctuate Doherty’s
sometimes staccato, sometimes
soulful vocals on the likes of
“Thought Leader”, all hung on
sharp pop hooks. You might feel like
you’ve heard the “round and round”
chorus of “Black Wagon” in several
songs before but it’s no less hypnotic
for it, while the New Order-ish
pulse and guitar twang of “Nature’s
Curse” and the neurotic LCD-style
techno-rock of “Temp Worker”
suit his understated delivery
just as well. JOHNNY SHARP

AtoZ
This month…
P24 POKEY LAFARGE
P26 SAINT ETIENNE
P28 WANDA JACKSON
P30 LITTLE SIMZ
P31 GERRY RAFFERTY
P32 JOSÉ GONZÁLEZ
P34 ARUSHI JAIN
P35 MATTHEW E WHITE

Last men 
Strangling: (l–r) 
Jim Macauley, 
Jean-Jacques 
Burnel, Baz Warne

After the 
snarling 
insensitivity, 
it’s reflective 
and poignant
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Stranglers, 1977: Hugh 
Cornwell, Jet Black, 
Jean-Jacques Burnel 
and Dave Greenfield



FOR many years, Hal
Willner co-ordinated
the music sketches
on revered US TV
sketch show Saturday
Night Live. At other
times he could be

found curating multi-cast tributes to the
work of songwriters such as Leonard
Cohen, Charles Mingus, Kurt Weill and
Thelonious Monk. Or convincing The
Replacements to sing Disney tunes. Or
soundtracking Robert Altman �lms. Or
producing albums for Marianne Faithfull,
Laurie Anderson and Allen Ginsberg.
His skill was in the art of combination
– matching artists to other artists, or to
speci�c songs, certain sounds to other
sounds, or to situations.

Oneoftheenduringmusicalpartnerships
ofWillner’s lifewaswithLouReed.The
pair�rstcollaboratedin1985,forReed’s
takeonWeill’s“SeptemberSong”,and
continuedtohis�nalfouralbums,andhis
RCA&Aristaboxset in2013;arelationship
ofunderstandingandfocus,andgreat,
attentivelistening.Willnerlikedto
describehimselfasReed’sTonto.

It is �tting, then, that a tribute to The
Velvet Underground & Nico should be
Willner’s grand farewell as executive
producer. I’ll Be Your Mirror is a
reimagining of the Velvets’ self-titled 1967
debut in its entirety, the perfect showcase
for the ludicrous extent of their in�uence,
from Thomas Bartlett to Fontaines DC,

King Princess to Kurt Vile. It is hard 
not to see Willner’s � ngerprints across its 
11 tracks: there in the pairings of Sharon 
Van Etten with Angel Olson, Iggy Pop with 
Matt Sweeney, Andrew Bird and Lucius, 
and in the terri� c attention to sound
and detail.

It begins with Michael Stipe’s stunning 
interpretation of “Sunday Morning”. 
Opening with clarinet rather than celesta, 
and li� ed by � ickering synths, the track 
ranges from lugubrious to regretful and 
back, Stipe’s voice seemingly cast in pale, 
early light. Beneath it runs a bassline that 
intriguingly owes more to “Walk On The 
Wild Side” than the song Stipe is covering.

It was the Village Voice critic Richard 
Goldstein who famously likened 
Nico’s voice to “a cello getting up in the 
morning”, and something similar could 
be said here of the beautifully crestfallen 
tone of Sharon Van Etten. On “Femme 
Fatale” it’s swaddled in strings and 
bu� ered by both Olson’s vibrato and 
distinctively Van Etten-ian piano chords.
There’s a certain glee to some of these 
covers – Matt Berninger delivers a 
gloriously freewheeling “I’m Waiting

For The Man”, sounding half-giddy to be 
allowed to touch the hem of this song’s 
garment. Similarly, it’s hard not to be 
swept up by Kurt Vile and the Violators 
scurrying exuberantly through “Run 
Run Run”. Meanwhile, Andrew Bird and 
Lucius suck the marrow of “Venus In 
Furs”: by turns gloweringly sinister then 
deeply rousing.

The tracks that � y highest here are in 
fact the least faithful, more subversive 
– St Vincent and Thomas Bartlett’s  
extravagant reimagining of “All 
Tomorrow’s Parties” calls to mind Laurie 
Anderson or Robert Ashley, a condensed 
avant-garde opera that moves from 
paranoia to celestial beauty.

Although Courtney Barnett’s version of 
“I’ll Be Your Mirror” lacks the twinkling 
wonder of the original, her more prosaic 
take allows us to � nd at the heart of the 
song a romantic simplicity that, for all 
the nihilistic trappings, the drugs, the 
deviancy and the whiplash, o� en
powered Reed’s writing.

Later, Fontaines DC’s extraordinary 
version of “The Black Angel’s Death 
Song” is delivered as if sweaty-toothed 
and spoiling for violence, all gathering 
clouds and gathering rage, hisses and 
handclaps and scissors (yes, scissors) 
from Grian Chatten, the predatory curl of 
Conor Curley’s harmonium, Dan Carey’s 
impeccable production. It is a song reborn.

Whenever Willner talked about Reed, 
he spoke of the songwriter’s passion for 
life and for living. What is particularly 
a¬  rming about this tribute album is that it 
is so astoundingly, writhingly, sometimes 
viciously alive; the songs of Reed, Cale, 
Tucker, Morrison and Nico not preserved 
in aspic but, thanks in no small part to 
Willner, given fresh breath, new blood.

Some years ago, Willner recalled how 
Reed’s highest musical compliment 
praised the sheer e� ort of a musician. 
Listening to records, he would turn to his 
Tonto and say, “Hal, you’ve got to listen to 
this! They’re really trying!” Perhaps, then, 
this is the greatest way to recommend I’ll 
Be Your Mirror: you’ve got to listen to this, 
because they are all really, really trying.

Sharon Van Etten: “It’s 
about the passion”

Did the VU always 
mean a lot to you?
When I first heard them I 
was living in Tennessee. It 
made me miss New York. 
Literally within a year of 
me discovering The Velvet 
Underground in my early 
twenties, it spurred me into 
going back home. They gave 
me confidence as a musician, 
knowing it’s not having to 
have all this prior knowledge, 
it’s more about how you 
explore your instrument, and 
how you play off each other, 
and the passion behind it.

How did you choose 
“Femme Fatale”?
I always loved that song, 
especially living in New York, 
and having that image in my 
head, all in slow motion of 
Nico just walking down the 
street. I felt it was perfectly 
in my range – I did a tribute 

to Nico with John Cale years 
ago, and “Femme Fatale” 
is one song I didn’t get to 
perform then.

Do you have a favourite 
Velvets track?
“I Found A Reason”. When I 
was living in Tennessee, and 
I was in this very unhealthy 
relationship, I remember 
playing that song over and 
over again. He came home, 
and I was trying to play him 
the song, and he just hated 
it. And it was just one of those 
signs to me, soundtrack of 
my life – I decided to leave 
during that song. 
INTERVIEW: LAURA BARTON

SLEEVE NOTES
Recorded at:
Various locations
Produced by: Hal
Willner (executive
producer), Dan
Carey, Sean
O’Brien
Personnel
includes: Michael
Stipe, Matt
Berninger, Sharon
Van Etten, Angel
Olson, Annie
Clark, Kurt Vile,
Grian Chatten,
Bobby Gillespie,
Andrew Bird,
Jess Wolfe,
Holly Laessig,
King Princess,
Courtney Barnett,
Iggy Pop (vocals),
Thomas Bartlett,
Sean O’Brien
(piano), Bill Frisell,
Matt Sweeney,
Thurston Moore
(guitar), Tom
Coll, Kyle Spence
(drums)

Q&A

Top bananas: 
Michael Stipe, Annie 
Clark, Courtney 
Barnett, Iggy Pop 
and Matt Sweeney
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
I’ll Be Your Mirror: A Tribute To 
The Velvet Underground & Nico
VERVE

9/10
� e VU’s debut covered � vividly, viciously. 
By Laura Barton
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CARGO COLLECTIVE

SWEET CRISIS
TRICKS ON MY MIND

HEADLINE RECORDS LP / CD
”The missing link between FREE and THE BLACK KEYS” 
Paul Elliott (Q & Mojo). You’ll hear soulful vocals, guitar 

riffs, solos, and heavy drum grooves, what more do 
you need?

JASON SHARP
THE TURNING CENTRE OF A STILL WORLD

CONSTELLATION LP / CD
An impressive, expressive, immersive mission statement 
from Sharp: a singular exploration of human / machine 
calibration & biofeedback using saxophones & human 
pulse patched through custom modular synthesis. RIYL 

Fennesz, Tim Hecker, Ben Frost.

GOAT
HEADSOUP

ROCKET RECORDINGS LP / CD
A globetrotting acid trip of an album, collecting rarities 

spanning GOAT’s career: standalone singles, B-sides and 
two enormous brand new tracks!

THE BEVIS FROND
LITTLE EDEN

FIRE RECORDS LP / CD
Hotly anticipated new album from legendary band, 
released on their 35th Anniversary. Limited edition 
gatefold 2LP/2CD featuring photographs by Nick 

Saloman. “A cult favourite.”  Pitchfork. “Still mixing 
pop, punk and psych to giddy effect.”  The Guardian.

EPHAT MUJURU & 
THE SPIRIT OF THE PEOPLE

MBAVAIRA
AWESOME TAPES FROM AFRICA LP / CD

Mujuru was Zimbabwe’s foremost mbira (thumb piano) 
player who brought Shona music to the world. Available 

outside Zimbabwe for the � rst time. All-acoustic, 
calming music for these times.

ALICIA WALTER
I AM ALICIA

SOOPER RECORDS LP / CD
Equipped with a “near-cosmic voice” (WIRED) in a 

“stratosphere of songwriting all her own” (Consequence), 
Alicia’s debut embraces in� uences spanning from jazz & 
the classic composition of American standards to hip-hop 

& new wave to build her own brand of eclecti-pop.

HAIKU SALUT
THE HILL, THE LIGHT, THE GHOST

SECRET NAME LP / CD
A beautiful study of ghosts and memory, this � fth album 
from Haiku Salut weaves spellbinding electronica, post-
rock and neo-classical with evocative � eld recordings. 

“Poetic, bewitching” - Clash.

10 000 RUSSOS
SUPERINERTIA

FUZZ CLUB LP / CD
Motorik psych-rock champions 10 000 Russos take a 

more synth-driven approach on their � fth album 
‘Superinertia’, due out September 10th on Fuzz Club.

SUUNS
THE WITNESS

JOYFUL NOISE RECORDINGS LP / CD
The Witness � nds the band holding a magnifying glass 
over their own state of playing & performing. While the 

world becomes a more distorted place, The Witness 
extends a sonic lifeline to latch onto, one bolstered by 

years of friendship, chemistry & trust.

CHORUSING
HALF MIRROR

WESTERN VINYL LP / CD
Chorusing’s debut album combines a homemade 

synthesizer and guitars with confessional folk 
songwriting, yielding cosmic yet earthly results. Clash 
calls it “hypnotic.” RIYL Arthur Russell, Bonnie Prince 

Billy, Elephant Micah.

RED RIBBON
PLANET X

DANGER COLLECTIVE LP / CD
Red Ribbon’s new album is a touching collection of her 
most innovative, striking songs to date. Planet X is the 
sound of a band pushed to the outer reaches of their 

creative comfort zones.

GA-20
DOES HOUND DOG TAYLOR:TRY IT...

YOU MIGHT LIKE IT!
KARMA CHIEF RECORDS LP / CD

Colemine Records in partnership with Alligator Records 
will release GA-20’s new album. GA-20 Does Hound Dog 
Taylor, featuring 10 songs written or performed by the 

Chicago blues legend.

DEAFHEAVEN
INFINITE GRANITE

SARGENT HOUSE LP / CD
Deafheaven return with their new album In� nite Granite. 

Produced by Justin Meldal-Johnsen (M83, Wolf Alice), 
In� nite Granite � nds the band embarking on a new 

chapter of de� ant beauty.

PHIL ODGERS
GHOSTS OF ROCK N ROLL

VINYL STAR CD
The Men They Couldn’t Hang frontman, Phil ‘Swill’ Odgers, 
launches out of lockdown with this outstanding new album 

brimming with spirit, blood, sweat and tears.

HELVETIA
ESSENTIAL ALIENS

JOYFUL NOISE RECORDINGS LP
Essential Aliens takes all the elements of the Helvetia 

sound & simpli� es--there is no reverb or delay used on this 
record. Short blasts of stoner chill with no speci� c genre 

in mind, this is like forever rummaging through a radio dial 
looking for weird tunes.  

YVETTE
HOW THE GARDEN GROWS

WESTERN VINYL LP / CD
Post-industrial / neo-no wave music evoking the spirit of 
This Heat, Throbbing Gristle, and Cabaret Voltaire.  NME 
says they’re “one of the best” and Pitchfork calls them 

“authoritative….and trans� xing.”



NEW ALBUMS

ALTIN GÜN
ÂLEM BANDCAMP

8/10
Amsterdam-basedTurkishsextetdig
deeperintothe’80s

Like this year’s Yol,  
Âlem resettles Altın  
Gün’s Anatolian psych in 
a synth-pop environment. 
There’s still no hiding their 
heritage, as spotlighted by 

the lead melodies of “Özüne Özüm Kurban” 
and pan pipes of “Og l̆an”, but both demand 
little adjustment from western ears, the �rst 
powered by a solid groove and the latter 
like Art Of Noise’s “Moments In Love” lent 
an especially sweet melody. “Cips Kola 
Kilit”, one of three originals, might even 
have suited Japan’s ‘Shibuya-kei’ scene, 
while another, “Üzüm Üzüme Baka Baka” 
– featuring co-producers Asa Moto and 
additional melodica – subtly embraces 
dub. Opening traditional “Yali Yali”, 
however, would segue perfectly into LCD 
Soundsystem’s “Get Innocuous!”. 
WYNDHAM WALLACE

AMYL AND THE SNIFFERS
Comfort To Me
ROUGH TRADE

7/10
Oz-punk quartet celebrate the 
potencyofcheapmusiconrowdy
secondalbum

A one-woman Pussy Riot  
of declamatory lyrics and 
car-crash charisma, Amy 
Taylor helped catapult 
Melbourne garage-punks 
Amyl And The Sni�ers 

to wide acclaim with their self-titled 2019 
debut. Recorded under Covid lockdown, 
this marginally more polished sequel �nd 
Taylor amplifying her hip-hop and metal 
in�uences on rowdy riot-grrrl stomps like 
“Freaks To The Front”, the punchy “Don’t 
Fence Me In” and the gloriously titled “Don’t 
Need A Cunt (Like You To Love Me)”. Like 
their friends and collaborators Sleaford 
Mods, the Sni�ers sometimes sound limited 
by their studiously low-brow, lo-� aesthetic. 
Even so, Comfort To Me o�ers a mostly 
exhilarating mix of headbanging ri�s, 
profane wit and gutter-punk attitude. 
STEPHEN DALTON

RIDDY ARMAN
Riddy Arman LA HONDA

8/10
Montanacowgirl’ssparse,gothicdebut

Singer, songwriter and 
occasional ranch hand, 
Montana-based Riddy 
Arman has a treacle-thick 
alto that recalls Neko Case 
at her most elegiac. Arman’s 

self-titled debut is sparse and gothic, keeping 
instrumentation minimal enough to leave 
room for emotion as open as the western 
skies she works under. “Barbed Wire” 
dresses things up with wailing lap steel, 
while a faithful version of Kris Kristo�erson’s 
“Help Me Make It Through The Night” is 
lush and supple. But it’s mournful opener 
“Spirits, Angels Or Lies” that cuts the deepest 
through a tale of a ghostly Johnny Cash 
visiting her father’s deathbed. 
LEONIE COOPER

AMERICANA ROUND-UP

AMERICANA 
Country, bluegrass, folk and more

TEXAN troubadour Hayes Carll
has amassed a sterling body
of work over the past couple
of decades. Due in late October,
his eighth album You Get It All
DUALTONE doesn’t disappoint either.
Carll unpicks the complexities of
relationships across its 11 songs,
which include co-writes with the
BrothersOsborne(“NiceThings”),
guest vocalist Brandy Clark (“In The Mean
Time”) and Adam Landry and Allison
Moorer (“Different Boats”). Moorer also
co-produces. Brandi Carlile’s bestselling
recent memoir Broken Horses informs her
latest, In These Silent Days ATLANTIC, out in
early October. The six-time Grammy
winner cut the album with long-time
collaborators Tim and Phil Hanseroth at
Nashville’s RCA Studio A, with the same

production team – Dave Cobb
and Shooter Jennings – that
steered predecessor By The
Way, I Forgive You. Cobb and
Jennings also lend their musical
talents, alongside cellist Josh
Neumann, drummer Chris
Powell and Lucius vocalists Jess
Wolfe and Holly Laessig. Carlile
says the songs were “written in

my barn during a time of deep and personal
reckoning. It’s resistance and gratitude,
righteous anger and radical forgiveness.”
Look out for Broken Hearts & Dirty Windows:
Songs Of John Prine, Vol 2 OH BOY too. This
second tribute to the late genius (Vol 1
landed in 2010) is still largely under wraps
but does feature Carlile’s version of “I
Remember Everything” and Sturgill
Simpson’s take on “Paradise”. ROB HUGHES

POKEY LaFARGE
In The Blossom Of Their Shade NEW WEST

8/10
Upbeat, sonically diverse gem from Jack White- 

endorsed singer guitarist
LAST year’s Rock Bottom 
Rhapsody partly detailed the 
existential crisis that befell 
LaFarge following his move 
from St Louis hometown to LA 
in 2018, a long dark night of the 

soul that brought out self-destructive tendencies. 
The follow-up, provisionally titled Siesta Love 
owing to its summery a�ernoon swing, is 
brighter in tone, charting his journey back to 
some kind of contentment. The pandemic, it 
transpires, worked in his favour, a cancelled tour 
giving him the space and time to fully recharge.

Opening track “Get It ’Fore It’s Gone” typi�es 
the more carefree musical approach, a warm-
breeze moment set to a quasi-calypso rhythm. 
It’s a trick he repeats a few times during In The 
Blossom Of Their Shade, from the Caribbean-
scented “Mi Ideal” (whose lyrics provide the 
album title) to the lovestruck Tropicália of 
“Yo-Yo”. At other times, LaFarge and his band 
approximate choogling Creedence (“Fine To Me”) 
and the New Orleans R&B perfected by Dave 
Bartholomew and Fats Domino (“Killing Time”).

But these smart stylistic detours mask 
something a little deeper. Lyrically, LaFarge 
feels like he’s still in the process of banishing a 
few demons. “Long For The Heaven I Seek” is a 
baleful country tune whose narrator is burdened 
by life, a plea for deliverance that follows in the 
weary bootsteps of Hank Williams. “I strain to 
hear heaven’s bells ring/But I’m tired of waiting 
for the angels to sing”, laments LaFarge, his 
high, nasal voice sounding suitably Williams-
like. Another teary cowboy ballad, “Drink Of 
You”, struggles to booze away time and trouble, 
while “To Love Or Be Alone” – despite its balmy 
demeanour – o�ers a bleak summation of a 
romantic relationship: “It’s in our nature to  
cheat/And also to kill/It’s inevitable that  
one of us will”.

Ultimately though, In The Blossom Of  
Their Shade strikes a hopeful note. Against 
a backdrop of societal chaos, “Rotterdam” 
envisions a new utopia, before LaFarge bows out 
with “Goodnight, Goodbye (Hope Not Forever)”, 
the implication being that the worst is now over. 
ROB HUGHES
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NEW ALBUMS

BIG RED MACHINE
HowLongDoYouThink
It’sGonnaLast? JAGJAGUWAR

9/10
Collective’simmersive15-trackepic

BRM’s second is a
dazzling stylistic
display on which
Aaron Dessner and
Justin Vernon are
joined by talented

friends whose pristine singing rubs
against Vernon’s treated vocals and
glitchy grooves to consistently throw
o� sparks. Go-to co-writer/singer Anaïs
Mitchell frames the LP in burnished
hues with “Latter Days” and “New
Vernon”, Robin Pecknold soars on
“Phoenix” and Dessner’s production
client Taylor Swi� de�ly channels Joni
on “Renegades”, while Ben Howard
and This Is The Kit bring their refracted
Celtic folk stateside on “June’s A River”.
Dessner envisioned the LP as “some
version of The Last Waltz”, and that’s a
fair assessment of what he and Vernon
have pulled o�. BUD SCOPPA

BLACK DICE
ModProgSic FOURFOUR

7/10
Firstinadecadefromerrant
BigAppleexperimentalists

In the NY scene of
the early Noughties,
Black Dice were true
black sheep, their
cranky experimental
racket odder and more

original than the music of their peers.
A�er an extended hiatus in which
founder Eric Copeland emerged as a
le��eld dance producer, comeback
Mod Prog Sic captures them at their
best. It’s still deeply strange, a web
of electronic blurps, e�ects-soaked
vocals and slippery textures that
resembles the squawks and squelches
of an alien organism. Crucial to its
success is its keen rhythmic sense,
“White Sugar” and “Swinging”
infused with a rubbery grooviness
that’s infectious. LOUIS PATTISON

BLANCMANGE
CommercialBreak BLANCCHECK

6/10
Avuncularsynth-popveterans
exploretheirdarkersideon14thLP

Blancmange’s ability
to surprise – with a
dazzling melody or
droll observation
– has kept them
in business for 40

years, so it’s reassuring they’ll still
try something di�erent. They haven’t
gone drill just yet; it’s more that this
is an album of two halves. At �rst,
Neil Arthur re�ects on Englishness
over angular electronics, mulling �y
tipping, dogs and Crackerjack; “I could
have won a cabbage,” he sighs. Then
“Empty Street” introduces a suite of
downcast songs composed of �eld
recordings and guitar. It’s all rather
tasteful – perhaps not the surprise
they had in mind. PIERS MARTIN

LINDSEY BUCKINGHAM
Lindsey Buckingham REPRISE

8/10
FormerMacmanstillapopmaverick

Long delayed 
while Buckingham 
recovered from triple-
bypass surgery, his 
new release has many 
of the hallmarks 

of his previous six solo albums and 
contributions to Fleetwood Mac. 
Multi-tracking himself on most of the 
10 tracks, the singer-guitarist fashions  
atmospheric soundscapes; the Roy
Orbison heartbreak grandeur of “Blind
Love”, the Tusk-familiar percussive
“Power Down”, the jerky new wave of
“On The Wrong Side”. It’s a relatively
brief a�air, clocking in at 40 minutes,
but is awash with an adventurousness
some might �nd surprising in a 71-year-
old, never more so than on the ethereal
whisper of “Dancing”. TERRY STAUNTON

THE BUG
Fire NINJATUNE

8/10
Prolificstudioexplorerreconvenes
ear-bashingavant-dubcollective

NowbasedinBrussels
a�eralongBerlin
residency,soundclash
supremoKevinMartin
assemblesamighty
arsenalofsonic

weaponsandvocalguestsforhis�rst
newBugLPinsevenyears.Thegeneral
moodonFire isnoisyandurgent,from
dystopiandoom-dubcollaborations
withgrimerapperFlowdantothe
broodingavant-metalincantation
“Vexed”.ButMartinendsonatender
note,layingdownsombredrone-rock
aspoetRogerRobinsondedicates
hismagic-realist“TheMissing”to
thevictimsofGrenfell.Stylistically
promiscuousandconsistently
inventive,Martinremainsamaestro
ofmultiplemutantgenres,manyof
hisownmaking. STEPHENDALTON

ROGER CHAPMAN
LifeInThePond RUF

6/10
Firststudioalbumin12years
fromformerFamilyman

If Rod Stewart
had sung with
prog-rockersFamily
andChapmanhad
frontedthegood-
timerock’n’rollof

theFaces,thesharesoffameand
fortuneallottedtothetwogrit-and-
gravel-voicedsingersmighthavebeen
reversed.Yet,despitesome�nemusic
sincehis1979solodebut,Chapmanhas
garneredrespectratherthanriches.
Hiscomeback,producedbyex-Family
colleaguePoliPalmer, isawelcomeand
surprisinglylustyreturninhis80th
year,fromtheretro-funkof“RabbitGot
TheGun”totherootsy,brass-driven
grooveof“DarkSideOfTheStairs”,
viathetenderballad“OnLavender
Heights”,whicholdRodcouldprobably
turnintoahit. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

PETE AVES
SweetAreTheUses
CARGO

7/10
ExquisiteEnglishsolorecording
byHighLlamasman

High Llamas
guitarist Pete Aves
brings a de� musical
and lyrical wit to his
latest solo album,
which appropriately

concludes with “Muck & Bullets”,
a track dedicated to his friend and
occasional collaborator Neil Innes.
Lyrically, Aves tackles serious themes
and interrogates the ego but o�en
de�ects with humour, while the
music, recorded in his home studio,
is clear-eyed and gently charming.
Aves has worked with a range of artists,
including Nick Lowe and Shirley
Collins, and his work exists in that
same very English space, a mode
of songwriting that is unassuming
but secure and smart while being
quietly a�ecting. PETER WATTS

BALIMAYA PROJECT
WoloSo
JAZZRE:FRESHED

8/10
LondonAfro-jazzcollective
immersethemselvesinMalimusic

The current wave of
British jazz borrows
heavily from African
sources but this
16-piece London
collective delve

deeper into these connections than
most. They’re led by Harlesden-born
djembe drummer Yahael Camara
Onono, who calls his brand of fusion
“mandé jazz” a�er the stately mandé
music of Mali and neighbouring
countries. Opening track “Balimaya”
begins with a tapestry of tumbling
kora patterns and rattling balofons
before turning into a horn-heavy Afro-
funk workout. A�er that, “Soninka/
Patronba” sees a heartfelt vocal from
Malian singer Mariam Tounkara Koné
mutate into a slice of �ery jazz-rock
featuring guitarist Godwin Sonzi.
Best of all, however, is the hypnotic,
psychedelic Afrobeat of “I No Go
Gree/Aniweta”. JOHN LEWIS

DEVENDRA BANHART
& NOAH GEORGESON
Refuge
FRIENDSOFDEADOCEANS

6/10
Oldfriendsofferafamiliarbut
welcomeretreatfromthepandemic

Devendra Banhart
and Noah Georgeson’s
�rst collaboration
won’t win prizes for
originality but despite
the obvious debt that

“Book Of Bringhi” and “Horn In Deep
Night” owe to Budd and Eno, their
shimmering, somnolent ambience is
irrefutably palliative. It’s well timed
too, given the hovering pedal steel on
tracks like “Rise From Your Wave”, for
the blossoming ‘Ambient Americana’
scene, and expansive arrangements
help their cause further. “In A Cistern”
features Mary Lattimore’s harp and
regular Banhart associate Tyler
Cash’s piano, while David Ralicke adds
woodwind to “Peloponnese Lament”
and “For Em” is lavishly orchestrated.
WYNDHAM WALLACE

THE BEVIS FROND
LittleEden
FIRE

7/10
Valueformoney(again)on
Londonalt.rockveterans’
26thalbum

“Much to my
amazement, I’m
still grimly hanging
on”, declares Nick
Saloman on “They
Will Return”, an

un�ltered portrayal of ageing set to
a grungy, mid-paced ballad with Led
Zep detailing. Across 20 tracks, via a
mix of bittersweet, punk-edged pop,
gnarly guitar vamps à la J Mascis,
and ’60s-style psych rock, such self-
re�ection is twinned with a rueful
survey of the current state of the
nation. It’s a record that could sound
defeated but there’s none of that
here, not even on the sardonic (and
Sebadoh-ish) “Here Come The Flies”
or “You Owe Me”, Saloman’s venting
on a failed relationship that churns
with sharp anger.
SHARON O’CONNELL

Balimaya Project: 
crossing musical 
continents
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IF, as LP Hartley’s
novel The Go-
Between has it, “the
past is a foreign
country”, then Saint
Etienne have earned
frequent �yer status.

From their 1991 debut, Foxbase Alpha,
which leaned on UK club culture, C86
and ’60s pop, through 2005’s Tales From
Turnpike House, a David Essex-featuring,
indie-disco set themed around a �ctional
high-rise, to their ninth album Home
Counties, a titular paean to where all
three grew up, the reimagining of places
and times slightly removed has always
been central. It’s de�ned them as very
English stylists with a psychogeographic
bent, whose name-checking of London’s
Parkway, use of a voice clip from
Countdown or train-station recordings
has given their impressionistic songs
the stamp of lived experience while
transporting listeners Somewhere Else.

In that regard, for Sarah Cracknell, Bob
Stanley and Pete Wiggs the past isn’t
“foreign” at all, it’s a very familiar place
and they speak its language �uently.
But the landscape there is a mesh of
memories and their duplicitous cousins,
dreams, which means however melodious
and seductive, there’s always been a
feeling of distance in their music, which
adds to its allure. Now comes I’ve Been
Trying To Tell You, which has a stronger
air of unsettlement, the emotions most
frequently associated with nostalgia –
wistfulness, longing and a sadness so
inviting it’s easily confused with pleasure

– replaced with a sense of dislocation 
that’s hard to articulate. 

It’s a short record for Saint Etienne 
(eight tracks, 41 minutes) and was 
recorded remotely, in collaboration 
with �lm and TV composer Augustin 
Bous�eld, who also plays bass, guitar 
and additional keyboards. Despite being 
pegged to the idea of the second half of 
the ’90s as the last surge of optimism 
in Britain and featuring samples of UK 
chart hits from that decade, the album 
isn’t nostalgic in the conventional sense. 
None of the samples – which include 
Natalie Imbruglia’s “Beauty On The Fire”, 
Lighthouse Family’s “Raincloud” and The 
Lightning Seeds’ “Joy” – exactly chime 
with the trio’s aesthetic and since they’ve 
been dismantled, rearranged and heavily 
augmented, they’re no more than wobbly 
stepping stones to a submerged collective 
memory. It’s a hypnagogic set in e�ect 
only, since it’s not reaching for something 
beyond its creators’ own experience. In 
fact, you could say I’ve Been Trying To Tell 
You is more intimately connected to them 
than any of their previous LPs, since it 
refers to an era that was Saint Etienne’s 
own golden age.

Bob Stanley describes the record 
as “a meditation on nostalgia” in the 
light of ’90s revivalism, which rightly 
distinguishes it from a nostalgic record, 
though it’s somewhat naive to imagine 
there’s no overlap. Head-nodding beat 
patterns, electronic bossa nova and 
evocations of comedown mixtapes all 
�gure, which suggests the �rst half of 
the ’90s also plays its part (“Joy” was 
released in 1989) while underlining the 
fact that art doesn’t keep a calendar any 
more than memories do. Stanley told 
Uncut the aim was “to make a record 
that felt like the period, but distorted by 
unreliable memory” and that distortion 
is both literal and �gurative: on “Pond 
House”, the enigmatic, repetitious 
murmuring of “here it comes again” is 
the human anchor in a gently rolling sea 
of woozy keys; while on “Blue Kite” the  
warped keyboard melody sounds like it’s 
struggling to break free; and it would be 
a keen-eared listener who could identify 
Tasmin Archer’s power ballad “Ripped 
Inside” in the ebb and �ow of “Broad 
River”. Field recordings – the squawk 
of gulls, a waterfall and indoor-market 
chatter included – are used sparingly 
but e�ectively. Opener “Music Again”, 
which features an electric harpsichord, 
a sample of R&B trio Honeyz’ “Love Of 
A Lifetime” and Cracknell’s looped, 
sweetly forlorn refrain, “never had a way 
to go”, is one of two set highlights; the 
other is “Fonteyn”, a so¦ sigh of a song 
that recalls Everything But The Girl and 
early Goldfrapp.

Saint Etienne have sometimes been 
accused of cleverness at the expense 
of emotion but I’ve Been Trying To Tell 
You (something words can’t express but 
this music can, perhaps) is immediate 
and soulful. It may be a record with 
a particular space-time marker, but 
it transcends that point and raises 
aeons-old existential questions that are 
widely understood. As Cracknell sang on 
“London Belongs To Me”, 30 years ago, 
“Do you ever wonder where we’ve been? Do 
you ever wonder where we’re going?” No 
answers here, but a lyrical soundtrack 
for subconscious wanderings.

Bob Stanley:  
“Nostalgia is a sickness”

Why choose the ’90s as 
a “place” to return to?
The late ’90s and early 2000s 
was the last time there was 
any sense of optimism for 
the future in Britain – the bit 
between Labour winning the 
election and September 11. 
Pop was going through an 
undemanding bubblegum 
phase. The Tate Modern was 
built. It felt like people were 
breathing out and putting 
their feet up because the 
Tories were gone. But at the 
same time there was this 

undercurrentof impending 
disappointment; and of 
course there was Kosovo, 
the beginning of the PFI, the 
sense Labour was blowing 
a big opportunity.

What are the pitfalls of 
dealing with nostalgia?
[The record is] a meditation 
on nostalgia, which I think is 
quite different. Specifically, 
it’s about the current love 
for that period from people 
who were kids at the time 
or weren’t even born. It’s not 
hard to understand why it 
seems like a simpler time 
to them. If you were in your 

twenties at the time, it didn’t 
feel that simple. The 1890s 
had a similar golden glow 
for the Edwardians – that 
wasn’t real, either. Nostalgia 
is a sickness. 

What made you choose 
the samples you did?
They had to be by the people 
you’d have heard if you 
turned on Radio 1 or Radio 
2 in, say, 1999. It wouldn’t 
have worked if we’d picked 
samples from someone like 
Broadcast or Mogwai. We 
wanted it to be a distortion of 
everyday life from the period. 
INTERVIEW: SHARON O’CONNELL 

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Music Again
2 Pond House
3 Fonteyn
4 Little K
5 Blue Kite
6 I Remember It

Well
7 Penlop
8 Broad River

Produced by: Pete
Wiggs; “Pond
House” and “I
Remember It
Well” produced
by Augustin
Bousfield and
Saint Etienne
Recorded at:
Needham Sound,
Hove; Saltaire
Recordings,
Bradford
Personnel:
Sarah Cracknell
(vocals),
Bob Stanley,
Pete Wiggs
(keyboards),
Augustin
Bousfield (bass,
guitar, keyboards,
local council
ceramics)

Q&A
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SAINT ETIENNE
I’ve Been Trying To Tell You
HEAVENLY

8/10
Trio drift back to the ’90s on contemplative 
10th album. By Sharon O’Connell

Saint Etienne: 
(l-r) Sarah 
Cracknell, Pete 
Wiggs and  
Bob Stanley 



NEW ALBUMS

MAHER CISSOKO
CissokoHeritage AJABU

7/10
ShimmeringAfropopbykoramaestro

Cissoko claims to be
the 73rd generation
of a Senegalese
griot family of kora
players – which,
even allowing for

exaggeration, is some heritage. Now
resident in Stockholm, where he has
recorded a quartet of albums with
his Swedish wife Soussou, this solo
set is full of virtuosic kora playing.
Singing in a gentle baritone, his
syncopated acoustic Afro-pop is
heard to best e�ect on “Thiossane”
and “Kano”, but he adds a little synth
texture on “Kedo” and a Youssou
N’Dour in�uence to the dance
rhythms of “Dor Waar” before the
dreamy lullaby “Mama” rounds out
a pleasingly mixed bag of African
enchantment. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

JACK COOPER
& JEFF TOBIAS
Tributaries ASTRALSPIRITS

8/10
Aquaticfreejazzfromformer
UltimatePaintingman

Jack Cooper unites
with his Modern
Nature partner Je�
Tobias – also of
Sunwatchers – on this
free-jazz celebration

of minor British rivers. The duo pay
tribute to the Wicken and Debden,
two streams that feed into the Cam in
north Essex, over a pair of languorous
14-minute songs. The music is part
improvised from compositions by
Cooper, whose guitar gently follows
the dominant sound of Tobias’s alto
sax. The cumulative e�ect is to deliver
a satisfying sense of meandering
solitude. Available on limited-edition
cassette or digitally via Bandcamp.
PETER WATTS

CORNERSHOP
EnglandIsAGarden
Instrumentals AMPLEPLAY

7/10
Green-fingerednewmixeshelpthe
Gardenbloomagain

Cornershop’s eighth 
was one of the last 
great records to 
be released before 
the pandemic took 
hold in March 2020, 

so this instrumental version is a 
gentle reminder of its slightly kitsch 
glam-rock charm. That it works so 
well without Tjinder Singh’s vocals 
is in part down to the new mixes that 
bring out certain elements in each 
song – �ute and organ choogle up 
front on “Slingshot”, the bubbly Moog 
commands attention in “I’m A Wooden
Soldier” – but also to the warmth and 
swagger of the band’s good-natured 
boogaloo. With its sitar and strings, 
“Highly Ampli�ed” might even sit on a 
KPM library set. PIERS MARTIN

ELVIS COSTELLO
& SEBASTIAN KRYS
SpanishModel UME

8/10
Stillagreatalbuminanylanguage

Elvis Costello
reached the “heck
with it, why not”
phase of his career
commendably early
on – as early, indeed,

as 1981’s Almost Blue, wherein he took
his furious, exclamatory new wave
band the Attractions to Nashville and
made an album of reverent country
covers. Spanish Model hands over
Sebastian Krys’ remixes of the original
backing tracks of 1978’s This Year’s
Model to a cast of Latin American
artists, with invigorating results.
Highlights among many include Girl
In A Coma’s Nina Diaz tearing up “No
Action”, La Marisoul �nding the torch
ballad in “Little Triggers”, and Juanes
demonstrating that “Pump It Up”
sounds even more splendidly splenetic
in Spanish. ANDREW MUELLER

SARAH DAVACHI
Antiphonals LATEMUSIC

8/10
Canadiancomposerprefersa
maximalbrandofminimalism

Whereas modern 
composers normally 
blanch at anything 
that resembles the 
most wayward 
adventures of Rick 

Wakeman or Keith Emerson, Sarah 
Davachi is remarkably sanguine 
about inviting those associations. 
For the eight slow-motion pieces on 
Antiphonals, she immerses listeners 
in the remarkably wide range of 
textures and timbres she explores on 
chamber organ, Mellotron, oboe and 
other instruments rarely combined in 
such a fashion since prog’s golden era. 
While richly textured drones remain 
Davachi’s forte, the inclusion of the 
disarmingly pretty likes of “Gradual 
Of Image” helps Antiphonals �nd an 
unusual berth between Terry Riley’s 
A Rainbow In Curved Air and… well, 
Curved Air.  JASON ANDERSON

DAMON & NAOMI
WITH KURIHARA
ASkyRecord 20-20-20

8/10
Nourishingcollaborationwith
Ghostguitarist

During the pandemic,
Damon Krukowski
and Naomi Yang
started listening
to The Shipping
Forecast, whose

nightly survey of British coastal waters
o�ered a reassuring reminder of the
world beyond lockdown. Accordingly,
A Sky Record is �lled with references
to weather, the seasons, water –
metaphors, you might imagine, for life
during and a¦er quarantine. “Has the
storm truly passed?” Naomi asks on
“The A¦ertime”. “Is it morning at last?”
This is their latest in a series of fruitful
collaborations with Ghost guitarist
Michio Kurihara, whose improvisatory
playing brings with it changes in
atmosphere. He noodles discretely
over “Midnight” and “Invisible”,
while his pealing guitar lines on
“The A¦ertime” recalls Damon and
Naomi’s old band, Galaxie 500. This
is a nourishing and deeply meditative
record: the clouds are li¦ing, the sky
is clearing. “Cherish the simple joys
of life,” sings Naomi on “The Gi¦”.
MICHAEL BONNER

THE FELICE BROTHERS
FromDreamsToDust YEPROC

8/10
MinormasterpiecebyUSmavericks

The Felice Brothers 
cut From Dreams 
To Dust in their new 
studio in a renovated 
church in Upstate 
New York. It sounds 

it: this is a thing of echoes and 
re�ections, atmospheres and spectres.
It also might be the best album this 
consistently weird and interesting 
bunch have made. Opener “Jazz On 
The Autobahn” sounds something 
like what might have resulted had 
Paul Simon joined The Fall, “All The 
Way Down” like The Blue Nile playing 
country. They lean fully into the 

location on “Be At Rest”, a sardonic 
spoken-word memorial service for  
a Mr Felice. ANDREW MUELLER

DAVID FERGUSON
Nashville No More FAT POSSUM

7/10
Nashvilleproducertransforms
intoacountrycrooner

While he’s best known 
for his work with 
Johnny Cash, John 
Prine and Sturgill 
Simpson, David 
Ferguson started his 

career as an engineer at Cowboy Jack 
Clement’s studio in the 1980s. So it’s 
�tting that his �rst full-length owes 
a debt to his old boss. Showcasing a 
breezy, a�able croon, Ferguson mixes 
whimsy and melancholy on these 10 
songs, which grapple with old age 
and obsolescence in country’s capital. 
His cover of Bobby Bare’s “Fellow 
Travelers” is a bit too fantastical but 
“My Autumn’s Done Come” is quietly 
heartbreaking, especially considering 
his legendary studio was recently 
demolished for condos. STEPHEN DEUSNER 

TIM FINN & PHIL 
MANZANERA
Caught By The Heart THE SDE SHOP

6/10
Long-acquaintedSplitEnzand
RoxyMusicalumnigoLatin

This unlikely pairing 
�rst met in 1974, 
when Finn’s Split Enz 
supported Roxy Music 
on an Australian tour. 
Nearly half a century 

later they’ve reunited on an LP inspired 
by Finn’s travels in Cuba. Much of it 
is MOR rock with worthy pan-global 
touches, but the highlights are Finn’s 
brash attempts at authenticity. The 
joyously da¦ “Mambo! Salsa!” 
narrates a history of Cuban dance 
music; the tango-tinged “La Ruleta De 
La Fortuna” and the romantic ballad
“Bajo Luz Distinta” see Finn singing in
Spanish and transforming himself into
a gru� Latino lothario; while the last 
three tracks are oddly reminiscent of 
Cuba’s nueva trova singers. JOHN LEWIS

The Felice 
Brothers: 
reflections 
and spectres
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As signalled by
its title, Encore
was conceived as
Jackson’s �nal album,
though various health
issues have failed

to dampen the 83-year-old’s �re. She
tears into bilious rockers “Big Baby”
and “Two Shots” like the wildcat of
yesteryear, the latter one of three
songs to feature Joan Jett, who also
co-produces with longtime ally Kenny
Laguna. But Jackson really comes into
her own on a heart-rending cover of
Johnny Tillotson’s “It Keeps Right On A
Hurtin’” and co-written country ballad
“That’s What Love Is”, both of which
serve as moving tributes to her late
husband, Wendell. ROB HUGHES

CHRIS JAGGER
MixingUpTheMedicine BMG

7/10
TheotherJaggeroffersdefttouches
onmusicofmyriadhues

Released to coincide
with the publication
of his autobiography,
Talking To Myself,
Jagger’s new album
is the sound of a man

happy with his own lot, untroubled
by the shadow of a more famous

older brother. It’s loose laconic vibes
throughout, from the sprightly ska
of “Anyone Seen My Heart?” to the
strutting soul of “Love’s Around The
Corner” to the crooner jazz of “A Love
Like This”. Old friends including So¦
Machine alumnus John Etheridge lend
a hand, as does the livestock on the
Somerset farm he’s called home for
20 years, punctuating the Zydeco
shu±e of “Too Many Cockerels”.
TERRY STAUNTON

JELLY CRYSTAL
FreakShow SMUGGLERMUSIC/PIAS

7/10
Starry-eyeddebut,daubed
inthesoundsofyesteryear

The alter ego of 
Swedish artist 
Filip Johnson, Jelly 
Crystal’s artistic 
identity radiates 
with a glow of 

familiarity. While the absorbing 
pop production of this debut album 
makes for a sumptuous listen – rife 
with shimmering chords, charismatic 
vocals and e�ervescent lead guitar 
– several of the tracks nod too much 
towards a faux-glam approximation 
reminiscent of the Velvet Goldmine 
soundtrack (“Rocket Rain”), while 

SAM GENDEL
AND SAM WILKES
MusicForSaxofone&
BassGuitar:MoreSongs
LEAVING

7/10
SecondservingofLAduo’sbalmy
grooves

Sam Gendel (sax)
and Sam Wilkes
(bass) are proli�c
session players
whose easygoing
pro�ciency keeps the

Los Angeles contemporary jazz scene
ticking over. Their uncanny chemistry
was �rst unveiled on 2018’s slow-burn
masterpiece Music For Saxofone And
Bass Guitar, a sweet set of serpentine
sax and barely-there boom-bap, which
is now followed by …More Songs. For
material that didn’t make the �rst cut,
this rummage through their archive
still has plenty of dusty charm, not
least “Welcome Vibe” and “SG’s Prius”,
sluiced by Gendel’s glissandi, and the
meditative pulse of “Caroline, No” and
“Flametop Green”. Slight at �rst, but
soon substantial. PIERS MARTIN

HAIKU SALUT
TheHill,TheLight,TheGhost
SECRETNAME

8/10
DerbyshireDalestrioweavefound
soundsintospectralsymphonies

Combining Peak
District pastoralism
with Sigur Rós-
sized wonderment,
Derbyshire
instrumental trio

Haiku Salut’s �¦h album was partly
assembled from �eld recordings. The
quivering, chiming, slow-building
chamber-folk symphony “Entering”
evolved from spooky explorations of
a ruined house outside Berlin while
the ambient sound paintings “Wide
Awake” and “How The Day Starts”
invoke the translucent beauty of
dawn in immersive detail. Named
a¦er Richard Brautigan’s fêted 1967
poem, later purloined by documentary
maker Adam Curtis, “All Watched
Over By Machines Of Loving Grace”
captures some of the original
verse’s shiny utopian shimmer and
vaguely dystopian subtext. Though
occasionally guilty of easy-listening
tastefulness, the Haikus rarely sound
less than gorgeous. STEPHEN DALTON

HAWKWIND
Somnia CHERRYRED

7/10
Brockandcocontinuetheirquesting
withalbumNo34

What with the world’s
billionaires eager 
to blast beyond the 
stratosphere, surely 
there’s enough 
room on a rocket 

to �nally get Dave Brock up there. 
For the time being, Hawkwind’s 
leader gamely continues to ful�ll his 
fellow Earth-dwellers’ appetite for 

scraggly space rock. Compared with 
recent Hawkwind bruisers, Somnia 
is a milder and dreamier a�air, the 
need for the players to record their 
parts separately owing to lockdown 
measures having apparently resulted 
in a greater preponderance of quasi-
ambient, poetry-forward noodling. 
Nevertheless, the mutant bossa nova 
on “Strange Objects In Space”, bluesy 
choogle of “I Can’t Get You Out Of 
Mind”, and full berserker mode of 
“Strange Encounters” all provide 
enough fuel to send them careening  
o� the launch pad. JASON ANDERSON

DEVIN HOFF 
Voices From The Empty Moor 
(Songs Of Anne Briggs) 
KILL ROCK STARS 

8/10
Folklegendreimagined

Devin Ho� has 
worked with Nels 
Cline, Vijay Iyer and 
Yoko Ono, and his 
solo work foregrounds 
an exploratory 

approach to the bass. On this tribute 
to English folk legend Anne Briggs, 
Ho� delicately deconstructs her 
songs, while collaborators such as 
Sharon Van Etten, Julia Holter and 
Jim White redecorate the emotional 
architecture. Emmett Kelly of The 
Cairo Gang does a decent Bert Jansch 
on “Blackwaterside”, and Shannon 
Lay casts a lonely spell over “Living By 
The Water”. The highlight is “Go Your 
Way”, with Van Etten’s voice �ickering 
between resilience and defeat as Ho� 
saws his bass in two.
ALASTAIR McKAY

I SEE HAWKS IN LA
On Our Way 
WESTERN SEEDS 

7/10
Tenthalbumfromcosmic
Californianroots-rockers

Since their self-titled 
2001 debut, I See 
Hawks’ felicitous take 
on classic canyon-
rock has both soared 
majestically and 

�own largely beneath the radar. Along 
with soulmates Beachwood Sparks, 
few bands distil the West Coast psych 
legacy with quite such authentic 
conviction. The opener “Might’ve 
Been Me” with its pedal steel and 
mandolins evokes the New Riders Of 
The Purple Sage. “Know Just What To 
Do” channels The Byrds’ Rickenbacker 
jangle, while heavier and more 
adventurous territory is charted on 
“Mississippi Gas Station Blues” and 
the eight-minute epic “How You Gonna 
Know?”, both of which make nods in 
the direction of The Doors. Glorious.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

WANDA JACKSON
Encore BIG MACHINE RECORDS/BLACKHEART

8/10
The original rockabilly queen signs 
off in style

WANDA JACKSON 
Rockabilly’s original riot grrrl: bowing out gracefully

“I DON’T think I’ve ever 
done an album of 
mostly original songs,” 

marvels Wanda Jackson, 
rockabilly’s original riot grrrl, 
who made her recorded debut 
in 1954. “This is the first one. 
And it’s the first with so many 
songs about my own life.”

The 83-year-old pioneer  
is talking up Encore, the final 
album of a dazzling career. 
Produced by major fans Joan 
Jett and Kenny Laguna, it 
features a number of guests, 
including Angaleena Presley, 
Elle King and Jett herself. 
Additional help comes from 
various Nashville co-writers, 
though it feels like a very 

personal salute to Jackson’s 
husband and manager, 
Wendell, who passed away  
in 2017. “To me it’s about our 
marriage and how much I miss 
him,” she says. “And how we 
fell in love at first sight, even 
though he was on a date with 
my best friend at the time!”

Despite her enthusiasm for 
the project, Jackson insists 
there will be no repeat: “My 
health isn’t what it was and 
neither is my voice. I don’t know 
if you can hear the gravel. So 
I’m definitely considering this 
my last one. That’s why I titled 
it Encore, so I can bow out 
gracefully and pass the mantle 
onto someone else.” ROB HUGHES

REVELATIONS
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The e�ect of
storytelling on
our lives – be they
political narratives
disseminated from
on high or the

�eeting memories of days long
gone – is a concern that courses
throughout the Manics’ 14th studio
album. As James Dean Brad�eld’s
reverb-soaked vocals guide us
over the throbbing pulse of regretful
opening track “Snowing In Sapporo”,
it’s clear we’re in for an introspective
ride, though the more major-key,
upbeat nature of many of the
record’s arrangements belie these
melancholy undertones. Lead single
“Orwellian” and “Don’t Let The
Right Divide Us” tackle the truth-
twisting political narratives head-on,
while a notable highlight is album
closer “A¦erending”, a song of
collective unity in the face of the
pandemic’s gloom.
ANDREW PRICE

PAT METHENY
Side-EyeNYC
BMGMODERNRECORDINGS

8/10
Guitargodreinventshimself
withanewtrio

Metheny’s long-
term synth-playing
sidekick Lyle Mays
died last year, so
one could see this
live album as

Metheny’s attempt to create a
completely di�erent lineup. He
enlists drummer Marque Gilmore,
who switches e�ortlessly between
swing, Latin and rock beats, but the
real revelation here is 25-year-old
James Francies, who plays Jimmy
Smith-style Hammond on “Timeline”,
heavy rock organ on the Hendrix-
inspired “Lodger” and mischievous
Monk-style piano on a version of
Ornette Coleman’s “Turnaround”.
Throughout, Francies also plays
such inventive basslines with his le¦
hand that you barely realise there’s
no bass guitarist. Metheny also has
fun switching between guitars,
synth-guitars and his automated
“orchestrion” instruments.
JOHN LEWIS

MOOR MOTHER
BlackEncyclopedia
OfTheAir ANTI-

8/10
Philly-basedpolymath’sdeep
andwideumpteenth

Camae Ayewa’s
breakthrough
LP, 2016’s Fetish
Bones, introduced
a distinctive, o¦en
confrontational

sound that suggested both Death
Grips and Sun Ra as kindred spirits.
Black Encyclopedia… is less abrasive
but no less urgently meaningful, a
fusion of experimental hip-hop, soul,
poetry and jazz-etched beatscapes that
ebbs and �ows around the concept
of an Afrofuturist universe. Swedish
producer Olof Melander returns for
the 13 home recordings, which rework
discarded material and feature guest
vocalists. It’s very much a set piece
but “Rogue Waves”, a life-experience
poem set against a �ickering backdrop
of astral jazztronica, and “Clock
Fight”, its chattering and percussive
polar opposite, are standouts.
SHARON O’CONNELL

KEVIN MORBY
ANightAtTheLittle
LosAngeles
DEADOCEANS

7/10
Morby’sfour-trackdemosforhis
2020albumSundowner

On last year’s 
Sundowner, Morby 
delivered one of his 
most stripped-back 
studio productions 
for a while in a bid to 

capture the mood of his original home-
recorded demos. Those four-track 
demos now get their own release in the 
form of A Night At The Little Los Angeles 
recordings, which come with a little 
more crackle, wobble and intimacy 
than the �nal versions. Some songs 
are mere fragments (“Sundowner”, 
“Wander”) and there’s an early version
of standalone single “US Mail” in place
of Sundowner’s stunner “Jamie”, but
this is otherwise a beautiful and raw
selection still bearing the scars and
charms of creative birth. PETER WATTS

the upbeat funk of single “I Don’t
Like Dancing” comes as an abrupt
departure from the laidback restraint
of slick opener “Someone’s Dog”.
Elsewhere, though, there’s a lot to
like, spanning the irresistible strut
of “Kojak” to the haunted waltz of
“Lost Vegas”. ANDREW PRICE

KONDI BAND
WeFamous STRUT

7/10
PanglobalAfro-raveproject,
featuringSierraLeone’sSorieKondi

This curious
project features
Sorie Kondi – a blind
baritone singer and
thumb-piano soloist
from Sierra Leone –

and two producers, LA’s Chief Boima
and London’s Will LV. The e�ect is
of a series of playground chants and
handclaps that are slowly transformed
into full-on multi-layered rave tracks.
Some songs are poppy: “She Doesn’t
Love You” features a Kate Bush-
inspired vocal ri� and a half-sung,
half-rapped verse from Parisian singer
Mariama; “It’s God’s World” is a piece
of pulsating Afro-funk featuring LA
beat-maker Sweatson Klank. Others
are wonderfully disorientating:
“Everything Don Dey For Do” sounds
like a West African worship song
morphing into an eight-bit video
game theme. JOHN LEWIS

DOMENICOLANCELLOTTI
Raio BANANAANDLOUIE

8/10
StalwartBraziliancollaborator
turnsinabreezysoloset

Lancellotti’s latest
album documents
change – relocation
to Portugal and
then the onset of the
Covid-19 crisis. He’s

constructed a gorgeous collection
with Raio, one that leans on the breezy
melodicism of his work with the +2s,
while nudging that in surprising
directions – see the ECM dri¦ of
“Mushroom Room” or the skipping,
tetchy energy that runs through the
post-rock shimmer of “Newspaper”.
These songs are profoundly at ease
with themselves, even as they make
space for gentle experiment – some
of the material is drawn from an art
installation – and an embrace of
what Lancellotti calls “permanent
transformation”. JON DALE

LE BEAST CONCRÈTE
Gargoyle ARENA01

6/10
MagicBandalumnusdabbles
withdance-blues

Gary Lucas is a canny 
operator, parlaying 
his Beeµeart and 
Je� Buckley CV into 
eclectic team-ups, 
from his duo with 

Peter Hammill to Chinese pop 
concepts. This element of hustle 

permits his sonic adventures, like this 
duo with New York dance producer 
David Sisko. On “Realize It”, Auto-
Tuned rapper Lil Woozy critiques 
amoral digital realms, but Sisko’s 
808 whoops and vintage synthpop 
vistas feel like 20th-century frames 
for the shape-shi¦ing avant-blues 
guitarist’s skills, from looped, lilting 
Afro-ripples to hillbilly twang and 
Stonesy psychedelia: snapshots of the 
ever-moving Lucas passing through.
NICK HASTED  

ADA LEA
One Hand On The 
Steering Wheel The Other 
Sewing A Garden SADDLE CREEK

7/10
Songsofmemoryandplacefrom
Montrealmusician

Setting her opening 
track at an ill-
fated New Year’s 
party, Alexandra 
Levy begins in a 
pessimistic mood. 

“Every year is just a little bit darker,” she 
con�des, “then the darker gets darker, 
then it’s dark as hell”. The songwriter 
known as Ada Lea traces a personal 
map of her hometown on her latest 
album, taking in missed connections, 
di¶cult conversations and whimsy 
on the way: the taste of wild oranges, 
a cold night spent on a beach, the buzz 
of �re�ies in a childhood backyard. 
Levy’s lo-� sonic palette and dreamy, 
speak-sung vocals hint at intimacy, 
her creative use of sound e�ects and 
electronics the mark of an archivist. 
LISA-MARIE FERLA

THE LIMIÑANAS / 
LAURENT GARNIER
De Película BECAUSE MUSIC

8/10
Winningunionofgarage-psych
andrushingelectronica

Lionel and Marie 
Limiñana �rst bonded 
with Garnier at a 
French festival in 2017, 
a¦er which the lauded 
techno DJ/producer 

remixed one of their �nest songs, 
“Dimanche”. Now they’ve joined 
forces for this conceptual road trip 
involving two teenage tearaways on 
the Spanish border. Initially inspired 
by the rhythms of Can, De Película 
plays out like a modern psychotropic 
western, souped up on big beats and 
deep grooves, from the hard-edged 
thump of “Que Calor!” (with guest 
vocalist Edi Pistolas) to the baggy funk 
of “Promenades Obliques” and on to 
“Juliette”’s whispering weirdness, 
complete with huge distorted guitar 
break. ROB HUGHES

MANIC STREET 
PREACHERS
The Ultra Vivid Lament
COLUMBIA/SONY

8/10
An uneasy Manics emerge from  
the shadow of the pandemic
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Exploring an 
Afrofuturist 
universe: Camae 
Ayewa, aka 
Moor Mother



NEW

RAP is soo¦ena
studyinbraggadocio
–thevoiceof the
struttingpeacock,
thenarcissist witha
hungertoconquer.
Rappersplaytherole

of thealphamaleorthequeenbee–they
brag, theyboast, theyrhymeendlessly
aboutthemselves.Butrapalsoattracts
somenerdy, introverted types,drawn
tothewayinwhichrapusespoetryas
adefensivecarapace.Oneof themis
Simbiatu Abisola AbiolaAjikawo–the
northLondonactress,musicianandsinger
whoperformsasLittleSimz.Ajikawowas
rappingfromtheageofnineand,within a
fewyears,was creatingherownmixtapes,
initially in�uencedbyLaurynHillandthe
Fugees.Hillwouldlaterbecomeoneof the
manybignamestoinviteLittleSimzon
tourandheappraiseuponher,ashavethe
likesof JayZ,KendrickLamar,Nas,A$AP
Rocky,StormzyandGorillaz.Despite this
praiseAjikawohadtroublegetting signed

tomajorssoshesetupherown imprint, 
Age101,self-releasingahost of mixtapes 
andEPsbeforecompleting her � rst full-
lengthin2015.HerthirdLP of wonderfully 
weirdnarrativehip-hop,2019’s Grey 
Area,wasanexpansive,varied and o¦ en 
thrillingcollectionofbrittle funk grooves, 
lavishstringarrangements and minimal 
grimebeats thatearnedher an Ivor Novello 
andaplaceontheMercury shortlist.

The follow-up, Sometimes I Might Be 
Introvert, is an even more ambitious 
conceptual album that �nds her sharing 
her insecurities, praising her heroes and 
going on a fairytale voyage over 19 tracks. 
Ajikawo’s delivery owes much to her 
background in grime music: she raps in a 
tight-throated, London-accented drawl, 
with a jagged, percussive delivery. But, 
where grime tends to operate at a frenetic 
pace of 140 beats per minute, Little Simz’s 
music tends to play at the more relaxed, 
sub-100bpm tempos you associate with 
funk; and, where grime tends to operate 
within a restrictive and minimal electronic 

sonic palette, Little Simz’s grimey, staccato 
patter is set against organic, live musical 
backdrops that explore multiple musical 
genres from around the African diaspora – 
from symphonic soul to Nigerian afrobeat; 
from black British gospel to electro funk. 

These backdrops are the work of 
Ajikawo’s co-writer and producer, In� o, 
aka Dean Josiah Cover, also the shadowy 
� gure behind the London collective Sault. 
In a hip-hop context he’s particularly 
good at constructing grooves that sound 
like samples of classic soul songs. There 
appears to be only one actual sample 
here – a Smokey Robinson quiet storm 
soul snippet that provides the basis for 
the woozy celebration of love, “Two 
Worlds Apart” – but elsewhere, multi-
instrumentalist In� o creates readymade 
soul classics, o¦ en lavishly arranged for 
full orchestra by cellist Rosie Danvers. You 
could swear that the spacious strings and 
Hammond that underline the feminist 
anthem “Woman” were taken from a 
Roy Ayers song, or that the choral intro 
to “Little Q” was sampled from Rotary 
Connection; you’d be forgiven for thinking 
that the bombastic backing to “Standing 
Ovation” came from one of Dennis 
Co� ey’s Blaxploitation soundtracks, or 
that the digi-funk of “Protect My Energy” 
is sampled from some obscure ’80s Jam & 
Lewis track, but all are the work of In� o. 
There’s a heavy West African groove in 
places too (a nod, perhaps, to Ajikawo’s 
Yoruba heritage): on “Point And Kill”, 
In� o enlists a four-piece horn section 
(featuring members of Kokoroko and 
SEED Ensemble) and British-Nigerian 
vocalist Obongjayar to create a slow-
burning Afrobeat groove. It segues into the 
explosive “Fear No Man”, where Ajikawo 
bobs and weaves confrontationally, a 
feminist Muhammad Ali, over a nine-piece 
bata drum troupe.

Where hip-hop lyricists are o¦ en 
egotists, singing entirely from their 
own point of view, Ajikawo’s lyrics 
constantly shi¦  viewpoint. “I Love You, 
I Hate You” sees her singing about her 
absent father (“my ego won’t fully allow 
me to say that I miss you/A woman who 
hasn’t confronted all her daddy issues”); 
“Little Q” is narrated from the POV of her 
estranged cousin, the victim of a knife 
attack, somehow managing to empathise 
with his attacker (“I could’ve been the 
re� ection that he hated/The part of him he 
wishes God didn’t waste time creating”); 
on “Miss Understood” she paints an 
apologetic story of how she fell out with 
her sister, intriguingly adopting her sister’s 
standpoint. Ajikawo also writes for other 
voices: the cut-glass RP tones of actor 
Emma Corrin – best known as Princess 
Diana in Series 4 of The Crown – serves as 
a narrator, an angelic presence throughout 
the LP. “Your introversion led you here,” she 
intones on the epic opener, “Introvert”. 
“Intuition protected you along the way….” 
She serves as an astral guide, a Disney 
princess, reassuring the insecure rapper 
that everything will be all right.

1 Introvert
2 Woman
3 Two Worlds 

Apart
4 I Love You, 

I Hate You
5 Little Q Part 1
6 Little Q Part 2
7 Gems
8 Speed
9 Standing 

Ovation
10 I See You
11 The Rapper 

That Came 
To Tea

12 Rollin’ Stone
13 Protect My 

Energy
14 Never Make 

Promises
15 Point And Kill
16 Fear No Men
17 The Garden 

(Interlude)
18 How Did You 

Get Here
19 Miss 

Understood

Produced by: Inflo 
(with Miles James 
on one track)
Recorded in: 
London
Personnel 
includes: Little 
Simz, Little Cleo 
(vocals), Emma 
Corrin (spoken-
word vocals), 
Inflo (guitar, 
bass, drums, 
keyboards, 
percussion, 
programming, 
backing vocals), 
Rosie Danvers 
(cello, orchestral 
arrangements), 
Miles James 
(guitar, bass 
guitar), Nathan 
Allen (drums), 
Kadeem 
Clarke (piano, 
keyboards), 
Paul Boldeau, 
Olivia Williams, 
Phebe Edwards, 
LaDonna Young, 
Desrinea Ramus, 
Patrick Linton, 
Ray Butt, Keano 
Cork, Qudus 
Adidas St Patrick, 
Caroline Adeyemi 
(backing vocals)
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Sometimes I Might Be Introvert
AGE 101 MUSIC
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BRINSLEY SCHWARZ
Tangled
FRETSORE

7/10
Theman(nottheband)returns,his
guitar-playingaseloquentasever

Schwarz’s second
solo album stays
close to the mellower
country-rock corners
of the records he made
with the 1970s pub-

rock �gureheads who bore his name;
a collection of robustly structured
ruminations on a�airs of the heart.
A smidgen of psych seeps into the
guitar e�ects of “He Takes Your Breath
Away”, there’s a jangling ri� running
through the emotional debris of “You
Drive Me To Drink”, while the pop
bounce of “You Can’t Take It Back”
could have come from the sharp pen of
his old bandmate Nick Lowe. The crisp
vocals recall the perfect pronunciation
of Al Stewart but it’s the eloquence of
Schwarz’s guitar-playing that’s most
striking. TERRY STAUNTON

STURGILL SIMPSON
TheBalladOfDood&Juanita
HIGHTOPMOUNTAIN

8/10
Simpsonembraceshisdestiny
asaconcept-albumballadeer

Simpson’s last couple 
of albums, though 
excellent fun, have 
felt like placeholders 
– orthodox bluegrass 
revisits of his previous 

work. The Ballad Of Dood & Juanita, 
which features the same musicians, 
might be assumed to be what he was 
working on in the background, but 
not so – according to Simpson, the 
whole thing was written and recorded 
in a week. It’s a story-in-instalments 
country record, and brilliantly realised, 
the likes of “Played Out” and “One In 
The Saddle, One On The Ground” as 
heartfelt yet droll as anything Simpson 
has done. The obvious debt to Willie 
Nelson’s Red-Headed Stranger is 
acknowledged by getting Nelson to 
duet on “Juanita”. ANDREW MUELLER

NITE JEWEL
NoSun
GLORIETTE

8/10
Intimatelyrecorded,highlypersonal
lamentsforafailedmarriage

“I’m losing more
than love”, Ramona
Gonzalez sings
amid a percussive
mist of minimalist
keyboard lines on

“Show Me What You’re Made Of”,
and it’s true. A¦er her marriage to
Grammy-winning engineer Cole MGN
dissolved, she reduced her musical
armoury to little more than Moog
sequencer and keyboards, and her
fourth album’s dramatically sparser,
its unconventional structures recalling
Julia Holter’s on the throbbing
“Anymore” and wobbly “No Escape”.
Her former R&B leanings remain
audible in “To Feel It”, not least its key
change, but she’s most compelling on
“This Time”, whose haunted spaces
are gradually �lled with �ickering
keyboards and Ebow guitar.
WYNDHAM WALLACE

ON OUR OWN CLOCK
OnOurOwnClock
MUSHROOMHOURHALFHOUR

6/10
Transcendentjazzjamming
defieslockdowntravelrestrictions

Before the pandemic
struck, the South
African and
Senegalese musicians
heard here were
due to record an

experimental spiritual jazz album
in Britain with a bunch of kindred
spirits from London’s burgeoning
nu-jazz scene, including tuba player
Theon Cross, saxophonist Alabaster
dePlume (recently sampled by Bon
Iver) and The Comet Is Coming’s
Danalogue. In the end they had to
record separately in studios in
London, Dakar and Johannesburg
– although you’d never guess.
Necessity is the mother of invention
and there’s an amazingly organic
and gravity-defying feel to the jazz
blowing, �oating melodies, trip-hop
beats and otherworldly vocals on
tracks that include the three-part
“How To Make Art In A Pandemic”.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

PUBLIC SERVICE
BROADCASTING
BrightMagic
PIAS

7/10
Aspirit-tuggingmusical
evocationofBerlin

It’s been a long wait 
for the fourth entry 
in Public Service 
Broadcasting’s LP 
discography, with 
the bowtie-sporting 

spods keeping themselves under the 
radar since 2017’s third o�ering, 
Every Valley. Like its predecessors, 

Bright Magic keeps a clear concept 
in view, in this case the history of 
Berlin, but it forgoes their reliance 
on sound clips in favour of evocative 
voices, such as Andrea Casablanca, 
who humanises the driving new wave 
thrust of “Blue Heaven”. A broader 
sonic palette that includes more retro 
�avours of synth is also in evidence. 
The tracks range from the wiry and 
infectious (“People Let’s Dance”) to 
the outright transcendental (“Gib Mir 
Das Licht”), while some of the vocal 
e�ects evoke the sound of those early 
krautrock pioneers. 
ANDREW PRICE

GERRY RAFFERTY
Rest In Blue
RHINO

7/10
Demosdeftlyreworkedin
posthumouscollection

Considering his  
last album, 2009’s  
Life Goes On, cobbled 
together remastered 
tracks, Christmas 
carols and scant  

new material from a lost decade 
blighted by alcoholism, Gerry 
Ra�erty’s �rst posthumous record  
is a revelation. Re�ned from synth-
heavy demos recorded between  
2006 and his death in 2011, then 
reworked by regular Ra�erty  
cohorts to emulate the breadth  
and plushness of his ’70s so¦-rock 
peak, it’s evidence that his melodic 
powers were undiminished even as 
he down-spiralled into tormented 
addiction songs like “Still In Denial” 
and “Full Moon”. Cultured piano 
balladry, anti-war blues, perky 
country rock and a rare nod to his 
Scottish heritage (a sublime “Wild 
Mountain Thyme”) cohere in a worthy 
swansong, touchingly rounded o� 
with re�ective spiritual “Precious 
Memories” and a celebratory live 
“Stuck In The Middle…”.
MARK BEAUMONT

DIANA ROSS
Thank You
DECCA

7/10
Anopen-heartedcomeback
fromthequeenofMotown

The good cheer is 
infectious on Diana 
Ross’s �rst album in 
15 years and her �rst 
new material in more 
than 20. Working 

with producer Jack Antono� and 
recording at her home studio during 
the pandemic, the soul legend sings 
rousing pop songs about gratitude, 
endurance and community with titles 
like “If The World Just Danced” and 
“The Answer’s Always Love”. It might 
come across as oppressively chipper 
if the beats weren’t so relentlessly 
sparkly and if Ross didn’t sound so 
committed to the sentiments. As  
with her best material, it’s an album  
to lip-synch for your life to.  
STEPHEN DEUSNER
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GERRY RAFFERTY
Martha Rafferty on her father’s ‘new’ album

“H E never stopped 
working,” says Martha 
Rafferty of her father 

Gerry’s final years. “That was 
his lifeline. He always had a 
home studio set up and an 
engineer that he worked with. 
The engineer would come 
every day and they’d sit down 
and pull ideas together.” 
Hence, while the Scottish soft-
rock legend’s final decade 
produced only one album – 
2009’s Life Goes On – his 
alcoholism hadn’t robbed him 
of his muse; Martha discovered 
a batch of demos Gerry had 
been working on between 
2006 and his death in 2011 
and, with the help of Rafferty 
mainstays including guitarists 
Hugh Burns and Bryn Haworth, 
reworked them into Rafferty’s 
first posthumous album  
Rest In Blue. 

“The nine original tracks on 
there he’d had in some form  
or another since the late ’70s,” 
she says. “I took the demos that 
he’d left before he died and 
stripped them back to the 
vocal, because he’d been 
plugging away for too long  
and they’d been overworked. 
There were a lot of layers, a lot 
of synths, a lot of versions.” 
Imbued with the tone of his ’70s 
era, does the finished album 
make for a fitting swansong?  
“I think so. The quality of his 
songs never diminished. He 
was always honest in his lyrics, 
there was no pretence about 
what he was experiencing and 
he tackles alcoholism – the first 
track on the album, ‘Still In 
Denial’ – and the state of his 
mental health in ‘Full Moon’. It’s 
a reflection of what he was 
experiencing.” MARK BEAUMONT

REVELATIONS



José González on
framing difficult topics

LocalValleyfeels
brighterandmore
inclusivethanyour
previouswork.Apart
frombecomingafather,
whatelsehaschanged
sinceyourlastalbum?
Becomingafatheris
probablythemainreason,
butI’vebeenfeelingthat
witheachyearIhavefewer
reasonstobeobscureor
enigmatic.Style-wiseIfeel
comfortablewithwhatI’m
doing,enoughtofeelfreeto
addmoreinfluencestomy
palette.Regardingthelyrics,
I’vebeenfindingframesfor

thinkingaboutdifficulttopics.
Sothechallengehasbeen
lessaboutfindingthingsto
sayandmoreabouttrying
tomakepoetryoftheideasI
encounterinthebooksIread.

Wasitachallengetotry
towritesongsabout
atheismwithoutcoming
acrossasdidactic?
Yes, andsometimesan
impossibletaskdepending
onthelistener.Butthat’s
thebeautyofart–itcanbe
acollectionofpleasurable
stuffandconfrontative
stuffatthesametime.Also
it’s importanttodistinguish
betweenideasandpeople.
Thathelpsinreachingmore

listenerswithoutthemfeeling
targeted.

Youmentionthat
jammingwithTuareg
guitar-slingerBombino
wasaninspiration.
Wereyoutemptedto
recordwithhim–or
indeedanyoneelse–for
thisrecord?Weintended
towriteandrecordduring
hisbriefstayinGothenburg
butgothaltedmidwayandit
wasleftasagreatjamwith
unfinishedsketches.Other
thanthatIaskedmygirlfriend
HanneleFernströmtosing
on“Swing”–itelevatedthe
songfromgreattoahit!
INTERVIEW: SAM RICHARDS

FIFTEEN years on,
José González is still
primarily known, to
the tune of 342 million
Spotify plays, for his
cover of “Heartbeats”
by fellow Swedes The

Knife. Much of its initial popularity was
down to an appearance on Sony Bravia’s
memorable ‘coloured balls’ TV ad – exactly
the kind of ‘sync’ every emerging artist
(and their publishing company) would kill
for. The single duly made the UK Top 10
and its parent LP Veneer went platinum,
yet the introverted González was never
really cut out for mainstream success.

Subsequent covers of Bronski Beat’s
“Smalltown Boy” and Kylie Minogue’s
“Hand On Your Heart”, in which he
masterfully extracted all of the earnest
desolation not immediately apparent
in the shiny Stock, Aitken & Waterman
original, only served to pigeonhole
him as the guy who did mopey acoustic
versions of synth-pop songs. Neither of
his two solo albums since then – nor two
even-lower-key LPs with Junip – did much
to change the narrative, at times giving
the impression he’d rather be �nishing
his biochemistry PhD than singing in
public for a living. But in the six years since
Vestiges & Claws, during which time he’s
become a father, González has decided
that navel-gazing is no longer an option.
In contrast to his previous output, Local
Valley ispositive, engaged, almost rousing.
Inspired by humanist philosophy – he
cites Alain De Botton and Daniel Dennett,

among others – the lyrics espouse a clear-
sighted, internationalist worldview based 
on love and reason. 

González made his atheist beliefs clear 
when revealing that the title of lead single 
“El Invento” (“The Invention”) referred 
to the historical function of God. But 
he is careful not to infect the lyrics with 
hectoring certainty, instead – according 
to the handy translation accompanying 
the song’s YouTube video – elegantly 
chastising organised religion for refusing 
to accept “the enigmas of the universe” and 
“the strangeness of simply being”. 

It is one of several numbers sung in 
Spanish for the � rst time in a concerted 
e¢ ort to reconnect with González’s South 
American heritage (his parents £ ed 
Argentina’s military junta in the mid-
’70s), and the Latin feel spills over into 
the bouncy rhythms of several tracks. 
González hasn’t introduced any new 
instruments or players to the mix, unless 
you count the programmed beats; with 
typical frugality, these all emanate from a 
£5 iPad app. The album is still him alone, 
in a mobile studio in his summer house

north of Gothenburg, stroking nylon-string 
guitars and multitracking his own voice 
for company. Yet the change in atmosphere 
is marked. His always inventive � nger-
picking is more expansive and £ uid, his 
vocals less vexed, his melodies more 
direct. As a result, “Visions” might be 
the best song he’s written since his 2003 
debut single “Crosses”. In it, a small choir 
of Josés deliver a trembling manifesto 
for how our ongoing, universal quest for 
meaning should be what unites rather 
than divides us (“Imagining the worlds 
that could be/Shaping a mosaic of fates”), 
holding back the chorus until three-
quarters in, to maximise its soul-stirring 
impact: “Together,” he/they sing with calm 
reassurance, “we are here together”.

Equally peachy is the gentle bossa of 
“Lasso In”, but the real revelation here 
is “Swing”, an unabashed invitation to 
dance set to a highlife guitar � gure and 
a thumping beat that González says was 
informed by Jamaican ragga, though it 
arguably ends up closer to reggaeton. 
Either way, at no point on his previous 
albums did José González ever seem in 
danger of exhorting you to “Swing what 
nature gave you/Swing and move like you 
don’t care” but it’s credit to the way he’s 
evolved here that, nine tracks into Local 
Valley, it doesn’t feel like a jarring move. 

A similar beat propels “Tjomme” (sung in 
Swedish, making Local Valley a trilingual 
a¢ air) but if the urge to dance has worn o¢  
by end of the album, a lingering sense of 
loved-up dippiness remains. Final track 
“Honey Honey” � nds González singing 
about “sweet, sweet lips and your swaying 
hips” as birds twitter in the background. 
It might look a bit twee on paper, but 
in practice it’s reminiscent of how Van 
Morrison used to sublimate personal 
ecstasy into collective joy. These days of 
course, Morrison seems to be looking for 
someone to blame, whereas González 
o¢ ers positive, practical solutions to our 
current malaise – along with a general 
sense of empathy and good feeling that’s 
all the more precious for coming from a 
previously unlikely source. 

SLEEVE NOTES
1. El Invento
2. Visions
3. The Void
4. Horizons
5. Head On
6. Valle Local
7. Lasso In
8. Lilla G
9. Swing
10. Tjomme
11. Line Of Fire
12. En Stund Pâ

Jorden
13. Honey Honey

Produced by: José
González
Recorded at:
Studio Koltrast
Hakefjorden and
Studio Koltrast
Linné, Sweden
Personnel:
José González
(vocals, guitars,
programming),
Hannele
Fernström
(additional vocals
and lyrics on
“Swing”)
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JOSÉ GONZÁLEZ
Local Valley
CITY SLANG

8/10
Former acoustic moper fi nds a joyful new 
purpose. By Sam Richards



NEW ALBUMS

– before exploding in a cathartic
primal howl, “Continental Divide” a
gorgeous alt.country-inspired prayer
and “Moving Cars” a gut-wrenching
confessional, tempered by cello and
the warmth of Stevenson’s vocals.
While much is held back, the intimacy
is in the detail: a cooling kettle, a late
summer meteor shower, a Diet Coke
and a cigarette as an ambulance pulls
away. LISA-MARIE FERLA

STONE GIANTS
WestCoastLoveStories
NOMARK

5/10
Brazilianelectronicaveteran
getsvocal

Amon Tobin made
his name in the
late ’90s through
a run of inventive
downtempo albums
for Ninja Tune. In the

years since, he’s widened his scope,
scoring for �lm and video games and
recording dreamy psychedelic folk
under the name Figueroa. Stone Giants
debuts a new pseudonym, dedicated
to atmospheric electronic music with
Tobin’s breathy vocals placed front
and centre. It has its moments – see the
elegant folktronica of “Best Be Sure”,
or the woozy Beach Boys harmonies of
“A Year To The Day” – but there’s not
quite enough substance here to merit
an album, and by the end you get the
sense Tobin is shunting around pretty
sounds in the hope a song magically
comes together. LOUIS PATTISON

SUBWAY SECT
MomentsLikeThese
TEXTUNDTÖNE

8/10
MickJonesdeliverstriumphant
returnforpunkoriginal

This limited release
reunites Vic Godard
with his 1981-era
swing band, and
comes with ephemera
(a £exi of “Holiday

Hymn” bootlegged by Alan Horne)
which highlight the singer’s in£uence
on Postcard Records. With Mick
Jones producing (and lending sweet
harmonies), the performances are
briskly compelling, from a Link Wray
rumble on “MIPP” to wiry funk on
“Jelly Legs”. Vic croons delightfully,
sometimes at the far edges of the tune
(“Bossa Nova Baby”), o°en with wry
introspection (“Commercial Suicide
Man”). It sounds like a joyous lock-in,
and there’s even a pause for a pub quiz.
ALASTAIR McKAY

SUPERSTATE
Superstate Z2UNIVERSE

7/10
Graphicnovel
adventurefor
theBlurguitarist
Graham Coxon’s past
two albums were
soundtracks, but here

he’s written 15 songs for 15 stories in
a graphic novel, whose concept – the
escape to heaven from a dying planet
– was his own. Any soundtrack must
be able to stand independently of its
parent creation and Superstate can. At
74 minutes it’s overlong, but remains
buoyant thanks to a blend of mutant
disco/soul, indie funk and wonky pop
that avoids retro pastiche, though its
moody moments owe much to UNKLE.
It’s at its idiosyncratic best on “Lily”,
which suggests Kate Bush singing
Chinese karaoke in outer space.
SHARON O’CONNELL

ALEXIS TAYLOR
Silence AWAL

8/10
HotChipman’shymnstoquietness

Alexis Taylor’s 
solo career has 
increasingly sought 
out states of grace, 
mostly in music 
itself. Here he wholly 

abandons Hot Chip’s English electro 
for so°ly lachrymose chamber-pop, 
considering lockdown con£ict, 
tinnitus’s recent assault on his senses, 
and his irreligious rapture at gospel. 
“Dying In Heaven” is a maximalist
ringer, a glowing, subtly glitchy ballad
with the vaulting emotion of a lost ’80s
classic. Elsewhere, these mostly piano-
based songs are mournful and tender,
sparely arranged yet lushly inviting.
“Consequences” is a minimalist
“Thunder Road” for a year of going
nowhere, stasis Taylor enriches
with resonant atmosphere.
NICK HASTED 

CONNIE SMITH
The Cry Of The Heart
FAT POSSUM

8/10
An“apparent”60-year-oldclassic
createdinthepresent-day

Forget the staunch 
country music 
formula of recent 
years, Smith’s album 
No 54 relives her 
artistic birth of 1963 

– and celebrates artists from Dallas 
Frazier to Bill Anderson to Kitty Wells 
– with verve and gusto. With both 
husband Marty Stuart and pianist 
Hargus “Pig” Robbins in tow, The Cry 
Of The Heart’s precise subjects are, 
unsurprisingly, love and love lost. 
From heartbreaking balladry (“Spare 
Me No Truth Tonight”) to tear-jerking 
honky-tonk (“Look Out Heart”), 
Smith’s vibrant, emotional voice  
is formidable as ever. The catchy, 
beat-and-strings hummer “Here 
Comes My Baby Back Again” 
highlights a strong outing. 
LUKE TORN

SNAPPED ANKLES
Forest Of Your Problems
THE LEAF LABEL 

7/10
Electronicpost-punkfrom
forestdwellers

Since their 2017 debut, 
this foliage-clad 
London out�t have 
made infectious 
records of electronic 
post-punk-funk 

rooted in concepts around ecology, 
politics and the ever-changing nature 
of our relationship to spaces. Here 
new characters The Business Imp, The 
Cornucopian, The Nemophile and The 
Protester emerge from the trees to join 
in. However, woodland concepts aside,
the band are most arresting when 
knocking out groove-locked rhythms 
with bursts of spluttering electronics, 
as on “The Evidence” and “Rhythm Is 
Our Business”, the latter sounding like
some madcap fusion between Devo 
and The Fall if they were trapped 
in a forest.
DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

THE SPECIALS
Protest Songs 1924-2012
ISLAND

8/10
Genre-busting protest covers LP

Following hard on 
the heels of 2019’s 
Encore is this timely 
collection of protest 
songs, curated 
and performed by 

the three remaining Specials and a 
band that includes guitarist Steve 
Cradock. Highlights include Lynval 
Golding’s emotive reading of Big Bill 
Broonzy’s “Black, Brown And White”, 
a surprisingly rocky version of Zappa’s 
“Trouble Every Day” and an ecstatic 
gospel-fused “Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody 
Turn Us Around”. The stripped-back 
production adds a sense of immediacy 
and places focus on the �ne vocals of 
Hall and Golding, plus guest vocalist 
Hannah Hu, who delivers a spine-
tingling version of Talking Heads’ 
“Listening Wind”.
PETER WATTS

LAURA STEVENSON
Laura Stevenson
DON GIOVANNI

8/10
Graceamidtraumaonself-titled
sixthalbum

Shortly a°er �nishing 
2018’s The Big Freeze, 
Laura Stevenson got a 
call from a loved one 
facing “something 
absolutely 

unthinkable”. Her sixth album charts 
the turbulence that followed in all its 
rage, anxiety, bargaining and grief. 
Opener “State” is an attempt at a brave 
face – “in a state again, but I stay polite” 

I’M
NEW 
HERE

LAURA STEVENSON 
Finally putting her name on something…

I T took 13 years for 
Laura Stevenson to 
“finally put my name on 

something”. For the songs that 
would become her sixth 
album, the New York 
songwriter “took everything I 
had learned, about myself as a 
writer, and from just being a 
student of music history, and 
tried to stretch and challenge 
myself to go places I had never 
gone before - lyrically of 
course, but also melodically 
and structurally”.

Recorded with producer 
John Agnello in November 
2019 when Stevenson was five 
months pregnant, the album 
charts an earlier period of 
turbulence and trauma. Her 
daughter was born days after 

America’s first Covid stay-at-
home orders were issued: the 
cosy domestic scene on the 
album’s cover, based on a 
photograph of Stevenson at 
home, shows “a sweet, human, 
quiet and calm moment in the 
middle of some pretty intense 
chaos that was happening 
outside our door - and the 
record has some moments 
like that...

“Life isn’t all doom and gloom 
and horror, even when things 
are at their worst – there are 
those moments of waiting and 
there are eyes in the storm,” 
she says. “And some of the 
worst times I can remember 
have taken place on some of 
the most perfectly beautiful 
days.” LISA-MARIE FERLA
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“UNDER The
Lilac Sky”, the 
closing track 
from Arushi 
Jain’s album 
of the same 
name, is a 

startling thing. Moving through a 
series of gorgeously built patterns 
for modular synth that spiral 
around each other like double 
helixes, it’s a composition that can 
place you in an entirely di¢ erent 
emotional and psychic realm to 
the quotidian spaces of our daily 
surroundings, while still serving 
the everyday needs and desires 
of the listener. In Jain’s embrace 
both of modular synthesis and 
the Indian classical tradition 
that forms the backbone of her 
musical education, we can � nd an 
experimenter’s eye for possibility 
and detail, alongside a sensitivity 
to time, place and mood: a drive 
towards the evocative through 
the ritual and the sensual.

It has taken Jain a little while to 
�nd her metier. Growing up in her 
extended family home in Delhi, 
she started singing with her family 
at age eight, embracing a collective 

musicality that eventually would
have her train vocally at both 
the Ravi Shankar Institute and 
Prayag Hindustani Music School. 
Relocating to the US for college, 
she immersed herself in computer 
science, temporarily abandoning 
music. Eventually, though, 
she returned to those roots via 
electronic music, studying at 
Center for Computer Research in 
Music and Acoustics at Stanford 
University, California, and � nding
her way, through trial and error, 
to modular synthesis.

It certainly makes an abstract 
kind of sense for an artist to 
cross back over from computer 
science to synthesis – they’re both
about getting under the hood 
and digging into the nuts and 
bolts of the thing. Jain’s music 
and compositions are certainly 
grounded by a strong capacity to 
tease out the possibilities pro¢ ered
by her modular rack, something 
you can hear on the download and
cassette releases she has quietly 
distributed over the past few years
under the name OSE, such as 
2019’s lovely With & Without. That 
album, a set of interpretations of 

ragas, sets the parameters for what 
Jain achieves on her debut under 
her own name.

One of the many achievements 
of Under The Lilac Sky – beyond 
its arresting tenor, its everyday 
beauty – is the relationships 
that Jain develops between 
electronic music and modular 
synthesis, and the tradition of 
Indian (particularly Hindustani) 
classical music that she continues 
to draw from. It’s a deep, symbiotic 
connection Jain is exploring, not 
a translation or transposition 
so much as a ludic but deeply 
felt interpretation of the music 
that the artist grew up singing 
and studying. Some of Lilac Sky 
was composed for Jain’s sunset 
performance at the Magnetic 
Fields Festival in Rajasthan, India; 
with that in mind, she has drawn 
sensitively from evening ragas of 
the Hindustani tradition, notably 
desh, khamaj and ka� .

This context is important for 
grabbing hold of the nuance of 
Jain’s compositions here, but 
it’s not essential to be across the 
intricacies of Indian classical 
music to appreciate what she’s 
doing throughout Lilac Sky. 
Opening with “Richer Than 
Blood”, the album immediately 
embraces both the expansive and 
the intimate, with sky-stra� ng 
trails of tone shooting arcs across 
the stereo spectrum as Jain’s 
vocals slip between the folds of 
texture. It’s a particularly resonant 
opener for Jain: “The track itself 
is rather simple, on purpose,” she 
says, “just like my relationship 
with Indian classical music is. 
Simple, but deep.”

From there, the album moves 
through several distinct yet

complementary approaches to 
modular synth sound design. 
“Look How Far We Have Come” 
sets melli£ uous arpeggiations 
adri° , the lightness of their 
touch belying Jain’s sturdy 
compositional gambit. On “The 
Sun Swirls Within You”, much 
like the album’s opener, Jain 
is singing a dadra (which she 
explains is a “light classical vocal 
compositional style”) in raga desh, 
allowing the hypnotic warp and 
we°  of the vocal ornamentation to 
pirouette across a thick, abraded 
drone. “I decided to sing this 
old composition without any 
traditional percussive aesthetics,” 
she says, “and instead decided 
to pair it with a drone and light 
percussive sounds composed of 
samples of my voice that were 
granulated and stretched to
sound percussive.”

There’s something deeply 
arresting about the way Jain 
allows these compositions to 
sit, patiently, and explore the 
multiple nuances of the caverns 
of tonology she’s teasing from this 
deceptively simple intersection 
of modular synthesis and voice. 
And while there are many current 
practitioners of modular synthesis 
her work could stand alongside, 
Jain also connects with a broader, 
at times subterranean history 
of electronics – the appealing 
blankness of AFRI Studios or 
Asmus Tietchens; the quizzical 
dri° s of Miki Yui, and of Sonic 
Boom’s Experimental Audio 
Research project. However you 
hear it, though, Jain’s embrace of 
the power of texturology, coupled 
with her transliterations of 
Indian classical music, makes for 
profoundly a¢ ecting listening.
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SHI JAIN
Under The Lilac Sky
LEAVING

8/10
Creating something new from Indian classical 
music. By Jon Dale

DISCOVERED 
Searching out 

the best albums 
new to Uncut

Arushi Jain: “This album is
meant to be an ode to rituals”

How did Under The Lilac Sky
come together? It has a very 
specific, lambent, early-
evening mood... I think a lot 
about the rituals around listening 
to music, and when the right time to 
listen to something is. I think this is 
because Indian classical music has 
embedded in it the concept of time 
and seasonality. For each raga,
there’s a specific time of the day 
when it is meant to be performed
or heard for it to shine in authenticity. 
It harkens to this question of when 
is the environment around you the
most in tune with your own sound
and breath, and how it supports
you in fulfilling your vision for the 
moment. This album is meant to
be an ode to those rituals, and

meant to be heard while partaking in 
those rituals.

What are the threads that 
bind modular synthesis and 
traditional Indian classical 
music, for you? I have a deep 
interest in Hindustani classical 
music - the traditional music of North 
India. I studied this music primarily 
as a vocalist while I grew up in Delhi. 
Today, my art is centered around 
exploring the rich historical catalogue 
and teachings of this music through 
modern-day analogue machines 
and instrumentation techniques. I ’m 
interested in experimenting with the 
sonic identity that Indian classical 
has had for centuries… what happens 
when this music is explored on non-
traditional instruments? Is it still as 
beautiful? Is it still Indian classical? Or 
something new? INTERVIEW: JON DALE

Q&A



YANN TIERSEN
Kerber MUTE

8/10
DigitalscuffmarksmaketheFrench
composer’smusicallthelovelier

In the two decades 
since success with his 
music for Jean-Pierre 
Jeunet’s Amélie, 
Yann Tiersen has 
o°en demonstrated 

a playful if occasionally counter-
productive attitude toward his own 
ability to create music of great beauty 
and delicacy. For his �rst album of 
new material since 2019’s superb All, 
he uses digital means to deepen, layer, 
smear, distend and otherwise tweak 
the emotive piano �gures that remain 
discernible in tracks like “Ker al Loch”, 
a typically plaintive piece that swells 
up into something resembling an 
Autechre remix of Tubular Bells. As is 
so o°en the case for Tiersen’s music, 
the e¢ect is mesmerising, no doubt 
even more so with the accompanying 
full-length �lm. JASON ANDERSON

MARTINA TOPLEY BIRD
Forever I Wait AWAL

7/10
Bleakly beautiful gothic electronica, 
recordedinValencia,Baltimore
andLondon

Two years ago  
Mazy, the 24-year-old 
daughter that Martina 
Topley Bird had with 
Tricky, took her own 
life a°er a psychotic 

episode. Most of this album was 
written before that traumatic event, 
but it’s impossible not to read some 
signi�cance into its bleak, despairing 
lyrics. The default sonic setting might 
be described as “gothic trip hop”: 
Topley Bird whispers, indistinctly, over
£uttering breakbeats, bleeps, drones
and FX-laden guitars. But the best
tracks – the squelchy buzzsaw metal
of “Wyman”, the skeletal electro rap of
“Game”, the symphonic drum’n’bass
of “Collide” and the string-laden
minimalism of “Rain” – each create
their own unique sonic universe.
JOHN LEWIS

TOYAH
PoshPop DEMONMUSICGROUP

6/10
Modern-daywebwonderchecks
inwiththepast

A 2021 internet 
sensation for her fun 
Sunday lunch vlogs 
with husband Robert 
Fripp, Toyah Willcox 
strikes while the 

high-pro�le iron’s hot on a �rst album 
of new material in 13 years. Technology
inspires the glam disco “Zoom Zoom” 
and its message of starting a revolution
from home, the seemingly personal 
“Barefoot On Mars” addresses 
emotionally distant parents, and the 
goth-electro hybrid “Monkeys” is a 
rallying cry for America to clean up its 
post-Trump mess. Fripp adds strident, 

freeform guitar throughout (credited
as Bobby Willcox), but it’s Toyah’s
personality to the fore, reassuringly
familiar to dyed-in-the-wool fans of the
mannered theatricality of her ’80s hits.
TERRY STAUNTON

ADIA VICTORIA
ASouthernGothic
CANVASBACK/PARLOPHONE

7/10
JasonIsbell,MargoPriceand
MattBerningerguestonan
exiledwoman’sblues

Adia Victoria 
composed her 
third album while 
walking the aisles of 
Nashville’s Amazon 
warehouse during 

lockdown, a modern-day, working 
blues wanderer trudging a road going 
nowhere, sinking into herself. The 
resulting song-cycle follows a young 
Southern woman who is written o¢ 
as a bad seed aged three, degraded 
and, by “Mean-Hearted Woman”, 
�ghting back: “I got it in me to burst into
�ame/Let the whole world burn, let the 
ashes rain”. Victoria’s at �rst sweetly 

inviting voice carries these Southern
excavations along, �nding much
unquiet and un�nished business
in stark tradition. NICK HASTED

WH LUNG
Vanities MELODIC

9/10
Idiosyncraticyeteuphoricelectronic
popontriumphantsecondLP

A°er their 2019 debut 
Incidental Music 
melded splashings 
of krautock with 
psych tones and 
guitar grooves, the 

Todmorden-via-Manchester out�t have
fallen in love with electronic music and
the heady escape of the dance£oor. 
This is loaded with bouncing beats and
sparkling melodies, resulting in the 
kind of idiosyncratic electronic pop 
you may get if you threw Pet Shop Boys 
and Wild Beasts into a studio. “Pearl 
In The Palm” pulses with an infectious 
shimmer as synths £utter and £ourish. 
Similarly, the joyous chorus and 
sparkling synth lines of “Somebody 
Like” will propel any dance£oor 
skyward. DANIEL DYLAN WRAY 

MATTHEW E WHITE
K Bay DOMINO

8/10
Indieauteuramplifiessonic
signatureonaudaciousthirdalbum

Named a°er White’s 
home studio, K Bay 
probes the Richmond, 
VA-based artist’s 
teeming psyche 
while advancing 

his anything-goes record-making 
style. The rollicking opening salvo, 
“Genuine Hesitation” opens into an 
ecstatic image – “music’s playin’, 
Judy’s swayin’”. It’s the �rst of 
numerous references to his wife and 
muse, including the blissfully kinetic 
“Nested”, the carnal invitation “Let’s 
Ball” – a spot-on ’70s-funk homage on 
which bass player Cameron Ralston, 
the armed warhead of White’s killer 
band, shape-shi°s into Bootsy Collins 
– and the old-school stomper “Judy”. 
But White veers into Randy Newman 
Good Old Boys territory on the honest 
topical lament “Only In America”, 
as he exposes both extremes of his 
bifurcated worldview. BUD SCOPPA

EVAN WRIGHT
Sound From Out The Window
SOLITAIRE

7/10
Bedroomslacker“keepsitdown
inthere!”

If you wonder why 
Evan Wright’s debut 
is so quiet, ask his 
parents, at whose 
New Jersey home he 
�nished recording at 

the pandemic’s height. Still, despite 
the muted instrumentation and a 
voice so hushed it’s like Elliott Smith 
sighing – especially on closer “Ride” 
– his creaking basslines on “People” 
and the title track bring to mind Serge 
Gainsbourg’s early ’70s productions. 
There’s also a Beck-like lo-� quality to 
this, with booming drum machines 
on the regretful “Turn The Other Way” 
and lo-� synths brightening the mood 
on “IDM”. WYNDHAM WALLACE

THALIA ZEDEK BAND
Perfect Vision THRILL JOCKEY

7/10
Lockdownfollow-upto2018’s
FightingSeason

It seems �tting that 
Zedek �nished Perfect 
Vision on the day  
far-right extremists 
were storming the  
US Capitol, for she has 

long been an eloquent spokesperson in 
the culture wars, defending the values 
of respect and diversity. With her voice 
sounding more like a cross between 
Nico and Patti Smith than ever, she 
laments division and bigotry on songs
such as “Queasy” and “Overblown”,
while musically she spans pedal-steel-
laden country-rock (“Cranes”), punk
menace (“From The Fire”) and string-
driven Velvets drones (“Tolls”).
NIGEL WILLIAMSON
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MATTHEW E WHITE 
“There were personal boundaries I needed to set

to get the most out of myself”

M ATTHEW E White is a 
collaborator by nature. 
But before he started 

working on his third solo album, 
he realised he’d been overly 
deferential to others on past 
projects, so he decided to take 
full control for the first time. 
“This record has only one 
agenda, and that’s for me to 
express myself and to make 
the art I want to make,” he says.  

He tracked the LP at 
Montrose Recording in 
Richmond rather than 
Spacebomb, the studio he’d 
co-founded, bringing 
Spacebomb’s house band, 
which he’d assembled, along 
for the ride. He then spent a 
month overdubbing lead and 
backing vocals by himself at  
K Bay. While he worked, White 

repeatedly sang “Judy”, his 
musical nickname for wife 
Merry, as a placeholder, but 
some of the mentions made 
the final cut as singing her 
name reminded him of the 
charming intimacy of John 
Lennon’s many lyrical 
references to Yoko.

As for his foray into topicality, 
White explains, “The feelings I 
tried to express – anger, grief, 
sadness and hope – are 
honest. Since I made the 
record, there were significant 
protests and monuments were 
torn down in Richmond, 
something I didn’t think I’d ever 
see. So, for me, this record has 
gained some nuanced 
poignancy it might not have 
had before the events of the 
past 18 months.” BUD SCOPPA

REVELATIONS
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“From what tooth or claw does murder spring?/From what flesh or blood does passion?”

A
S Mark E Smith once
told Peter Hammill, it
wasn’t Van Der Graaf
Generator’s lyrics that
sparked his love for the
band, or the speci�cs of
their music, nor even their

academic complexity. It was the sheer power of the
thing that drew him in. “He said, ‘You just have to go
with the power,’” recalls Hammill today. “And I agree
with that. Mark did like an aspect of noise, something
Van Der Graaf have always liked. Sometimes that’s
just noise brutality, and sometimes it’s noise in the
musique concrète style.”

Even Van Der Graaf Generator’s detractors would
be hard-pressed to deny their intensity. Here was
a four-piece with o�en no electric guitar or bassist,
just drums, organ (plus bass pedals), saxophone
and a singer issuing the most
infernal noises –choirboy coos,
banshee wails and demonic
grunts – from his slender
frame. “He does seem like
a normal person,” organist
Hugh Banton said of Hammill
in a 2016 issue of Uncut, “but
evidently he isn’t…”

Formed as an R&B out�t
in Manchester at the height
of psychedelia, they soon
began to concoct a menacing,
very European mix of the
avant-garde, curdled folk

music, angular rock and operatic drama. 
The constant was chaos – in the tumult 
of Guy Evans’ savage drumming, in 
David Jackson’s electronically processed 

saxophones and especially in Hammill’s 
untutored guitar and keyboard playing, an 

elemental counterpoint to Banton’s scholarly 
skills on the organ. That Charisma allowed them to 

make such a mess unhindered was certainly heroic, 
if not �scally wise.

They reformed in 2005 for a fruitful � nal act, but 
here, collected for the � rst time across 18 hours, 
122 tracks and a disc of video performances, is Van 
Der Graaf’s original voyage, a stop-start revolution 
beginning with hippie-ish sci-�  balladry and 
concluding with a live album that predicted the 
weirdest post-punk.

We begin with February 1970’s The Least We Can Do 
Is Wave To Each Other, opener 
“Darkness (11/11)” con� dently 
£ oating in on spacey organ and 
wind noise. Very Floyd, and yet 
the Syd-less group themselves 
were just � nding their feet 
in early 1970, while Genesis 
and Yes were still stumbling 
around. Perhaps the only 
group who’d already made a 
classic prog record were King 
Crimson. It’s apt, then, that 
one section of the 11-minute 
“A� er The Flood” echoes the 
manic rush of “21st Century 

VAN DER GRAAF GENERATOR
The Charisma Years 1970–1978

VIRGIN

“I’m so far out…” Riots, mania and musique concrète from 
prog’s most extreme group. By Tom Pinnock
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Van Der Graaf 
Generator, April 5,  
1975: (l-r) Guy 
Evans, David 
Jackson, Peter 
Hammill and  
Hugh Banton 



Schizoid Man” and that Robert Fripp would guest 
on December’s H To He, Who Am The Only One, 
and 1971’s Pawn Hearts.

The latter is one of their masterpieces, three 
deranged tracks of vaulting ambition and 
strangeness. Twelve-minute opener “Lemmings 
(Including Cog)”, especially, is a gloriously ugly 
delicacy that must have sent less adventurous 
listeners rushing back to the shop to return their 
LP. “Man-Erg” begins as a grand piano ballad, 
before a thoroughly cacophonous section appears 
like sludge rising to a lake’s surface. By the end 
of the song, the two sections are being played 
simultaneously. “Back Street Luv” this was not. 
Pawn Hearts peaks with the side-long “A Plague 
Of Lighthouse Keepers”. A modular tale of death, 
despair and redemption, it’s highly experimental, 
including one part where 16 Van Der Graafs play 
di  ̈erent songs at once.

Such inspired madness chimed with the mood 
across Europe in the days of the Baader-Meinhof 
group and Brigadi Rossi. The group were 
frequently met by riots on the Continent, on 
one occasion driving their van through 
the glass wall of a venue to escape the 
mob. All this intensity led to a temporary 
split, and when Godblu�  appeared in 1975, 
things were very di  ̈erent. Hammill, his 
hair shorn, was now playing electric guitar 
or violent clavinet, and the group 
were recording live, with none of the 
cut-up complexity of their previous 
work. Here were four long songs, 
tortuous and brutal, led as always 
by Hammill’s crooning and 
screeching. “From what 
tooth or claw does murder 
spring?” he bellows on “The 

Sleepwalkers”. 
“From what 
 esh and blood 
does passion?” 
At times his 
performances 
on Godblu� 
suggest David 
Bowie under 
the sway of 
the demonic 
forces he’d 
been drawing 
pentagrams to 
banish, though 
Diamond Dogs’ 

“Sweet Thing/Candidate/Sweet Thing (Reprise)” 
suggests the £ ow of in£ uence went only one way.

1976’s Still Life was a quieter a  ̈air, the title 
track informing us that death, though awful, 
is at least preferable to eternal life, “ultimately 
bored by endless ecstasy”. A� er the tepid World 
Record – “Meurglys III”, a reggae-tinged epic 
about Hammill’s favourite guitar, is not their � nest 
21 minutes – Banton and Jackson le�  the band, 
no longer able to survive the � nancial penalty of 
being so uncompromising. Things could have 
gone very wrong for Van Der Graaf then, with 
punk’s dust cloud appearing on the horizon, 
but the next two years saw a brave move further 
towards pummelling noise that put them in step 
with the coming storm. 1977’s The Quiet Zone/The 
Pleasure Dome seems to invent Muse, while ’78’s 
Vital, an in-the-red live set with John Lydon in the 
crowd presumably picking up tips for PiL, is 
a highlight of the box, a distorted medley of 

“…Lighthouse Keepers” and “The Sleepwalkers”, 
white-hot.

Sprinkled among these album tracks are 
radio sessions – including an amusing Top Gear
interview in which Hammill reveals that an early 
member le�  to join blues-rockers Juicy Lucy, and 
an electrifying Peel session from the Godblu� 
era. Other treats include an early studio version 
of “Killer”, a � rst mix of “Theme One”, and “The 
Boat Of A Million Years”, a typically breezy B-side 
about Ra’s solar barque.

Live In Rimini 1975 is worthwhile, mainly 
because it includes the Hammill solo tracks “(In 
The) Black Room…” and “A Louse Is Not A Home”, 
intended for the scrapped Pawn Hearts follow-up, 
but the quality is grainier than a ’70s macrobiotic 
diet. Much better is a crystal-clear 1976 set from 
Paris’ Maison Mutualite, one of the classic 
lineup’s last stands. They’re tight, especially on 
the closing “Killer” and “Man-Erg”, but there’s 
always a sense that they’re teetering on a knife 
edge – that chaos, again.

Though it’s not new material per se, the jewels 
in the box are the four new stereo remixes of their 
core albums, H To He…, Pawn Hearts, Godblu� 
and Still Life, which enhance the clarity and sense 
of space in the music. H To He…’s “Killer” and 
“The Emperor In His War Room” are fuller, more 
vibrant, while “A Plague Of Lighthouse Keepers” 
reveals new instrumental layers and improves 
the crossfades between sections. Godblu�  is 
alternately harder hitting and more intimate: 
during the hushed intro of “The Undercover Man”, 
it’s as if Hammill is right there whispering in your 
ear, the type of hallucinatory voice that so o� en 
a¬  icts his damaged protagonists.

The Charisma Years isn’t a revelatory box – there 
are only a few gems here that haven’t already 

been brought to light elsewhere, 
notably the Parisian live set. It is, 
though, a comprehensive survey of 
a revelatory group. Listened to in the 

wrong mood, Van Der Graaf Generator 
can sound ridiculous, the lyrics 
overdone, the distorted saxes painful, 

Hammill’s astounding vocals too 
extreme; but, entered into wholly, 

this is music with a gnomic 
power, that can incite riots and 

assorted psychic disturbances. 
As Mark E Smith would attest, that 
power is hard to resist.
Extras: 8/10.  5.1 Surround Sound 
mixes, liner notes, video clips.
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Rock messieurs: 
VDGG at the 
Bataclan in Paris, 
March 1972

PETER HAMMILL
Chameleon In The 
Shadow Of The Night
CHARISMA, 1973
Though most of this post-split 
album is dominated by acoustic

guitar, Tarot-influenced epic “(In The) Black 
Room/The Tower” features all of Van Der Graaf 
and would have been a centrepiece of their 
planned Pawn Hearts follow-up alongside 
“A Louse Is Not A Home”, from 1974’s The Silent 
Corner And The Empty Stage. 8/10

PETER HAMMILL
Fool’s Mate
CHARISMA, 1971
The singer’s first solo album is 
a breezy collection of short 
songs that wouldn’t have 

worked with Van Der Graaf – though Banton, 
Evans and Jackson appear throughout. 
Highlights include “Vision”, a piano hymn 
included in the Charisma box as part of a 1971 
Sounds Of The ’70s session. 
7/10

PETER HAMMILL
Nadir’s Big Chance
CHARISMA, 1975
A kind of alternative Ziggy 
Stardust, Hammill’s fifth album 
finds the songwriter taking on 

the persona of depraved rocker Nadir for a set 
of short, sharp, Roxy-ish songs. A quiet middle 
section ruins the impact, but the louder 
moments would lead to Van Der Graaf’s 
reformation, Godbluff and more. 
8/10

HOW TO BUY...

A SECRET HISTORY
How Peter Hammill’s solo work provided the flipside to Van Der Graaf Generator
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“Icertainlyfelt
sympatheticto
punkandnever
threatenedbyit”
PETERHAMMILL

Peter Hammill:
“It’s what I felt I
was born to do”
This idea of ‘chaos’ – was it something 
you always wanted to explore in Van 
Der Graaf Generator?
It wasn’t initially, but once we got going, it was 
something we embraced. It was a good thing 
we did, because it was going to come our way 
in any case. We would head o¨ on tour and not 
really know what was going to be coming at us, 
and quite a lot did come at us. Italy was the most 
extreme, although almost anywhere we went 
there was a kind of slightly strange element. 
But it did contribute in some way to our forceful 
approach to the music, hence this thing of chaos 
being endemic in the existence of the group.

What were you listening to and 
reading when you were making  
these records?
Once we got going, I stopped listening to a lot  
of rock music, and I think even back then I 
began to listen more and more to classical 
music. Certainly I wasn’t listening much to  
any contemporaries of mine, maybe to more 
straight-ahead American stu¨ than British.  
I was a big sci-� bu¨ at the time, which I’m not 
so much these days, so in the early days I’d be 
reading a lot of sci-�.

This is extreme music – was it 
psychologically taxing to create?
Not really, because the feeling was this was a 
lucky state to be in. So in that sense, there was 
a responsibility to try and do it to the best of 
the abilities. It was what I felt I was born to do, I 
suppose. The music was quite dark, and a lot of 
the times the lyrics re£ected that as well. So the 
songs fell into my hands, rather than my trying 
to drive towards anything in particular.

When did you get to know  
Robert Fripp?
I guess we knew each other by ’69 or so, 
certainly. He was de�nitely a fellow traveller. 
We are survivors in a way, particularly in terms 
of not just doing stu¨ that’s the past. We’re 
de�nitely focused on now and the future.

Godbluff is a pivotal record here. Is 
it conceptual? At least two songs 
mention a “moor”, and it has this 
blustery outdoor feel…
Outdoor and on the run! Originally, they were 
four separate songs, but once we recorded them,
it seemed that they did actually �t together in 
some kind of piece. We had the feeling that, 
in real time, the album occupies 15 seconds. 
There’s a lot of one’s life £ashing before one in it.

You cut your hair short for Godbluff. 
When did you become aware of punk?
I guess it would have been ’77. It’s a bit 
ridiculous that anyone would have a problem 
with punk, because things – the big stages and 
the 43 keyboards and so on – had gone a long 
way away from what I regarded, and still regard,
as being an essential part of bands, which is just 
belting out three or four chords. Even within 
our work, there are quite a few tunes where we 

emerge from the key changes and just play three
or four chords. So I certainly felt sympathetic
[to punk], and never threatened by it. We had
already begun playing in a furious, furious way.

Vitaldoesseemtopredictthepost-
punkofthenextyearandsoon…
I mean, I don’t want to take too much credit for
the development of music in the late ’70s! We
aligned with certain stu¨ going on there.

Doyouknowtheworkofthoseartists
whorevereyou?Forexample,have
youheardmuchofTheFall?
Oh yeah, I’ve heard The Fall, and I knew Mark.
At one point he did say maybe it would be an
interesting idea if I produced them. The mind
boggles! I think he was interested more in the
sound I had on [1978 solo album] The Future
Now rather than the Van Der Graaf thing. Mark

was a good chap. Not uncomplicated, but there
we go. He told me that he spent a lot of time in
Manchester listening to Islamic noise radio
stations, and his angle was that that was the
same thing as I was doing on The Future Now.
That’s quite interesting, [if] you regard music as
being something that’s just in the air. Because I
hadn’t been listening to any Manchester Islamic
stations! [laughs]

WhatrecordsstickoutforyouinThe
CharismaYears?
Pawn Hearts was the pinnacle of the �rst period,
and Godblu� set us o¨, convincingly, on the
second. I retain a lot of a¨ection for The Quiet
Zone, which is obviously somewhere outside.
We did everything to the limits of our abilities
at each stage. If you do that with a degree of
honesty, it stands you in credit, and hopefully
that credit is what shows through here. We never
compromised or sold out and I think there’s a
measure of satisfaction to be taken out of that.

WhenyoureleasedDoNotDisturb
in2016,youallsaiditwouldbethe
lastVanDerGraafalbum.Isthatstill
thecase?
I know, we did [say that], and it may still well
be. We did have the consciousness for the �rst
time doing Do Not Disturb that it might well be
the last one we do. Now years have gone by and
I wouldn’t guarantee it, though I haven’t got
anything written, and we have no plans yet.
INTERVIEW: TOM PINNOCK

Q&A

“We did 
everything to 
the limits of our 
abilities”: Peter 
Hammill  in 1974 
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ARCHIVE

A
FTER studying environment 
ethics and playing in co� ee 
shops around Athens, Georgia, 
Joan Shelley returned to her 
native Kentucky in the late 
2000s and embedded herself 

in the Louisville music scene. She found a place 
among a motley assortment of players steeped 

in punk and post-punk but bent on reassessing the 
region’s old-time traditions. They held all-night 
jam sessions that were lively and jubilant, and they 
helped sharpen Shelley’s playing and songwriting. 
First as one-third of the trio Maiden Radio (which 
also includes Julia Purcell and Cheyenne Marie Mize) 
and later as a solo artist, she imported the scene’s 
communal values into her own songs, making a 

JOAN SHELLEY
Ginko/Electric Ursa (reissues, 2012, 2014)

NO QUARTER

7/10, 9/10
Two very diff erent early albums from the Kentucky
 singer-songwriter. By Stephen Deusner
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SLEEVE NOTES
GINKO
1. Ginko
2. Ice
3. The Pain For
Your Pleasure
4. Siren
5. Sure As Night
6. Into The Sea
7. Sweet Dark-
Haired Man
8. Your Doll
9. The Door
10. Unbound
11. By The Ohio

ELECTRIC URSA
1. Something
Small
2. Rising Air
3. First Of August
4. River Low
5. Remedios
6. Long Way To
Night
7. Moss & Marrow
8. Electric Ursa

handful of records that showcase others’ 
contributions as prominently as her own. 

Her 2010 debut, By Dawnlight, remains 
out of print, but these vinyl reissues of 
her second and third solo albums reveal 
an artist coming into her own, casting a 
wide net for sounds and styles even as 
she homes in on her own voice. Released 
in 2012 and 2014, respectively, Ginko 
and Electric Ursa are adventurous, even 
fearless, as Shelley cra�s songs that are 
sturdy, melodies that sounds like they’ve 
been sung for centuries, and lyrics that 
gesture toward emotions just beyond 
expression. Every artist goes through a 
similar learning process, but few do it as 
swi�ly or as productively as Shelley did 
nearly a decade ago.

“You stand like a ginko tree, tall, proud 
and wise,” she sings at the beginning of 
Ginko, immediately o�ering a compelling 
image that no doubt draws from her 
environmental ethic studies. At once 
homey and exotic, quizzical and even 
carnal, it sounds like a line from an old 
Appalachian folk tune about doomed 
lovers, but Shelley doesn’t quite know 
what to do with it. The percussion rattles 
ominously, and she ri�s dreamily on that 
phrase – “You stand like… you stand…” – 
but something feels just out of reach. 

However, with every song on Ginko 
(which has never before been pressed to 
vinyl), Shelley eases into her songs. Her 
backing band includes Purcell and Mize, 
as well as producer Daniel Martin Moore 
and guitarist Joe Manning, and they lend 
these songs a folksy austerity, even as they
make forays into parlour pop on “Your 
Doll” and Appalachian art-rock on the 
epic “Unbound”. Not every song hits its 
mark, but there’s a sense of freedom and 
excitement, as though Shelley can’t wait 
to indulge every musical whim.

“Sure As Night”, with its dusty country 
lilt and determined vocals, is her �rst 
classic, a love song that �nds salvation in 
a certain kind of ruination: “Now the only 
thing to fear at night is that you’ll never fall 
in love again.” Shelley explores a similar 
idea on “Sweet Dark-Haired Man”, with 
its shu�ing drum rhythm and whistled 
solo: “You can lead me lead me lead me 
on,” she sings, as though embracing the 
inevitable heartbreak. Even if she’s still 
experimenting with her sound, Shelley 

zeroes in on her subject matter: the self-
nullifying sacri�ces you make in the name
of love, whether it’s romantic, spiritual,
or musical.

Electric Ursa, Shelley’s �rst for No
Quarter Records, opens with her fronting a
full post-rock band. Nodding to local acts
like Slint and For Carnation, “Something
Small” delivers one of her most dramatic
hooks, complemented by Manning’s
rumbling guitar solo and Sean Johnson’s
stoic drum shu�e. Not only does she hold
her own against the dissonance and din,
but she pushes against these heavier
sounds, as though they’re just another
form of regional folk music to her, like an
old-time jam or an Appalachian ballad.

This album is a remarkable step forward,
both sonically and lyrically. Shelley settles
into these songs so easily that nothing
feels like an experiment. She and her
friends combine so many sounds and
styles so gracefully that the seams never
show.Everythingjustworks,whichmeans
this is an album full of rich moments and
unexpected �ourishes. A stuttering organ
thrums underneath “Rising Air”, adding
a tension to the cascade of piano notes.
The hymn-like “Remedios” doesn’t even
need lyrics to convey its sense of quiet
wonder, just Shelley humming so�ly and
her steady banjo notes. And the closing
title track sounds like a �eld recording, its
lo-� quality wicking out �ne gradients of
emotion from her voice. If Ginko was about
sacri�ce, Electric Ursa is more concerned
with the opposite. It’s not about losing
yourself, but about �nding yourself in
small moments and small joys, whether
it’s the high spirits of good friends or the
gentle pluck of an old banjo.

Joan Shelley: “Why would 
you play just one style?”

You’re experimenting with 
new sounds and styles on 
these two albums. There’s a 
musical wanderlust to them, 
as though you’re testing 
things out. 
I was in my early twenties and had 
too much energy for soft folk music. 
I’d associated it with the Judy Collins 
records my mom had, and that didn’t 
appeal to me then. I was listening to 

so muchmusic,andI just loveditall.
Whywouldyouplayjustonestyle?So
I wasdoingalotofdifferentthings,but
didn’thavethefocustoedit.

HowdidtheLouisvillemusic
sceneinformthesetwoLPs?
I’d justreturnedtoLouisville,and
therewasalotgoingon. Iwas
goingtoold-timestring-bandjams,
althoughalotofthosepeoplewere
formerpunks. Iwaslisteningtoalotof
Bonnie“Prince”Billyandwasexcited
to beinthesameplaceashimand

CatherineIrwinofFreakwater.

Isthereasongthatstands
outtoyouassignificant
inretrospect?
“SureAsNight”wasthefirsttimeI
playedwithNathanSalsburg.When
Iwrotethatsong, Ifelt likeIhadfound
thekeythatwasmostnaturalfor
myvoice. Itfeltsomuchbetter, like
itwasn’ttryingtobesomething
different.Soforthenextrecord,
itwas:“Morelikethat!“
INTERVIEW: STEPHEN DEUSNER

Q&A

BUENA VISTA
SOCIAL CLUB
BuenaVistaSocialClub
WORLDCIRCUIT/BMG

10/10
Expanded25th-anniversary
editionofGrammy-winning
Cubanclassic

Thecombination
ofRyCooder’s
meticulousand
dynamicproduction,
acastofveteran
musicianswho

seemedtohaveemergedfromaland
thattimeforgot,aclutchofclassic
songsfromthepre-revolutionary
goldenageofCubanmusicanda
suitablynostalgicfeature�lmbyWim
WendersservedtomakeBuenaVista
SocialClubthebest-sellingworldmusic
albumofalltime.Manyoftheageing
musiciansinvolvedhavesincepassed
on,butasyouwouldexpectwithsuch
timelessmusic,everythingstillsounds
asbeguilinglyevocativeaquarterofa
centurylater,whetherit’sthesmoky
atmosphericsofCompaySegundo’s
“ChanChan”,thesweetlysoulful
bolerosingingofIbrahimFerrerorthe
exquisiteLatinjazzpianoplayingof
RubénGonzález.
Extras:9/10. Agenerous11newsongs
notincludedontheoriginalalbum,
alternativetakesofeightmoretracks
anda40-pagebook,updatingand
expandingthisreviewer’s1996
linernotes. NIGELWILLIAMSON

JOHN COLTRANE
AnotherSideOfJohn
Coltrane CRAFT

8/10
Earlysidemansteps,mostlywith
MilesandMonk

JohnColtrane’s
journeymanmid-’50s
hasbeenexamined
before,butthis
collectionfocuseson
audiblegrowthunder

MilesandthenMonk.He’sinMiles’
quinteton“’RoundMidnight”,briskly
busynexttothetrumpeter’sshadow-
streaked,romanticweariness,and
bullingthroughalreadyhurtlingmusic
elsewhere.ThenMilessackedhim,and
Monkbecamehis�nishingschoolina
transformative,unrecordedresidency
atNewYork’sFiveSpot.Studio
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METALLICA
Metallica(TheBlackAlbum)
(reissue,1991) BLACKENED

7/10
Nonemoreblack

Fortheirself-
titled��h,the
BayAreametal
legendsthoroughly
streamlinedtheir
sound,untangling

theirknottyarrangementsand
emphasisinghooksandchoruses.
WorkingwithproducerBobRock–
who’dgettheblamefortheirantiseptic
2003�opStAnger–theyevenindulge
inafewslowersongs,theequivalent
ofthrashballads.Itpaido�:‘The
BlackAlbum’,asfanscalledit,wasa
commercialbehemothandoneofthe
heaviestalbumsevertotopthecharts.
Thirtyyearson,thedeepcutsstand
outmorethanthewell-knownsingles:
“ThroughTheNever”rampagesata
franticpace,and“TheGodThatFailed”
foregroundsJasonNewsted’sexcellent
bassplaying(a�erhewasessentially
erasedfrom1987’s…AndJusticeForAll).
Extras:8/10. Aslewoflivetracksand
rarities,including�nesetsfromRussia
andLondon.Bestofall,thegrimydemo
of“SadButTrue”recallstheviscerallo-�
attackoftheirearlyLPs.Alsoavailable:
a53-tracktributetotherecord,featuring
KamasiWashington,JasonIsbellandSt
Vincent,amongothers.STEPEHENDEUSNER

BUCK OWENS
IWouldn’tLiveInNew
YorkCity(reissue,1970)
OMNIVORE

9/10
Pickofabatchofessentialreissues
bytheBakersfieldmaestro

Therearenine
albumsintheBuck
Owensreissuesseries
Omnivorearereleasing
betweenAugustand
October.Originally

releasedbetween1968and1974,
theycaptureOwenasanestablished
countrymegastar.Hissignature
Bakers�eldsound,allswingingbass
andtwangingTelecasters,waswidely

imitated.Hewasco-hostinghisown
TVvarietyshow(“HeeHaw”).All
thesealbumsaregreat–obviously–
but1970’sgloriousIWouldn’tLiveIn
NewYorkCity isdistinguishedbyits
thematicconsistencyanddetermined
eccentricity.Everysongonitisnamed
a�eracity–someretrievedand
re-recordedfrompreviousalbums,all
illustratedwithpertinentsounde�ects.
Tolendvéritétothetitletrack,Owens
recordedhisleadvocalonaManhattan
sidewalk,while“RenoLament”
featurescasinonoises,“Londontown”
starsBigBenand“HoustonTown”
hasApollomissionchatter.
Extras:6/10. Newartwork,linernotes.
ANDREWMUELLER

SOFA
SourceCrossfire
CONSTELLATION

8/10
Brooding’90spost-rockfrom
Canadianfour-piece

Before Ian Llavsky co-
founded Constellation 
Records – home to 
Godspeed You! Black 
Emperor among 
others – he played 

guitar in Sofa, a Canadian out�t whose 
slamming, sludgy post-rock was like 
a cross between Slint and Killing Joke. 
This limited-edition release stemmed 
from a planned reissue of their 1997 
CD Grey (the �rst ever release on 
Constellation), now taking the form of 
a double album – the �rst Sofa music 
to appear on vinyl. The �rst LP is a 
re-sequenced version of Grey, which 
puts all the fast songs on one side and 
the slow ones on the other. The second 
LP takes tracks from two earlier cassette 
releases, Record and Town Unsafe, 
again dividing them into fast and slow 
sides. The crunching “Comma” o�ers 
an early indication of the sheer power of 
Sofa’s more aggressive approach, while 
the slower burn of tracks like “Current”, 
“Medicine Hat” and “Regret” 
demonstrate their subtler approach to 
balladry, bringing a lot of texture, a lot 
of angst and more dark than light.
Extras: 7/10. Liner notes, pull-out 
posters. PETER WATTS

evidenceincludes“Monk’sMood”,with
thepianistinhisworldofslantingangles
andstridesurvivals,andColtrane
imbibinghissenseoftimeandspaceina
slow,dreamyduet.“Epistrophy”istense
andnervousensembleplaying,Monk
meetsMunch.Coltrane’schallengingly
densestreamson“Trinkle,Tinkle”
wouldsoonbetermed“sheetsof
sound”.By1961,backwithMiles,he’s
�rmlyonhisownpatha�erastrenuous
discipleship,andsixyearsfromdeath.
There’salotofgreatmusichere.
Extras:6/10. Linernotes,twoextra
tracksonoptionallycolouredvinyl.
NICKHASTED

BILLY FURY
ThreeSaturdaysWithBilly
TOPSOUNDS

7/10
Archiveradiosessionsrecalling
pastglories

AlthoughFuryreleased
adozensingleson
Parlophonebetween
1966and’70,none
troubledthecharts
anywherenearashigh

ashisrunofhitsonDeccaduringthe
�rsthalfofthedecade.Heremained,
however,aregularvisitortoBBCstudios,
andthiscompilationbringstogether
ninecutsfromappearancesonRadio
One’sSaturdayClub,plusaudioofa
guestspotonSimonDee’sTVshowDee
Time.He’sstillcapableofmelodramatic
grandeuronabraceoflessfamiliar
songswrittenbysoon-to-behousehold
names;DavidBowie’s“SillyBoyBlue”
hastheepicsweepofTheWalker
Brothers,whileTheBeeGees’“One
MinuteWoman”iscutfromthesame
country-esqueclothas“Massachusetts”.
Theabovefeaturethelushstringsof
TheAlanTewOrchestra,butit’sbackto
basicsonChuckBerry’s“SweetLittle
Sixteen”,Furylettingripinthestyleof
hisearlierrock’n’rollrecordings.
Extras:None. TERRYSTAUNTON

EMMYLOU HARRIS &
THE NASH RAMBLERS
RambleinMusicCity:TheLost
Concert(reissue,1990) NONESUCH

9/10
TheRamblersreadyEmmyloufor
herfinestdecadeyet

Sensinganeedfora
resetinherextensive,
musicallyexpansive
career,Harrissimply
reversedcourse.
EmployinganA-list

ofbluegrassexperts,fromdobroace
AlPerkinsto�ddlerSamBush,her
newlyacousticterrainstretchedback
decadesintoAmerica’sroots,yet
coveredsongwritersoftheday,too–
RodneyCrowell,TownesVanZandtet
al–allinadecisivelyprogressivestyle.
“WayfaringStranger”istheperfect
signi�er;asaproposabouthumanity
nowasinits19th-centuryorigin,
ahauntingmixofHarris’ssoaring
sopranoandspirallinginstrumental
responsesglideitintothesurreal.
Thenagainmosteverytrack,fromher
’70ssongofoptimism,“OneOfThese

Days”, to The Dri�ers’ gorgeous soul 
masterpiece “Save The Last Dance For 
Me”, gets to the heart of compassion.
Extras: 6/10. Brief liner notes by 
Emmylou Harris and Nashville  
legend Peter Cooper. LUKE TORN

THE HAWKS
Obviously 5 Believers SEVENTEEN

7/10
Proto-indiefromStephenDuffy’s
lostBirminghamjanglers

Between Duran Duran 
and Tin Tin, Stephen 
Du�y formed a band 
originally called 
Obviously 5 Believers, 
before changing their 

name to The Subterranean Hawks 
and then just The Hawks because, 
Du�y jokes, it was easier to �t on the 
cassette tapes. They released a solitary 
single – “Words Of Hope” in 1980 – but 
made other recordings, which are now 
released for the �rst time on CD and 
vinyl. The Hawks came out of post-punk 
– there’s a Keith Levene tone to the 
fabulous “Big Store”, “What It Is!” and 
the deadpan “Serenade” – but otherwise 
sound a little like Birmingham’s answer 
to the Bunnymen. The psychedelic 
tinge to “A Sense Of Ending” and jangle 
of “Bull�ghter” suggests The Hawks 
would have �t neatly into the coming 
indie moment – “Something Soon” even 
reintroduces the harmonica to British 
pop a couple of years before “Hand In 
Glove”. A�er The Hawks split in 1981, 
Du�y kept the tapes and then collated 
this collection following a promise to 
fellow Hawk Dave Kusworth shortly 
before Kusworth’s death.
Extras: 7/10. Sleevenotes by  
Stephen Du�y. PETER WATTS

LCD SOUNDSYSTEM
The Long Goodbye: LCD 
Soundsystem Live At Madison 
Square Garden (reissue, 2014)
DFA

9/10
AKATheLongGoodbyeThat
Didn’tLastLong

Though a reunion �ve 
years a�er his loudly 
trumpetedfarewell
le�asourtaste,James
Murphy’ssubsequent
admissionthathe

merelyintendedtostopperforming
because“singing’smynightmare”rings
true.Emergingto“DanceYrselfClean”’s
skeletalrhythms,hisvocalsarenasal
andlightlyo�-key,untilthebanderupts
fourminutesin.A�erthat,though,
there’snolookingbackoverthreealmost
faultlesshoursofwhatwasonceknown
aspunkfunk.WithMurphynowavital
ringleader,backedbyamightychorus
ofvoices,“GetInnocuous!”providesthe
�rstofmanyrowdyclimaxes,while“All
MyFriends”invitesJoyDivisiontothe
partyandArcadeFire–inperson–add
to“NorthAmericanScum”’sbreathless
anarchy.Ifanepic“NewYork,ILoveYou
ButYou’reBringingMeDown”leavesus
wantingmore,we’dgetitsoonerrather
thanlater.
Extras:None. WYNDHAMWALLACE
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RORY GALLAGHER
Rory Gallagher 50th 
Anniversary Edition
UMC

8/10
Hugely expanded version of the great Irish 
guitarist’s solo debut. By Nigel Williamson

WHEN Taste 
broke up in the 
autumn of 1970, 
Rory Gallagher 
went through 
the mixed 
emotions that 

follow any divorce. There was pride: 
their � nal festival appearance at the 
Isle Of Wight alongside Hendrix and 
The Who had been spectacular and 
their last studio album, 1970’s On 
The Boards, had fused Gallagher’s 
driving blues-rock with jazzier, more 
experimental in� uences and taken 
the band into the UK albums chart 
for the � rst time.

Yet there was frustration and anger, 
too. There was enmity with Taste’s 
manager Eddie Kennedy, who had 
signed a recording deal with Polydor 
that gave him ownership of the band, 
with Gallagher and the other two 
members of Taste individually under 
contract to him as employees.

There were also tensions within 
the trio, as drummer John Wilson 
and bassist Richard McCracken 
increasingly came to resent 
Gallagher taking the limelight as 
guitarist, singer and songwriter. 
A� er Taste had played their � nal 
gig, Wilson savaged Gallagher in the 
music press, claiming the band had 
broken up owing to the guitarist’s 
greed and arrogance. 

Neither were traits that anybody 
who knew Gallagher remotely 
recognised and it was typical of 
his generosity and modesty that he 
refused to respond. He preferred to 
look forward rather than back and 
Taste had turned so sour that he 
refused to play the band’s material 
in his live sets for the rest of his life.

Keeping his eyes on the horizon 
meant going solo and a new deal 
with Polydor, negotiated with the 
assistance of Led Zep manager 
Peter Grant, who stormed into the 
o²  ce of Polydor’s MD, ripped up the 
o� ered contract and told him, “Give 
Rory a decent fucking deal.” The 
outcome was a six-album deal on 
substantially more generous terms.

Gallagher wanted a fresh approach
but was still wedded to the idea of a 
power trio, and a new rhythm section
was required to back him. According
to one story, Robert Stigwood tried to
persuade him to play with Jack Bruce
and Ginger Baker in a putative Cream
Mark II. Gallagher rejected the 
idea of being shoehorned into Eric 
Clapton’s fringed boots, but he did 
try working with Noel Redding and 
Mitch Mitchell, both of whom were 
at a post-Hendrix loose end. In the 
event he found what he was seeking 
closer to home in drummer Wilgar 
Campbell and bassist Gerry McAvoy 
from Deep Joy, an Irish band that had

Gerry McAvoy on
playing bass with
“one of my idols”

Howdidyoucometo
joinRory’sband? The
bandIwaswith,Deep
Joy,openedforTasteon
afewoccasionsin1970,
soIwasluckyenough
tomeethim.InJanuary
1971thephonerang,
andRoryaskedmeif I’d
liketocometoLondon
forajamwithhimself
andWilgarCampbell.
Yes!Werehearsed
inasmallstudio, just
bluesfavouritesand
rock’n’roll. Iwas19and
afanofTaste,seeing
themmanytimes
inBelfast.NowI’m
playingbasswith
oneofmyidols.

Whatwashelike
toworkwithinthe
studio? Afterthatfirst
rehearsal, I flewback
toBelfast.Justwhen
Iresignedmyselfthat
nothingwasgoingto
happen,Roryrang
again-“Fancycoming
toLondontomakean
album?”Againyes!
Rorywantedtorecord
thesongslive,vocals
andguitarsolostogether,
onlyaddingabitof

rhythmguitarasan
overdub.Thesessions
wereeasy-going.Rory
wasinajoyfulmood.
TheweightoftheTaste
splitwasfinally leaving
hisshoulders.

Youendedup
playingwithRoryfor
morethan20years.
Howwouldyousum
uphislegacy?
Besidesbeingmy
musicalboss,hewasa

greatfriend.Heshould
berememberedas
auniqueguitarist,a
greatsongwriter,and
performerandIkeep
oncelebratingRory’s
musicwithmyown
group,BandOfFriends.
INTERVIEW: NIGEL
WILLIAMSON

Q&A

In sync after the 
bitter Taste split: 
Gallagher and 
Gerry McAvoy

McAvoy:  
Deep Joy 
to elation BA
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supported Taste at the Marquee.
By the time Gallagher’s eponymous 

solo debut � nally appeared in May 
1971, it was almost 18 months since 
Taste’s � nal studio album and the 
songs were tumbling out of him. 
It’s not hard to see references to the 
break-up of Taste in the lyrics of 
songs such as “I Fall Apart” and “For 
The Last Time”. But it’s the breadth 
and nuance of the material that is 
most striking. “Laundromat” boasts 
a classic Gallagher blues-rock ri� , as 
does “Sinner Boy” with its stinging 
slide guitar. But therea� er things 
get gentler and more introspective, 
in the manner of the more acoustic-
tinged material on Led Zeppelin III. 

Heavily in� uenced by his 
admiration for Davy Graham, Bert 
Jansch and John Renbourn, “Just 
The Smile” would not have been 
out of place on a Pentangle album. 
“Can’t Believe It’s True” has a West 

Coast vibe, a Je� erson Airplane jam 
maybe. On the acoustic down-home 
blues of “Wave Myself Goodbye” and 
“I’m Not Surprised” – inspired by 
Gallagher’s discovery of the 1930s 
recordings of Scrapper Blackwell 
and Blind Boy Fuller – the rhythm 
section is banished and replaced by 
the boogie-woogie piano of Atomic 
Rooster’s Vincent Crane. “It’s You” 
is pure country and oozes with 
Gallagher’s love of Hank Williams.

This anniversary edition expands 
the album’s 10 original songs 
somewhat gratuitously to more than 
50 tracks. Muddy Waters’ “Gypsy 
Woman” and Otis Rush’s “It Takes 
Time” are ferocious excursions into 
electric Chicago blues. The gentle 
folk-rocker “At The Bottom” heard 
in four almost identical takes and on 
which Gallagher blows some lovely 
harmonica, eventually appeared on 
the 1975 album Against The Grain. 
For the rest it’s mostly alternate 
takes of songs on the album, several 
of them breaking down and few, if 
any, departing radically from the 
versions that made the cut.

The � nal disc of radio sessions 
o� ers further iterations of six of 
the songs on the 1971 album plus 
a preview of “In Your Town”, a 
stomping slide-guitar showcase that 
would appear six months later on 
Gallagher’s second solo set, Deuce.

By coincidence Gallagher and 
Clapton both released their self-
titled solo debuts within a few 
months of each other – and in terms 
of blues-rock guitar-slingers seeking 
to expand their signature sound, 
Gallagher’s e� ort at this distance 
stands up as more coherent, 
consistent and focused. More than 
a quarter century on from his death, 
he’s missed more than ever.
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REDISCOVERED 
Uncovering the underrated and overlooked

SPIRITUALIZED
Ladies & Gentlemen We Are Floating 
In Space (reissue, 1997) FAT POSSUM

9/10
Space-rockshootsforthestarsonJason
Pierce’ssprawlingmasterpiece,backonvinyl

Culminating with the Dr John-
assisted “Cop Shoot Cop”, whose 
ferocious noise, subsequently 
blissful comedown and 
memorable soundbite – “There’s 
a hole in my arm where all 

the money goes” – de�ned its hallucinatory 
qualities, Jason Pierce’s third Spiritualized 
album was �rst released in 1997 disguised 
as medicine, its CD in a foil blister pack. The 
antidote to Britpop’s revelry, it nonetheless 
discovered blinding light amid darkness, with 
the opening, lullaby-like title track assimilating 
Elvis’s “Can’t Help Falling In Love” and 
redemptive gospel tropes aplenty elsewhere too, 
not least the monumental “Come Together” and 
sancti�ed “Cool Waters”. “Electricity” roused 
rock’n’roll demons and “The Individual” sank 
into a cathartic cacophony, but “I Think I’m In 
Love” de�ed gravity, while the elegiac luxury 
of “Broken Heart” was of a kind later exploited 
by Max Richter and Jóhann Jóhannsson. An 
extravagant work of heartbroken salvation, 
this remains the �nest realisation of Pierce’s 
prodigious ambitions.
Extras: None. WYNDHAM WALLACE

SUPER FURRY ANIMALS
Rings Around The World (reissue, 2001) 
SONY

8/10
Packed20th-anniversaryeditionofmuch-
missedCardiffcrew’smagnumopus

A�er three albums with 
Creation and a self-released 
Welsh-language LP, Mwng, 
Super Furry Animals took The 
Man’s money and splashed 
it on their most extravagant 

record as Epic brie�y indulged the band’s wildest 
creative whims. Rings Around The World phased 
out the weirdness of Guerrilla in favour of lush 
West Coast pop, and famously features Macca 
munching celery and John Cale on piano. An 
elaborate multimedia release at the time mixed 
in 5.1 Surround, this 20th-anniversary edition 
is laden with unreleased material, though the 
bulk of it – album demos and a baker’s dozen 
of remixes – isn’t essential. More appealing are 
the four un�nished studio outtakes that show 
how rave and glam were the building blocks of 
the band’s sound. With its “put your hands in the 
air” vocal, “John Spex” could be a Fatboy Slim 
cut, likewise the glowstick ri� of “Miami Vice”, 
an early version of “Slow Life”. “Sanitise” is a 
treacly strum featuring a gravel-voiced Gru� and 
a T.Rex starburst chorus.
Extras: 8/10. Deluxe 3CD with 33 unreleased 
tracks including remixes, demos and B-sides.
PIERS MARTIN

SUPERGRASS
In It For The Money (reissue, 1997) BMG

9/10
‘Grass fed beef:theOxfordquartet’slouder
second, remasteredandexpanded

Debut LP I Should Coco might 
have cemented Supergrass’s 
image, but it’s hard to argue 
against its follow-up being 
their �nest album. The vibe is 
moodier, darker, more Led 

Whipping Boy: 
victimsof
bad timing
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WHIPPING BOY
Heartworm

NEEDLE MYTHOLOGY

8/10
Bleak and powerful reissue from Dublin’s lost boys

ON the face of it, Whipping Boy 
could have been huge stars. 
Formed in Dublin during the 
late ’80s as Spacemen 3/Loop/
Mary Chain devotees, by the 
time of their second album, 

they had become accomplished songwriters 
and musicians, with a major label deal behind 
them. Heartworm presented a strong package 
– melodies, edge and verve – but what it didn’t 
have was timing. Released in November 1995, it 
got lost somewhere between (What’s The Story) 
Morning Glory? and Di�erent Class. Heartworm 
maps an inward trajectory, where narrators 
have “lost my faith in all things good”, childhood 
reveries are framed by “what might have been” 
and relationships have run aground, leaving 
them “a bitter love, a broken love”. Evidently, this 
was not the stu� of Britpop triumphalism.

Fast forward 26 years and the spirit of 
Whipping Boy now partly resides in Fontaines 
DC – another Dublin band who have a similarly 
urgent, sardonic energy and another darkly 
charismatic frontman. Although, to some 
extent, the success of Fontaines helps give this 
Whipping Boy reissue a leg up, Heartworm 
is all its own thing. Opening track “Twinkle” 
sets out the band’s stall: tight, propulsive 
melodies, sheets of feedback shivering through 
the chorus and a characteristically elliptic 
portrait of characters on the brink. The narrator 
is “waiting to be bled” and similar examples of 
toxic co-dependency and emotional vampirism 
recur throughout the album. During the chorus 
of “Tripped”, for instance, Fearghal McKee 
intones “she tripped, she tripped” over and over 
again before he admits, “You know you were the 
only one”. The complexities of such morbidly 

unhealthy relationships peak on “We Don’t Need 
Nobody Else” where McKee monologues, “I hit 
you for the �rst time today… Christ, we weren’t 
even �ghting”. In the background, the song 
explodes with its own kind of violence.

Elsewhere, there is much brooding on what 
was. “When We Were Young” presents itself 
as a rousing moshpit anthem buoyed along by 
a litany of teenage pursuits – “Babies, sex and 
�agons, shi�ing women, getting stoned/Robbing 
cars, bars and pubs, rubber johnnies, poems”. 
But the nub of the song lies in its opening lines, 
“When we were young no-one died/And nobody 
got older”, a brilliant piece of foreshadowing 
that McKee circles back to at the end of the song 
where he sings of “What might have been/When 
we were young”. On “Personality”, “people grow 
old, they get bored/They forget to take a risk” 
and end up “in the dark we’ll all be waiting/With 
nothing le� to hold”.

For anyone looking for a chink in all this – 
spoilers – sorry, but it doesn’t come. Album 
closer “Morning Rise” is swathed in strings, but 
it �nds McKee repeating “And it goes on”: the 
circle will not be broken.

Heartworm is a bleak record, but a powerful 
one – expertly played by the band, especially 
guitarist Paul Page who turns on a dime from 
delicate cascading guitar lines to feedback 
squalls, and McKee, of course, an astute 
chronicler of dark interiors. Had Heartworm 
come out earlier, perhaps this album of ragged 
songs and heartworn melodies might have been 
bigger. We can only imagine.
Extras: 8/10. A second LP or CD of B-sides, 
previously unreleased demos and live tracks, 
plus sleeve notes. 
MICHAEL BONNER





ARCHIVE

Zeppelin gallop than Coco’s whimsical Caravan 
trip, but the heaviest tracks (“Richard III”, “Sun 
Hits The Sky”) are still imbued with youthful 
exuberance. Britpop tropes are of course present 
– glammy stomps, horns, acoustic ballads – but 
as a whole it feels more like a punky, overdriven 
update of Traªc and Jimi’s Experience, and 
quite unique. Meanwhile, more experimental 
moments such as the ever-surprising title track 
and genuinely madcap “Sometimes I Make You 
Sad” keep things on the weird side.
Extras: 9/10. A lovely bunch of bonus discs, 
including B-sides and curios – the extended 
early versions of “It’s Not Me”, the title track and 
“Sun Hits...” are killer – and concert recordings 
that con�rm the early ’Grass as (no exaggeration) 
one of rock’s greatest live out�ts.
TOM PINNOCK

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Choctaw Ridge: New Fables Of The 
American South 1968-1973 ACE

9/10
Near-perfectcompilationof’60sand’70s
countrystorytellers

The way Martin Green and Saint 
Etienne’s Bob Stanley tell it, 
through the selections and liner 
notes for Choctaw Ridge, Bobbie 
Gentry’s “Ode To Billie Joe”, a 
tautly written, �nely pointed 

story-song that made it to the US No 1 spot in 
1968, kicked the doors open for Southern country 
singer-songwriters who could spin a damn good 
yarn. There’s a ring of truth to that – Gentry’s 
hit certainly sounds sui generis – and the songs 
they’ve pulled together on Choctaw Ridge make 
good on the promise implicit in “Billie Joe”, a great 
song as portal to condensed, striking, visually 
arresting narrative. Dolly Parton’s “Down 
From Dover”, a crystalline tale of long-distance 
romantic betrayal, is the tip of the iceberg here; 
from Chris Gantry through Rob Galbraith, Jeannie 
C Riley, Michael Nesmith, Jim Ford, it’s a stunning 
index of country at its most visionary.
Extras: 8/10. Typically pithy liner notes.
JON DALE

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Country Funk Volume III 
(1975-1982) LIGHT IN THE ATTIC

9/10
Conway Twitty and Dolly Parton are 
twoofthehonky-tonkersheatingup
thedancefloor

As Ken Burns demonstrated in 
his 2019 doc history, American 
country music’s claims of rustic 
authenticity have always been 
complicated by its tendency 
to gobble up other styles and 

traditions as need be. That notion most certainly 
applies to the strut-inducing songs collected on 
Light In The Attic’s spotlight on what may be the 
most surprising hybrid to emerge from Music 
Row. Whereas earlier installments focused on 
forays by Nashville stars into country-fried soul 
and R&B, the latest celebrates the dance�oor 
incursions that were part and parcel of the 
urban cowboy phenomenon which paralleled 
disco’s horny conquest of Middle America. Just 
as striking is the unmistakably carnal nature 
of Conway Twitty’s “Night Fires” and Travis 
Wammack’s “Do Me”, two songs whose titles 
make it perfectly clear what’s expected to 
follow all that sweaty line dancing. A Barry 
White-worthy slow jam released for the �rst 
time here, Tony Joe White’s “Alone At Last” 
raises the temperature on a collection that’s 

CHARLES MINGUS
The Black Saint And The Sinner Lady/Mingus Mingus

Mingus Mingus Mingus (reissues, 1963, 1964)
IMPULSE!

9/10,8/10
Prime Mingus back on primo vinyl

WHERE Monk was 
mysteriously interior and 
Coltrane beati�c, Mingus was 
volcanic, a big, turbulent man 
who notoriously punched the 
embouchure and prospects 
of his trombonist Jimmy 
Knepper to bits, and regularly 
blew his own career stormily 
o�-course. His autobiography 
Beneath The Underdog saw 
his music subsumed by 

wild pornographic excess, even a composing 
sanctum in a plush New York pad paid for by 
the tortured pimping of willing lovers. Where 
smack and a wounded liver were the crosses 
Coltrane’s genius bore, libido and temper were 
Mingus’s, snagged at root on American racism’s 
barbed-wire, which sometimes made him feel 
that even playing jazz was a defeat, compared to 
the major classical writing his skin colour (and 
Nina Simone’s and Billy Strayhorn’s) denied him. 
His music’s surging peak in 1957-’65 sublimated 
this painful, erratic, wholly committed life into 
passages of churning ecstasy, near chaos and 
sorrowful beauty. Tenderness and yearning 
spirituality were this furious man’s grace notes, 
as strong as gentle John Coltrane’s.

These two vinyl reissues are part of Universal’s 
jazz imprints’ new high-end, high-priced range. 
Mastered from analogue, with luxurious sleeves, 
they actually o�er vinyl fetishists’ mythic 
warmth and �delity for an extra tenner, so this 
is as good a way as any to sink into Mingus.

Mingus’s own exhaustive liner notes to The 
Black Saint And The Sinner Lady (1963), setting 
out his compositions’ ambition, castigating 
his pianist and bemoaning his arranger’s fee, 
asking the listener to “throw all other records 
of mine away except maybe one other”, then 
leaving his psychiatrist to describe the album, 
gives a pungent, early taste of the man. The 
album is a song-suite, with the opener “Solo 
Dancer” entering on a swarm of saxes, the 
sound choppily tidal and almost inchoate, but 
achieving a turbulent coherence that partly 
de�nes its composer. “Group Dancers” is 
fragmented, clashing dance music, its Spanish 
guitar meant to recall the Spanish Inquisition; 
Mingus’s lonely, intimately personal classical 
piano solo lingers longer.

Mingus Mingus Mingus Mingus Mingus (1964) 
is more approachable, revisiting themes from 
the revered Mingus Ah Um (1959), with Mingus’s 
bass high in the mix. On Ellington’s “Mood 
Indigo”, he �nds in his previously unheralded 
instrument airy melody and pianistic 
introspection, as mournfully slow and delicate 
brass completes a version of riverine, languid 
bliss, �nding the familiar tune’s perfect essence. 
“1 x Love” sees the clarinet �oating across a 
sensuous arrangement, and the smooching 
saxes breathily full and sweet, in a dreamily 
intoxicated tune. “Theme For Lester Young” is 
Mingus’s renamed standard “Goodbye Pork 
Pie Hat”, where the beautiful love behind his 
blinding rage is clear to hear.
Extras: None. NICK HASTED

THE SPECIALIST

Mingus 
circa 1966: 
sorrowful 
beauty and 
blinding rage
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alreadyrunningmightyhot.
Extras:5/10. Initialrunavailablein
red-andblue-swirlcolouredvinyl
edition. JASON ANDERSON

VARIOUS ARTISTS
KiosqueOfArrows2
BUREAUB

8/10
Top-flightexcavationofeccentric
EuropeanNewWave

Detlef Weinrich
doesn’t give much
away, but when he
does you’re usually in
for a treat. As Tolouse
Low Trax, he makes

inscrutable disco, while as a resident
at Dusseldorf’s Salon des Amateurs,
he plays the kind of casually decadent
obscurities found on this enchanting
compilation. Although they come
from di�erent countries, periods and
scenes, the 11 tracks on Kiosque Of
Arrows 2 – there was no �rst Kiosque;
the 2 is a red herring – share a certain
damaged, romantic approach to
pop. Weinrich’s skill as a curator is
to weave an invisible thread through
time, looping together lesser-known
’80s British acts Techno Twins and
Venus In Furs with Italy’s equally
peculiar The Stupid Set and DsorDNE
and, from Spain’s contemporaneous
minimal synth scene, Macromassa
and Javier Segura. From these �rst
six songs alone, the e�ect is delirious
and beautiful. You’ll want to know
everything about each artist – only
to discover that Weinrich has already
picked their best track.
Extras:None.
PIERS MARTIN

VARIOUS ARTISTS
RipItUp:TheBestOf
SpecialtyRecords
RAFT

8/10
EarlyrockandR&Bfroman
underrated’50slabel

Little Richard was 
dead set on signing 
with Specialty 
Records, and in the 
early 1950s he wrote 
dozens of letters to the 

label’s founder, Art Rupe, demanding 
to be signed. He refused to entertain 
the idea of working with another label, 
such was Specialty’s reputation for 
releasing the most groundbreaking 
R&B, jump blues, doo-wop, gospel 
and rock’n’roll of the era. All of those 
styles are captured on Rip It Up, 
which commemorates the label’s 75th 
anniversary. Rupe signed Little Richard
and made him a star, and he’s joined 
on this tracklist by peers Lloyd Price, 
Sam Cooke, Roy Milton and others. 
Capturing the label’s remarkable legacy
in a mere 18 tracks is folly but Rip It Up
succeeds by emphasising excitement 
over exhaustiveness, whether it’s the 
staggering rhythms of Jimmy Liggins’ 
“Drunk” or the exuberance of Lloyd 
Price’s ageless “Lawdy Miss Clawdy”. 
Extras: 6/10. Liner notes by musician/
historian Billy Vera. STEPHEN DEUSNER

VARIOUS ARTISTS
SmithsonianAnthology
OfHip-HopAndRap
SMITHSONIANFOLKWAYS

8/10
129songstellingtheintricatestory
ofanAmericanartform

From its humble
beginningsinthe
Bronx,wherekids
held parties in
empty tenements
andspunrecordson

old turntables, hip-hop has become
the dominant sound in pop music.
This matter-of-factly titled doorstop
traces that complicated history over
a mere nine CDs – a truly Herculean
task.Presentinghip-hopasanurban
folk culture, the curators weighed
songs for cultural impact as much as
quality,whichpresentsawarts-and-all
history that includes Vanilla Ice but
notKendrickLamar,MCHammerbut
not Madvillain. However, Anthology
managestounspoolmanyfascinating
stories at once: turntable scratching,
onceintegraltotheform,wasgradually
replacedbyslickerstudiobeat-making,
and the prominence of neighborhood
rap crews such as the Funky Four +1
faded as solo rappers such as LL Cool J
emerged. The set follows hip-hop as it
expanded beyond New York to inspire
lively scenes all over the United States
on its way to conquering the world.
Extras:8/10. Extensive liner notes
by a phalanx of scholars and critics,
including Chuck D, Je� Chang and
Regina Bradley. STEPHEN DEUSNER

VARIOUS ARTISTS
UtopicCities:Progressive
JazzInBelgium1968-1979
DBAN

7/10
Enigmaticbopexilesandnative
maverickspeopleavibrantscene

Like Dban’s tribute 
to Belgium bebop’s 
stubborn stevedore-
sax hero Jack Sels’ 
Minor Works, this 
record revives a 

culture of near-forgotten, intriguing 
characters. Pianist-percussionist Phil 
Raphaël, for instance, who played 
with Charlie Parker in New York before
materialising in ’60s Brussels and 
making his sole recording, Stop, Look, 
Listen (1972), whose operatic swirl and 
blues chops vanished on release, like 
its maker. Scene hotbed Liége hosted 
exiles such as Chet Baker and Art 
Taylor, as well as Vietnam-broken Lou 
MacConnell, here playing Coltrane’s 
“Naima” with an acolyte’s faith in 1979, 
just before addiction killed him. But 
though seeded, like most European 
jazz, by US teachers, Koen De Bruyne’s 
dramatic “Pathetic Dreams”, with 
its piercing brass, Ethio-jazz-like 
mystique and choral vocalese, shows 
the ability to push far out taking native 
root. Belgium’s hybrid nature, striking 
sparks between Flemish and Walloon 
halves, makes it a jazz stronghold even 
today, a path partly forged here.
Extras: None. NICK HASTED

ROGER WEBB
Bartleby - Original Motion 
Picture Soundtrack TRUNK

6/10
Vintage film score gets first-ever 
releaseonconnoisseurcrate-
diggerlabel

A haunting cult 
curio from the end 
of the Swinging ’60s, 
director Anthony 
Friedman’s 1970 
� lm Bartleby is a 

cryptic, Ka³ a-esque fable based on 
a short story by Moby Dick author 
Herman Melville about an oª  ce clerk 
with debilitating depression. The 
plaintive, lyrical score was composed 
by Roger Webb, a songwriter and jazz 
band leader whose work has been 
performed by the likes of Shirley 
Bassey, Bette Davis and Rex Harrison. 
Never released before, these 11 cuts all 
sport generic titles, blending lightly 
funky lounge-jazz with chamber 
orchestral arrangements in a pleasing 
but fairly conventional manner. Webb 
was clearly working in the shadow 
of more fêted contemporaries like 
John Barry, Quincy Jones and David 
Axelrod but there are teasing hints of 
more experimental ambition here too, 
from the avant-classical suspended 
string passages in “Bartleby 1” to the 
psychedelic harp swirls in “Bartleby 
4”. Wistful melancholy is the default 
mood, reaching a sublime peak on
the sumptuous, slow-waltzing
lament “Bartleby 6”.
Extras:None. STEPHEN DALTON

PAUL WELLER
WakeUpTheNation:10th
AnniversaryEdition UMC/ISLAND

9/10
Weller’s10thstudioalbumremixed:
oneofhisverybest

Paul Weller followed 
up the inventive 22 
Dreams with one of 
his � nest solo albums, 
the spiky Wake Up The 
Nation, a record that 

con� rmed his creative renewal was the 
real deal. This 10th-anniversary version 
was remixed by Weller and regular 
collaborator Jan “Stan” Kybert last 

year but is now being released on vinyl 
for the � rst time with di� erent cover 
art. The changes came about because 
Weller wanted to tidy up the sound,
even if civilians will be hard-pressed 
to notice any signi� cant di� erence. 
Wake Up The Nation always sounded 
busy and faintly chaotic, with Weller 
teaming up with Kevin Shields for “7&3 
Is The Striker’s Name”, while Bruce 
Foxton came back on board for “Fast 
Cars/Slow Traª  c”. Throughout, Weller 
sounds like he’s having fun, pushing 
boundaries and on the edge of losing 
control, with tracks such as “Trees” 
spiralling through multiple moods 
within a modest four-minute 
running time.
Extras: 4/10. Restyled cover 
andpackaging. PETER WATTS
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COMING NEXT
MONTH...

A
UTUMN always brings a 
strong clutch of new LPs, 
so in the next issue we’ll 

be looking at promising returns 
from Clinic, Wild Beasts’ Hayden 
Thorpe, Yes, Grouper and Howlin 
Rain, plus La Luz’s self-titled 
album and Shannon Lay’s Geist. 
The cupboards are bulging in 
the archival section, too: 
highlights include Bob Dylan’s 
Springtime In New York: The 
Bootleg Series Vol 16 (1980-
1985), Faust’s 1971-1974
boxset and a 30th-anniversary 
deluxe reissue of Violent 
Femmes’ Why Do Birds Sing?.
TOM.PINNOCK@UNCUT.CO.UK
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BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB

R
Y Cooder first came to Havana in the 1970s. Enchanted by the 
music he had heard while crate-digging in obscure New York 
record stores – “compilations put together from old performances, 
people who were either dead or not working any more” – he and 
his wife Susie travelled by boat to the Caribbean island.

“I saw that music was such a big part of their daily lives,” Cooder 
tells Uncut, from his home in Southern California. “We saw Ñico 

Saquito in a park. He was really old by then, with his little trio – playing 
under a palm tree, for heaven’s sake! I thought, ‘OK, that means I could come 
here, see these people, and get to know them.’ It wasn’t too long after that 
trip that our son Joachim was born, so all travelling was off for a while. But  
I had this idea to go back.”

It took 20 years for Cooder to return. On March 26, 1996, accompanied by 
Cuban bandleader Juan de Marcos González and British producer Nick Gold, 
he assembled an impromptu group of Cuban musicians at the historic 
EGREM/Areito studios at 410 Calle San Miguel, Centro Havana, to record 
standards from the trova and filin repertoire. The majority of the group were 
veterans of the golden age of Cuban music in the 1940s and ’50s. Some had 
fallen out of favour since Fidel Castro’s communist revolution of 1959. Castro 
regarded their music as “bourgeois, probably fascist and exploited by 
American gangsters and corporations”, says Cooder. “Which of course is 
totally wrong. You can’t legislate or govern music out of people – but it’s true 
that, being a dictatorship, they could make life hard for the players.”
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“I learned a lot”: 
Ry Cooder on 
working with 
the Buena Vista 
Social Club 
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In the space of a week at EGREM, with Cooder 
producing, history was both made and reclaimed. 
The resulting album, Buena Vista Social Club, 
became one of the landmark recordings of the 20th 
century. Released in September 1997, it sold eight 
million copies and made unlikely international 
stars of its artists. Wim Wenders’ 1999 documentary 
was nominated for an Academy Award. A number
of successful offshoot albums followed. 

It changed the lives of everyone involved, 
including Cooder. His career already included a 
stint in Captain Beefheart’s Magic Band, recording 
with The Rolling Stones, several solo records and 
acclaimed work as a soundtrack artist, notably the 
ambient desertscape he composed for Wenders’ Paris,
Texas. He has collaborated with everyone from The 
Beach Boys to Ali Farka Touré, yet Buena Vista Social 
Club stands apart. Reflecting on its “lucky” beginnings 
and extraordinary legacy, he regards it as a matter of 
cultural preservation. “It’s like Louis Armstrong 
passing. The end of an era. You can’t go back. A little 
window opened for just a minute, and we got in there 
and did great things – and then the window closed.”

UNCUT: Do you recall the first conversation you 
had about the project?
COODER: Nick [Gold] had this idea. Because Cuban 
music had migrated, West African guitarists had 
absorbed that style into their own way of playing. If he 
brought some of these guys over, they could play with 
the trova players, particularly Eliades Ochoa, and this 
combination would be interesting. He said, “Do you 
want to do this with me?” I said, “Of course, let’s do it.” 
But it didn’t happen that way. Thankfully.

You don’t think it would have worked? It seemed 
to me that whereas the Cubans play their clave time, 
the West Africans were playing straight four time, 
regular time – so there was a basic rhythmic 
difference. I wondered about that. I thought, ‘How’s 
that going to go?’ We didn’t find out because the 
Africans never came. Nick picked us up at the airport, 
it’s 10 o’clock at night and real dark – there’s not much 
electric light at night. We were driving into Havana 
and he said, “Well, the Africans didn’t make it.” “Oh 
really? What do you want to do?” He said, “We have 
the studio booked, we have some of the [Cuban] C
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musicians booked.” I said, “Let’s go in and see what 
happens.” I’ve come to think that fate took a hand. It 
worked better that way. It was more coherent.

What logistical problems did you face? Cuba is 
do-it-yourself society. You had to bring everything. 
ou had to bring guitar strings, you couldn’t get any 

here. At one point I asked somebody if there was an 
xtension cord for an amp. “What’s that?” they 
sked. I explained and somebody called somebody 
ho called somebody, they took apart the socket 
om their apartment, made one and brought it 
wn. It took a bit of doing. The EGREM studio was 

eautiful but very old and the equipment wasn’t so 
well maintained. The grand piano had been there for 

umpteen years. When Rubén González came in, he 
said, “Oh, I remember this piano!” From way back.
It was a really good piano. The only trouble was, it 
rained all the time while we were there, so they had to 
set buckets out and start moving the piano, which was 
on wheels, to avoid the leaks from the roof.

How did you organise the sessions? Time means 
nothing in a place like Cuba, but I will say people
came to work on time. That was understood: “We have 
a lot to do, we don’t have much time.” We would get 
there around nine. Me and Joachim would mess 

“A LITTLE
WINDOW

OPENED FOR
JUST A

MINUTE…”
H

RY COODER
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Compay Segundo: 
“the oldest is always 
themost interesting”

Rubén 
González: 
playing under 
a leaky roof

Treasure trova: 
inside Havana’s 
EGREM studio



“ISHOTAFAIRYTALE…”
WimWendersonmakingthe

BuenaVistaSocialClubdocumentary

R
YandIhadknowneachothersince
thelate’70s. In1997wemadeEnd
OfViolencetogetherandit justso
happenedthatRyhadcomeback
fromhisfirsttriptoHavana.Ifoundhim

strangelyunconcentratedwhilerecording
thescore.He’doftenjustsitandlookintothe
distance,soeventuallyIaskedhimwhatwas
wrong.Hesaid,“InmymindI’mstill inHavana.
Iprobablyjustdidthebestworkofmylife
there.”Hegavemeanunmixedroughtapeof
thefirstBuenaVistaSocialClubsessions.That
eveningIdrovehomeandputthecassetteinto
mycar’splayer.WhatIheardblewmymind.

Heinvitedmetojoinhimwithmycamera
nexttimehewent.Afew
monthslater,Rycalled
outofthebluetosaythat
nextweekhewasgoingto
Havana.Hehadgivenme
oneweek!Ihadnocrew,
nofinancing,nothing.In
ahurry,Igotaminimal
crewtogether.Thefive
ofusleftforHavana,not
knowingwhatwasinstore
forus.Logistically,we
facedonlytwoproblems:
electricityandfood.
Sometimestherewas
noelectricityforhours.
TheEGREMstudiohadits
ownlittlegenerator,so
therecordingmachines
wouldstillrunalongwitha
fewlights.Themusicians
basicallyplayedinthe
darkoratverylowlight
levels.Forourfilmweneededmorelight,so
withthehelpoftheCubanFilmInstitutewegot
anoldgeneratortruckandparkeditinfront
ofthestudio.Butthattruckoftengaveup,so
wetriedtoinventsceneseverydaythatwe
couldshootoutdoors.Theotherproblemwas
food.Thecrewandthemusiciansworkedlong
hours.Iwantedustoeatwiththemusicians,
notatthehotel. Itturnedouttobeafull-timejob
tohaveenoughfoodonthetable,twiceaday.
Simplethings:rice,chicken,beans…Theonly
thingthatwaseasytogetwasrum.Andcigars.

Forthefirsttwodays,theatmospherewas
rathertense.Ryhadintroducedourlittleteam
tothemusiciansanddeclaredthatwe’d
betherefortherecordings.Themusicians
weren’tsosurethatwasagoodthing.They
didn’tknowusatall.Everythingchangedon

thethirdday.Atlunch,themusicianswentinto
thelobbytoeat,whilethefilmcreworganised
ourselvesfortheafternoon.Jörg[Widmer],
mySteadicamoperator,tookCachaíto’s
stand-upbassandstartedtoplay.SomeBach
tune.Theengineerhadkeptthemicrophones
open,sothemusiciansheardmusicinthe
loudspeakersandwonderedwhereitwas
comingfrom.Onebyone,theycamebackinto
thestudiowiththeirsandwichesandchicken
wings,andwatchedJörgplay.Thewhole
bandstoodaroundhimandfinallyapplauded.
Fromthereon,weweretotallyaccepted.

Isawthesemusiciansasstarsfrom
thebeginning.Theywerelargerthanlife,

incrediblecharacters.
Theywereproudoftheir
songs,theirtradition
andtheirtalent.Evenif
theworldhadalmost
forgottenthem,they
believedinthemselves
andtheirmusic.Their
humilityandhumour
madeitimmediatelyclear
thatI’dfilmthemlikeI’d
filmed“moviestars”like
PeterFalk,SylviaSydney
orHeinzRühmann.

AfterweshotinHavana,
I’dbeeneditingforsome
timewhenRycalled:“Wim,
it’sfinallyhappening!
They’llallbetogetherin
Amsterdamtorehearse
fortwodaysandthengive
twoconcerts.Youmustfilm
this!” Itwasablast.These

oldguys,who’dneverbeenonstagetogether,
weresufferingfromsuchheavyattacksof
stagefrightwethoughtwe’dnevergetthem
onstage.Onlyrumdidthetrickintheend.
Butoncetheyplayedthatfirstnoteof“Chan
Chan”,thatstagefrightwasgone.Weeks
later,RyandNickcalledagain.Theyhad
actuallygotvisasforallthemusiciansforone
nightinCarnegieHall.Thatwasarealmiracle.
SomebodyattheUSStateDepartmenthad
pulledsomestrings–thiswasstilltheClinton
presidency–andmadeitpossible.Wefilmed
franticrehearsalsinNewYorkandone
gloriousnightatCarnegieHall,wherethe
bandwasreceivedlikeTheBeatles. Itwas
reallylikeadream.Islowlyrealisedthateven
ifI’dstrictlymadeamusicdocumentary,Ihad
possiblyshotafairytaleinstead.

around playing grooves and getting an idea ready. 
Then they would start to come in. Cachaíto would be 
first because he lived nearby. Joachim always wanted 
to play James Brown grooves at him! Cachaíto could 
play into James Brown like you’ve never even heard, it 
was unbelievable. It didn’t occur to me until later trips 
to have the tape machine on all the time. The Buena 
Vista group was big, so you couldn’t really improvise. 
It had to be organised and have some structure. You 
couldn’t just goof.

Once everybody was in the room and everything was
working right, it was just natural. You know it’s going 
to be good because they play so good. These are 
masters. Cachaíto on bass, Rubén on piano, Eliades on
guitar. Compay Segundo finally decided he would join
in. He was very old and he wasn’t sure if it was going to 
be OK. He walked over one day from his house, took a 
look around, listened to the playback, saw that it was 
good, that everybody was happy, and said he’d like to 
be part of it. As soon as he was on board, I felt like we 
had almost a full house. The oldest is always the most 
interesting, because they have knowledge that the 
younger generation just can’t have.

How were the songs chosen? Compay, of course, 
wanted to do all the tunes that he’d written! “Chan 
Chan” being one of them. He would lead that off 
because it was his song. If somebody played something 
he didn’t like, he would stop and go, “No, no, 
incorrecto.” He might turn to the bongo player and say, 
“This is the pattern.” Everybody was respectful of that, 
even though he was funny and bossy. A little dictator! 
But he was right. This is where the old-time knowledge 
is really critical. It was up to me to listen and see what 
people were going to come up with and what they 
wanted to do. I knew tunes that I personally liked, but 
really it was up to them to do the ones they wanted to do. 
That’s the lead you follow. Not speaking in English, we 
had a couple of different interpreters until we found the 
right one. There wasn’t a language barrier. Musicians 
operate differently. It’s very simple: you just play.

Ibrahim Ferrer personified the fairytale aspect 
of the entire project. How did you find him? We 
needed a tenor voice, a bolero singer. Nobody could 
say for sure who that might be. Then somebody asked 
somebody who asked somebody, and they came up 
with this name: Ibrahim Ferrer. “Well, where is he?” 
“He sells lottery tickets down on the docks.” [Laughs] 
So they got him and brought him in. He comes in kind 
of sheepish, unsure and a little timid. We ask him to 
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“I thought, ‘This is 
gold…’”: Ry Cooder 
on first hearing 
Ibrahim Ferrer sing 

Sound and vision: 
Ry Cooder and 
Wim Wenders
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step up to the microphone to sing something. He 
said he didn’t sing any more. “Yes, but when you 
did sing, what did you like to sing?” “Dos gardenias 
para ti…” I thought, ‘Oh gosh, this is gold. Now 
we’ve got something for real.’ A microphone voice 
like that, they don’t grow them any more.
 
Your guitar is central to the record. Did 
playing in Cuba stretch your abilities? You 
bet, it’s like going to masterclass. When me and 
Joachim left, we were better. I certainly know that 
I was. It clarified a lot of things. I knew what clave 
time was, but I hadn’t played it much. When these 
cats are sitting there, you have to get with it in a 
hurry. I had to adapt. I learned a lot. Man, just to 
be around these guys. It would be not unlike 
sitting down with Louis Armstrong or Bill Monroe 
or Meade Lux Lewis.

 
Did the government interfere at all? They 
didn’t bother with us. I think at first they figured  
it was just a bunch of gringos coming down to 
take the music and leave, who cares? We weren’t 
supposed to talk politics, that was understood. 
We were warned about that. One of the 
interpreters said something, because they were 
afraid I was going to get into it and they didn’t 
want to be interpreting that! I said, “I’m not going 
to bother with that, that’s not what we’re here for.”
 
Did you see much of Havana during the 
sessions? Compay had a job in the evenings, 
playing with the quartet in this hotel bar, and he 
invited us to come down. Me and Susie went over 
to see him. They were perfect. The electricity went 
out, it was pitch dark in the bar, but he kept on 
playing – what did he care? He didn’t need a 

microphone. In the pitch dark I’m listening and 
thinking, ‘This is the most amazing thing I’ve 
ever experienced.’ That whole evening was 
unforgettable. I felt like I was living 80 years ago. 
Mostly we worked. The whole thing took eight 
days at most, counting everything. It was tiring. 
You have to be on it like an octopus. I’d go back to 
the hotel at the end of the day and just collapse.
 
What was the 
significance of the album 
title? One day Compay said, 
“You know, there was a 
place called the Buena  
Vista Social Club, where 
musicians went to relax  
and talk, have a drink. The 
building is gone now.” 
“That’s true,” said Cachaíto. 
“My father used to go there, 
and my uncle.” Nick Gold got 
all excited! “Well, where was 
it? Can you find it?” This is 
what he’d been waiting to 
hear, I think. They never did 
quite find where it was. That was a funny thing  
in the movie: one guy thinks it’s down there, 
another guy says it was over there. That 
happened all the time. It’s mythic, you see.
 
More than a year passed between the 
sessions and the album release. What 
happened in the interim? At the end, Nick 
went back to London, we went back to Los 
Angeles. He called me one day and said, “Well, 
what do you think?” I said, “I don’t know. I like it, 
but that doesn’t mean anything.” He said, “Do 

you think we have a record?” “Oh, probably!” So 
we both agreed to put it out. It took some editing, 
some polishing. It took a bit of work. Then the 
question was, ‘Who is going to release this in the 
US?’ There was an executive at Warner Brothers 
who told me when I first took it there, “It’s no use 
to us, it’s in Spanish. We do pop music.” That’s 
what took time, to get Nonesuch [on board] in 

America. That was Nick’s 
deal. Then it came out and it 
was like, Whaaaat?
 
When did you realise that 
the album had struck a 
chord with a mass 
audience? Susie and I used 
to drive to a little town up 
north of Santa Barbara and 
eat lunch. We went into an 
Italian restaurant, sat down 
and I heard the record 
playing somewhere. It’s  
the kitchen help. They’re 
playing it in the kitchen. 
Then the management put  

it on in the restaurant area. So you had both ends 
of the spectrum in this ritzy Italian restaurant 
playing the record. I said, “OK, this is a hit. If that’s 
what is happening then we’re solid, we’re gold.”

 
How do you account for its extraordinary 
impact? It’s beautiful music! The Cuban repertoire 
is a thing of great beauty. It’s like a Fabergé egg. 
This isn’t some kind of primitive thing – not that  
I object to primitive music! – but it’s so tuneful, so 
melodic, and these people were so great at it. It was 
something that really hadn’t been heard outside  N
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Speaking the 
same language: 
Compay Segundo 
with Ry Cooder

Producer Nick Gold at 
the desk with guitarist 
and singer Eliades 
Ochoa (top right) and 
singer Ibrahim Ferrer

Pianist Rubén 
González (left) 
and bassist/
composer Orlando 
“Cachaíto” López

“THEY
NEVER DID
QUITE FIND
WHERE THE
CLUB WAS”

H

RY COODER



Cuba except by Cubans. Also, the famous historic
Cuban records were impossible to improve upon.
We needed something a little different to say, “This
is our record, our contribution.” And that, I think,
was about the combination of people. These guys
had different styles that they were known for, and
the interesting thing was that it was a combination
of musicians who would not necessarily have
played together otherwise. That was nice because
we got a little bit of a different sound.

The Carnegie Hall show in 1998 was clearly a
dream come true for these artists. New York was a
storybook place for them. They had no expectations
to ever go there, let alone be part of this huge thing.
All the ex-pat Cubans came in from New Jersey and
went crazy. I was in the back watching and they
were flipping out. Then they brought the flag down.
That was the big deal.

What is the legacy of Buena Vista Social Club
in Cuba? All of a sudden, there was this enormous
wave of tourism. That means money. The Clinton
administration made it somewhat possible. The
tourist is always right. They have their mojito and sit
in the bar and you give them what they want. It was
very good for the musicians, they were working.
That’s important. But a police state is a police state.
You can call it anything you want, but it’s a police

state. I remember Ibrahim told us that he was
summoned to an event where Castro was. He was
brought there at three in the morning. Castro looked
him up and down and saw this watch that Ibrahim
had bought in an airport somewhere. He took it off
his wrist and said, “Mine!” Holy shit! Ibrahim said,
“Oh, he gave me the watch back, but his point was
clear.” So they had to live with that.

Did success change the artists involved? When
the cats started wearing their baseball caps
backwards, you knew the change had come!
Seriously. The lure of the big world out there, they
wanted to be part of it. Everybody does. Does that
mean gold chains and backwards baseball caps
and Adidas shoes? Yes, to a certain extent. It also
means better food and better opportunities.

At the same time, the older guys were the same
people. Later on, after Ibrahim had been
established as an international star, they came to
LA to do a show. They came down to our house for
something to eat, we didn’t have enough food, so I
went to the grocery store and took Ibrahim with me.
It’s a ritzy grocery store in a ritzy neighbourhood. In
the checkout line this tall, affluent, very elegant
middle-aged woman was in front of us. She turns
around casually, sees him and does a double take.
Her hands go to her face and the tears come. She

couldn’t speak. Ibrahim didn’t get how odd and
incongruous and unlikely that was. In Mexico,
they wouldn’t let him go! They kept the bus from
leaving. People were insane about him. The guy
played in soccer stadiums, for Christ’s sake!
That was a problem for him. He was a very
modest man and he came to understand that
fame is double edged. I think it was hard on him.

Many of the principal musicians involved
are now dead. Twenty-five years later, it’s
clearer than ever that you captured the end
of something precious. There are no longer
people like that. When they were in the room you
could record a sound that hadn’t been heard for
some time and it was pretty obvious that it wasn’t
going to be heard again. You weren’t going to do
this year in year out. It was a one-time thing.

A 25th-anniversary deluxe edition of 
Buena Vista Social Club is released by 
World Circuit on September 17
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SOCIAL 
CLUB STARS
BuenaVista’sBigSix

IBRAHIM FERRER
Orphaned at 12, from 
the ’50s to his retirement 
in 1991, Ferrer sang with 
Los Bocucos; when the 
call came from Cooder 
he was shining shoes 

and selling lottery tickets. His version of 
“Dos Gardenias” was a highlight of the 
record and concerts. Ferrer subsequently 
recorded several solo albums and toured 
extensively,winningaGrammyin2004.
Hediedin2005,aged78.

COMPAY 
SEGUNDO
The veteran trova guitarist, 
singer and composer 
formed one of Cuba’s most 
famous musical duos, Los 
Compadres, in the ’50s. He 

wrote the album’s unofficial anthem, “Chan 
Chan”,alegendarytuneinCuba.Hediedin
2003,aged95.

ORLANDO 
‘CACHAÍTO’ LÓPEZ
Nephew of celebrated 
bassist Israel ‘Cachao’ 
López, and a member of 
several Havana dance 
bands as well as the 

National Symphony Orchestra. After Buena 
Vista Social Club he made a solo album and 
continuedtotourwiththeband.Hediedin
2009,aged76.

RUBÉN GONZÁLEZ
In the ’60s and ’70s, the 
distinguished pianist 
played throughout Cuba 
and South America in big 
bands and with cha-
cha-cha pioneer Enrique 

Jorrín. Having retired, he was tempted 
back to work by Gold and Cooder. His 
album Introducing… Rubén González was 
recordedintwodaysimmediatelyafterthe
bandsessions.Hediedin2003,aged84.

OMARA 
PORTUONDO
Now 90, the grand dame of 
Cuban singers performed 
with Nat ‘King’ Cole in 
1953 and hosted her own 
TV series in the ’70s and 

’80s. Her album showcase, “Veinte Años”, 
was recorded in a single take between 
sessions for a solo record and leaving to 
tour Vietnam. She later released several 
BuenaVista-relatedrecordsandtoured
withtheband.

ELIADES OCHOA
In 2010 the celebrated son
guitarist made AfroCubism
with Malian musicians, 
partly fulfilling the initial 
aim of the project. He and 
Portuondo later toured 

with the Orquestra Buena Vista Social Club, 
bidding an affectionate adios to the project 
with a farewell tour in 2015.

BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB

A dream come true: 
the Club outside 
Carnegie Hall, 1998

Omara Portuondo 
and Ibrahim Ferrer on 
stage at Carnegie Hall





A MESSAGE 
TO YOU

The No 1 success of Encore proved  
THE SPECIALS remain a vital force – but 
what are Terry Hall, Horace Panter and 
Lynval Golding doing for, well, an encore? 
Taking a stand against the “heavy 
atmosphere” of the last 18 months, they 
have recorded a set of protest songs  
by artists as diverse as Frank Zappa,  
Big Bill Broonzy and Chip Taylor.  
“All we can do is try and raise 
awareness,” they tell Peter Watts. 
“That’s our role.”
Photo bySHANE O’NEILL
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W
HILE others used lockdown 2020 to learn baking, 
sewing or foreign languages, Terry Hall spent it 
pursuing more esoteric interests. In a year of 
plague and paranoia, Hall began collecting 
protest songs. He started emailing back and forth 
with Horace Panter and Lynval Golding, his fellow 
Specials, who were locked down in Warwickshire 
and Seattle respectively. By last summer, the trio 
had come up with a long list of around 50 songs.

“Protest has been such a key word in the last two years,” says Hall 
from his garden in Islington. “I wanted to see what kind of impact 
they had. What you can achieve, what they mean. Do these songs 
change things? I’m not sure they do, but they do have a role in making 
people aware of issues. We didn’t really see it as an album, it was 
more like an interim project where we could talk to teach other and 
throw around songs. Then we thought we’d record some songs and 
see what happens.”

They ended up with the 12 which feature on Protest Songs 1924–2012 
– the rapid follow-up to their 2019 album Encore. As you might expect 
for a band who have caught the national mood on more than one 
occasion, Protest Songs 1924–2012 feels like the right album at the 
right time by the right band. It combines two things The Specials have 
been doing for decades: recording cover songs and making music 
with a message. Few bands are as adept at working with other 
people’s material – as Hall notes, they didn’t really write that much 
for their 1979 debut, while Encore had three covers. Almost every 



TheSpecials,
July2021

THE SPECIALS
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Specials tune, original or cover, seems
to carry some form of a social message. The band
themselves are the physical embodiment of a political
ideal – inclusive, progressive, vocal, committed.
“They represent something positive about Britain
and offer a commentary on what’s shit about it,” says
guitarist Steve Cradock, who played on Encore and
Protest Songs. “They’ve always made protest music
and they’ve always done it in an effortless and
important way. They stand up for things and they
make people think.”

The album’s 12 songs include civil rights anthems,
folk and reggae songs, but there are also moments
that will surprise the listener – who ever expected
they’d hear The Specials covering Frank Zappa? “We
had broken a few musical moulds with Encore and
people seemed to cope,” says Panter. “So we broke a
few more with this one! Musically I stretched myself.
I played double bass, electric stand-up bass and eight-
string bass. Most of the songs were quick takes. If we
had to do more than five we left and came back to it the
next day. We didn’t fuck about.”

Singer and guitarist Golding had spent the summer
at home in Seattle, attending BLM protests and
watching with delight as statues of slave traders and
Confederate generals fell one by one on both sides of
the Atlantic. On Encore, his song “BLM” outlined in
intimate detail the daily indignities he and his father
had experienced as black men in the UK and America.
On Protest Songs, he pours that emotion into powerful
readings of Big Bill Broonzy’s “Black, Brown And
White” and Marley’s “Get Up, Stand Up” – songs that
in many ways represent the moral heart of the album.

“We’ve always been a protest band,” Golding says.
“We were one of the first multiracial bands and Joe
Strummer was responsible for us going on the Clash

“Mostofthesongs
werequicktakes.We

didn’t fuckabout”
HORACE PANTER

THE SPECIALS
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tour. That was a tough, but we grabbed the chance as 
we wanted to show people what we were dealing with 
and to educate them. That’s what we did. I used to DJ 
with Jerry [Dammers] in Coventry and there were 
certain records that Jerry chose. I’d say, ‘Jerry, nobody 
is going to dance to this.’ And he’d say, ‘Lynval, we 
have to educate them.’ And the man was right, he is 
right. That’s what The Specials is all about.”

W
HEN The Specials returned to active service 
in 2008, it took them a further 11 years before 
they released a note of new music. That’s not 
to say they didn’t try, though. In November 

2015, the band convened at the Belsize Park home 
of drummer John Bradbury, where they demoed 
several songs – including Talking Heads’ “Listening 
Wind”, from Remain In Light, which finally appears 
on Protest Songs.

“By then, there were four of us left,” says Panter. 
“Brad, Lynval, Terry and I. We said, ‘Let’s make an 
album as we are all facing the same way, finally.’ That 
was the last time I played with Brad, because a couple 
of months later he died. So when we recorded this, it 
felt like we had his memory in mind.”

Despite this setback, the band persevered. 
Bradbury’s seat was taken by Kenrick Rowe, who’s 
also played with PJ Harvey. He was introduced to 
The Specials by Danish keyboard player Nikolaj Torp 
Larsen, who joined for the 2008 reunion and is now 
what Hall describes as “our silent fourth member”. 
With Steve Cradock on guitar, The Specials finally 
went into the studio to record Encore. It followed 
the template set by More Specials way back in 
1980 by combining musical variety with political 
commentary. As well as “BLM” there was 
“Embarrassed By You”, which updated the 

The Specials at the 
Hope & Anchor, north 
London, 1980: (l–r) 
Horace Panter, John 
Bradbury, Terry Hall 
and Lynval Golding



PROTEST 
SONGS:

THE SOURCE!
Terry,HoraceandLynval
guide you track by track 
through their new album

“FREEDOM HIGHWAY”
THE STAPLE SINGERS (1965)
PANTER: “This was a civil rights anthem. 
The original version is by the Staples 
Singers and has a real groove. Ours is 
a bit more RL Burnside.”

“EVERYBODY KNOWS”
LEONARD COHEN (1988)
HALL: “I’ve always wanted to record a 
Leonard Cohen song. I’m not entirely sure 
what the protest is, but it felt like he’s protesting 
something. It was great to be able to sing 
a Leonard Cohen song and the songfelt
quite apt in its message.”

“I DON’T MIND FAILING
IN THIS WORLD”
MALVINA REYNOLDS 
(1965)
HALL: “I took this as my own 
personal protest song 
because I don’t mind failing. 
It was the same as “Fuck All 
The Perfect People”. That’s a 
personal view of life, it’s saying 
‘I really don’t care what you say
about me, this is how I liveand
this is what I am, I’ve gone
beyond caring’.”

“BLACK, BROWN
AND WHITE”
BIG BILL 
BROONZY (1947)
GOLDING: “This says 
everything, it’s what 
it is. We know that 
black people like my 
father had to work so 
much harder and do 
more overtime to make u
their wages just because
were black.”

“AIN’T GONNA LET NOBODY 
TURN US AROUND” 
DIXIE JUBILEE SINGERS (1924)
GOLDING: “The sound was very much inspired 
by the gospel church – that was the feel we 
were going for. This is a spiritual and it’s one of 
those songs that make me want to shout and 
sing like in an old evangelical church.” 

“FUCK ALL THE 
PERFECT PEOPLE”
CHIP TAYLOR (2012)
HALL: “I didn’t know this song and I was 
astonished by it. How many times can you 
say fuck in a song? It was brilliant. I get some 
personal pleasure about being in our sixties 
and having parental advisory stickers on the 
fronts of our records.”

“MY NEXT DOOR NEIGHBOR”
JERRY McCAIN AND HIS UPSTARTS 
(1957) 
HALL: “This one doesn’t mention impending 

doombutitdoestalkaboutprotestingwhat
your neighbour is doing. I like it because it 
was really funny. The story is that you have 
a neighbour who keeps borrowing things 
and not giving them back and it really 
gets on your nerves. You can take this as 
a metaphor or it can just be about having 
an annoying neighbour.”

“TROUBLE EVERY DAY”
K ZAPPA AND 
MOTHERS OF 

VENTION (1966)
NTER: “The first album 

ever bought was Freak 
Out, so I have known 

his song for 50 years. 
When we decided to 

o protest songs this 
ust came to mind. It was 
ritten in LA during the 
tts riots in 1965 and it 

nded me of what was 
ing in America in 2020.” 

TENING WIND”
LKING HEADS (1980)
NTER: “I don’t know if David 
yrne intend this as a protest 
ong but it deals with topics of 

mperialism, so that seemed 
prescient. Terry is a big Talking 
Headsfanandlovedthesong
ut didn’twanttosingit;he
id hewastooclosetoit.”

VE IN A CITY”
NA REYNOLDS (1960)

s simpleandverybeautiful.
Ithoughtthiswas theperfectsongfor
Coventry’s City Of Culture.Itsayseverything
about Coventry, an industrialcitybuiltbythe
people – black, white,whatever–everybody
who lived in that citymadeit.”

“SOLDIERS WHO WANT
TO BE HEROES”
ROD McKUEN (1963)
PANTER: “That was asongthatTerrybrought
when we were doingouroriginalreggae
album in February. Itoriginallycameoutin
1963 recorded by TheGatewayTriobutwas
re-released during Vietnamandbecame
prescient. It’s about militarism,andthat’s
always relevant.”

“GET UP, STAND UP”
BOB MARLEY ANDTHEWAILERS
(1973)
GOLDING: “One songIwantedtodowas‘Get
Up, Stand Up’, the Marleysong,andthatwas
easy to convince theothersabout.Theversion
we do is based on PeteTosh’sacousticversion.
That was a song I feltverystronglyabout.”

theme of “A Message To 
You, Rudy”, and the 
woman-empowering 
“10 Commandments”, 
which utilised the vocals 
of Saffiyah Khan, who 
had been photographed 
confronting an EDL 
protestor while wearing 

a Specials T-shirt. It felt relevant – but did people 
still want new Specials material? The answer was 
emphatic: the record went to No 1. Which raised a new 
question: how do you follow an Encore?

As it transpires, for this latest project, the band 
originally intended to record a reggae album – 
Golding was especially eager to record in Jamaica 
with local musicians. Sessions were scheduled in 
the UK in February 2020 to pool material. “We started 
in the studio maybe 18 months ago just kicking 
around some ideas,” says Hall. “But then, because 
of Covid, everything came to a halt and we had to lock 
ourselves away.”

While Panter, Golding and Larsen all tested positive 
for Covid, Hall was sequestered indoors. He and his 
son covered the windows in NHS posters as they 
waited for lockdown to end. “I was bewildered for a lot 
of the time last year,” he says. “My young boy guided 
me through that in a funny way because I had to do 
home schooling and that took up a lot of time. When 
I had time to reflect, I decided I’d rather not reflect. I’d 
rather watch a goat climbing a tree on YouTube.”

Although Hall doesn’t touch on it directly, his fellow 
Specials suggest he struggled to write lyrics within the 
claustrophobic and anxiety-inducing lockdown 
environment. “I have a vague idea of how Terry 
works,” says Panter. “He has these notebooks with 
pages and pages and pages of lyrics and out of that 
will come something like four lines. It’s a very 
convoluted process and he needs freedom from 
distraction. He almost has to leave the country, but 
during the pandemic he couldn’t do that. Living in 
London, he had to contend with the paranoia and the 
plague and that heavy atmosphere.”

This is when Hall began thinking about protest 
music. Protests for and against Brexit and Trump had 
been taking place almost weekly since 2016 – resonant 
for a band like The Specials who emerged during the 
era of Rock Against Racism and the Anti-Nazi League. 
Digging deeper, Hall felt this was a family tradition: 
his great-grandfather had been on the Jarrow march in 
1936. In 2020, thousands of Britons were joining BLM 
and Extinction Rebellion protests – while across the 
Atlantic, Golding was attending protests in Seattle. 
Everything from the murder of George Floyd to the 
removal of the statue of Bristol slave trader Edward JO
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The late John 
Bradbury in 2012 
and (inset) current 
Specials sticksman 
Kenrick Rowe

The Staple 
Singers, 1965: 
“a real groove”
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Colston affected them deeply, as you’d 
expect. But at this point, collating protest 
songs was more like a distraction, an 
intellectual exercise to keep the trio 
connected. Over time, however, the 
direction of travel became clear.

The original long list included “Eve Of 
Destruction”, “Give Peace A Chance” 
and “Kick Out The Jams” – although 
none of these made the final cut. Each 
band member, they discovered, had 
a slightly different notion of what 
constituted protest. Unexpected songs 
began to surface. Panter was eager to 
have another stab at “Listening Wind”; 
he also introduced Frank Zappa’s 
psychedelic rocker “Trouble Comin’ 
Every Day”, about urban riots. Golding 
wanted to record “Get Up, Stand Up” 
by the Wailers as a hymn to resilience. 
Hall brought “Soldiers Who Want To Be 
Heroes”, an anti-Vietnam War song, to 
the original February 2020 sessions. 
This now acts as the sole bridge to that 
lost reggae album.

Hall also came up with civil rights-era 
classics “Freedom March” and “Ain’t Nobody Gonna 
Turn Me Around”, but digging deeper found himself 
drawn to songs of personal protest like Leonard 
Cohen’s “Everybody Knows”, which he found he could 
make his own by changing the key. He discovered ’60s 
folk singer Malvina Reynolds’ “I Don’t Mind Failing In 
This World” and Chip Taylor’s ecstatically ribald 
“Fuck All The Perfect People”, written in 2012 after 
Taylor had visited inmates in a prison. They studied 
lyrics and listened to different versions to whittle 
down the list. If there was a single sentiment in any 
song that the three did not agree upon, the tune was 
cut. Equally, they didn’t want anything too obvious 
unless they could bring something new or valuable to 
the interpretation. 

In late summer last year, between lockdowns, the 
three met in person to confirm the plan. They’d kicked 
around the idea of recording in a barn to get a unique 
atmosphere, but eventually decided to head back to 
Eastcote, the studio by the canal in North Kensington 
where they’d recorded Encore. Four weeks were 
booked for April 2021.
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Songwriter 
and political 
activist 
Malvina 
Reynolds 
circa 1970  

W
HEN the trio decided to record a covers album 
of protest songs, Nikolaj Torp Larsen – their 
musical director – suggested they kept the 
recording as simple as possible to create a 

unifying sonic environment. A rule was devised: each 
musician was only allowed one overdub across the 
whole album. It didn’t quite stick, but the sentiment 
was grounding.

“It’s a fucking great rule!” says Steve Cradock, who 
was present for the first two weeks of recording. “The 
way people record these days, you have endless tracks 
and it can go on forever and something can get lost 
through that. But this does sound like a group playing 
in a room. The choices of songs are really eclectic. The 
fact they are all protest songs are the only thing that 
holds it together, along with the way it was recorded.”

Cradock suggested the final mix was in mono, 
something that acted as a further guide to the feel – 
even if the group eventually decided to mix in stereo. 
The stripped-back “lockdown” vibe puts focus on 
melody and lyric. Hall particularly enjoyed working 
with other people’s material. A late finisher, some of the 
lyrics for Encore were not completed until the backing 

tracks were recorded – but in this case, everything was already there, 
the song’s sentiment clear. “I find sometimes when I am working on an 
album there’s a missing verse or a line that isn’t quite right,” he says. 
“But here all I had to concentrate on was singing and that really freed 
me up. I could do a guide vocal without having to think about whether 
a word is right. I hadn’t used my voice for a year, so it was like a 
liberation. I just wanted to sing. That’s what I do after all: I sing songs.”

Golding, meanwhile, supplied lead vocals to “Black, Brown And 
White” – a song written in the 1940s about racial bias that is as relevant 
today as it was when it was written. “Whatever Lynval sings, he wants 
to bring personal stuff into it,” says Larsen. “He’s talked about his 
experiences, getting attacked, getting abused, the victim of some 
horrific racial abuse. I don’t think anybody who has been through that 
can sing these songs without putting something personal into it. He 
said he’d been to some BLM protests and was pleased to see so many 
white people there. It felt there were other people finally standing up 
and acknowledging what somebody like him had been through.”

Golding also delivers a soulful rendition of Marley’s classic, “Get Up, 
Stand Up” – recorded on the same console used for Exodus, no less – 
based on a Pete Tosh acoustic demo. With only Cradock accompanying 
Golding on acoustic guitar, it’s stripped-back qualities are a perfect 
example of the album’s aesthetic. “There’s nothing cluttered,” 

“The spirit of Jerry 
is in this album. 

Trust me”
LYNVAL GOLDING

Musical 
director 
Nikolaj 
Torp 
Larsen

Bob Marley And The 
Wailers in London, 1973 



hadn’t make Encore. It was a joyous experience
because we hadn’t played together for such a long time 
and there was all this amazing talent in the room. We
had just done ‘Ain’t Gonna Let Nobody...’ and the
engineer said it was the most joyous bit of music he’d
recorded for a long time. All that pent-up emotion
came out. It was a celebration.”

W
HEN The Specials take Protest Songs on the
road, they will be accompanied by Cradock,
Larsen and Hu. But the soul of the band will
continue to be Hall, Panter and Golding. “It’s 

the three of us,” says Panter. “We were the ones who
travelled in a transit van in 1978 and opened for The
Clash. We recorded ‘Gangsters’ in Horizon Studios in
1979. That was us.”

For Golding, Protest Songs is an extension of what
The Specials have always done: explore different
genres and stand for something positive. That goes
right back to 1977, he says, when he and Dammers
formed the first version of the band. “Sometimes
people ask what The Specials sound like and I list
some songs – ‘Stereotype’, ‘International Jet Set’, ‘Sock 
It To Em JB’, ‘Holiday Fortnight’ – they are all different 
and they are all good music. The Specials has always
been a very musical band and I have to give big-time
credit to Jerry. We just continue what we would have
done with Jerry. No matter what we go through, the
spirit of Jerry is in this album. Trust me.”

During the past 18 months, Terry Hall has observed
rather than participated in protest. This was more to
do with his fear of catching and transmitting the
virus than any disagreement with the message or
movement. Since Brexit escalated the culture wars in
2016, he is conscious that The Specials remain very
much a part of that conversation, cutting through the
din with a moral clarity that continues to inspire.

“Aprotestsongcan’talwaysembracesuchambiguity,” 
saysHall.“Allwecandoistryandraiseawarenesswith 
thepeoplewhobuytherecord.Wecan’t tellpeoplehow 
to live, but hopefully they will hear a song like ‘Black,
Brown And White’ and they’ll get it. They’ll get what
people go through and realise that it isn’t right. I’ve
always thought that this is our role. Because we are a
popular group, we know there’s a chance a lot of people 
will listen. Our gigs are like our protest march. It’s
pretty obvious where we stand politically. It couldn’t be 
clearer. That’s our protest, that’s how we handle it.”

Protest Songs 1924–2012 is released by Island 
Records on September 24

confirms Golding. “There are no complicated 
instrumentals to get in the way in the message, it’s 
entirely about the song. This was about lockdown and 
being at home listening to music. Just play it and listen, 
no distraction.”

“Everybody Knows” is one of the few songs with a 
production style similar to Encore. Others, like the two 
Malvina Reynolds numbers, are almost like nursery 
rhymes in their melodic simplicity. For “Listening 
Wind”, The Specials reached outside the band for 
support. Larsen’s arrangement was inspired by the 
spiritual reggae of Count Ossie & The Mystic 
Revelations Of Rastafari. Panter suggested they use 
Rastafarian nyabinghi hand drummers, encouraging 
Kenrick Rowe to bring in Brixton-based West Indians 

Michael “Bammie” Rose 
and 92-year-old Tony 
“Groco” Uter. Deciding 
they wanted a female 
vocalist on lead, they 
called on the services of 
Hannah Hu, a 23-year-
old singer from Bradford 
whose previous 
experience included 
touring with Primal 
Scream. Hu ended up 
singing backing vocals 
on other songs, 
including Cohen’s 
“Everybody Knows”.

“I knew the Talking 
Heads album but I’d 
never really listened to 

that song before, it felt like a hidden gem,” Hu says. 
“It’s so haunting and cinematic. Digging into the 
lyrics, it was really deep stuff about imperialism. 
It might not be my story, but I can use my voice to tell it. 
It’s like a chill in the backbone of the album, the 
destruction that comes from politics.”

The Specials have always managed to combine this 
sort of heavy politics with music that has a serious 
strut, and Protest Songs contains songs that are 
humorous and elevating and music that is moving and 
upbeat. It might not sound much like their self-titled 
debut – but it doesn’t sound a whole lot like Encore
either. Larsen describes it as “brave”, while Cradock 
says it’s “wildly unexpected”. What it isn’t, is ska.

“Newsflash: it ain’t 1979,” says Panter. “We have 
finally given ourselves licence to make our own 
musical mark. We couldn’t have made this record if we JO
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Fewer Specials: 
Golding, Hall and 
Panter release  
Encore in 2019

Jerry Dammers
at a Rock Against 
Racism show in
Leeds, July 4, 1981 

BACK TO 
MONO?
“Itbecameabig
talkingpoint…”

A T the start of sessions, Steve 
Cradock proposed that the 
album be mixed in mono to 

create a suitably vintage and 
claustrophobic atmosphere. That 
influenced the recording style with 
almost no reverb and few overdubs. 
Initial mixes were done in mono 
before a late decision was made 
to mix in stereo. “We wanted to do 
a record in mono, but with record 
companies now you cannot record 
in mono with Spotify and Amazon,” 
says Golding. “So we’re making 
a record for Spotify and Amazon 
now? In the end we had to cave in a 
little bit. So instead we made sure it 
was closely recorded, with us all sat 
down and playing together.”

“It became a big talking point,” 
says Larsen. “Going back and 
forth with the label and streaming 
services. We were all trying to 
second guess how it would be 
received. We didn’t do it in the end 
but some of the older people at the 
label were excited about the idea, 
so we might do a special edition, 
a limited-edition mono mix.”

Single 
(channel) 
minded: 
Steve 
Cradock

“Listening 
Wind” singer 
Hannah Hu
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“In some places it’s 
religious…”: Musgraves 
sees the light on 
her latest album  
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KACEY MUSGRAVES

WO days before she 
entered the studio to 
record her new album, 
Kacey Musgraves drove to 
a house outside Nashville, 
put on a blindfold and 
took a dose of psilocybin 
mushrooms. Her only 
sensory stimulation was  
a special playlist curated 
by neuroscientists at 

Johns Hopkins University to trigger different 
emotions and guide the listener through the 
journey. “Music has never sounded so good than 
it did when I was in that state,” she says. “You 
notice every nuance of every note. You react 
viscerally to it. And that served as a lot of the 
inspiration for the new record.”

Listening to the regal melodies of Vivaldi’s 
“Concerto For Lute, 2 Violins” early on the playlist, 
“I remember thinking, ‘Why the fuck did I do 
this? What am I even doing here?’ But then you 
move out of that place of anxiety and grief.” By 
the time Musgraves heard Strauss’s dramatic “Tod 
Und Verklärung (Death and Transfiguration)”, “I 
was ripped open. I was sobbing like a child. And 

that felt good. I needed that.” Toward the end, 
around the time The Beatles burst in with “Here 
Comes The Sun”, “I moved into this more hopeful 
place of gratitude and warmth and thankfulness 
for the relationships you do have, for the angels 
you have in your life.”

Going into that experience and making herself 
so vulnerable scared her, but “I knew there would 
be some kind of reward at the end of it. When you 
face whatever demons you have, it instantly 
makes them smaller.” The demons she was 
confronting were connected to her recent divorce 
from a Nashville artist named Ruston Kelly, who 
was the inspiration behind the open-hearted love 
songs on her 2018 studio album Golden Hour. 
Their separation after three years of marriage 
understandably left her feeling hurt, confused, 
and traumatised. Most days she barely felt she 
could get out of bed, let alone make a new record.

It’s a very different kind of trip for Nashville – 
which is less known for songs about psilocybin 
and wellness – yet there’s an outlaw edge to her 
experience. Musgraves is hesitant to say too much 
about the couple who guided her through her trip: 
“With the way the laws are in Tennessee, I don’t 
want to blow their cover! They open up their 
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“It lookedlikeFantasia”: 
settingthemood at  
NorthStarStudios, 
MusicRow,Nashville

her white den at home in Nashville. “I know people 
who have their next four albums planned out. They 
know the titles, they know what kinds of songs they’re 
going to record. I’ve never worked like that. It comes 
when it comes, so you have to be patient. You aren’t 
owed a visit by the muse. She can visit or not visit. It’s 
fucked up that I work in a career where you’re banking 
on inspiration that isn’t owed to you.”

Her patience has paid off. A mix of fantastical and 
focused, Spacey Kacey, as she calls herself, has 
become one of the biggest crossover successes in 
Nashville, with a string of increasingly ambitious 
albums that remake and remodel country music in her 
own image. Bucking the genre’s political and musical 
conservatism, she dapples her country songs with 
sparkly ’70s disco beats, sleek ’80s synths, catchy ’90s 
pop hooks and shimmery 2000s indie rock guitars.

After she performed The Flaming Lips’ “Do You 
Realize??” at Bonnaroo in 2019 [see panel, p68], Wayne 
Coyne called her up to see if she wanted to sing on the 
band’s upcoming album, American Head. They texted 
ideas back and forth for a few months, and “one 
morning I sent her a photo of a donut that I’d gotten 
from Tim Horton’s. Here’s what I’m doing: I’m eating 
this donut. What are you up to? And she sent me back a 
photo of what I thought was a chicken McNugget, but it 
was actually her gallbladder. She was in the hospital 

 
WAYNE COYNE

KACEY MUSGRAVES
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home to people who are looking to turn 
their pain into something beautiful. 
They’re doing some insane spiritual 
warfare, and it’s still crazy to me that a 
plant that has been used for thousands 
of years for therapeutic reasons could 
ever be considered a felony.”

“Kacey makes a stand without it being 
all about her,” says Wayne Coyne, who 
worked with Musgraves on the Flaming 
Lips’ 2020 album American Head. 
“There’s a lot of people out there who 
take a stand on things, but it really is  
just another platform by which you get  
to see their ego. With her, I don’t get that. 
I get a feeling like, ‘Hey, I believe in these 
things very passionately.’ That can be a 
hard road to walk.”

Just a few days after she took that 
blindfold off and saw the world in 
new colours, however, Musgraves 
experienced what she calls a “Big Bang 
explosion of ideas” concerning the new 
album she was working on. At the time 
all she had was a cache of about 40 songs 
– more than she’d written for any of her 
previous albums – but she didn’t have a 
title or a concept that might help her 
make sense of them. “One day the word 
TRAGEDY just popped into my mind. 
Big, bold capital letters. It hit me like 
lightning: ‘What if my album was 
structured like a modern tragedy?’ 
Everything about this new album was 
1,000 per cent connected to that trip.”

Musgraves began researching tragedy 
as an art form, from Shakespeare to 
Italian operas: what did those sad stories 
all have in common, and why had the 
form been so popular over centuries? “It’s 
because it’s cathartic to go on a journey 
with a character as they experience a life-
altering event. You see them resolve their 
story. Sometimes you have a five-act 
structure, but the simplest and most straightforward is 
three: exposition, downfall, and resolution.”

With its Shakespearean narrative, kaleidoscopic 
whirl of sounds, and melancholy vibe, new album 
reportedly to be called ‘Star Crossed’ is her most 
nuanced, her most accomplished, her farthest out. 
There are psychedelic freakouts, sinewy R&B grooves, 
big pop choruses, hip-hop beats. There’s some N’Sync, 
she says, but there’s also some Sade and some Neil 
Young. “Musically, it’s a big patchwork quilt of all my 
inspirations and influences. On some fronts I hear 
more country influences than I did on Golden Hour. 
But then I don’t hear country at all on some other 
corners of the album.”

And then there was the Johns Hopkins playlist, 
which perhaps exerted the greatest influence on these 
new songs. “I wanted to weave a classical overtone 
throughout modern sounds. In some places it’s 
religious – a lot of choir moments. I genuinely feel  
like I got closer to God during this experience, God 
meaning Goddess or Life Force or Positive Energy Flow 
or whatever the fuck you wanna call it.”

 

“EVERY creative is different,” says 
Musgraves, taking a sip of iced coffee. It’s 
early afternoon, but she’s still wearing 

leopard-print pyjamas, lounging on a white couch in 



having it removed. She sent me a photo of it there in the
dish in the operating room. That’s really what sealed it
for me. That’s how I knew she was our kind of people.”

And yet she remains a country artist at heart,
anchoring these sounds to carefully crafted songs full
of acute emotions and clever wordplay. “She’s taking
her core roots – where she came from in Texas – and
she’s growing them in every direction,” says Buddy
Miller, who recorded some of Musgraves’ songs for the
TV show Nashville and worked with her on the Cayamo
Cruise in 2015. “She’s got a voice that draws you in
even as it draws on so much of the past. She’s steeped
in the history of country music, but she’s carving out
her own niche.”

Born in the improbably named town of Golden,
Texas, she started performing on stages around the
Lone Star State when she was just eight years old.
Before she was even a teenager, she had recorded an
album with her band the Texas Two Bits, while at 14
she recorded and self-released her solo debut, 2002’s
Movin’ On, a collection of classic country songs that
showcased her surprisingly acrobatic range and her
motormouthed auctioneer’s delivery. But when she
moved to Nashville in the late 2000s, she sold herself
primarily as a songwriter, landing a publishing deal
long before she signed a record contract.

“Even then Kacey was a writer’s writer,” says Luke
Laird, who co-wrote and co-produced her Nashville
debut, 2013’s Same Trailer Different Park. “She was
always looking for ideas for songs. When you worked
with her, you knew she was going to dig in. She already
had a strong radar for what’s good and what’s going to
work for her. And she’s influenced by all kinds of music,
which was impressive. When we made her first record,
she was listening to a lot of Black Rebel Motorcycle Club
as well as all these songs written by Harlan Howard.”

WITH its evocative smalltown details and
references to pot and stronger drugs, Same
Trailer… helped to establish her as a star in

the new wave of outlaws rejecting the musical and
political conventions of country music, alongside
Sturgill Simpson, Brandy Clark and Jason Isbell.
Around that time, she started working with a wide
range of artists, including country-rockers The Zac

Brown Band, Alabama indie-
pop band The Brummies,
festival favourites Judah & The
Lion and R&B singer Miguel.
Adapting her voice to a variety
of styles has expanded her
rangeasasingerand
performer,but having her
name listed alongside so many
different kinds of artists has
helped her cross over from country music into the
mainstream.

“It’s always a fun challenge to see how I can fit
into a different genre or how I can make it fit into my
world,” she says. “It makes for some
really memorable moments. I’ve
always said to myself, ‘I’ll collab
with anyone as long as the song is
good. If the song is great, who gives
a shit who it is.’ A good song is a
good song is a good song.”

She took the lessons and the
sounds of those various pairings
and put them all on her 2018
breakthrough. Golden Hour
sounded like the culmination of all
her experiments, a collection of mirrorball-country
tunes that gracefully blended a range of styles – she
refers to the album as “galactic country”. She brought
neon cacti and light-up suits out on
the road with her, along with some
unlikely openers, including Natalie
Prass and Soccer Mommy.

“We did a UK tour right after
Golden Hour came out, and Kacey
was playing a country set to an
older crowd,” says Soccer Mommy
guitarist/singer Sophia Allison.
“We started a US tour with her the
week after the Grammys and it was
crazy – bigger venues and more of
a pop show with lots of young
people in the audience. She was off doing interviews
and press and stuff, which is understandable. She just
couldn’t be around as much.” But she still invited

Playback time: 
healing crystals 
and masseuse 
just out of shot
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How to buyKacey 
Musgraves in Nashville

SAME TRAILER, 
DIFFERENT PARK
(MERCURY NASHVILLE, 2013)
While it’s not her debut – she 
self-released several albums 
as a teenager back in Texas – 
Same Trailer, Different Park
is the album that established 
her as a new breed of 
Nashville outlaw. Co-
produced with Luke Laird, it’s 
a breezy record full of sharply 
observed details and smart 

turns of phrase. Standout “Follow 
Your Arrow” is both a heartfelt LGBT 
anthem and a determined mission 
statement. 8/10

PAGEANT 
MATERIAL
(MERCURY NASHVILLE, 
2015)
Musgraves continued 
to define and distinguish 
herself as a Nashville artist 
with this follow-up, whose 
title track promises that 
she’s “always higher than 
my hair”. She rails against 
the country music “Good 
Ol’ Boys Club” that keeps 

her and other women artists off the 
airwaves and finishes up with an 
existential duet with Willie Nelson. 
8/10

A VERY KACEY 
CHRISTMAS
(MERCURY, 2016)
Holiday records can be 
a shill, but Musgraves 
has a ball decking 
the halls with country 
swing, cheery pop, 
and vintage exotica. 
She sings with Willie 
again, but the real 
standout is her duet 
with fellow Texan 
Leon Bridges on the 

bittersweet “Present Without A Bow”. 
While not her most compelling artistic 
statement, at the very least it’s better 
than “Last Christmas”. 7/10

GOLDEN HOUR
(MCA NASHVILLE, 2018)
Musgraves’ fourth and 
most successful album 
won all the awards and 
established her as one 
of the most adventurous 
artists in Nashville, 
simultaneously looking 
backwards to find 
the future of country 
music in discoball beats, 
vocoders and ’80s 

synths. Even as she rhapsodises 
about love and happiness, she 
peppers her songs with moments 
of intense melancholy. 10/10



Allison on stage every night to duet on a cover of
N’Sync’s “Tearin’ Up My Heart”.

And then came the second act: the downfall. Her
marriage, which had inspired Golden Hour, was
fraying, and Musgraves and Kelly divorced in July
2020. It cast a pall on her greatest success. “There was
a period of time when I was dreading having to sing
Golden Hour songs again, because I didn’t feel like I
could relate to that album any more,” says Musgraves.
“But as I’ve gone along and gotten further into my
healing process, I feel less affected by those thoughts.
I’m glad that the magic of that album doesn’t have to
die with that relationship.”

AFTER her guided mushroom trip and Big Bang
explosion of ideas, she brought the three-act
tragedyideatoherco-producersandco-writers,

Ian Fitchuk and Daniel Tashian, who were intrigued
but not surprised by the idea. After working with her
on Golden Hour, they were used to her imaginative
approach to writing and recording. “We had a pile of
great songs about the end of that relationship and
some others that were jut random bits of life,” says
Fitchuk. “One day she came in and announced, ‘I
understand the arc of this story and I have a title and it
requires us to write a new song.’ Honestly, those are
the moments you pray for.”

“Kacey really is one of those people who can navigate
from the heart,” says Tashian. “She just goes for what
she feels enthusiastic about, and I’m not sure a lot of
artists even understand that option is open to them.”

Musgraves booked sessions at NorthStar Studios,
which had formerly belonged to Ronnie Milsap and
still retained its homey ’70s vibe. She brought a lot
of stuff from home, packing books about tragedies
and healing, crystals of assorted colour and power,
countless framed photographs, even a comfy couch.
She hired a masseuse to give her and her crew some

good energy. She brought in a harpist to play calming
arpeggios during breaks in recording.

And she also brought in a huge four-poster bed with
Roman columns, which she had recently bought. “I
was talking with Daniel about the bed and said, ‘How
fucking cool would it be to bring it into the studio. We
coulddressitup,andlaydownonitwhilewe’retracking
vocals.’ That’s some Brian Wilson shit right there!”
Once they’d installed it at NorthStar, Musgraves hired
a florist to decorate it with white roses and foliage, and
she arranged the lighting to give it a vibe somewhere
between mid-’70s boudoir and Pre-Raphaelite painting.
“It was so fucking beautiful!” she says. “It looked like
Fantasia… or heaven. I would lay on it and track my
vocals, although I quickly found out that laying down
and singing isn’t as easy as you might think.”

Even while lounging among the flower and
draperies, Musgraves was acutely aware of its
symbolic meaning, especially considering she was
recordings songs about the dissolution of her
marriage. “Kacey is such a visual artist,” says Tashian.
“That bed was like an art piece that kept evolving. It
became this decaying sculpture, because the roses
were slowly wilting as we were making the record. We
could have had them swept up and thrown in the
dumpster, but Kacey kept them even though they were
dying. Honestly, it was a little depressing. But decay is
a natural process, you know.”

“There was a sense of catharsis recording these
songs and purging a lot of those emotions and
experiences that we had both lived through and
wanted to move on from,” says Fitchuk, who was also
going through a divorce and had also taken a guided
mushroom trip. “That’s different than sitting around
playing these beautiful love songs. It requires you to
put forth a different kind of energy that doesn’t feel
like a party all the time. On the other hand, nothing is
ever off the table with Kacey, musically speaking. YouFI
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Policemen
and

lightning
bugs

InsideKaceyMusgraves’
collaborationwith

TheFlamingLips

ADIEHARDFlamingLipsfan,
KaceyMusgravescoveredtheir
2001hit“DoYouRealize??”on

theGoldenHourtour,culminatingin
asunsetperformanceatBonnaroo.
“I’llneverforgetsingingthatsongfor
acrowdasfarastheeyecansee,right
asthesunwasgoingdown,”shesays.
“Everyonewasjust levitating.”

SaysWayneCoyne,“Iwasgetting
textsat11o’clockatnight–‘Kacey’s
playingyoursong!’AndIthought,
‘Hey,wouldn’t itbegreatifshecould
singharmoniesonacoupleofsongs?
Andthen,Steven[Drozd]andIgot
alittlebolderandthoughtmaybe
we’ll justmakeasongwhereshe’s
thesinger.Wewerejustdaydreaming,
butshesaidyes.”

Thebanddroveallnightfrom
OklahomaCitytoNashvilleandmet
MusgravesatthehistoricSoundStudio,
whereRobertPlantandAlisonKrauss
weresimultaneouslyrecordingtheir
newalbum.Injustafewhours,the
unlikelyalliesproduced“GodAnd
ThePoliceman”,whichsoundslike
anoutlawcountrysongsetonsome
distantmoon.CoyneplaysWaylon
JenningstoMusgraves’JessiColter.
“I’mtheoutlawcharacterintroublewith
thelaw,andshe’sthegood-hearted
womaninlovewithagood-timin’man.”

CoynealsorecordedMusgraves
tellingastoryabouttakingacidand
watchinglightningbugs.“Sowewent
outandfoundalightningbugand
broughtit intothestudio,andshewas
dancingwiththislittlebug.Youcanhear
alittlebitofthatontherecord.”

“Everyone was just 
levitating”: Musgraves 
at the 2019 Bonnaroo 
festival in Manchester, 
Tennessee, June 2019
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can’t take that approach with every artist because it 
can end up all over the place. It can be a mess. But I 
trust her compass and I trust her ability to see the 
throughlines. I knew it would all come together.”

It’s not a breakup album per se. Only one or two 
songs explicitly describe the crumbling of her 
marriage and none attempt to assign blame to Kelly. 
Instead, these songs document the aftermath, as 
Musgraves struggled to make sense of and make peace 
with the separation. “The album explores the huge 
range of emotions that I’ve felt. I don’t think you can 
look back on any relationship and say it’s all good or 
it’s all bad. No-one is all good or all bad. That’s why it 
was important for me to include all of those feelings on 
the album. Sometimes I contradict myself from one 
song to the next, but to be fair, that’s how the healing 
process goes. It’s not linear. One day I would feel really 
positive and validated and hopeful, and the next day  
I would think, ‘What the fuck have I done?’”

THIS was not how Musgraves had planned to 
follow up Golden Hour, to the extent that she 
plans anything at all. She didn’t want to make  

a breakup album on the heels of Golden Hour, but these 
songs and that guided trip led her in that direction. The 
subject was, ultimately, inescapable: She couldn’t 
not write about it. “My most known album was this 
beautiful exclamation of falling in love and here I am 
next with this divorce record! I felt embarrassed. But 
it’s real. You can experience those highs and lows. Pain 
and love are universal. I had to remind myself that I’m 
lucky I got to experience a love that was so strong it 
resulted in a marriage, and I think I was brave to follow that. But the 
seasons changed, and now I’m writing about something else.”

The past year has been a period of determined self-reflection, as she 

explored what defined herself outside of her marriage 
and her career. “You can feel like you’re on top of the 
world in your career, but at home you feel like you’re 
crumbling. I began examining why I’ve made the 
choices I’ve made and how I’ve gotten into certain 
patterns in my life. How can I change that for the 
future? Do I even deserve to be loved?”

The new album hits its climax with what may be the 
most cathartic flute solo ever set to tape, courtesy of 
veteran Nashville session player Jim Hoke. Every note 
in those first two acts leads up to that moment; it’s 
the resolution of the tragedy. “It just hits you over the 
head with happiness!” Musgraves says with a laugh. 
“People just laugh out loud out of happiness whenever 
I play it for them. It feels like a little treat at the end of 
the record. There aren’t a lot of clean-cut, black-and-
white feelings in any tragedy. There’s always a lot of 
grey area to explore, a lot of contradictions.”

This is not an LP about despair and sadness. 
Just as Golden Hour sprinkled a bit of melancholy 
into songs about love and happiness, the new album 
finds moments of hope and healing within the larger 
tragedy. “I don’t think I can help but sprinkle some 
sadness in with even the happiest ideas or sprinkle 
some happiness in even the saddest ideas. There’s a lot 
of beauty in sadness and there’s a lot of sadness in 
beauty, because beauty is fleeting. Good times, 
friendships, marriages – it doesn’t last forever. I always 
find a lot of sadness in even the happiest times. But it 
makes you more present in the moment. If I’m doing 
something I enjoy, I like to zoom out and remind myself 
it’s going to be over soon. So take it all in. I’ve met

somebody and I’m happy. I do feel like I’m on a blessed path now.”
 

Kacey Musgraves’ new album is released later this year

 
KACEY MUSGRAVES

“Laying down and 
singing isn’t as easy 
as you might think”: 
Kacey on her four-
poster in the studio



B
ETWEEN starting and
�nishing “Richard III”,
Supergrass enjoyed a close
encounter with Steven
Spielberg. The director had

plans to make a TV show with the band,
envisioning the Oxford trio as ’90s version
of The Monkees. By the time the interested
parties met in Hollywood, however,
Supergrass had already begun writing a
fresh narrative for themselves. Even in its
embryonic state, “Richard III” was dark,
intense and abrasive. “I think there might
have been a bit of, ‘We ain’t no Monkees!
We ain’t no silly little pop band! Check
this out!’” says singer and guitarist Gaz
Coombes. “‘We’ve got more than that, and
we’re heading in di�erent directions.’”

Released three weeks before the second,
superlative Supergrass album, In It
For The Money, “Richard III” evolved

into a blistering statement of intent.
Thunderous and vaguely malevolent,
blending punk, garage rock, Zeppelin
and post-grunge scuzz, its creation is a
layered tale involving not just Spielberg
but a burgundy Ford Escort, Scooby-Doo
theremin, mohawks, Mexican stando�s
and, in the words of bassist Mick Quinn,
the “devil’s chord”.

Following the success of debut album
I Should Coco, the band (augmented by
Coombes’ brother Rob on keyboards) were
intent on taking greater control. Producing
themselves alongside Coco engineer John
Corn�eld, they returned to Sawmills, a
remote Cornish residential studio on the
banks of the River Fowey. Recording on
and o� for several months, “Richard III”
was the �rst track they tackled. It started
life as a four-track cassette demo, written
by Coombes in his bedroom.

Richard III
by Supergrass

“I found this bassline and put it to this
beat, in this Stoogesy kind of way, and it
sounded really cool,” he recalls. “At one
point I was going from A to E, playing with
a two-chord thing throughout the verse.
The head space I was in, I was enjoying
�nding a chord progression that was really
nice, and then slipping one chord down
a semitone, just to make it a bit weirder. I
remember slipping that second chord a
semitone and it worked: A major to E �at.”

“It’s a bit wrong,” says drummer
Danny Go�ey, “But it makes sense.”

Released on the last day of March
1997, more than a year a�er the previous
Supergrass single, “Going Out”, “Richard 
III” reached No 2 in the UK charts. It was
both a triumphant comeback and a new
beginning. “Great chords, great hard-
edged track,” says Rob Coombes. “It
was rock’n’roll!” The king is dead.
Long live the king. GRAEME THOMSON

GAZCOOMBES: I did the demo on my
little cassette four-track in my bedroom in
Cowley Road. I was living with about eight 
people: Danny was in there, I was with my
girlfriend. I was listening to a lot of Iggy
Pop, a lot of Zeppelin, rock’n’roll records. It
was written on bass, the guitar came later.
For an evening, it was drum machine, the
bassline and this weird organ thing.
MICK QUINN: It had the verse and chorus,
and the feel of “Something’s Gone Wrong
Again” by Buzzcocks, with a driving
keyboard sound in the background.
GAZ COOMBES: I remember going to this
rehearsal room, opening up the boot of
the car, and saying to the boys, “Come
and listen to this!” I put it on the cassette
player in my dodgy burgundy Ford Escort 
and let them hear it. Then it was, “Let’s go 
inside and play it.” We brought it together
in rehearsal, there and then.
QUINN:We had a week’s rehearsals before
we went into the studio and I added the
middle eight section. I did this reverse
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Gaz Coombes
Vocals, guitar, 
co-writer, 
co-producer

Mick Quinn
Bass, co-writer, 
co-producer

Danny Goffey
Drums, co-writer, 
co-producer

Rob Coombes
Keyboards, 
co-writer

Nic Goffey
Video director; 
Danny’s younger 
brother

Dominic Hawley
Video director

“It’s a democratic 
band!”: Supergrass
in 1997 – (l-r) Danny 
Goffey, Gaz Coombes 
and Mick Quinn
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While not entirely shedding their cheeky-chappies image, 
the ’Grass head somewhere darker: “It’s a really heavy riff ”



bassline on it; the whole thing 
sounded like it was o�  time.
GAZ COOMBES: I remember 
Mick starting o�  that middle eight 
with a bassline change. Then it 
would have been something we 
would have just jammed together. 
I had the chorus melody from the 
demo and a couple of lyrics � ying 
around. It was a bit heavier than 
Coco. We’d been listening to more 
American music such as the Pixies, 
and Nirvana’s MTV Unplugged was 
a big record for us during those 
sessions. That sound was creeping 
in a bit, there was less angular, 
cleaner guitars. We were going a bit 
more expansive, sonically.
DANNY GOFFEY: De� nitely hints 
of Nirvana. It’s a really heavy ri� . I 
wanted to do more Buzzcocks and 
Jam-style British stu� , but it seemed 
like the other two were listening to 
more American music. I wasn’t sure 
whether that was exactly the right 
thing to do at the time – but, you 
know, it’s a democratic band!
ROB COOMBES: We didn’t have a 
set way of working – it was a song-
by-song thing. “Richard III” was a 
bit more organic: let’s just jam it and 
see what happens.
QUINN: We had gone back to 
Sawmills on our own. [Coco 

producer] Sam Williams was great
but quite hands-on, and we wanted 
to stretch out more. There was a 
lot of pressure to recreate what we 
had done, and we felt we had a few 
more things to say. The only way we 
were going to do it was without any 
external pressure.
GAZ COOMBES: Sawmills was a 
beautiful place to be. Quite idyllic, 
really. You just felt like you’d le�  the 
planet for a bit and gone somewhere 
else. We were completely cut o�  
from everything.
QUINN: “Richard III” was the � rst 
backing track we put down on 
our � rst day there. We were just so 
blown away with the backing track 
that it spurred us on. The same as 
when we did “Alright” as a backing 
track, it just felt bulletproof. It set 
the scene for the whole record. We 
� nished that � rst week with about 
10 backing tracks and took the 

tapes away with us. In that period, 
we got the phone call from Steven 
Spielberg. We � ew out to LA two 
weeks a� er that.
GAZ COOMBES: Spielberg had said 
that “Alright” was his kids’ favourite 
video – and he loved it too. I thought 
it was a big compliment to everyone, 
to be spotted by Spielberg. Let’s go 
and check it out, see what the deal is.
NIC GOFFEY: The “Alright” video 
was deliberately over the top, a bit 
of a piss-take of Britpop culture, 
but a lot of the time it was taken 
as read that they were just silly 
cheeky chappies.
DOM HAWLEY: Spielberg had gone 
quite far down the line of doing an 
HBO TV series with the band. We 
had explained, “They’re not The 
Monkees, they’re a rock band who 
do pop songs as well. If they were 
going to do something it wouldn’t 
be a sanitised thing.”

GAZ COOMBES: It was a mad 
little visit. I was sat next to him 
as we were going through our 
favourite Twilight Zone episodes. 
It was a bizarre bonding exercise. 
It was the wrong road for us at that 
point. We were really focused on 
the next record. If anything we 
came back from the States with 
even more con� dence.
QUINN: It was extremely � attering 
but at the stage we’d just been 
given the keys to our own car and 
we felt like we were on a mission 
to make this record. I remember 
while we were out there, listening 
to the “Richard III” backing track 
and humming that theremin part. 
We’d got hold of a pocket theremin 
at the start of the sessions, and I 
remember thinking, ‘It would be 
good to mess around with some 
Beach Boys/Scooby-Doo sounds.’ 
We all tried to play the melody on 
the theremin and it was almost 
entirely impossible. Bits of it were 
Sam, bits of it were me, bits of it
were Gaz.
DANNY GOFFEY: We didn’t really 
know how to get it working. The 
theremin is a bit like magic. You 
don’t touch it! It felt fresh. It was
fun to try not to sound too derivative 
to the music we loved, and add

 
MICK QUINN
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We had some
summer shows
over the period o
making the recor
and we’d play the
I remember our tour manager
came up with, “I spent too much time
drinking red wine and wearing vermillion”.
Fantastic line! The lyrics came much later.
GAZ COOMBES: I really love the lyrics.
It felt like Oxford at that time. Not all the
songs were written about being a teenager
in our local town, but that one for me
was the trials and tribulations of being
a teenager – waking up feeling a bit shit
but then attacking the day. With a lot of
the songs, before they had lyrics, we were
naming them like kids: Susan, David,
Gary. This was Richard. I don’t know
how it became “Richard III”, we were just
being a bit irreverent and surreal. There
was no incredible academic mind behind
any of this! But it worked.
QUINN:“Charles II” was another. There
might have been a “Henry VIII”. I think
“Get Away” was the proper working title.
DANNY GOFFEY:We �nished recording
late in ’96, and went o� and did the Big
Day Out [in Australia] with The Prodigy.
It was a mad, mad time. I remember
talking to Liam [Howlett] and playing
him “Richard III”, and him saying it was
one of his favourite ri�s he’d ever heard.
They were so hardcore and punky, I
thought that was a lovely compliment.
I went into their world slightly. I shaved

my hair into a Mohican. We came back 
and our management freaked out. For 
the video, we decided just to cut it o� .
GAZ COOMBES: The commitment from 
us in that video I really liked. It’s a really 
intense performance from the band, 
really raw and honest.
NIC GOFFEY: We were so close to the 
band, and that couldn’t help but be 
re� ected in how we dealt with the 
video. I think the reality of being rock 
stars had hit them and now they were 
dealing with it. That song was just full 
of tensions – tensions between them and 
the world, almost.
HAWLEY: It felt like there was a little bit 
of an atmosphere going on sometimes 
that we could tap into. Everything came 

sphere of the song, 
 was a bit of darkness 

NNY GOFFEY: 
ere were some 

derlying tensions. 
Nothing strong, but 

think Nic and Dom 
picked up on that and 
pushed that in the

deo, with smashing 
ghts, Mexican
ndo�s and stu�!
COOMBES:“Richard 
n’t a massive fuck-you 
– we retained that

playfu ness all the way through. It
was more about saying that this is also
what we do, and there’s so much more to 
come. It was a reaction to Coco but not
a repudiation.
DANNY GOFFEY:That was always going 
to be the �rst single but I do remember
the US record company really going for 
“Cheapskate”. That was the one they all 
thought was going to be a massive hit,
but we were like, “No, ‘Richard III’ has
something memorable and di�erent.’”
GAZ COOMBES:We battled for
“Richard III” in America. But we were
a young new band and couldn’t get
through. It was unfortunate that it didn’t 
hit �rst in the US.
DANNY GOFFEY: It’s always good fun to 
play, especially if we ever get to play in
smaller venues. It’s quite a snarly little
thing; sometimes it gets a bit lost at big
festivals but it’s always brilliant in a little 
club. There’s something about the chords, 
the way Gaz’s guitar sounds, we’re all just 
locked in. It blows the cobwebs away.
QUINN:The devil’s chord gets an instant 
reaction. It’s satanic!

In It For The Money (Remastered 
Expanded Edition) is released 
via BMG on August 27

some of our own spice and personality.
We all had that in common.
ROB COOMBES:The older I get, the
fonder my memories are of John Corn�eld.
He was so cool, the way he dealt with
everything. He was so talented at getting
good sounds.
QUINN:We spent a lot of time �ailing
around and jamming, which is a great
thing but it can get frustrating. “Richard
III” always feels a little half-�nished to
me. A tiny bit.
DANNY GOFFEY: It was harder without
a producer. It was freer but a bit more
taxing in terms of decision making.
That was the �rst time where it became:
‘Who is the strongest personality to
get their ideas through?’ We might sit
around not talking to each other for
a day because of something that was
happening. I was living in Camden and
going through this mad thing of some
sort of fame – I was a bit more up for it
than the others. Sometimes the band
wasn’t as welcoming as they could have
been to people. I remember my girlfriend
Pearl, now my wife, getting sent home
from a session when she was �ve months
pregnant. But that’s all water under the
bridge. We were all fairly hedonistic.
I do remember taking a whole lot of shit
out on my drum kit, making it as wild as
possible without losing the plot.
QUINN:Traditionally, lyrics always came
late with us. It was like trying to revise
for your exams. No-one wanted to do it.

TIME LINE

Released:
March 31, 1997
Written:
Supergrass/
Rob Coombes
Produced:
Supergrass with
John Cornfield
Recorded:
Summer/autumn
1996, Sawmills
Studios, Golant,
Fowey, Cornwall
Highest chart
positions: UK 2;
US –
Personnel:
Gaz Coombes
(guitar, vocals),
Mick Quinn (bass),
Danny Goffey
(drums), Rob
Coombes
(keyboards),
Sam Williams
(theremin)

FACT FILE

February 1996:
Supergrass release
“Going Out” as a
follow-up to “Alright”  
Early Summer 1996: Gaz 
Coombes demos an

embryonic “Richard III” 
in his house on Cowley 
Road, Oxford 
Summer 1996: The 
band rehearse the 
song, writing new parts. 

Work continues at 
Sawmills in Cornwall 
January 1997: 
Supergrass play 
“Richard III” during 
the Big Day Out tour 

March 1997: Video
shoot at Bow Studios
in east London
March 31, 1997: “Richard 
III” is released. The 
following week, the 

single peaks at No 2 
in the UK charts 
April 21, 1997: 
Supergrass’s second 
album, In It For The 
Money, released PA
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Strange ones: 
the ’Grass in the 
Netherlands with 
Prodigy-inspired 
crops, July 1997
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UDOS is a ritzy oriental restaurant situated 
just outside Canterbury’s historic city walls 
on sleepy Dover Street. Peering through its 
lime green frontage at the pink orchids and 
foo dog statues inside, it’s hard to imagine 

that this place was once the crucible of the famous 
Canterbury Sound. Only if you’re looking for it might you 
spot a small Banksy-style mural of Robert Wyatt, once 
the drummer and vocalist for local R&B trailblazers The 
Wilde Flowers, who played this venue many times in its 
former life as rock’n’roll den The Beehive.

We’ve been led here today by Pye Hastings, whose time 
in The Wilde Flowers briefly overlapped with Wyatt’s. 
“It was a heaving little place in its day,” he insists. 
“Very low ceiling, jam-packed full of people, hot sweaty 
atmosphere, great fun. We got paid about two quid. We 
thought, ‘This is the life!’” This wide-eyed attitude was to 
propel Hastings into his next project. On April 6, 1968, to 
a bemused but generally appreciative Beehive crowd, the 
remaining members of The Wilde Flowers completed their 
butterfly-like metamorphosis into the whimsical, free-
flowing quintessential Canterbury band: Caravan.

“We were very innocent about what the world had in 
store and what was going on,” admits Hastings, who 53 
years later remains the band’s singer, guitarist, chief 
punning lyricist and slightly reluctant figurehead. “We 
never read newspapers, we focused on doing our own 
thing. The problems of the world didn’t really affect us. 
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Canterburycalling:
Caravanin1970–(l–r)
RichardCoughlan,
RichardSinclair,Pye
Hastings,DavidSinclair

CARAVAN
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You pay more attention 
to it nowadays because 
as you get older you 
realise that it’s 
important to look after 
what you’ve got. 
Whereas when you’re 
young, you don’t give a 
damn, do you? We lived 
in our own little bubble.”

While fellow Wilde Flowers alumni Wyatt, Kevin Ayers and Mike 
Ratledge formed Soft Machine, seeking new psychedelic horizons 
in London and beyond, Caravan stayed put, weaving the landscape 
and history of their surroundings into their music, lyrics 
and artwork. “If a Canterbury Sound ever actually existed,”
says Wyatt today, “it was surely Caravan in full flow.”

Although Hastings claims they desired success as much 
as any other group of starving young musicians, they never
compromised to get it. Shy and gawky, without an obvious
frontman, dedicated to their musical craft and flippant 
about almost everything else, Caravan were content to let 
the world come to them – and, eventually, it did. Hastings 
would baulk at the idea of having his own mural, but he 
proudly relates that the music scene he helped to create 
is now the second reason cited by tourists for visiting 
Canterbury behind the Cathedral, knocking poor old 
Geoffrey Chaucer into third place.

“There is a purity and an openness to their music that 
makes it feel new, even now,” confirms Brooklyn-based 
Caravan fan Steve Gunn, whose recent Uncut Album 
Of The Month Other You is audibly in thrall to the 
Canterbury Sound. “There is playful humour and 
surprise in the music, which I’ve found inspirational. 
The blend of jazz, songwriting, distinct drum rhythms 
and studio experimentation was a revelation. The 
musicianship is advanced, but not overly serious – 
a wonderful balance.”

“They could write the hell out of a 19-minute song,” 
adds White Denim’s Steve Terebecki. “All of the metre 
and tempo changes were seamless. Musical ideas that 
were complete 180s felt purposeful and completely 
natural. And Pye Hastings has one of the best and most 
sincere voices in prog.”SC
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DON’T smoke, I’m an old wino,” chuckles 
Hastings, settling down for lunch and a large 
glass of pinot grigio. We’re now in the Millers 

rms, “a rough old pub” back in the ’60s but these days 
more salubrious dining spot than Caravan’s old haunts, 
he Seven Stars and The Olive Branch (renamed The Old 
uttermarket), where Hastings remembers composing 
rics in the bow window. With his crumpled blue shirt 

and plummy mumble, his ginger mane now cropped 
and grey, there’s something of the saloon-bar 
Attenborough about him. He’s good company, if a 
slightly nervy presence, quick to tell a bawdy joke but 
more uncomfortable when it comes to talking about 
himself. Geoffrey Richardson, who’s played viola 
with Caravan since 1972, describes Hastings as an 
“unlikely” rock star: “He’s a gentleman, very 
courteous. He can be firm, but basically he’s a very 
gentle guy. An interesting mixture of grit and 
forgivingness – it must be a Scottish thing!”

Hastings moved from the edge of the Cairngorms to 
Kent as a child, partly because his older sister Jane, a 
model, had married gambling scammer John Aspinall, 
the owner of Howletts Zoo. In 1964, as her marriage 

foundered, Jane took up 
with a charismatic 
diplomat’s son from 
Herne Bay named Kevin 
Ayers, original frontman 
of The Wilde Flowers. Pye, 
too, was initially smitten. 
“He was blond and good-
looking and played 
bluesy-type guitar, and all 
the girls were swooning 
over him. I thought, ‘I 
quite fancy some of that.’ 
So he showed me a few 
chords and within two 
weeks I was hooked, 
gone. I’d found what
I wanted to do.”

When The Wilde 
Flowers played their first 
ever gig at Whitstable’s 
Bear And Key Hotel in 
January 1965, Hastings 
was in the audience, 
taking notes. But the 
scales soon fell from his 
eyes as far as Ayers was 
concerned. “He was a 

CARAVAN
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“A heaving 
little place in 
its day”: Pye 
outside Kudos 
(formerly The 
Beehive) in 
Canterbury

Caravan in 1968: 
following in the wake 
of The Soft Machine’s 
experimentalism

The Wilde Flowers: (l–r) 
Brian Hopper, Robert Wyatt, 
Richard Coughlan, Hugh 
Hopper; (inset) Wyatt 
stencil art in Canterbury



charming man, but he was a hell of a user of people.
A talented guy, good writer… and loved other people’s
wives. A shag-bandit, we used to call him. He took her
[Jane] for loads of money. I think they had a great time,
but he was quite a self-minded person.” Establishing a
pattern that he would repeat throughout his life, Ayers
soon fled the scene for sunnier climes.

Filling the vacancy created in The Wilde Flowers by
the departures of Ayers and future Caravan member
Richard Sinclair, Hastings joined the band on guitar
and harmony vocals. His first gig, cited by Robert
Wyatt as the band’s high-water mark, found them
winning a battle of the bands contest at Margate’s
Dreamland with spirited renditions of “I Put A Spell
On You” and “Papa’s Got A Brand New Bag”. “The
prize was 50 quid or something, plus a trial day in a
recording studio,” remembers Hastings. “When we
turned up, it was a village hall and a guy with a
Ferrograph and one microphone. We thought, ‘OK, so
this is rock’n’roll…’’’

YATT soon moved to London to form Soft 
Machine. Smelling the patchouli in the air, 
in January 1968 the remaining Wilde 

Flowers cooked up a plan for a new band: they would 
write and play their own material, working as equals, 
leaving plenty of room for extemporisation, humour 
and flights of fancy. David Sinclair would spend his 
earnings from helping to build the Sevenoaks bypass 
on a brand-new Hammond A-100 organ; his cousin 
Richard Sinclair would share lead vocals with 
Hastings depending on who wrote the song, with 
Richard Coughlan holding down a groove on drums. 
The band would be called Caravan, after the Duke 
Ellington tune that Hastings discovered in his older 
brother’s record collection; indeed, the fluid jazz 
chops of Jimmy Hastings – an established sax and 
flute player with Humphrey Lyttelton’s band – would 
become a key component of the Caravan sound.

“The time was right for experimentation,” says 
Hastings. “If you were a songwriter, you could try 

anything you wanted. 
We got away with
a lot – jazzy chord 
progressions, different 
timings, it all seemed to 
work. Soft Machine 
were the first ones to do 
it and we followed in 
their wake. They were 
happy days.”

The four members of 
Caravan lived and 
rehearsed in a terraced 
house in Whitstable, 
taping mattresses to the 
windows to keep the sound 
in. When even that got too 
much for the neighbours, 
they moved out to Graveney 
Village Hall, sleeping in 
tents and living off sprouts 
from a nearby field. “At the 
weekend we used to get a 
bus into Canterbury, 
which was about seven 
miles away, and drink at 
the Seven Stars until 
closing time,” recalls 
David Sinclair. “Not 
having any money left 
whatsoever, we had to 
walk all the way back to 
our tents. I remember 
getting back one night and 
it was raining – we were 
drenched, the tents were 
drenched, it was a complete mess. But rat er than
become disheartened with the whole caper, they 
simply moved the tents inside the hall and carried on.

“I think we all wanted to go to London at some point,
that’s where it all happens,” admits Hastings. “But M
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LI E IS
S ITE
Four great Caravan 

“long songs”
FOR RICHARD”
I COULD DO IT ALL

OVER AGAIN, I’D DO IT 
LL OVER YOU (1970)
chnically a four-song 
edley (“Can’t Be Long Now”/ 
rancoise”/“For Richard”/ 

Warlock”) that showcases the 
ll range of Caravan’s broad 

killset, moving from dreamy, 
ute-embellished reverie to 
narly organ stomp to folk-
unk jam and back again.

NINE FEET 
NDERGROUND”

N THE LAND OF GREY 
ND PINK (1971)
of side two is taken up by Dave 

nclair’s intense, keyboard-
iven opus, written in hermit-like 
clusion in the basement of jazz 
arinetist Tony Coe’s house. The 
egment named “Disassociation” 
ves you an indication of 

Sinclair’s state of mind at the 
e. “It was amazing for me 

eing that isolated,” he says. 
was disassociating myself 
om everything that was 
oing on in the normal world.”

MEMORY LAIN, 
UGH/HEADLOSS”

OR GIRLS WHO GROW 
LUMP IN THE NIGHT 
973)
llicking opening twofer 
m Caravan’s fourth 

bum marks the auspicious 
but of viola player Geoffrey 

chardson: “When I first met 
ye, he’d just worked that riff 

t – I remember him playing 
n Graveney Village Hall. He 
dmitted he’d nicked the chord 
om John McLaughlin!”

THE DABSONG 
CONSHIRTOE”
CUNNING STUNTS (1975)

aravan’s drift towards 
ansatlantic soft rock in the 

mid 70swas offset here by another 
Dave Sinclair odyssey. Starts out in 
easygoing Chicago territory but things 
get progressively more manic, resulting 
in an almighty pile-up on “Part 6: All 
Sorts Of Unmentionable Things”.

Happy 
campers: 
Caravan 
in 1969

Wilde, Soft, 
then solo: 
Kevin Ayers, 
London, 1973



PYE HASTINGS

we couldn’t afford to.” And thus the Canterbury Sound
was created almost by default. Their surroundings may
have influenced their album titles – In The Land Of Grey
And Pink was named after a Kentish sunset, while Blind
Dog At St Dunstans featured a cartoon depiction of
Canterbury’s main thoroughfare – but really the
idiosyncratic nature of Caravan’s songwriting was
more a result of glorious isolation than a concerted
attempt to represent their manor.

Geoffrey Richardson wonders if it’s something to do
with Canterbury being closer to France than London,
while Robert Wyatt has jokingly likened East Kent to the
Galapagos Islands, on its own separate evolutionary
path. “Big city life pushes you forward, doesn’t it?”
muses Sinclair. “The pastoral effect probably played
quite an important part in keeping us more relaxed, which
was reflected in the music we wrote and played.”

Occasionally the real world would intrude, reminding
Caravan they were a bit different. At Ewell Tech in 1970 they
were upstaged by their support band, Black Sabbath. “They
came on and we were like, ‘Blimey!’” remembers Hastings.
“They had the proper rock’n’roll approach for America: good
rock songs, great guitarist, straight to the point. Whereas we
were a bit airy-fairy. Very airy-fairy, compared to them! But
you can’t be who you’re not.” Even among the prog fraternity,
Caravan’s lack of ego was marked. “I remember meeting
Genesis, before they got anywhere,” says David Sinclair. “It
really struck me because we were just enjoying our music,
but they seemed particularly dedicated to going somewhere – they
seemed to have an agenda.”

ARAVAN made their one and only appearance on Top Of
The Pops in August 1970, with Tony Blackburn truncating the
title of “If I Could Do It All Over Again, I’d Do It All Over You”

for brevity and taste. “We thought, ‘Now we’re on our way,’” says
Hastings, who bought a new green suede jacket for the occasion.
“But we never got back there, never made it big on television.
We’re not showmen, basically. We haven’t got a front guy out
there throwing shapes. I’m a shy person.” He has a stutter, hence
Caravan’s habit of stringing “four or five songs together to make
one long one. That takes up 20 minutes of the set and you haven’t
got to make announcements!”

Caravanpitchup
inHydePark,1975:
(l–r)PyeHastings,
MikeWedgwood,
GeoffRichardson

Caravan in 1972, 
with Steve Miller 
(top right) 
replacing David 
Sinclair on keys 
for just one LP, 
Waterloo Lily

Hastings says that Richard Sinclair would 
ometimes even turn his back to the audience, 
iles Davis-style. Yet tentative attempts at 
agecraft also ended in ignominy. “I decided I was 
oing to do something unusual,” recalls David 
nclair, of a prestigious early date supporting (he 

hinks) Pink Floyd. “I had a wigwam from when I 
was a kid, so I took it on stage and played a whole 

ig inside the wigwam. I thought, ‘At the end of the 
how I’ll burst out and everyone will go, “Wow!’’ 

But in the end we finished quickly, the curtains 
losed and I never even came out the wigwam.”
When 1971’s In The Land Of Grey And Pink – now 

egarded as a Canterbury Sound classic – didn’t 
seem to gather any more momentum than its two 

cessors, Sinclair became disillusioned
uit Caravan to play with Robert Wyatt in 
ing Mole, before joining up with the also-
arted Richard Sinclair in Hatfield And The 

orth. “Dave’s a funny boy,” says Hastings. 
He’s hard to work with, only because he’s 
a perfectionist. He writes something on a 
keyboard and that’s exactly how it wants it 
ung, except you can’t sing it like that. Dave 

wanted to go off and do other things and then 
ame back again because he was broke!”

Sinclair tells it slightly differently, saying 
 he was inspired to return by the new 

p of Caravan that Hastings had put together, 
 Geoffrey Richardson and bassist John G 

hardson’s viola brought an extra dimension 
to Caravan’s sound, which – combined with a slightly 
harder edge honed from four years of solid touring 
– resulted in their most immediately successful 
album, 1973’s For Girls Who Grow Plump In The 
Night. One aspect that doesn’t stand up so well today 
is the slightly iffy title and artwork concept – the 
pregnant model on the cover was originally meant to 
be naked – but Hastings is unrepentant. “Some people 
have come up to me and said, ‘That’s sexist.’ No it’s not, 
we love women for God’s sake. What’s wrong with a 
female pregnant shape? Some people will complain 

bout anything.”
Finally gaining traction, Caravan signed to Miles 
opeland’s management company and embarked on 
mammoth tour of the USA, playing with Weather 
port and The Climax Blues Band. “We did 50 

ights and the 51st flight was a helicopter from 
 show on] Long Island to JFK,” says Sinclair. “We 

an straight off stage, across a field and into the 
elicopter – I was still shaking my maracas! As we 
ent up over New York City, our tour manager 
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opened a bottle of pink champagne. And then the 
helicopter landed right next to the jumbo, which 
was waiting to take us home. It was sensational! 
But that was it, really.”

HEIR next two albums dented the UK Top 
75, but only for a week apiece. When 1977’s 
Tony Visconti-produced Better By Far sank 

without trace, Caravan were dropped by both their
label and their management in the great punk 
purge. Before resurrecting their fortunes in the 
mid-’90s, Hastings was forced to go and work on 
a building site, Richard Coughlan became a pub 
landlord and David Sinclair delivered parcels in 
London. These days Sinclair lives in beautiful 
isolation on the Japanese island of Yuge, working 
on his own music, and it’s a similar story for 
Richard Sinclair in Italy. Coughlan died in 2013, 
leaving Hastings as the sole original member, 
although Caravan have continued to tour steadily 
across the UK and Europe.

They’ve even managed to record a new album 
during lockdown, although Hastings is not about 
to start getting reflective in his old age. He begins 
reciting the lyrics of the 
opening track, in which a 
“down from London” type buys 
a new hunting rifle and literally 
shoots himself in the foot. 
“‘They called out for a doctor/He 
couldn’t come/He was tied up 
with a nun’… Another bit of 
in-yer-end-o, as they say.”

He admits that the lyrics are 
still the last thing he writes, 
falling back on wordplay and 
ribald humour to avoid coming 
across as self-obsessed. Has he 
ever tried to write something more 
personal? He thinks for a while. 
“I’ve written a couple of love 
songs… about other people.” He’s 
never had the urge to bare his soul 
on record? “Not me. I wish I could – 
I’d probably earn a lot more money. 

Personal feelings are something I think that are 
kept personal. I hold them back. I dunno whether 
that’s a defence mechanism or whatever it is.
No-one’s interested in that, I’ll get on with it, I’ll 
deal with it.” At least he can joke about his own 
unwillingness to open up – the new album is 
called It’s None Of Your Business.

“Pye can be quite obstinate!” laughs Richardson. 
“But I think that’s why Caravan still exists. He 
thought of Caravan, he named it, and now he’s 
completely taken the reins – which is fine, because 
that makes it work. [In the ’80s] it didn’t seem like 
Caravan would ever exist again, but Pye would 
definitely not give it up.”

Hastings has been an entertaining tour guide. 
We’ve seen where Caravan played their first gig, 
where they lived, where they drank, and heard 
some unprintable stories about who they drank 
with. Yet while he is happy in some ways to be a 
Canterbury ambassador – he has recently moved 
back to the area after a few years living in Scotland 
– he is tiring of attempts to drill down into the 
psychogeography of his music. “I’ve read a few 
books about the Canterbury Sound by academics. 

Boring as fuck! Honestly, what is 
there to analyse? Haven’t they got 
anything else to do? We were 
labelled Canterbury Sound by a 
journalist. I don’t know what it is – 
we were just four young lads trying 
to play rock’n’roll with our own 
individual way of doing it. It was all 
subconscious, it just came out.”

Caravan’s career-spanning 
boxset Who Do You Think 
We Are? Is released by 
Madfish on August 20; 
new album It’s None Of 
Your Business follows on 
October 1 and Caravan tour 
the UK that same month; 
Dave Sinclair’s new album 
Hook-Line & Sinclair is out 
soon on Dsincs-Music SC
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Hastings outside 
the former Olive 
Branch pub; (left) 
1980 publicity pic
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Remembering Canterbury’s 
thriving live music scene of 

the’60sand’70s

“CANTERBURY was an 
extraordinary place in those days 
because there were loads of pubs 

where you could see live bands playing,” 
says Pye Hastings. “It was very encouraging. 
Lots of blues bands, lots of R&B bands – and 
good ones too. Tony Coe and [my brother] 
Jim used to play in The Model Tavern, and 
various other pubs had jazz nights on.”

There was also a popular folk club upstairs 
at The Seven Stars. The Beehive coffee bar 
opened in 1965, providing a place to play 
for The Wilde Flowers and the nascent 
Caravan; it later became a rock club called 
Blueys Playground. The University Of Kent 
welcomed its first students to the city in the 
mid-’60s, bringing a swathe of young music 
fans to the city, including the likes of Steve 
Hillage, who befriended Caravan before 
eventually joining Gong.

Geoffrey Richardson moved to Canterbury 
in 1972, largely because of its reputation as 
a music city. He’d initially planned to hook 
up with folk-rock band Spirogyra, featuring 
future Hatfield And The North singer Barbara 
Gaskin, but within a week had joined 
Caravan instead. “I adored Canterbury the 
moment I saw it because there was so much 
music [going on],” he says. “It’s changed 
enormously since then, but it was quite a 
working-class town at that time, believe it 
or not. One of the first bands I saw was the 
City Blues Band run by Bob Fridd, who is a 
Canterbury legend. He spoke like Patrick 
Moore but he was a great blues singer.”

“There was quite a buzz around Canterbury 
at this time,” confirms David Sinclair. “Places 
opened like Quine’s Diner, Alberrys Wine Bar, 
lots going on. People knew each other and 
there was a friendly, good atmosphere. I’ve 
been back there many times since and that 
feeling was a long time ago.”

Some of the pubs are still there, but these 
days they mostly cater for diners and tourists 
rather than local revellers. “There was a 
pub round the corner from me called The 
Jolly Sailor,” says Richardson. “It actually 
still had live bands on at weekends, but its 
courtyard adjoined The King’s School senior 
dormitories, so there was this whole battle 
raging. It closed just before lockdown and 
now it’s been bought by the school, so they 
solved their noise problem…”



AYETORO
OMO OBOKUN,
THE AFROBEAT
CHRONICLES VOL 2,
DIRECTIONS IN MUSIC
BY FUNSHO OGUNDIPE
FLYINGMONKEY,2006

NigeriameetstheUKinthisAfrobeat
setfeaturingayoungHutchings

I was at the
Guildhall
School Of Music
then, studying
classical music
in the day. Just
to find relief

from that I was trying to play any
gigs, any type of music. I met this
guy called Funsho, the guy who
runs this group, who took me under
his wing, giving me a lot of gigs
playing Afrobeat music. It was the
first time that I played open-form
music. I was playing jazz and
calypso, which all have quite
enclosed forms if you’re playing
standard changes. But with
Afrobeat, all of a sudden you got
really vast landscapes to play with.
The way that Funsho led the band,
he was really gestural, he would
describe things by moving his hands
or in a very poetic language. It got
me thinking about ways of actually
articulating the sonic landscape that
I want. It isn’t always to do with the
written notation, it’s also to do with
just how your gestures are, how you

engage with the musicians.
Funsho had this big idea of
integrating musicians from Nigeria
and musicians from London, so
some of the drums, percussion
and stuff were recorded over there,
then he’d mix it with horns or other
instruments in London. We recorded
in Wood Green, this guy Mike
Collins had a pretty decent studio in
his house. It was all done separately.
That was a big shock to me, because
I wasn’t used to just playing to
essentially a backing track. It
definitely helped me, because
that situation has come up a lot
throughout the years, especially
now with the pandemic. It’s gotta
feel in the spirit.

SONS OF KEMET
BURN
NAIMJAZZ,2013

Traditionupdated,noisily,withhelp
fromdrummerSebRochfordinthis
two-drums,tubaandsaxgroup

I played a lot
of different
types of music
in between
Ayetoro and this
album. Those
were the years

when I started really getting into the
free-improvisation scene in London,
doingalotofgigsatCafeOto,playing
with people like John Edwards,
Mark Sanders and Lol Coxhill.

So when I started Sons Of Kemet,
a lot of people thought the lineup
seemed really novel – but in free
improv, lineups are just whatever
the personalities you want to
interact with. Two drums, tuba
and sax wasn’t that unusual in that
scene. From the beginning, I wanted
to have a band that my mother and
grandmother could tap along to, in
that it’s got discernible melodies and
discernible drum grooves. But I still
wanted to do my artistic thing,
whatever I feel like in the moment.
So from the very beginning I wanted
to bridge the gap between doing
something for me and having
something that’s relatable to
Caribbean people from different
generations. We recorded to tape at
Fish Factory in Willesden – a great
room – but we only had like 30
minutes of tape, so we had to do a
take or two takes max then have a
half-hour break while we transferred
the tape. For the whole two days we
did that. It’s really relaxing, though,
because you do the take, then stop
and reflect on it or think about
something else. Seb was supposed
to mix it but, because of various
things coming up, he couldn’t really
finish it. After a year it came to a
point where he’d been spending so
much time listening to it that he
couldn’t really hear it anymore. So
we gave it to Dill Harris who finished
the mix of it.

SONS OF KEMET
LEST WE FORGET WHAT
WE CAME HERE TO DO
NAIMJAZZ,2015

Hutchingstakesastepforward
onthiscleanersecondalbum

We made this 
after going on 
tour for the first 
time. Oren 
Marshall 
[Kemet tuba 
player] couldn’t 

do anything outside of London for 
an extended period, so Theon Cross 
played these gigs for him. That was 
when we started to introduce new 
material that would become the 
second album. We had a real rapport 
together in the studio from touring. 
Before the first album we hadn’t 
really toured – it was more jazz in 
that way, we came in and just played 
in the studio. But with this record we 
had a more focused idea of what our 
sound was. Seb got a lot of clarity in 
terms of where things are placed 
in the mix. How do I decide if I’m 
playing sax or bass clarinet? Just 
intuitively, the tunes that need bass 
clarinet just seem like bass clarinet 
tunes when I write them. I like 
having varied albums, I like having 
things that seem like interludes or 
things that kind of disrupt the 
heaviness of the album. Having 
a couple of bass clarinet tunes 
breaks up the sonics.

“I
’VE got my grand plan,” explains Shabaka Hutchings. 
“It’s all sewn up until 2024 – there’ll be a new Comet Is Coming 
album next year, then in 2023 I’m not releasing an album, 
then there’ll be a solo album in 2024, the year that I’m 40. 
It’s getting complex!”

No wonder the London-based saxophonist, composer and bandleader 
has to plan so far ahead: he’s juggling three separate outfits, The Comet Is 
Coming, Sons Of Kemet and Shabaka And The Ancestors, each representing 
a very different strand of today’s (and perhaps tomorrow’s) jazz.

As if he’s not busy enough, Hutchings has also started a label, Native 
Rebel, to release albums he’s written and produced for other artists. “The 
first album is by Chelsea Carmichael,” he says. “It’s a really good record. 
The whole thing is that I write all the music, produce it, direct it in the 
studio but don’t play on the records.”

As he explains, it’s been an eventful journey from his early features 15
years ago, when he learnt from bandleaders such as Funsho Ogundipe –
now, it’s Hutchings who’s firmly in charge. “I guess you only learn how
to be a bandleader,” he muses, “by being a bandleader.”TOMPINNOCK

�e sonic flights of a prolific bandleader: 
“You’ve just got to keep playing…”

Shabaka
Hutchings

Shabaka Hutchings,  
2021: “What can I 
add to bring out 
what we’ve got?”
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THE COMET IS COMING
CHANNEL THE SPIRITS
LEAF,2016

Anewproject,mixingjazzwithsci-fi
electro–incredibly,all improvised

I met Dan 
[Leavers, keys] 
and Max 
[Hallett, drums] 
as fans of theirs,
seeing them on 
the scene and 

realising that they had a massive 
energy. I’d seen them at a load of my 
gigs and I’d go to a load of their gigs, 
then I was just like, “Can I jump 
onstage with you?” It always really 
went off. It was really explosive. So 
we got together in the studio. We 
didn’t really go in to make an album,
we just went in to have a play. We 
just played over three days, then 
Dan and Max went away for the next
year and worked and worked on it. I 
was on the road, so I didn’t have that
much input on the production. We 
recorded at [northeast London’s] 
Total Refreshment Centre, it’s a 
massive vibe – it’s just an eight-track
and a community of people, there’s a
homely vibe about the whole thing. 
It’s not like you’re going into a slick 
recording studio – you’re going 
somewhere where magic happens. 
At live gigs, the only effect I was 
using was a [Electro-Harmonix] 
Memory Man and, in the studio, 
we used this old beat-up guitar 

amp that was a bit distorted, not
really working that well, but it just
had a really good sound. We
recorded through that and it gave
this nice crackle.

SHABAKA AND
THE ANCESTORS
WISDOM OF ELDERS
BROWNSWOOD,2016

ToSouthAfricaforthismore
traditionalproject,drippingwith
Rhodesandspiritual jazztextures

I’d been visiting 
South Africa for 
two or three 
years by this 
point. My 
ex-girlfriend 
was from there, 

so I spent one or two months there a 
couple of times a year. It was great 
being able to just hang out with 
musicians and get to know the 
scene, as opposed to just being a 
tourist. At that time, the guys I was 
playing with in London weren’t 
really referencing ’70s spiritual jazz 
– they are more now  – so when I 
went to Africa I used to really enjoy 

hearing guys that were obviously 
checking out Alice Coltrane, 
Pharoah Sanders and McCoy Tyner. 
The process was simple: I just called 
up the guys I wanted to record with, 
and then I wrote a load of music for 
them. The only people that really 
have to read the music, in terms of 
the parameters of it, are the horn 
players, the alto and the bass player.
Other than that, what I wanted was 
the kind of vibe where everyone else
listens together and just plays out. 
It’s a similar way we record for most 
of the projects where we let tape roll 
and then extend as many sections  
as possible. So you’ve got a load  
of material, then in the post-
production you cut and piece an 
album together. You’re crafting  
an album that sounds organic,  
that sounds live in the studio, but 
crafting it out of really extended 
jams. When I started, the whole  
vibe in jazz was, “You’ve got to be 
recording live, spending lots of time 
getting the right take.” But you don’t
really, you’ve just got to keep playing
until you’ve got enough material to 
stitch together.

SONS OF KEMET
YOUR QUEEN  
IS A REPTILE
IMPULSE!/VERVE, 2018

A rallying cry of a record, paying 
tribute to Angela Davis, Doreen 
Lawrence and Hutchings’ great-
grandmotherwithblistering
dub-soakedjazz

I think I’d  
learnt a lot  
from writing 
music or from 
getting albums 
together for the 
other bands.  

I was trying to be more compositional 
here, trying to write a good record. 
We recorded for three days at Total 
Refreshment Centre and basically 
had a record. But I was listening to  
it in the months after and it was okay 
but it wasn’t getting me – it wasn’t 
dramatic enough. So I wrote more 
tunes, like “My Queen Is Harriet 
Tubman”, and we went back into  
the studio. Seb had left the band 
between those sessions, so we had 
to get some other drummers in – 
Moses Boyd did that session. We  
did the Village Underground gig just
before that recording session and we
used four drummers, Moses, Eddie
[Hick], Yussef Dayes and Tom
[Skinner]. We needed more written
material to frame the live set, so
there was definitely more written
stuff here, just to give us a sense

Sons Of Kemet, 
2017: (l-r) Theon 
Cross, Tom 
Skinner, Hutchings 
and Eddie Hick 

“The jazz training comes  
in handy – you’re trained to 
materialise ideas instantly”
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that we definitely know what we’re
going away from and towards. With
all the albums, the concepts and
titles always come once it’s near
completion. For me, it’s about
looking back at what was going on
during the making of the album,
reflecting on what I’m going through
while the album is being made. So
for instance, within the period of
making this album, I put this thing
outonFacebook,saying“Can
anyonetell me some inspirational
women fromhistory?”,becauseI
couldthinkof loads of men but I
couldn’t really think of 10 really
powerful women throughout
history. And I got, like, 400
comments. I didn’t know it was
gonnaresult inathemeforanalbum.

THE COMET IS COMING
TRUST IN THE LIFEFORCE
OF THE DEEP MYSTERY
IMPULSE!,2019

Moreimprovfromthecosmictrio
createsanevenmightiersecondLP

UNCUT
CLASSIC

We did exactly the 
same thing as the 
first Comet album 
– we just went
into the studio for
four days and
improvised. It

doesn’t sound like that, does it? It’s
kinda phenomenal. Sometimes I
think, ‘Wow, these things sound like
we just wrote a load of stuff’. But we
really do improvise, as if we’re
writing together. Me and Dan listen

very closely together – we’ve got this
thing where sometimes we’ll just
change harmony at the exact same
time and to the right kind of tension.
I’m not gonna say the same key but
the same kind of space of tension
and that’ll suggest a tonal area that
we generally hit at the same time.
I’m jamming thinking that I’m just
composing a melodic line – when
you say jam sometimes it feels like
people think of undifferentiated
self-expression. But we’re
approaching it from the same
process of composition, as if we
were sitting at a desk, trying to write
a real tight tune, but in the moment.
I guess the jazz training comes in
handy in a situation like that –
you’re trained to basically
materialise ideas instantly. I’ve
got perfect relative pitch, not scary
perfect pitch, but if I sing a line in my
head I can just play it on the sax.

Everyone’s doing lots of gigs,
consistently progressing as a
musician, and I feel like the
production from Dan and Max is a
lot sharper on this record. There’s a
new Comet album ready to come out
next year – it’s gonna be amazing.
It’s done in a similar way but the
resulting sound is quite different.

SHABAKA AND
THE ANCESTORS
WE ARE SENT HERE
BY HISTORY
IMPULSE!,2020

BackinSouthAfrica,Hutchings
craftsanepicjazzfusionrecord

We went to
Cape Town for 
a gig. While
we were there, 
we went to a 
studio and 
recorded 

enough material to make an album. 
But a similar thing happened as 
with the previous Kemet record, 
where we were mixing it and I just 
thought it was OK. It needed more 

variation, so I wrote some more 
tunes including the first two tracks, 
“They Who Must Die” and “You’ve 
Been Called”, that had a bit more 
structure, then we just did a few more
days in a studio in Johannesburg. 
“They Who Must Die” was the first 
thing we recorded on the first day of 
the Johannesburg session, I think 
the first take as well. We did the 
same thing with Kemet, on the last 
album, the opener was the first tune
of the first day and also the first take.
It’s a long record, yeah: it feels like 
the nature of the Ancestors’ music is
a bit more exploratory. It’s a jazz 
record in that it’s democratic in solo 
space, as opposed to being more 
focused on the tunes and the 
progression and what they are in 
relation to the arc of the album.
It’s more like, you have a melody, 
and then you have solo spots. That 
means you just get longer albums.
I’d love to go back there to South 
Africa – some of the guys I’ve not 
seen for a while – and make another 
Ancestors record, but it won’t be for
a few years.

SONS OF KEMET
BLACK TO THE FUTURE
IMPULSE!,2021

ProbablyKemet’sfinestwork
todate, imbuedwiththespiritof
Barbados’srevolutionarytukbands

The 
Ancestors, 
2019: epic 
jazz fusion

The Comet Is Coming, 
2018: (l-r) Max Hallett  
(aka Betamax), ‘King’ 
Shabaka Hutchings 
and Dan Leavers
(aka Danalogue)  

I was playing 
in tuk bands at 
school. With 
tuk, you can 
see how the 
Africanisation 
happens. It’s a 

variation of marching-band music. 
If you know what the music is meant 
to be in its un-Africanised form, you 
can hear what elements of the beats 
were swung in certain ways to make 
them more applicable to the people 
that were playing them. In terms of 
the collective vibe that we referenced, 
I think this album has more like a 
spirit of tuk than a musical reference. 
We did it all in Livingston Studios in 
Wood Green, which has a nice vibe, 
but it’s also got separation. The big 
issue since the beginning of Kemet is 
the cavernousness of the drums. The 
first album is a fine example of that, 
just a wall of drum sounds. The 
second album is cleaner but still, the 
drums are kind of together [in the 
mix]. The third album is kind of back 
to the cavernousness. So with Black 
To The Future, we thought it’d be 
good if we could actually find a way 
to keep the power of the drums but 
be able to actually hear what’s 
happening when someone hits a 
specific drum. I work pretty well 
with Dill Harris in terms of mixing. 
He gets my favourite sax sound and 
he’s a great person for getting a real 
complex sound, great acoustic stuff 
that doesn’t sound non-electronic. 
This was a long album to make. The 
first two Kemet records were all done 
in two days but the third one we did 
in three days and then an extra one. 
Then Black To The Future, we did 
four days and an extra one, and then 
we had the time of the lockdown for 
me to add more elements to that. 
Normally I don’t overdub anything, 
whereas this was the first time that I 
could listen and think, ‘What can I 
add to bring out what we’ve got?’

The Comet Is Coming play End Of 
The Road, September 2-5, and 
London’s Roundhouse on 
February 26, 2022
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Moroccan opium dens! A song called “Jazzmen”! “I spend my days
pushing Elvis Presley’s belly up a series of steep hills”! As a new

compilation featuring previously unreleased material from ’s
most recent studio albums emerges from the vaults, Peter Watts takes a

dive into a remarkable secret history a rich and strange phantasmagoria 
of lost songs, near forgotten gems and other sonic outcasts.

Our guides are Bad Seeds N L , ,
and along with Cave himself.  

“You can’t buy that stuff!” he tells us…
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“The past is the 
past and it’s 
here to stay”: 
Nick Cave in 
January 2013   
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HE Bad Seeds are 
scattered. Past 
and present 
members – along 
with their leader, 
Nick Cave – are
in different 
corners of the 
world: Brighton, 

Greece, Melbourne, Berlin and 
London. They are spending the 
summer apart, but have come 
together – remotely, at least – to 
talk exclusively to Uncut about new 
Bad Seeds songs gathered up on 
B-Sides & Rarities Part II. Along with 
a clutch of rare tracks, this 
unreleased music, recorded between 
2007 and 2019, presents Nick Cave 
unedited and unfiltered: the first take 
of the shadow king.

A follow-up to 2005’s B-Sides & 
Rarities Part I, this latest instalment 
includes completed songs that almost 
made it onto Skeleton Tree and 
Ghosteen, bizarre spoken-word 
improvisations, gorgeous duets
and live recordings. These songs are 
the outcasts and the oddballs, the 
unguarded moments of extreme 
tenderness, deep irreverence, wicked 
humour and boundary pushing. For 
percussionist Jim Sclavunos, they are the “weird 
cousins” of the band’s official output.

Here, we have asked Nick Cave and Bad Seeds 
present and past – Warren Ellis, Jim Sclavunos, 
Thomas Wydler and Mick Harvey – to pick their 
favourite songs from Part I and Part II. But 
although these newer, errant additions to the 
Cave family are corralled onto Part II, they are 
also available as part of a seven-LP vinyl edition 
with Part I. Taken together, these offer the deepest 
archeological survey yet of the Bad Seeds’ 
archives. “Listening to them is so ridiculously 
enjoyable – there are moments that are truly 
inspired and then they just fall off the edge,” says 
Ellis, who compiled Part II. “There’s something 
about these songs that is entertaining, humorous 
and playful.”

“Nick and I had a chat during lockdown,” 
continues Ellis. “There was an idea floating 
around to update B-Sides & Rarities and bring it 
out on vinyl for the first time. The way we have 
been recording albums, particularly since Dig, 
Lazarus, Dig!!, is there is a lot of improvisation 
that goes on in the studio beforehand and we had 
a mountain of demos that never quite made it. I 
went through hours of tape and culled it down to 
four CDs and sent that to Nick, who culled it down 
to what he thought would work. Then I did a few 
little things to get them over the line. This was an 
opportunity to make a record of things people 
had literally never heard so people can hear this 
stuff in its raw and most fragile state.”

The complete B-Sides & Rarities Parts I & II
contains the secret history of the Bad Seeds from 
the earliest B-sides to tracks recorded during 
sessions for 2019’s Ghosteen. In its grooves you 
trace the shape of 17 studio albums, the many 
iterations of the band’s music and the 
contributions of past members, including 

Harvey, Blixa Bargeld and Conway Savage. “The
songs are part of the family,” admits Sclavunos
of this material. “They don’t always feel like the 
right thing for an album, conceptually they stick 
out like a sore thumb, but they are as much loved 
as any of our other efforts. It’s great to have them 
all hanging out together.”

For Cave fans, Part II is the main event – 
unheard music from Cave’s most recent records, 
shining a light into the darkest recesses of his 
creative processes during a period of profound 
upheaval. Ellis has sequenced B-Sides & Rarities 
Part II as two different albums. The first disc has 
B-sides, limited-edition releases, a live recording 
of “Push The Sky Away”, a version of “Avalanche” 
and a duet with Debbie Harry. There are 
libidinous rockers, stream-of-consciousness 
recitations and beautiful 
love songs,
like a crazily 
condensed 
version of the Bad 
Seeds universe
on a single disc.

Meanwhile, the second 
disc offers a distinct change 

f atmosphere, reflecting the drastic shift in 
ave’s music since 2016. These more mysterious 
ongs come from the sessions that produced 

Skeleton Tree and Ghosteen. Most are lyrical 
and musical improvisation, first takes or 
fragments that didn’t quite fit but contained 
many of the qualities that made those records 
so unforgettable. It is very different in tone to 
the technicolour approach that makes up the 
rest of B-Sides & Rarities – and for Ellis, these 
qualities highlights the audacious, ever-
changing skills that has always been at the 
heart of the Bad Seeds.
“When I first heard From Her To Eternity I didn’t 

know what the fuck it was,” he says. “I knew it 
was rock’n’roll but I didn’t get the references. 
B-Sides & Rarities really shows a band that has 
continued to try and challenge itself. You can 
feel it on the two albums of Part II. The first one is 
the work of a guitar-driven band but there are still 
all sorts of strange things going on, then on the 
second album it’s like that has just floated away. 
There’s something about the fragmentary nature 
of it that feels really in the spirit of the way the
Bad Seeds are constantly trying to help give flight 
to new ideas.”
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Seeds of ideas: 
(l–r) Martin Casey, 
Warren Ellis, Nick 
Cave, Jim Sclavunos 
and Thomas Wydler 
(rear) in 2014
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Your Funeral, My Trial tour flexidisc; 1986
Spleneticsludgyscore-settlerrecordedinBerlin

THOMAS WYDLER:
“This was recorded in the 
Hansa studio in Berlin,
the best studio ever in my 
opinion. It’s an old ballroom 
and in the ’50s and ’60s they 
recorded schlager there, good 
stuff too. But of course Bowie 

recorded ‘Heroes’ and Low here with Brian Eno, 
as well as Iggy Pop’s Lust For Life. It’s like a big 
sports hall with wooden floors and ceilings and 
everybody in the same room. I think for ‘Scum’
it was me and Mick Harvey on bass and Nick 
singing, but I can hear Blixa’s guitar although
I can’t remember him being there. When we 
recorded songs from Tender Prey and Your 
Funeral... My Trial the guitar had to go into a 
separate room. You can hear how loud the room 
was on ‘Scum’, which is one of the most hateful 
expressions I’ve ever heard. 

“Nick had three targets in the song; the only one 
I can remember is the NME journalist who came 
on tour with us in 1986. He wanted to come 
backstage and travel with us and strangely Nick 
said it was OK. I think this was a mistake. 
The guy wrote quite negatively about the 
whole situation with the band. We didn’t 
really talk to each other. It wasn’t bad 
feeling, we were just in different moods; 
we weren’t really fun, bubblegum guys. 
He also wrote about some kind of drug 
problem. Nick asked him not to write 
about this, it had nothing to do with 
music. Nick was right, but the guy said he 
would do it anyway. I came out the hotel 
in Hamburg one morning and saw Nick 
punching this guy to the ground. None of
this helped. He wrote about the tour and
that was part of the inspiration behind
‘Scum’. Nick really lets go. I think it’s great.
It’s so hateful. It’s really a nightmare! It got
released as a flexidisc sold at concerts, very thin
plastic, green with some bad photos of us on a
fold-out poster. It looks good and is now very rare
and quite valuable. I love the B-Sides & Rarities
albums, things like ‘O’Malley’s Bar’ and ‘Swing
Low’. Some of the songs I am a bit sad we didn’t
put them on the real records.”

Bonus 7” with The Good Son; 1990
Beautiful, stark version of Cave classic

MICK HARVEY: “This
is indicative of how 
we were operating at the
time. The way I remember 
it, we were thrown into
a basement studio in 
New York to record some 
acoustic versions of our 

songs. We ended up doing three from Tender 
Prey – ‘The Mercy Seat’, ‘Deanna’ and ‘City Of 
Refuge’ – so we were probably touring that 
album. I can’t remember what they were 

originally for, but we knew we could use them 
again. We eventually sold them in a seven-inch 
with The Good Son. We were being asked to do 
some sort of acoustic version of songs, which
was very popular at the time thanks to the MTV 
Unplugged series. We were only mildly interested

in following that 
path, but what 
was interesting 
was how quickly 
these versions 
came together 
and how in tune 
we all were with 
each other. We 

could just go down to that basement and turn the
songs around very fast, playing them in a slightly
different way but making it work very quickly.

“For me that was very interesting as it showed
how together we were at this moment. We’d
been playing together a lot and we didn’t need
to work on them together or sit around thinking
how we were going to do it. We just went into the
room and started playing. It was very immediate
and all over in a couple of hours. We could easily
have done acoustic versions of the whole album
if we’d had an entire day. Sometimes it could be
so easy.”

“Red Right Hand” B-side; 1994
Beat-free jazz improvisation from the
Let Love In sessions

ARVEY: “There are a lot of recordings like
this from our demos which are completely

improvised pieces, right down to the lyrics. Nick
made up all the words on ‘That’s What Jazz Is To
Me’ off the top of his head while we were playing,
which is remarkable in itself. I suppose he spends
so much time thinking about words and rhyming
schemes that he can go into that really quickly,

Maximum intensity: 
Cave and Kid
Congo Powers
at the Futurama 
festival, Belgium, 
October  5, 1986
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but it was constantly amazing to us when he did.
There are a lot of songs we did like that, but this is,
I think, the only song on B-Sides & Rarities Part I
that was 100 per cent improvised. We had started
mucking about making a racket after lunch and it
coalesces into this weird freeform beat poet thing.
As a band, we might improvise in rehearsal or
soundchecks, but what was unusual was
that Nick could do the same. That meant we
sometimes got something out of it. If it was just,
say, me on bass and Tommy on drums it would
have been forgotten, but because Nick could
sing and make something worth listening to, it
made us go back and play it again to hear what
was in the music. That’s what happened with
‘Where The Action Is’, which became the music
for ‘Red Right Hand’.

“It also shows on some level how the Bad Seeds
could have fun. I just laugh so much when I hear
this song. There’s another version that we did a
few years later at the soundcheck for an MTV
session, a second version of the same song,
which is completely different again as it’s totally
improvised. That humour shines through on
B-Sides & Rarities because this was the more
lightweight material that was never intended for
the albums or was just us fooling around because
there was no pressure.”

Murder Ballads sessions; 1995
Original backing track with Blixa representing
Kylie on guide vocals

YDLER:“We recorded the basic backing
track, I think, in Australia. Kylie wasn’t

there, so we needed a guide vocal. We played it
live and Blixa and Nick sang the guide vocals
while we played the backing track. They then sent
this to Kylie so she knew her part. Blixa would

sing it live sometimes on stage as well, taking
the Kylie role. We played it live with Kylie for TV 
shows and some concerts. She was great. She was
without any attitude at all, no ego, she was really 
OK and a great singer. I was surprised that Kylie 
would do it, but maybe it was the right time for her
in the mid-1990s. It was a brilliant song and it was
quite poetic as they were both Australian. 

“I remember the Australians went crazy about it
– on the main news at 8pm they were reporting 
that Nick Cave was singing all these terrible songs
about murder with Kylie. Really! They took it 
seriously, the squares. But that was good for the 
promotion of the record. The murder ballad 
concept had come from Scandinavia and lowland
Scotland with songs like ‘Stagger Lee’, and I think
a lot of people discovered the genre with the 
success of ‘Where The Wild Roses Grow’. This was
Nick’s second duet on the album; the one before 

was ‘Henry Lee’ with Polly Harvey, which was 
also very good, and this record became a big 
success for us.”

Mark Goodier Radio 1 session; 1996
Hilarious, blood-splattered, profanity-filled 
version of Murder Ballads track for primetime
radio audience

ARVEY: “This was typical of the Bad Seeds 
and our lack of respect for process. We were 

invited to do a radio session but we decided
we weren’t going to do four nice versions of 
something from our album. Instead we decided 
to do three parts of ‘O’Malley’s Bar’ to see if they 
could cope with it and Nick, in typical fashion, 
ended up using an entirely different set of lyrics, 
which he found in his book somewhere. God 
knows what was in that book of his, maybe he 
had 500 different versions. Anyway, he quickly 
marked them up and then used this entirely 
different set of lyrics to the version we’d done on 
Murder Ballads. He had this megaphone and it 
had a button that distorted his voice. He went 
through this pantomime of pretending to censor 
the swearwords but deliberately failing to press it 
at the right moment. Nick isn’t always that adept
at that sort of physical thing, he could be quite
clumsy and disordered, but the deftness he
showed in operating the megaphone was so
funny, we couldn’t stop laughing.

“We recorded at the BBC studio in Manchester.
We told them what we wanted to do, and who was
going to argue with us? I’m not sure if they knew
exactly what would be popping out, but all the
swearing went through the megaphone so it was
at least somewhat obscured. When Nick is
improvising like this, you need to follow the story.
I was playing piano and had to listen pretty
closely as we didn’t really practise it. We might
have practised one section to understand what
was happening. We knew the signal for the end,
which was Nick shouting, ‘Oh my god, he’s shot
him in the head’. But we hadn’t rehearsed,
so we had to follow Nick and make musical
punctuations. I thought it came out pretty well.”

B-side to “Into My Arms”; 1996
Tender cut from The Boatman’s Call sessions

ARVEY: “I always felt that ‘Little Empty
Boat’ could have been the last song on The 

Boatman’s Call. This was the one song from those 
sessions where the band co-wrote the music. It 
felt appropriate on several levels so would have 
been a beautiful end to the album. Instead
Nick chose to put on ‘Green Eyes’. I’ve always 
suspected – and it might not be true – that he 
made that choice because the music for ‘Little 
Empty Boat’ was a co-write and he was so keen, 
almost obsessed, with it being a personal album 
that he felt every song needed to be 100 per cent 
him. We came up with the song in a rehearsal 
room during the tour dates. We didn’t really demo 
that album but the song popped up somewhere. 
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“All beauty must die”: 
Cave and Kylie in the 
“Where The Wild 
Roses Grow” video

Performing 
“…Wild Roses” 
with Blixa 
Bargeld, 1998

NICK CAVE & THE BAD SEEDS



Perhaps lyrically it was too lightweight for him 
compared to the rest of the album.

“That album was so strongly Nick’s personal 
statement that in hindsight it should have been a 
solo album with a few of us coming into the studio
to help him, rather than a Bad Seeds album. I 
think that’s the way Nick felt it would work, but he
failed to organise it that way. The whole band had 
gathered in London and he suddenly realised that
he couldn’t keep us out the studio. So we all ended
up recording while he was trying to keep it a solo 
album. It’s much like Ghosteen. That was also 
very much not a band album. If he’d done it with 
The Boatman’s Call it would have set a precedent.”

The Boatman’s Call outtake; 1996
Organ-fuelled romp about the qualities
of poppy tea

NICK CAVE: “I am not prone 
to euphoric recall around 
drugs, I am glad to be done 
with them, but I have to say 
that the handful of times I 
have drunk opium tea have 
been extraordinarily 
pleasant. If you are ever in 

the little seaside town of Essaouira in Morocco 
there is an ancient spice shop in the main 
market square – at least there was 25 years ago. 
Go inside and ask for a glass of opium tea. The 
effect is gentle and maternal and subtle 
enough to put the world to rights…
    “Off I went tripping gaily through the 
Moroccan streets, the toothless old men 
waving in unison, the beach dogs tumbling 
around, butterflies, dragonflies and just plain 
old flies bobbing around my head and the sun 
in the sky giving me two big thumbs up.”  
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Murder in mind: 
Cave poses in 
Surrey, 1995 
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The Soul Of A Man soundtrack; 2003
Raucous blues for Wim Wenders documentary

JIM SCLAVUNOS: “This is
an oddball. Although there 
aren’t many pure blues songs 
in the Bad Seeds canon, it
has inspired a lot of songs the 
Bad Seeds played from the 
very beginning. The First
Born Is Dead is a great 

example of an album permeated with the sense
of the blues, even though it isn’t a blues album
in any traditional sense. “I Feel So Good” is
very blues. It could be a pub band – a slightly
out-of-control pub band, but a pub band 
nonetheless. We had prepared the song during

the Nocturama sessions at Olympic and Wim 
Wenders was due to come in with a film crew
to shoot us for The Soul Of Man, his part in the
Martin Scorsese series on the blues. It was focused 
on one blues artist, JB Lenoir, and this was his 
song. Our version is pretty different but it’s still 
recognisable. It’s not an important artistic 
statement, but it had unexpectedly important 
consequence as it pretty much marked the
end of an era with an important member of
the Bad Seeds.

“Blixa vehemently objected to doing this. He 
didn’t like it in principle and fact. He said that
he didn’t get involved in rock’n’roll to play 
rock’n’roll – it’s not an accurate quote but he
was saying that he hadn’t got into rock music to 
play traditional versions of rock music. Pretty 
much after that point, things changed with

MICK Harvey compiled the 
original B-Sides & Rarities
album in 2005 after 

Cave and the Bad Seeds began 
to realise how much extraneous 
material they had recorded over 
the years. That decision was 
inspired by the existence of two 
specific B-sides that ultimately 
didn’t make it onto Harvey’s 
B-Sides & Rarities but acted as 
a guide for its ebb and flow.  

“There was a pair of really long 
meandering B-Sides that were 
partially the inspiration for this 
compilation,” explains Harvey. “We 
did a B-side that was actually called 
‘B-Side’. That was a mash-up where 
I edited together all the demos we’d 
made for Let Love In and turned it 
into one continuous collage. The 
other B-side around that time was 
called ‘Where The Action Is’, which 
was the music that became ‘Red 

Right Hand’. It was improvised 
music, with completely improvised 
lyrics. Putting those together made 
us start to ask what we could do 
with the B-sides. In the end, they 
were both a bit too long as we didn’t 
put them on the compilation. We 
thought they could become the 
even weirder hidden gems. They 
are still out there on the loose.

“The B-Sides & Rarities
compilation has so many 

unexpected things. So many 
songs were done quickly and 
spontaneously or for a specific 
purpose, so to hear them all 
again can be surprising and 
delightful because you didn’t 
spend hundreds of hours 
labouring over them or playing 
them live over and over. I think
that might be what Nick likes about 
it, as to hear them again can be
quite hilarious and refreshing.”
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Blixa. He decided that aesthetically he had run
his course with the band. It’s not that we were
going to become a blues band, he wasn’t
worried about that per se, but it highlighted to
him that it was time to move on. I’m sure his
reasons for leaving the band were much more
complex, but the essence of the matter was
that he had his own band, his own solo work,
he had lots to do and he didn’t need to be in
the Bad Seeds any more. His legacy in the
band is tremendous, but this was the bridge
too far for him.”

B-side of “He Wants You/Babe, I’m On Fire”;
2003
Spooky studio accident from the
Nocturama sessions

CLAVUNOS:“A peculiar thing happened
here. We were listening to a playback, but

for some reason the computer said no and
threw everything out of sync. We had vocal
parts and other stray parts from ‘Right Out Of
Your Hand’ overplayed with the instrumental
backing track of ‘Still In Love’. It shouldn’t have
worked, they are not even in the same metre,
but somehow it did. It created this very
unsettlingly ghostly effect.

“The engineer was hastening to fix it, but we
found it so interesting and intriguing that we
asked him to stop and play it again. It felt
uncanny, weird and ghostly. The source song
was already a very mysterious-sounding tune –
it was Nick’s vocal with a strong accompaniment
from Conway Savage, so it was hard to tell what
was really going on. We liked it so much, Nick
called it ‘Little Ghost Song’ and used this
aberration as a B-side. I love accidents in the
studio, or on stage for that matter, as long as
nobody gets hurt – but what is even better is

when something like that
happens and you can
embrace it. It’s great to
embrace the unpredictable
and take the chance to claim
it and proudly present it as a
valid work in and of itself.
The song has come to
resonate even more with me
since Conway’s demise,
because he sounds so
haunting on this. The overall
effect is so unnerving and strange. It is a very
touching and moving song to listen to with the
memory of Conway in mind.”

Bonus 7” with Push The Sky Away; 2013
Vivid stream-of-consciousness B-side
that would point the way towards a new
Bad Seeds sound

CLAVUNOS: “At a certain point, Nick started
doing these songs that were basically

recitations rather than singing. That goes as far
back as something like ‘Scum’, which is like slam
poetry rather than a song, but he’s been engaged
with poetry and verse for years. You have The Sick

The Push The Sky 
Away Bad Seeds 
lineup in 2013, with 
the late Conway 
Savage (far right)
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Bag Song [2015 poetry collection] as a good 
example of how deep that goes. But there weren’t 
many songs that were straight recitations. 
‘Water’s Edge’ on Push The Sky Away, which 
came from this same set of sessions, was close 
to that and it even has some of the same general 
vibe and loops and tonalities going on in the 
background. There are hints of it on Dig, Lazarus, 
Dig!!! and even ‘The Mercy Seat’, so it weaves in 
and out of Bad Seeds songs over the years. But 
‘Lightning Bolts’ was pure recitation, a non-

singing presentation of a lead 
voice. I found it special 
because of that. It might be 
the first pure recitative Bad 
Seeds song – for me it was the 
crystalisation of a tendency 
that had been hinted at so 
many times in Bad Seeds 
songs and found fruition in 
Skeleton Tree and Ghosteen.

“Being of Greek heritage, I 
like that the lyrics are very 
much set in Greece, both 
ancient and modern. This was 

an interweaving of Greek mythological imagery 
in Nick’s lyrics which came out very strongly at 
the time of Abattoir Blues/The Lyre Of Orpheus
and continued on the subsequent albums, ending 
around Skeleton Tree with the use of an Icarus 
image on ‘Jesus Alone’. 

“‘Lightning Bolts’ is all about that and has 
something else Nick was doing at this time, which 
was integrating images from the daily papers, 
mixing the mythological with the contemporary 
and the banal so you have lyrics about swimming 
pools and then Zeus throwing lightning bolts and 
gas canisters. There’s that line about ‘in the cradle 
of democracy, the pigeons are wearing gas masks’. 
All these things are in there but it’s not a political 
song. That isn’t to say that Nick doesn’t have
a very strong political viewpoint, but the 
protagonist in the song is aloof and ambiguous, 

NICK CAVE & THE BAD SEEDS
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possibly jaded and maybe
even depressed. That
makes for a very unusual
experience. I love that it
wholeheartedly engages
with mythological imagery
rather than just referencing it,
utilising that imagery in variou
permutations in the song, if yo
call it a song, as it’s more like a
soundscape. That makes it quite a pivotal piece.

“I also find it special because I play gong on
it. If you listen carefully there’s a mighty gong
struck right in the middle. I’m not credited,
which makes me quite sad, as it’s every
percussionist’s dream to play gong. We can
finally correct that here.”

Record Store Day single; 2013
Propulsive outtake from the Push The Sky
Away sessions

YDLER: “‘Animal X’, ‘Needle Boy’, 
‘Lightning Bolts’ and ‘Give Us A Kiss’, all 

from B-Sides & Rarities Part II, were recorded 
when we were at La Fabrique in the South of 
France. I played drums on two of them – ‘Animal 
X’ and ‘Lightning Bolts’ – and I was there for the 
others. It was a wonderful place to record. We 
started recording in Australia and then went to 
France, to this very strange studio in Provence. 
It’s an old mill with 200,000 classic records 
collected by Armand Panigel, a French writer
and film critic. It has 130,000 books, 30,000 films
and one of the biggest classical music collections 
of all time. We recorded from these strange loops 
that Warren created.

“I think Nick is singing about Frankenstein or 
the Bride of Frankenstein, and from there you
can go further and use your imagination. It has 
strange lyrics, a strange subject about a woman 
meeting a strange boy. ‘Lightning Bolts’ is even 
stranger. Both songs are done in one take and on 
‘Animal X’ it starts with Nick talking and then 
there’s a big cymbal crash and after that I went 

ull on. It was a mistake, the
ymbal, but it ended up

working really well. All
hese four songs – even ‘Give

Us A Kiss’ and ‘Needle Boy’,
hich are more ballad style –

ow a different direction
ick. They all came from
isation and Warren building

with his electronics, creating
these sound loops.”

Skeleton Tree sessions; 2014/15
Painfully fragile early version

WARREN ELLIS, MULTI-
INSTRUMENTALIST: “The 
very first version I heard of 
this song was something 
Nick sent me a couple of 
months after Arthur had 
died. I think it was his first 
lyric after Arthur’s death. It 

was just a voice recording. It was the first time
he tried to sing and he’d written chords and a 
melody. When we got in the studio we just
put it down like that, and this is that original 
recording. We then tried the song in different 
ways, but we couldn’t make it work as a band – 
there was something about the broken and 
uncertain nature of the demo. I am a real believer 
in first takes. ‘Magneto’ on Skeleton Tree was 
entirely an improvised first take. Their problems 
are nearly always offset by the greatness in them.

“For ‘Skeleton Tree’, we played the song 
through in various ways, but Nick didn’t
think this was the way to go. There was another 
track from the demo sessions that we pulled up 
and he sang over that instead. That was the one 
we put on the album. It was a lighter, gentler 
thing. We then forgot about this one, but I
found it again when Andrew Dominik
[filmmaker and Cave collaborator] heard the 

original voice recording Nick did on his phone. 
Andrew is very important in the process. He 
helped mix Ghosteen. On Carnage, I spoke to
him every night after doing the mixes.
There’s something about his ability to give
an extraordinary overview and tell you what
he thinks is wrong or right with it, and 9.5
times out of 10 he is on the money. He listens to 
music in a different way and can pick things
out of rough mixes. Andrew asked me what 
happened to the original studio version of 
‘Skeleton Tree’, so I pulled this out.

“I love that this version exists. It’s really 
beautiful, but it didn’t sit right with the rest
of the tracks on the album. You get the emotion in 
the album version, but it’s not so obvious and is 

more about the lyric. This one has more of an 
emotional push in the music. Nick did another 
very ravaged version that was too much. The one 
we eventually used on the album, the lyrics 
seemed stronger as the delivery was so gentle,
but then when you listened to what the lyrics
were about, it was devastating. The version
on the album has a beautiful counterpoint
and this one feels more like it is in a tradition
of a sad song, hopeful and hopeless. The
feeling we were going for on the album was
more unanchored.”

Skeleton Tree sessions; 2014/15,
Potent sexed-up ballad

CAVE: “‘King Sized Nick 
Cave Blues’ is by any 
measure a flat-out lyrical 
triumph with classic lines 
like ‘My cock sticks out 
like a sore thumb and I long 
for my hotel bed’ and ‘Who 
do I have to blow around 

here to get ahead?’ and ‘I spend my days 
pushing Elvis Presley’s belly up a series of steep 
hills’. You can’t buy that stuff! But the song, for 
one reason or another, never made it past the 
demo stage. The lovely melody of the chorus, 
I later reworked for Marianne Faithfull, on 
‘The Gypsy Faerie Queen’.”

Mixing the mythological 
and the contemporary: 
(l–r) Cave, Sclavunos, 
Casey, Wydler, Ellis, 2014

NICK CAVE & THE BAD SEEDS
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Skeleton Tree sessions; 2014/15
Violent and ominous improvisation

YDLER: “I played drums on some of the 
songs from the Skeleton Tree sessions that 

are on the new B-Sides & Rarities: ‘Opium Eyes’, 
‘Hell Villanelle’, ‘Life Per Se’ and ‘First Girl In 
Amber’, for instance. These were all done in the 
sessions we recorded in England, not in France 
where we completed the album.
     “We started the sessions in Brighton and
on the finished record the four songs I played
on were all taken from those sessions in
England. We then went to France and tried
to do the songs with the band, but they didn’t 
really work; they didn’t fit with the concept,
so they just did overdubs. I didn’t play anything 
in France.

“I went to the Brighton studio three or four 
times for these sessions. It’s a little shack,
very small, almost like a garage and it was
just a trio: Nick, Warren and me. We recorded
a lot of songs that didn’t appear on the album
and it was all improvised.

“Nick and Warren might have had some
ideas already, maybe some of the music
and the lyrics. The first time we had really
done this as a trio was in Australia for
Push The Sky Away – the same technique, 
improvising with Nick on piano and singing, 
Warren on violin and electronics and me in a 
drum booth. 

“I was playing to loops. It’s changed my 
drumming completely. I play different and
that is fantastic after 40 years of rock’n’roll.
I am now playing to a sound loop, so it is more 
freeform; I have stopped using a backbeat. I 
started off playing freeform and jazz in ’78
when I listened to Coltrane and Archie
Shepp, and then I came into the punk
scene playing fast rock’n’roll, which was
more fun. Now I have come back to this
freeform approach. 

“It completely opens my style and I like
it much more. This style is why the songs
from Push The Sky Away onwards sound so
completely different. It’s great doing something 
else. It’s like rock’n’roll part two, rock in
another form.” 

Skeleton Tree sessions; 2014/15
Subtle and sweet solo Cave piano piece

LLIS: “Songs like ‘Euthanasia’ and ‘King Sized 
Nick Cave Blues’ were songs where Nick 

already had the melodies, the chords and the 
lyrics, so we know that when you get them into
the studio with the band, they are going to be a 
certain kind of song. It’s got a great lyric, but it 
wasn’t right for the album. The thing about the 
Bad Seeds is we have the ability to let songs like 
that go. They could easily have been on an album 
we released 10 years ago, but you make a decision 
about what the album is going to be and these 
songs basically felt much more familiar than 
some of the other things we were working on 
during Skeleton Tree. It felt like the other studio 
material had a stronger element of risk. But then 
these songs can find a home here.

“You don’t always make the right choices, but 
you learn from that. It’s why the B-side is such a 
brilliant concept. It’s the song that almost gets 
there but doesn’t, normally because of the context
of the album. Something like ‘Come Into My 
Sleep’ [B-side to ‘(Are You) The One That I’ve Been 
Waiting For?’] is an example of a great song that 
didn’t quite fit, but that doesn’t make it any less of
a song. The songs on albums have to pass a 
certain criteria – I don’t even know what that is – 
but it has to fit the concept. There is something 
about a B-side taking chances going right back to 
songs like ‘Scum’ or ‘The Train Song’. There is so 
much shapeshifting and moving around. I really 
like that about this compilation.”

Skeleton Tree sessions; 2014/15
Outstanding spoken-word piece used 
in One More Time With Feeling and the 
2019 “Conversations With Nick Cave”
onstage Q&A show

CAVE: “There is much to 
this spoken-word piece 
that remains a mystery to 
me, when all is said and 
done. It is a big, beautiful 
mash-up of lyrics that 
circle around an erotic 
relationship with a girl 

with very long legs, the misery of songwriting, 
suicide bombers, Saturday night in Brighton, 
a housefly called God and the artist as the 
saviour of the world. Something for everyone! 
The words are spoken over an abstracted 
version of ‘Girl In Amber’, based on the 
beautiful visual poem that Andrew Dominik 
created in One More Time With Feeling.”

Skeleton Tree sessions; 2014/15
Intimate hymn rescued by Ellis from the
discard pile
ELLIS: “This was originally called ‘Jazzmen’. It 
was another of those ideas that I really loved and 
tried for a day or two to make it work until Nick 
said, ‘I don’t think it’s a good idea, Warren baby. 
You’ve tried it so many different ways.’ This was 
during the Skeleton Tree sessions. Sometimes 
you just keep trying to get an idea through if you 
think it has merit, fighting for it until you are 
basically told not to. But I didn’t want to let go 
of it, and then during lockdown I chopped 
something together and added some overdubs 
and sent it to Nick. He said, ‘See, I always told
you it was a good song, Warren.’”

Ghosteen sessions; 2018/19
Otherworldly call-and-response spiritual

LLIS: “This is representative of the process 
of Ghosteen. It’s a lyrical piece and we hear 

references that later become other songs – there’s 
a beautiful chant at the end that becomes the 
chant for ‘Earthling’. There’s something about the 
way it begins with Nick starting off in a spoken-
word then morphs into a chant. It’s totally 
improvised, the whole thing, but something 
comes together in that instant that you can later 
do something with.  You can hear Nick looking
for a melody in there until it develops into this 
incredibly moving song that feels deeply 
spiritual. You can play an unrecognisable piece of 
music and Nick will have a shot at the vocal. You 
can’t imagine where he will come in – it’s like Eric 
Dolphy on the sax, he’ll come in when you least 
expect it. And he can switch emotionally in the 
instant because he is so open in this process.

WARREN ELLIS

NICK CAVE & THE BAD SEEDS

“I don’t think it’s a 
good idea, Warren 
baby”: Cave and 
Ellis recording 
Skeleton Tree
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“Nick does this thing where he uses some words 
from somewhere and then he will grab words 
from somewhere else, and he will improvise and 
ad lib, and something will just land. When we 
were getting Skeleton Tree into shape before his 
son died, he had pages and pages of lyrics. He 
might sing the same lyric over 10 different 
musical ideas. It’s a process that gives him a 
freedom as a lyric isn’t set into a melody and a set 
of chords, with the metre having to fit to that. This 
leads to moments you only get in the studio and 
you don’t get anywhere else, when everything 
collides and everything falls together. 

“It’s also about taking risks. It’s like the way 
those In A Silent Way records were made, where 
they kept playing and then went back afterwards 
to find the good stuff. You get into a meditative 

state and you don’t want to analyse it because
when it happens it’s the greatest feeling.

“That process started with Abattoir Blues and
Grinderman had some of that going on. There was
a moment after Nocturama when Nick realised
he could sit at a piano and write a certain type of
song but he was getting locked into a melody –
he wanted to free that up. So around then Jim,
Marty [Casey], myself and Nick started jamming
with Nick ad-libbing over the top.”

Ghosteen sessions; 2018/19
Fragmentary early version of “Waiting For You”

LLIS: “This is another first take. It was like 
the first time we ever played the song, that’s 

literally what you hear, but then it started to fall 
apart and we found we couldn’t recreate it. When 

we did try and redo it, Chris Martin had a listen to 
the result and said, ‘Can you do it again without 
the tuna canning factory in the background?’ So 
we did a version for the album without the drum 
machine. But there’s something very special 
about this version and I hung on to it for a while. 
I knew the other one was better, but there was 
something about this one that was so broken and 
forlorn and beautiful.”

Ghosteen sessions; 2018/19
Spellbinding, stately slow burner reminiscent
of Bowie, belatedly cut from Ghosteen

LLIS: “This was actually on the album, but 
I wasn’t sure if it fitted. Then we were in the 

studio and Andrew Dominik heard us messing 
around with this piece of music. He said, ‘Fuck, 
what the fuck is this?’ That was ‘Ghosteen 
Speaks’. Nick thought about a lyric and then
we recorded it; it felt like something special,
while ‘Earthlings’ wasn’t quite up to the same 
standard. But even after that, Andrew kept 
telling us it was still a great song, we just didn’t 
appreciate it! It seemed like the best moment to 

end this album. It was almost completed, so it’s the
closest thing to an official B-side on that second LP.

“The overall idea of the second LP is to give 
a glimpse into the process of Skeleton Tree and 
Ghosteen, the ones that don’t quite get there but 
could have. As a musician, there is a lot of stuff 
you have to let go of, but we felt there was still 
something worthy here. B-Sides & Rarities shows a 
band willing to take risks and a band willing to flip 
it all on its head. Sometimes, going through all this 
music, it feels like you are listening to two totally 
different bands. But I love the way it suddenly 
goes in a completely different direction. That 
seems to be the way the Bad Seeds have always 
operated, always attempting to move somewhere 
else and not repeat ourselves, taking a risk.”

Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds: B-Sides & Rarities 
Part II will be released by BMG on October 22. 
Nick Cave and Warren Ellis tour the UK with 
their album Carnage from September 2. 
Tickets at nickcave.com

Ghosteen-era Nick: 
“You get into a 
meditative state,” 
says Warren Ellis

Warren Ellis on what we can expect from his 
and Cave’s upcoming shows…

WARREN ELLIS: “I don’t really 
know what will happen, 
but I’m looking forward 

to playing some live concerts. We 
think it will be a playful evening, a 
couple of mates coming together 
on the stage for the first time in a 
while. It’s not an attempt to do a 
Bad Seeds show by any means. 

Everything was so up in the air, we 
decided to move back into touring 
in a more playful way so we can 
find our feet again. Everything is 
still so unknown and we still don’t 
know what’s round the corner, 
but the thinking was that if a tour 
was going to happen it would 
need to be on a smaller scale, 

a smaller configuration, simply 
for logistical reasons. We didn’t 
even know what sort of size 
venues would be available.

“I am looking forward to it so 
much. I haven’t been on stage with 
Nick since December 2019 when 
we played at the Sydney Opera 
House doing our film scores. Like 
everybody else, I just put that to one 
side and haven’t thought about it too 
much – I’ve missed playing shows 
but other people are missing much 
more important things in their lives. 
The setlist? Right now that’s strictly 
on a ‘need to know’ basis…”

WARREN ELLIS
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WARREN ELLIS

‘‘S
O what happened was I sponsored 
a couple of snow leopards,” 
Warren Ellis says, trying to find 
the beginning of the story of how 
exactly he found himself starting 

a wildlife sanctuary in Indonesia. It is a long 
story, and like all Ellis tales, meanderingly told.  
It encompasses a palm oil-free beard balm, a 
Michael Hutchence documentary, a Dutch vet 
and a monkey with no arms. But the long and the 
short of it is that Ellis Park, in Sumatra, will soon 
offer a home for animals abused by humans and 
unable to be released back into the wild. “So,” 
Ellis concludes, “I guess I thought, ‘Why wouldn’t 
I try and feed some bloody monkeys and bears 
that have had the wrong thing done by them?’”

It has been a strange year for Ellis. Difficult, as 
for all of us, but also unexpectedly enriching – 
the sudden gift of Carnage, the album he created 
with Nick Cave during the pandemic, and She 
Walks In Beauty, recorded with Marianne 
Faithfull as the singer recovered from Covid, and 
also his first book, soon to be published by Faber.

“The lockdown afforded me this creative 
moment that I hadn’t anticipated,” he says. 
“Things started coming towards me and I ended 
up doing things that I would never have done.  
The record with Marianne wouldn’t have 
happened. Carnage wouldn’t have happened. 

The animal park. The book.”
The book, Nina Simone’s Gum, is not exactly  

a memoir, but it nonetheless gave Ellis cause to 
reflect on a 30-year music career that has carried 
him from Ballarat, Australia, to his current  
home in Paris, and encompassed time with Dirty 
Three, the Bad Seeds, Grinderman, film scores, 

work with Cat Power, Tinariwen and Primal 
Scream, and the lofty position of being Nick 
Cave’s chief collaborator. 

“Warren’s book is pure Warren,” says Cave, 
“you know, in that he takes a tiny idea – in this 
case, Nina Simone’s chewing gum – starts it 
vibrating, and then watches it ripple outwards, 

collecting meaning. This is how he approaches 
music, too. He sees in a small cluster of notes  
the potential of the entire universe. He’s 
extraterrestrial. I’m not usually one for conspiracy 
theories, but I’m pretty sure he’s an alien.”

Sometimes, Ellis himself isn’t entirely sure what 
Warren is, or where he might end. The work keeps 
coming, the expansion of craft continues, the 
passion and the interest is undimmed. “But every 
time I go in the studio, I don’t know if today’s the 
day it all stops,” he says. “I’m always in deference 
to the process. Even with 30 years behind me I 
don’t just expect to make something.”

He pulls himself up: “I know I can probably 
make something, but I want it to be better than 
the last thing I’ve done,” he says. “And I’ve  
always set that bar for myself. I don’t go in there 
expecting it will happen again. One day I hope  
I’ll do something really good.” 

For Ellis, there has been an emotional thread,  
a mindset or an appetite, that has run through all 
of his work. “When we made Carnage I had this 
total sense of wonder about it, of just creating it,” 
he says, “that was the same as when I was making 
the first records with Dirty Three. There’s still  
this sense of playfulness, risk-taking. I think if  
I don’t have that sense of fear, I should be doing 
something else. I’ve always felt that if it wasn’t 
moving forward, that’s the time to stop. I don’t 

  
  

        

 
NICK CAVE
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Ellis in 2018: 
“One day I hope 
I’ll do something 
really good”
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WARREN ELLIS

let anything out unless I know in my heart that it’s
the best I can do, that I’ve done the best job I can.”

This year’s Carnage was your 16th 
collaborative record with Nick Cave. How 
has your creative relationship evolved over 
the years? I never really think too much about 
the process of making music. For me it’s more like 
this meditative state where I go into the studio, 
sometimes with very little ideas at all. More
than often it’s sitting there with Nick in a room
and there’s this incredible trust within that 
relationship. I know I can basically do anything 
and there’s no judgement, he knows that he can as 
well. That’s rare. It’s really what you need when 
you’re working with people. Over the last 20-plus 
years with Nick we just have this way of working 
that we don’t even speak half the time, we can just 
go in and we just sit there and start playing. Then 
someone goes, “It’s 10 o’clock at night.” Then we 
leave and come back in the next day.

Does it differ from the many other 
collaborations across your career? I’m 
somebody who needs other people. They facilitate 
me, in a way. I have something that I can do – I 
don’t really know what it is – but I guess it 
attracted people who encouraged me. Mustang
[his solo soundtrack from 2015] was the first thing I 
did on my own – but it wasn’t really ‘on my own’ 
because I’d got 25 years of working with people 
before that. You’d probably talk to some people 
and they’re like, “Warren’s this guy who’s on his 
own doing this thing.” But I feel like I’m a team 
player. I’ve always needed a group,  people to 
bounce off – and also to push them. Meeting Jim 
[White] and Mick [Turner] with the Dirty Three, 
really early on, was so lucky for me because we 
were doing this totally glorious and liberating 
wigged-out thing. But it wasn’t just chance, it’s 
this kind of thing that’s followed me all my life. 
When I met Nick and that 
collaboration started 
happening, you can 
sense when these things 
go both ways. Nick said 
something the other 
day, he said with me, he 
sees my relationship to 
music is similar to his 
relationship to words. 
He goes, “I see that in 
you.” It was a chat about 
Carnage, and he said, 
“I see your attempt to 
keep pushing it, and 
keep moving it, and the 
way you won’t accept 
something. You just know, and you keep moving.”

Does that relationship change when you’re 
working as Grinderman or as the Bad Seeds? 
I don’t think there’s a difference. I mean, clearly 
a soundtrack is asking a different thing to, say, 
Grinderman or Bad Seeds, but there’s also a 
common narrative – we’re just trying to make 
some music. It just feels like a continued dialogue 
for me. We went into Grinderman hoping that 
we’d find something in all the stuff we usually 
say, “Best not to go down that road.” We were like, 
“Let’s go down there and have a look.” It was an 

attempt to throw it all up 
in the air again.

Is throwing it all up in 
the air an important 

or creatively healthy thing for you? I think 
the notion of feeling comfortable with what you 
do is not particularly healthy. It’s not creative. If 
you do something that makes you feel nervous 
and vulnerable then you’re going in the right 
direction. You might not realise it, but if you’re 
uncomfortable within the process then you’re on 
the right track somewhere, much more than if you 
hear something that is instantly gratifying and 
you go, “Oh wow, it sounds like T.Rex.” That’s an 
alarm to say, “Let’s leave that to T.Rex.” We’re 
constantly doing this. We are mimicking the 
things that influence us. But I’ve always felt that 

when there’s something that catches me off guard 
and I think, ‘I don’t recognise this’, or I feel 
uneasy about it, I’m more inclined to pursue that.

When did you first feel that feeling? I’ve just 
always felt that. I felt that as a listener of music. I 
never thought I’d end up making music or playing 
it – I was primarily someone who was really 
moved by listening to music. I guess my first stuff 
was probably country & western music with my 
dad playing it. And when I was about six or seven 
I heard AC/DC, then Bowie, Black Sabbath, Led 
Zeppelin. Then I discovered the Sex Pistols. I 
remember hearing Charlie Parker and John 
Coltrane and hearing Stravinsky when I was 
about 16, realising that music could move into an 
area that I didn’t understand at all, and I was just 
always attracted to that.

String-driven thing: 
with the Dirty Three 
at Melbourne’s 
Forum Theatre, 1999

WARREN ELLIS



(1994)
Thedelicious
malevolenceofthe
BadSeeds’eighth
recordprovidedthe
settingforEllis’sfirst
outingwithCave.
Playingviolinon“Ain’t
GonnaRainAnymore”

and“DoYouLoveMe?(Part2)”,hebroughta
tautnewintensitytotheband’stalesofviolence
andtragedyandink-blackwit.

(2005)
Ellis’sviolinleadsus
throughthisscore
tothisCave-written
Australianwestern.It
wasthepair’ssecond
collaborativescore,

andalreadyitwaspossibletoseetheirmusical
interplay:onthethree“Rider”tracks,Ellis’s
stringshoveraroundCave’svoice,acloudof
fliesoverrawmeat.

(2007)
Seekingarawness
thatseemedatodds
withtheBadSeeds’
output,thisside
project’sdebutrecord
wasaglorious,sleazy,
theatricalturnthat

owedsomethingtoCave’searlyband,The
BirthdayParty,butofferedmoregarage-camp
thannihilism.

(2016)
Framedbypersonal
tragedy,Skeleton
Tree isaninconsolable
record; lyrical,
purgatorial,aching.
Acrosstrackssuch
as“INeedYou”and

“DistantSky”, itscrestfallentoneisshapedby
drones,synths,gospel,thefemalevoice,to
createakindofsourambience.

(2021)
Cave and Ellis 
paired up for this 
extraordinary 
pandemic record, 
their first full-length 
outing as a duo. Brutal 
and beautiful and 
close and distant, filled 

with lavender fields and slaughtered chickens, 
a 200lb octopus, love and amazement, it was, 
Cave explained, fuelled by “a terrible yearning, 
and a feeling of a life beinghalf-lived”. BO
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When you started playing music, the 
instruments you took up, the violin and 
accordion, weren’t entirely your own 
choice, were they? I just came across them by 
a series of accidents. I had these weapons that 
were totally inappropriate for what I was listening 
to. Somewhere along the line I plugged my violin 
into an amplifier and my brother stuck a guitar 
pick on with a rubber band, he gave me a 
distortion pedal and he put it on 10 and cranked it 
up. In that instant, there was something that I 
sensed – like all the music that I love. Then I went 
and played a show. It seems to me to be about 
doing. Action is the important thing. You don’t do 
anything if you don’t turn up. A lot of these things 
that I try and jump into, I really don’t have any 
idea what to do. But I know if I don’t put my hand 
up, the result is that that’s the end of it.

Have you ever had any periods of inaction? 
I did. In the mid-’80s, once I left university. I’d 
always worked, I’d always had some sort of little 
job, whether it was cleaning nightclubs or drug 
delivery. But when I wasn’t doing anything I 
remember I just couldn’t really work out what the 
purpose of anything was.

You mention drug delivery – did drugs and 
alcohol spur creativity for you at certain 
times, or did they hold you back? I had my 
moments with them and towards the end of the 
’90s I decided there were two choices and it was 
either to keep going, going one way, or the other, 
and one of them seemed to have a pretty quick 
ending. But there was definitely a time when all 
that stuff was creative. I was quite a shy person 
and anxious, so it helped playing and stuff like 
that. I might look like a loose cannon and I guess 

I am, kind of, but there was something 
particularly, those first 10 years of 
playing, whether it was drugs or 
alcohol, that enabled me to take a leap 
about whatever I was doing. I think 
there’s a mythology about it all. Not 
many people can function and keep up 
that sort of intake. I’ve never been a big 
vocal person about that aspect of my 
life because it always seems to distract 
from stuff. But hopefully you find the 
right moment and you can get out of it. 
It’s clearly one of the best things I ever 
decided to do.

What was Melbourne like in those 
formative years? When I moved to 
Melbourne in ’83, it was such a big city 

compared to where I’d come from. But it was also 
interesting, because all these things that are seen 
as big cultural moments were just tiny little 
moments that were happening. There was this 
great musical scene and it seemed like the bands, 
it was their absolute duty to challenge people no 
matter what. I was living in a house, there was a 
dealer there and we had everybody going through 
like Nico and Johnny Thunders. Even Nick came 
through. It was this kind of strange little period in 
my life, it was a bit like the Wild West.

What has living in France given you, 
creatively? I think initially it gave me the 
opportunity to get away from the chaos that my 
life had developed into. When I moved here I 
could totally disappear off the map; France gave 
me the opportunity to dip in and out of the world. 
I don’t need surroundings to inspire me – I can 
work on an airplane, I can work in a hotel room, 
I can work anywhere as long as it’s all flowing,
as long as I’m open to the process. The people 
around me definitely play a role, but the stuff 
around me, I’m not sure I draw that much from it.

You’ve written your first book, Nina 
Simone’s Gum, which is loosely centred 
around the story of a piece of gum once 
chewed by Nina Simone, that you have 
kept in your possession for 22 years. How 
did this side-step into writing come about? 
An editor at Faber wrote to me and said, “I’ve 
seen you do monologues at Dirty Three shows, 
have you ever thought about writing something?” 
And I wrote back and said, “No I haven’t, what 
sort of thing do you mean? Some sort of memoir?” 
I said, “A memoir seems like such a tedious thing 
to me and my life is pretty boring.” And he said,
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The “liberating” 
Dirty Three in New 
York City, 1996: 
(l–r) Ellis, guitarist 
Mick Turner and 
drummer Jim White

Throwing it all up in 
the air: Ellis with 
Grinderman, 2010
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“Look, I’ll leave the door open, if ever you think 
of anything let me know.” A few months later, 
when I was getting the gum moulded, I called 
him and said “I’ve got an idea for a book.” He 
said, “Look, we don’t even need to discuss this, 
we’d love you to try writing it.” I hadn’t written 
a word at that stage.

Have you always been a fan of Nina Simone? 
I come in and out of things. I’ll listen to some 
people for a year, nonstop, and then I’ll go away 
and come back. Nina Simone’s someone I always 
come back to, like I do with Lou Reed and Alice 
Coltrane and John Coltrane. When I was 
introduced to Nina Simone’s music, I’d never 
seen anything like her, the way she performed 
and how intense she was. When you looked at 
her it was like you were seeing somebody who 
was totally a genius. Like when you see Miles 
Davis, when you see Jimi Hendrix, you just know 
that these are people that aren’t going to come 
again, that we won’t see them again. 

You finally got to see her play, and to 
procure her chewing gum, at Nick Cave’s 
Meltdown in 1999. It’s one of those times in 
your life you don’t think you’re ever going to 
have. She had a cigarette on the side of the 
stage. She came out chewing a piece of
gum, and then she walked over to the
piano, really hobbled over, and took it out
of her mouth. And I thought she’d stuck it
on the piano. But when I jumped up on
stage at the end of the show, she’d placed it
on her towels, so I just folded the towel over
the top of it and then my mate gave me a
Tower Records bag and I stuck it in the
bag and it remained in there for 20 years,
stuck to the towel.

But it’s moved about a bit too? I knew what it 
meant to me, but I couldn’t find a place to keep it 
safe. I had it in my briefcase for a while. But I 
knew ultimately, like all these things, I was going
to lose it and it seemed I was losing something of 
incredible significance for the world! Like this is 
a holy relic!

In 2014, Nick placed this relic in his online 
Museum of Important Shit and later it was 
displayed at a museum in Denmark. You 
have also had replicas moulded and cast. 
What did this mean to you? The effect it had 
on people, what it brought out in them, was 
amazing. I’d see people well up in tears when 
they would see the copy of it, this little thing 
which is kind of nothing and everything in a way.
For me the gum was symbolic, 
particularly when I released it into 
the world, it became symbolic of 
this thing I felt in the studio a lot 
about the creative process. That 
these little ideas, or any ideas, they 
need people to get under them and 
they need care and love in order to 
take flight. My aim is eventually I’m 
going to have a large stone replica of 

the chewing gum made and put it in the animal 
park – as a water feature we’re building for the 
bears and the monkeys to play on.

But the book isn’t solely about a piece of 
chewing gum, it’s also about your career, 
creativity, those who have shaped your 
music? When did you realise that you were 
writing something vaguely approximating 
a memoir? I found it so hard to start it. I hadn’t 
written anything for years. So when this was in 
front of me to do I actually found it paralysing, the 
blank page thing. I’ve never been looking for my 
own story, it’s just been happening. My life just 
unfolded by a series of incredible coincidences 
and crossing paths with people. So I resisted for 
the longest time to have anything about me in it, 

because I thought it was about this 
gum. But I spoke to a friend, a 
scriptwriter, and he said to me, “You 
think this is about the gum, Warren, 
but it’s about you.” In a way, I’ve 
probably been trying to write this 
book for 30 years. I’ve had all these 
other experiences in a creative life, 
things that I’ve learned and 
approaches and strategies. So I’m 
not just sitting down writing a book 
from scratch, I come with these 
years of stuff that’s all informative. 

It feels like taking everything that you’ve 
worked on and everyone you’ve worked 
with, they come with you into the next 
situation. They’re all in there, conversations 
that you’ve had, what people have said to 
you, that’s all part of the narrative.

Nina Simone’s Gum is published 
on September 2 by FaberJO
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Intense and 
unique: Nina 
Simone on 
stage in 1999

WARREN ELLIS

“There’s this 
incredible trust”: 
Ellis and Cave 
composing 
together, 2018
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“T
ONIGHT,” Roger
Eno announces,
settling in behind
his piano for this
historic show,

“Brian and I are playing to the gods.”
His comment is understandable: the
stage onto which they’ve walked
was originally built in AD 161 on the
slopes of Athens’ Acropolis; restored
in the 1950s using Pentelic marble,
this stunning open-air theatre
overlooking the Greek capital lends
events a solemnity that audience
and performer alike cannot
disregard. As the �agship venue
for the Athens Epidaurus Festival,
the ‘Herodeon’ has previously
hosted the likes of Maria Callas and
Frank Sinatra. Tonight, modern-day
Greek hero Yanis Varoufakis is in the
front row.

It’s an auspicious setting for
the Eno brothers’ joint live debut,
following the release last year of
their �rst fully collaborative
album, Mixing Colours. It’s also
the �rst time all but one of tonight’s
pieces has been performed live
anywhere. Yet both of them seem
remarkably calm, displaying with
discreet nods and smiles a jovial,
fraternal camaraderie emphasised
by Brian’s white beard and Roger’s
red trousers, a combination that
suggests they’ve raided Papa
Smurf’s wardrobe.

They begin with music from Mixing
Colours, originally unveiled around
the time the world locked down.

They’d worked on it in isolation over
some 15 years, with Roger sending
his brother MIDI �les over which
Brian then sprinkled his magic dust.
The process eerily foreshadowed
the way most people would be
forced to collaborate these past 18
months, immediately granting the
deceptively humble tunes a rare
poignancy. As Roger acknowledged
during their pre-show press
conference, “People were using
[the album] as a form of medicine.”
If hearing these compositions
outdoors before a crowd is therefore
initially disconcerting, it’s also
redemptive, acting as reward for all
we’ve endured.

Live, their simplicity is highlighted
by Brian’s measured tweaks of
Roger’s romantic but o�en skeletal
piano work. “Wintergreen” inherits
a crystalline, prismatic quality,
“Ultramarine” takes on a mildly
sinister edge, “Snow” sounds
like the instrument’s strings have
been damped with digital felt,
while “Iris”’s trembling sustain
slowly adopts a bell-like clarity and
“Blonde” recalls Brian’s crucial work
on the late Harold Budd’s The Pearl.
Best of all is “Celeste”, so popular
it’s had almost three-and-a-half
million streams since it appeared.
It might be cloying, were it not so
disarmingly pretty.

But tonight’s show is about more
than Mixing Colours. Joining the
Enos – and Brian’s regular associate,
Peter Chilvers, who until now has sat

observing proceedings to his right 
– is Roger’s daughter, Cecily, who 
on spellbinding new song “Genre 

Oriental” delivers  
an eerie, almost 
wordless vocal 
over serene piano 
accompaniment. 
A�erwards, another 
long-term associate, 
Leo Abrahams, 
completes the 
lineup, adding 
swathes of ambient 
guitar to two 
more previously 
unfamiliar 
numbers, “A 
Place We Once 
Walked” and 

“There Were Bells”. By the latter, it’s 
clear Brian’s enjoying himself: he 
stands up behind his workstation 
to sing, introducing the song with 
a mysterious joke about urine 
samples. Roger meanwhile straps 
on an accordion and, with umber 
lighting painting primitive patterns 
across the stage’s crumbling back 
wall, the group gradually construct 
a vast, dreamlike sound entirely 
appropriate for the land that gave us 
Pythagoras’s music of the spheres.

Another new track, “My Garden 
Of Stars”, is even more intense. 
Brian’s vocal is treated so it sounds 
like electronic Gregorian chanting 
– “These billion years will end”, 
he warns us – while Chilvers, 
Abrahams and Cecily Eno direct its 

ROGER & BRIAN ENO
Odeon Of Herodes Atticus,  
Athens, August 4
�e Eno brothers make their  
much-anticipated live debut 
on the slopes of the Acropolis
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Music for Athens: 
Roger Eno, Brian 
Eno and band at 
the Herodeon

Fraternal verities: 
(l–r) Peter Chilvers,  
Brian Eno, Leo 
Abrahams, Cecily 
Eno,RogerEno
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introductory distorted rumbling towards a
noisy climax suggestive of 2016’s The Ship,
were it reworked by Godspeed You! Black 
Emperor. Pointing to a folder of lyrics, 
Brian then admits, “The songs we’re 
doing are either so old I can’t remember 
the words, or so new I can’t remember 
them!” To the audience’s uncontained 
joy, he swi�ly breaks into Before And 
A�er Science’s “By This River” and “Julie 
With”. Both prove deliriously graceful, 
Brian’s tremulous voice at times enhanced
by Cecily’s sweet backing vocals, not 
to mention her acoustic guitar, which 
joins Abrahams’ delicate electric guitar 
�ourishes and Chilvers’ understated 
keyboard parts. Two more deep cuts 
round things up triumphantly: Another 
Green World’s “Everything Merges With 
The Night” brings out Brian’s repressed 

I EL V

SETLIST
1 Wintergreen
2 Ultramarine
3 Snow
4 Iris
5 Blonde
6 Celeste
7 Gentle Oriental
8 Cyclos
9 A Place We

Once Walked
10 There Were Bells
11 My Garden

Of Stars
12 By This River
13 Julie With
14 Everything

Merges With
The Night

15 And Then
So Clear

16 There Was
A Ship

17 What A World
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crooner and Abraham’s inner Fripp, while 
a lush “And Then So Clear” – from 2005’s 
Another Day On Earth – provokes Roger to 
dance behind his piano in delight. “That’s 
my bro!” Brian announces proudly.

A short encore o¦ers two more 
exclusives: Roger’s folkish ballad “There 

Was A Ship”, on which his daughter 
shines; and �nally Brian’s “What A 
World”, which eschews the celebratory 
spirit one might have anticipated from a 
closing number. “Last night, as we were 
rehearsing, ash was falling on my table,” 
he reveals, referring to wild�res currently 
raging on the city’s outskirts. “Here we are, 
at the birthplace of civilisation, watching 
the end of it.” With Roger reunited with 
his accordion and the stage bathed in reds 
and greens painting antique gra§ti, the 
quintet sends us o¦ with an unexpectedly 
sobering sense of regret. “What a world 
it could have been”, Brian sings over and 
over again, reminding us that, while the 
pandemic seems to be nearing its close,  
a far greater crisis is approaching its peak. 
Were the gods listening, they couldn’t help 
but be moved.   WYNDHAM WALLACE

  

 
 



from Shot Of Love. There’s a telling hush
when it �nishes, a spell waiting to be
broken. “They don’t call him Bob Dylan
for nothing,” she says with a small, almost
disbelieving laugh, before introducing a
couple of songs from “one of the greatest
songwriters of his or any generation”. This
time she means Ray Davies, wonderful
versions quickly following of “I Go To
Sleep” and “Stop Your Sobbing”.

And she’s not done yet. There are three
songs from the last Pretenders album,
Hate For Sale – best of which is country-
soul heartbreaker “You Can’t Hurt A Fool”
– and three more from Valve Bone Woe,
her 2019 albums of jazzy covers. The show
closes with a hilariously histrionic “Que
Reste-T-il De Nos Amours?”, a huge round
of applause becoming an ovation when
the crowd realises it’s her last number –
although you’d bet most of them would
have cheered yet more heartily if she’d
ditched the Gallic boulevardeering and bid
farewell with “Brass In Pocket” or “Kid”.  
ALLAN JONES

T
HE backstory to tonight’s
show began when 
Chrissie Hynde listened in 
lockdown to Bob Dylan’s 
just-released “Murder 
Most Foul” and was 
inspired to record her own 

versions of some of her favourite Dylan 
songs. They �rst appeared online, nine of 
them, as The Dylan Lockdown Series. An 
album followed, Standing In The Doorway, 
released to coincide with Dylan’s 80th 
birthday in May and now showcased over
three nights at the decorous Opera House.

The curtain goes up on a stage bathed
in blue, a chandelier hung low over an
upright piano. There are two chairs,
acoustic guitars, an upright bass. Nine
lighting rigs that look like aluminium
stepladders and a steel-framed fence that
turns out to be an underused video screen
give the set a vaguely penitentiary feel.
Enter Hynde, accompanied by Pretenders
guitarist James Walbourne, the band’s
keyboard player Carwyn Ellis and
bassist Danny Williams. She’s dressed
less for a night at the opera than for a
gang �ght, ready to rumble in calf-high
boots, blue jeans and a T-shirt printed
with the instruction: “DON’T PET ME,
I’M WORKING”. Almost immediately she
counts in a cheerfully slapdash version of
“In The Summertime”, from the usually
disregarded Shot Of Love.

This gives way to a brooding “You’re
A Big Girl Now”, with Hynde perfectly
capturing the song’s caustic undertow,
despair turning to sarcasm. Churchy
organ replaces the original’s harmonica
solo to quietly spellbinding e�ect. On
Time Out Of Mind, Dylan made “Standing
In The Doorway” a song about rejection,
abandonment. Hynde turns it into
something yet more evocative, a reverie
that dri¨s at times towards the dreaminess
of “Sad-Eyed Lady Of The Lowlands” or
“Visions Of Johanna”. “Sweetheart Like
You” gets the same treatment, Hynde
relishing its tough-guy sentiments. But
it’s one of those confounding songs from
In�dels whose wordy promise too soon
becomes meandering.

She revisits In�dels more successfully
with a stand-out version of “Don’t Fall
Apart On Me Tonight” that replaces
Dylan’s original ©ippancy with a tender
anguish. Even better is her suitably

ominous reading of In�dels outtake 
“Blind Willie McTell”, that nightmarish 
trip through American history. Tellingly, 
she includes the startling third verse that 
Dylan has long discarded from his own 
live versions of one of his greatest songs.

Early Bob is recalled with gorgeous 
versions of “Love Minus Zero/No Limit” 
and “Tomorrow Is A Long Time”. She 
ends with a deeply moving “Every Grain 
Of Sand”, a majestic second selection 

CHRISSIE 
HYNDE
Royal Opera 
House, London, 
July 31
Dylan songs and more 
from the swaggering 
Pretenders frontwoman

Great Pretender: 
Hynde pays 
homage to Dylan 
and Davies

Opera House band: 
(l–r) James Walbourne, 
Danny Williams, Hynde 
and Carwyn Ellis
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A huge round 
of applause 
becomes an 
ovation at the 
show’s end

SETLIST
1 In The 

Summertime
2 You’re A Big  

Girl Now
3 Standing In  

The Doorway
4 Sweetheart  

Like You
5 Blind Willie 

McTell
6 Love Minus 

Zero/No Limit
7 Don’t Fall Apart 

On Me Tonight
8 Tomorrow Is  

A Long Time
9 Every Grain  

Of Sand
10 I Go To Sleep
11 Stop Your 

Sobbing
12 Maybe Love Is  

In NYC
13 You Can’t Hurt  

A Fool
14 Crying In Public
15 I Get Along 

Without You 
Very Well

16 (You Don’t Know 
How) Glad I Am

17 Que Reste-T-il 
De Nos Amours?
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25 YORK BARBICAN

26 GLASGOW ROYAL CONCERT HALL
27 PERTH CONCERT HALL

28 GATESHEAD SAGE
30 BIRMINGHAM SYMPHONY HALL

31 MANCHESTER OPERA HOUSE
NOVEMBER 2021

01 CARDIFF ST DAVIDS HALL
02 THE LONDON PALLADIUM

03 DUBLIN VICAR STREET

A DHP & FRIENDS PRESENTATION
BY ARRANGEMENT WITH UNITED TALENT AGENCY

RICHARD
THOMPSON
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Thankful
UK Tour 2021

A DHP PRESENTATION BY ARRANGEMENT WITH N&P TOURING

Bournemouth Solent Hall 
Warrington Parr Hall 
Cambridge Corn Exchange
York Barbican
Bath The Forum
London Palladium
London Palladium
Newcastle O2 City Hall
Birmingham Symphony Hall
Bexhill De La Warr Pavilion

OCT
OCT
OCT
OCT
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV
NOV

25
27
29
31
03
05
06
10
11
14

EXTRA DATES ADDED

SOLD OUT

SPECIAL SOLO SHOW

A DHP & CROSSTOWN PRESENTATION
BY ARRANGEMENT WITH X-RAY

AUGUST
28 / MARGATE DREAMLAND

*NEW SHOW*
31 / BRISTOL O2 ACADEMY
         *NEW SHOW*

SEPTEMBER
02 / PLYMOUTH PAVILIONS
03 / BOURNEMOUTH WINDSOR HALL
04 / BRIGHTON CENTRE
06 / GLASGOW BARROWLAND
07 / EDINBURGH USHER HALL
09 / MANCHESTER O2 VICTORIA WAREHOUSE
10 / CARDIFF MOTORPOINT ARENA 
11 / COVENTRY BUILDING SOCIETY ARENA
13 / HULL BONUS ARENA 
14 / BLACKPOOL EMPRESS BALLROOM
16 / BIRMINGHAM O2 ACADEMY
17 / NOTTINGHAM MOTORPOINT ARENA
18 / DONCASTER THE DOME
20 / NEWCASTLE O2 CITY HALL
21 / READING RIVERMEAD *NEW SHOW*
23 / LONDON ROUNDHOUSE
24 / LONDON ROUNDHOUSE

25 / LONDON TROXY *NEW SHOW*
EXTRA DATE ADDED DUE TO PUBLIC DEMAND

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT

  S O2 Guildhall
  N Tyne �eatre

  E Usher Hall
  M Bridgewater Hall

  S City Hall
  Y Barbican

  C �e Corn Exchange
  L Olympia

  L �e London Palladium
  L �e London Palladium

  B Brighton Dome
  S--S Cliffs Pavilion

  E �e Great Hall
  B Symphony Hall
  O New �eatre Oxford

  C St. David’s Hall
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R
ECORDING “Heroes” in 
West Berlin in the summer 
of 1977, David Bowie and 
Brian Eno felt they’d been 
upstaged in their search 

for a new sound when they heard Donna 
Summer’s “I Feel Love” on the radio. Years
later, Bowie remembered Eno telling 
him that the minimalist disco classic 
was “going to change the sound of club 
music for the next 15 years”. For once, 
the pop Nostradamus’s instincts may 
have been on the conservative side. Dave 
Thompson’s widescreen song biography 
I Feel Love shows how Moog sequencer 
squelches rustled up in Moroder’s 
Musicland studio set the pulse for musical
evolutions that stretched well into the 21st
century, synthpop, house, techno and 
beyond. “Yes, disco sucked,” Thompson 
writes acutely. “It sucked everybody in.”

Italian-born, German-based producer 
Moroder was something of a musical 
chancer. A journeyman schlägermeister, 
his biggest international claim to fame 
prior to hooking up with Summer was 
writing the song on which Chicory Tip’s 
1972 smash “Son Of My Father” was 
based. Moroder enlisted Summer – a 
refugee from the German cast of Hair – 
for a run of mediocre pop singles before 
1975’s 17-minute “Love To Love You”, 
a timely fusion of “Je T’Aime, Moi Non 
Plus” and “Autobahn”, brought them 
worldwide dance�oor acclaim.

If that was a carefully constructed 
masterwork, “I Feel Love” was a happy 
accident, a B-side and album track 
which club audiences found to be an 
intoxicatingly pure hit. For some, it was 
soulless machine music. A bemused Todd 
Rundgren said, “There’s no words to it, 
just some mumbling, and it’s just ‘I feel 
love’ over and over again.” But Patrick 
Cowley’s 16-minute bootleg remix (in  
wide circulation by 1978) made it clear 
that the repetition, the coldness, the 
monotony, was exactly what hardened 
thrill-seekers wanted. With judicious use 
of talking heads, Thompson catches the 
echo of “I Feel Love” down the decades. 
Still thrilling/chilling.

DRESSED somewhat inappropriately in 
slacks, a Hawaiian shirt and a baseball 
cap as he attended Elvis Presley’s funeral 
in the summer of “I Feel Love”, The 
King’s manager Colonel Tom Parker 
showed a brutal, inhuman froideur 
of his own. Approaching Presley’s 
grieving father Vernon, he demanded 
a signature on a contract that would 
extend Parker’s tenure of Elvis’s a£airs 
into the singer’s a¤erlife with the words: 
“If you show signs of weakness at this 
moment, everything will fall apart.” 
Pop-biz fetishist Eamonn Forde’s bracing 
exploration of musical life a¤er death, 
Leaving The Building, tracks how a 
whole hard-nosed business model has 

evolved to manage back catalogues and
name, image and likeness rights.

Elvis’s a£airs were messy at the time
of his demise – his Graceland home was
opened to the public to help §ll depleted
co£ers in 1982, even though his Aunt Delta
and her dog Edmond were still living
upstairs – but evolved into an industry-
standard money-making machine. A good
will, it seems, goes a long way to ensuring
a happy pop legacy; Freddie Mercury and
David Bowie had exceptional ones, with

Prince, Kurt Cobain, Amy Winehouse
and Bob Marley’s a£airs all complicated
by absence of the necessary paperwork.
Estate management specialists (industry
nickname: “tomb raiders”) can help
artists to thrive beyond the grave, with
Nick Drake and Je£ Buckley’s teams
exemplifying business savvy and
sensitive exploitation of back catalogues.

However, Forde §nds plenty of big
discographies mired in acrimony – Frank
Zappa, Jimi Hendrix and the Ramones
all bequeathed rivers of bad blood – and
other icky stu£ besides. The Canadian
dentist who bought one of John Lennon’s
molars for £19,500 was not looking for a
unique momento, but hoped to clone DNA

from it to de§nitively prove any paternity
suits for putative love-children of the
ex-Beatle in exchange for “a percentage
of their inheritance”.

An occasionally vulgar picture, but
painted vividly.

EX-WIRE editor Rob Young captured
the freak-folk zeitgeist with 2010’s
Electric Eden: Unearthing Britain’s
Visionary Music, and performs a similarly
ambitious piece of have-a-go cultural
archaeology with his new meditation on
weirdy British TV and §lm. The Magic
Box rewinds through a huge selection of
costume dramas, Hammer horrors and
BBC’s Play For Today, Young §nding that
British TV’s more eccentric output in the
1960s and 1970s was a kind of analogue
to the UK counterculture of the time.
Certainly, Fairport Convention, The
Wicker Man and Quatermass And The
Pit had obsessions in common, as Young
explains: “Tensions between the past and
the present; fractures and injustices in
society; magical and occult notions; and
presences released from the earth.”

Early-’60s alien-spawn horrors Village
Of The Damned and Children Of The
Damned – both cribbed from John
Wyndham’s The Midwich Cuckoos –
emerge as parables of the rock’n’roll
age, dramatising the shock advent of
a generation of kids who looked further
a§eld for their values and found their
parents’ outlook desperately outdated.
Those seeking explanations for exactly
why they were warped by early exposure
to Catweazle, The Stone Tape, Penda’s
Fen, Blood On Satan’s Claw or The Year
Of The Sex Olympics will §nd some
mind-expanding hypotheses to consider.
Turn on, tune in, etc. JIM WIRTH

Donna Summer 
and Giorgio 
Moroder in  
Italy, 1976
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I FEEL LOVE: 
GIORGIO 
MORODER,  
DONNA SUMMER 
AND HOW THEY 
REINVENTED MUSIC 
DAVE THOMPSON
BACKBEAT, £22
8/10

LEAVING THE 
BUILDING: THE 
LUCRATIVE 
AFTERLIFE OF 
MUSIC ESTATES 
EAMONN FORDE
OMNIBUS, £20 
8/10

THE MAGIC BOX: 
VIEWING BRITAIN 
THROUGH THE 
RECTANGULAR 
WINDOW 
ROB YOUNG
FABER, £20
8/10

REVIEWED
THIS MONTH



REVIEWED THIS MONTH

storm over a wave of extreme horror that 
was reaching the nation’s cinemas – and, 
with the video boom, its homes. The ‘video 
nasties’ moral panic of the 1980s serves 
as background for Censor, the debut from 
UK writer-director Prano Bailey-Bond. 
Set in a densely atmospheric recreation of 
’80s Britain, Censor is about Enid (Niahm 
Algar), a young woman working in a thinly 
disguised version of UK classi�cation board 
the BBFC. Her job is to monitor, analyse and 
sometimes to trim – or even ban – violent 
�lms, a task she performs with a stern sense 
of responsibility.  Buttoned up, eminently 
sensible and, it seems, emotionally 
impervious to the horrors she analyses, Enid 
is obsessively haunted by the disappearance 
of her younger sister years earlier. Then her 
�xation is triggered by a cut-price British 
chiller… Censor is a �lm of playful cra�, 
but also considerable seriousness – and 
it somewhat su�ers from presenting itself 
so manifestly as a debate on the e�ects 
and values of horror and the dangers of 
repression. A committed genre devotee, 
Bailey-Bond suggests that the censor’s 
characteristic activity – cutting – is 
itself a form of violence and that true 

madness lies in denying life’s darker 
dimensions. She and co-writer Anthony 
Fletcher pursue these themes with 
considerable wit – “I’ve only trimmed the 
tiniest bit o� the end of the genitals,” says 
Enid of one �lm – while Censor immerses 
us visually in a world ranging from airlessly 
drab to nightmarishly lurid.

The �lm’s elusive but magnetic centre is 
Algar’s Enid, her cool containment gradually 
revealing inner turmoil; while co-starring 
as a sleazy producer is Michael Smiley, 
sublimely slimy. Censor is a canny, teasing 
provocation, although the predictably 
splashy pay-o� somewhat blows the credit 
of a clever, well-paced build-up.

 
NEW ORDER Mexican director Michel 

Franco has previously specialised in low-
key, almost militantly undemonstrative art 
�lms. But New Order sees him in a di�erent 
gear entirely. This is an aggressively hard-
nosed piece of speculative realism, o�ering a 
pitiless vision of revolution and its a�ermath.

The initial setting is a wedding party in 
the pampered bubble world of Mexico City’s 
super-wealthy – who show their contempt for 
have-nots when a former employee arrives in 

R
ESPECT You expect 
biopics of musical 
legends to be awestruck, 
but this �ctionalised 
life of Aretha Franklin 
su�ers from reverence 
rather than respect. 

Starring Jennifer Hudson as the late soul 
legend, it depicts a woman struggling to �nd 
her true voice, and then, once she’s found 
it, to free herself from the oppressive men in 
her life – her authoritarian preacher father 
(Forest Whitaker) and abusive husband 
and manager Ted White (Marlon Wayans). 
Narratively, it comes across as melodrama, 
punctuated by earnest confrontations and 
scenes in which Aretha’s mentors impart 
sound advice (“Find the songs that move 
you”). Along the way, it has its share of 
‘eureka it’s a hit’ moments: Aretha and her 
sisters perfecting “Respect” at the piano, 
“I Never Loved A Man” suddenly taking 
miraculous shape at Muscle Shoals. It’s in 
those recreations of great musical moments 
that it comes alive, from those Alabama 
sessions, through 1968’s Paris Olympia 
concert, to the culminating 1972 gospel 
recording captured in the 2018 documentary 
Amazing Grace, which is presented here as 
the triumphant redemptive moment of a 
profoundly troubled life.

Jennifer Hudson comes across as a 
touch too glamorous from the start, never 
quite capturing Franklin’s distinctive 
combination of gaucheness and grandeur, 
but she’s nevertheless a winning presence, 
the expertise and exuberance with which 
she recreates the great songs at least 
distinguishing Respect as a superior jukebox 
tribute. Whitaker is imposing as her very 
imperfect idol of a father, Mary J Blige has 
a regally tempestuous moment as Aretha’s 
adored Dinah Washington, and Marc Maron 
imparts a welcome splash of humour as an 
exuberantly wiseacre Jerry Wexler.

CENSOR Long before Saw and The 
Human Centipede became routine multiplex 
fodder, Britain’s authorities worried up a 

Aretha Franklin tribute; 
censorship as violence; 
revolution in Mexico; 
Sparks’ grand opera; 
Nic Cage tones it down
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A touch 
too much 
glamour?: 
Jennifer 
Hudson as 
Aretha 
Franklin

RESPECT
Directed by
Liesl Tommy
Starring
Jennifer
Hudson
Opens
September 10
Cert To be
confirmed
6/10

CENSOR
Directed by
Prano Bailey-
Bond
Starring Niamh
Algar, Michael
Smiley
Opens August
20
Cert 15
7/10

NEW ORDER
Directed by
Michel Franco
Starring Naian
González
Norvind, Diego
Boneta
Opens August
13
Cert 18
8/10

ANNETTE
Directed by
Leos Carax
Starring Adam
Driver, Marion
Cotillard
Opens
September 3
Cert To be
confirmed
6/10

PIG
Directed by 
Michael 
Sarnoski
Starring 
Nicolas Cage, 
Alex Wolff
Opens August 
20
Cert 15
6/10 
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desperate need of money for his wife’s emergency 
operation. Only Marianne (Naian González 
Norvind), the bride, shows concern and goes 
to o�er help – but drives straight into a scene of 
social chaos, while unaware of what is happening 
at the house she has just le�. 

With a distinct ̈ avour of JG Ballard, New 
Order’s apocalyptic vision holds out little hope for 
anyone: its handful of sympathetic individuals 
invariably su�er for their compassion, as the 
authorities use the disturbance for their own ends. 
The �lm has been hugely controversial, both in 
Mexico and America, with critics attacking it 
as socially irresponsible at a time when it might 
seem retrograde to suggest popular protest might 
have dangerous repercussions. True, the �lm 
could be seen either as a vision designed to chill 
the blood of the privileged, or as an expression 
of bourgeois paranoia about the working class – 
but its provocative power lies in its ambivalence. 
In any case, the �lm is harshest in its critique 
of established ruling classes and authorities. 
You only have to imagine New Order remade in 
Beverly Hills, or Kensington, to get a sense of how 
troubling, and of its moment, it really is.

 
ANNETTE A�er waiting decades, Sparks’ 

Ron and Russell Mael have �nally made it to  
the big screen in a dazzle of grandeur and glory  
– not just as subjects of Edgar Wright’s joyous 
portrait The Sparks Brothers, but as co-writers 
and composers of a bizarre fantasy confection  
by elusive French director Leos Carax. Annette 
isn’t so much a musical as a piece of modern 
grand opera – a dark romance about a famed 
soprano (Marion Cotillard) and a tormented  
up-and-coming comedian (Adam Driver). 
Happiness seems to be theirs – but when their 
passion and pain erupt one stormy night at sea, 
Annette heads into the turbulent realms of high 

tragedy, with a streak of the supernatural.
Annette is full of ̈ amboyant ambition, with 

unmistakeable shades of the hallucinatory 
strangeness of his last �lm, Holy Motors – notably 
in a beautiful scene where Cotillard steps from a 
theatre stage into a dark forest. But there’s also 
a great deal of overstatement (not one but two 
extended stage routines by Driver’s comedian, 
who really does have angst in his pants) and 
some out-and-out cinematic bombast. Sparks 
fans hoping for the duo’s usual exuberance and 
dandyish wit may be disappointed by a score that 
shows their melodic invention only in ̈ ashes, 
the lyrical sharpness oddly muted. There’s a 
fabulous prelude featuring the Maels, Carax 
and assembled company, but the �lm never 
recaptures its brio. Cotillard is underused, while 
Driver’s agonised wild man shows this usually 
riveting actor disappointingly o�-key. You won’t 
feel short-changed either for strikingly arti�ced 
images or for sheer eccentricity, but overall, 
Annette is an oddly joyless folly.

 
PIG There’s little in contemporary cinema 

that you can absolutely rely on – except the 
knowledge that, whatever the �lm, Nicolas Cage 
will at some point rev the chainsaw, �guratively 
or literally, to 11. Cinema’s most spectacular over-
actor, he can be relied upon to push it – which is 
why Pig has struck some critics as a revelation.

In Michael Sarnoski’s drama, Cage plays Rob, 
a hirsute hermit living in a forest where he hunts 
for �ne tru©es with the aid of his trusty pig. One 
day the beloved creature is stolen and Rob heads 
to the city to retrieve it. Pig seems to promise a 
familiar Cage retribution scenario – a bacon-
motivated bloodbath is surely in the oªng – but 
works out rather di�erently. Notwithstanding a 
brutal showdown in the bizarre setting of a secret 
subterranean realm beneath Portland, Oregon, 
Pig is neither an action movie nor even really a 
thriller. Rather, it’s a philosophical reverie on 
identity, memory and what really matters in life, 
with ragged Rob – resembling a shaggy, blood-
caked Old Testament prophet – confronting the 
materialism of the urban cuisine scene.

It’s a singular �lm, starting on a note of distinct 
visual beauty, steeped in forest dark, but it’s 
a little knowingly o�-beat, not least with its 
culinary chapter headings (‘Rustic Mushroom 
Tart’). It’s a stretch to imagine that Cage in 
solemn, slowed-down sotto mode represents 
newfound subtlety – his performance is still a 
display of high-level absurdity, even if muttered
rather than shrieked. A somewhat morose, self-
important �lm, if by no means a total porker.  
JONATHAN ROMNEY

It’s in the 
recreations of 
great musical 
moments 
that Respect 
comes alive 

ALSO OUT...
WENDY
OPENS AUGUST 13
A decade after Beasts Of The 
Southern Wild – a former Uncut 
Film Of The Year – director Behn 
Zeitlin returns with an equally 
wayward fantasy about kids 
exploring regions of dream, in a 
modern-day take on Peter Pan.  

I’M YOUR MAN
OPENS AUGUST 13
German writer-director Maria 
Schrader offers a witty, brainy 
romcom variant. Maren Eggert 
plays a scientist testing out a 
romance robot – Downton’s Dan 
Stevens – designed to be the 
consummate dream date. 
Intelligent fun, ringing unexpected 
changes on a familiar format.
 
CANDYMAN
OPENS AUGUST 27
Long-delayed release for the 
revival of the beloved Chicago-set 
horror story, retuned for this 
decade’s boom in black horror, 
with Nia DaCosta directing from a 
script co-written by Jordan Peele.

THE NEST
OPENS AUGUST 27
Jude Law plays a financial hustler
who returns from America, hoping
to strike it rich in Thatcher’s Britain,
but life in the splendour of a country
mansion may not work out for
his family. Tense, thoughtful stuff
from Sean Durkin, writer-director
of the acclaimed Martha Marcy
May Marlene.

PARIS CALLIGRAMMES
OPENS AUGUST 27
Myths and memories of Paris’s
’60s bohemia, captured in a
documentary memoir by long-
standing oppositional German
director Ulrike Ottinger.

Wendy

The
Nest
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Y
OU can watch
McCartney 3,2,1 in 
any order. It’s not 
sequential. But it just 
so happens that the 

exchange that takes place at the top 
of the � rst episode tells you what 
you can expect from Disney+’s 
six-part Maccamentary. Rick Rubin 
asks Paul McCartney, “Are you up 
for listening to a bit of music?” And 
Paul, sitting opposite him in a low-lit 
warehouse space where someone 
has conveniently le�  a mixing desk, 
says, “Yeah, what have you got?” 

And that, in essence, is the concept 
of McCartney 3,2,1. It sounds simple, 
but actually, it’s really not. While 
interviewing people might not be the 
hardest thing in the world, the really 
good ones make it look much easier 
than it is. In the case of Rick Rubin –
whose Broken Record podcasts are
also adhere to the same rule – it’s a
matter of not saying anything unless
you absolutely have to.

In fact, it’s mostly in the eyes,
and with McCartney that’s perfect.
Because McCartney is all about the
eyes. That’s why over the course of
his life, his eyebrows have slowly
travelled halfway up his forehead
and forgotten the way back. It’s
the face you make when you want

someone to look back at you and 
know that you’re on the same 
wavelength. Seated on opposite 
chairs, it’s what he and Lennon did 
when they wrote songs together. 
Chas Hodges of Chas & Dave once 
recalled McCartney playing him 
a test pressing of the just-� nished 
Revolver and McCartney staring 
at him the whole time, reading 
every nuance of Hodges’ response. 
It discombobulated him so much 
that he still talked about it decades 
later. And in these programmes, 
McCartney clearly gets a lot back 
from Rubin’s eyes. The producer’s 
gaze is rapt, respectful, a� ectionate 
– and McCartney reciprocates by 
relaxing into a mixture of anecdotes 
you already knew and a few that 

certainly this writer didn’t. 
Examples of the latter include a 

story about the naming of his � rst 
solo album – he’d heard a rumour 
that John was going to call his � rst 
solo album ‘Lennon’ and when it 
turned out not to be true, he liked 
the idea so much, he used it for 
McCartney. There’s also a nice verbal 
pencil-sketch of a hitch-hiking 
sortie with George Harrison – Paul 
whipping out a camping stove 
and heating a tin of Ambrosia rice 
pudding for them to share (Rubin 
seems tickled by the brand name). 

Rubin’s interjections, though 
infrequent, almost always yield fresh 
insights. He fades up McCartney’s 
bass part on “While My Guitar Gently 
Weeps” and notices that it’s like a 
completely di� erent song playing in 
parallel with what the rest of the band 
is doing. As if to both illustrate and 
run with Rubin’s point, McCartney 
then improvises a new tune over the 
top of it. What you’re watching in 
that moment isn’t so much memory 
muscle as melody muscle. 

Talking about the same song, 
McCartney ponders the generosity 
of Harrison in inviting Eric Clapton 
to play a solo that he Harrison could 
have played himself. Rubin asks, 
“Did you think of him as George’s 
friend or the guy from Cream?” 
Without hesitation, McCartney 
responds “George’s friend”, which 
tells you something about the 
esteem in which they held each other 
compared with their immediate 
contemporaries. This, in turn, 
prompts McCartney to remember 
an early Jimi Hendrix set at the Bag 
O’Nails. Hendrix opened the show 

with “Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Hearts 
Club Band” (this being just two days 
a� er its release) and deliberately 
detuned his guitar as he played the 
song, meaning that he would need 
to pause before the second song in 
order to get his guitar back in tune. 
Spotting Eric Clapton at the back 
of the room, Hendrix summoned 
Clapton to the stage and asked him 
to do it for him.

With the exception of Fela Kuti, who 
“was so incredible” when he saw him 
in Lagos “that I wept”, the musicians 
that mostly inspired McCartney 
were American. We know about 
his adoration of Little Richard, Ray 
Charles, but it’s interesting to hear 
him rhapsodise about legendary 
Motown sessioneer James Jamerson, 
whose thrillingly complex basslines 
emboldened McCartney to perform 
a comparable role in The Beatles.

Mostly though, the talk centres 
around the nuts and bolts of song-
making. McCartney makes the point 
that one reason the earliest Beatles 
songs were so catchy was sheer 
necessity: “We were writing songs 
that were memorable, not because 
we were trying to write songs that 
were memorable, but because [in 
the absence of anything on which to 
record them] we had to remember 
them.” Perhaps the most pleasing 
detail of McCartney 3,2,1 is that 
the songs selected by Rubin aren’t 
always the most obvious. Not only 
do we get 1981 single “Waterfalls”, 
but we see McCartney’s delightedly 
animated response to the ebullient 
proto-electronica of its B-side 
“Check My Machine”.

Perhaps most surprisingly, for an 
artist who is so famously focused 
on reminding people that he’s still 
creating, still looking for the next hit, 
there’s no mention of the recently 
released McCartney III. Indeed, 
nothing released by him in the past 
40 years make the cut here. Does this 
suggest that a second series might be 
in the o  ̈ ng? The other inescapable 
question that descends upon you 
as you watch Rubin – who has form 
when it comes to bringing out the 
best of music legends in their third 
act – and McCartney in a room with 
a mixing desk, a piano and a guitar 
in it is: why not record some new 
songs together? 

At one point, McCartney even plays 
a rather lovely new composition 
on the piano. Rubin remarks that 
it sounds like it’s always existed. 
Paraphrasing Mozart, McCartney 
responds, “I write the notes that 
like each other,” as if that were the 
easiest thing in the world. And while 
it remains unsaid that it’s anything 
but that, you laugh. Just like you 
would at any other punchline.PH
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McCARTNEY 3,2,1
DISNEY +

9/10
 

  

Listening to 
what the man 
said: Rick Rubin 
with Macca

Rubin’s 
interjections 
almost 
always yield 
fresh insights
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Steel ’n’Skin

John Cooper 
Clarke: 10 
Years In  
AnOpen
NeckShirt

Linton Kwesi 
Johnson in 
Dread, Beat  
An’Blood

A MAN CALLED ADAM
STUDIOCANAL

6/10
Digitalrestorationofacivilrightsjazz
odysseystarringSammyDavisJr

First released in 1966,
director Leo Penn’s
potboiler stars Sammy
Davis Jr as an egotistical,
self-destructive
bandleader whose life
is turned around by
feisty activist Cicely
Tyson and her jazz

legend grandfather (a rare dramatic role
for Louis Armstrong). The subplot of
Adam pandering to white audiences until
violence erupts is a little heavy-handed,
but there’s no faulting the sincerity of the
message, nor the brilliance of the music;
Davis’s solos are overdubbed by veteran
trumpeter Nat Adderley.
Extras: 6/10.Audio commentary.
TERRYSTAUNTON

JEAN-MICHEL JARRE
WELCOME TO THE OTHER SIDE
SONYMUSIC

6/10
Unorthodoxhybridfromsynthmaître

The godfather of French 
synth-tronica rounded 
o� 2020 in Covid-locked 
Paris with this bizarre 
blend of livestream 
gig and virtual-reality 
fantasia, playing in 
an empty studio while 
his motion-capture 

avatar hosted a rammed New Year mega-
rave inside a digitally generated replica of 
Notre-Dame cathedral. Backed by Unesco 
and broadcast free online, this unorthodox 
hybrid performance inevitably feels a little 
sterile, with too much canned applause and 
some hilariously clunky computer-game 
animation. Even so, Jarre’s retooled techno-
pop anthems and eye-popping visual e�ects 
make for an e�ortlessly enjoyable spectacle.
Extras: 7/10. Behind The Scenes and Making
Ofs, ‘Masterclass With Jarre’, booklets and 
download code. STEPHEN DALTON

BOB MARLEY
AND THE WAILERS
THE CAPITOL
SESSION ’73
MERCURYSTUDIOS

8/10
Rudeandrighteousaswe’veseldom
seenthembefore

It has taken decades to
track down the long-lost
footage of this closed-door
rehearsal in Hollywood
from October ’73. Restored
to create a revelatory
portrait of Marley on
the cusp of greatness,
there’s the same spirt

as the famously iconic Old Grey Whistle
Test appearance a few months earlier,
but ampli�ed tenfold as we get an hour-
and-a-half of soon-to-be classics from
Catch A Fire and Burnin’ And Lootin’, plus
the rare and wonderful spectacle of Bob
playing righteous Nyabinghi drums on
“Rastaman Chant”.
Extras:8/10.The music is also available on
vinyl and digital formats.
NIGELWILLIAMSON

UNDER THE
VOLCANO
UNIVERSAL

7/10
TroubleinGeorgeMartin’sparadise

Archive footage and 
interviews with Sting, 
Mark Knop¯er et al tell 
the story of Martin’s AIR 
studios in Montserrat, 
where throughout the 
1980s some of the decade’s 
biggest-selling albums 
were recorded. But George 

Otto’s �lm is more than a routine music 
documentary – it also recounts the tragic  
tale of the trashing of the Caribbean 
paradise by a 1989 hurricane that destroyed 
thousands of homes and shuttered AIR, 
and the eruption – six years later – of a 
long-dormant volcano, which rendered large 
swathes of the island uninhabitable. 
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

GREAT NOISES 
THAT FILL THE AIR
MUSIC, POETRY AND 
PERFORMANCE ON FILM
BFI

7/10

“THE English excel in dancing and music 
for they are active and lively. They are vastly 
fond of great noises that �ll the air, such as 
the �ring of cannon, drums and the ringing 
of bells. So that it is common for a number of 
them when drunk to go up into some belfry 
and ring the bells for hours together.” So wrote 
the German lawyer Paul Hentzner in 1598 
in his Travels In England During The Reign 

Of Queen Elizabeth, quoted in Simon Reynell’s short 1988 �lm 
about the scrapheap orchestra Bow Gamelan Ensemble.

This grab bag of Arts Council Of England arts documentaries 
from the late ’70s to the mid-’90s aspires to capture the great 
noises of the second Elizabethan era. From Linton Kwesi 
Johnson �lmed in Brixton in 1979, to John Cooper Clarke in 
Manchester in 1982, via the radical compositions of Cornelius 
Cardew, the cultural fusion of Asian Dub Foundation and the 
brass band fantasia of Mike Westbrook, the collection looks, on 
the face of it, like a testament to a gloriously various lost age of 
state-funded arts programming, capturing the moment of punk 
cabaret, early Channel 4 and arts centre metal bashing.

In practice the quality is highly variable: Franco Rosso’s 
Dread Beat An’ Blood remains a fascinating document of LKJ in 
his time and place, touring with the sound systems, strolling 
through the market and visiting Tulse Hill schools, vividly 
capturing black British culture in a country on the cusp of 
Thatcherism, just a few months before the Brixton uprising. 
Meanwhile, Cooper Clarke in Nicky May’s 10 Years In An Open 
Neck Shirt is reliably entertaining, leading a troupe of ranting 
people’s poets, including a youthful Steven Wells, on a whistle-
stop tour performing for earnestly pensive early-’80s students.

Elsewhere there are interesting curios: Steve Shaw’s Steel ’n’ 
Skin documents a 1979 community arts project, bringing steel 
drum culture to inner city Liverpool while Phillipe Regniez 
contributes a useful if paradoxically dull account of the 
fascinating career of composer Cornelius Cardew. 

But some of the additional features feel cursory. Following 
Asian Dub Foundation to a church fête-style festival at the Open 
University in 1995 sounds like an idea with at least some comic 
potential, but the results feels like watching someone’s home 
video. Ruppert Gabriel’s Bristol Vibes is pitched as a “symphony 
of the city’s black history, a story of resistance, through music 
and image”, but feels like a student project and fails to provide 
much context. While valuable in themselves, in this context, 
Margaret Williams’ diligent Omnibus-style documentaries on 
composers Steve Reich and Elizabeth Maconchy seem to belong 
to a very di�erent collection altogether.

More germane and the most charming discovery here is Chris 
Maplestone’s 1978 �lm about Mike Westbrook, following his 
eccentric big band as they bring their curious jazz compendium 
of William Blake, Bertolt Brecht and Billie Holiday to shopping 
centres and concert halls across Europe. Like Robert Wyatt 
or John Peel, Westbrook and his band feel like one of those 
uncanny con¯uences of postwar English culture, bringing 
together pop, prog, avant-garde, folk and jazz in way that feels 
uniquely, beautifully of its time andplace.
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NotFadeAway
Fondly remembered this month…

Hip-hoptrailblazer
�1964�2021�

UnderthealiasBizMarkie,Marcel
Hall forgedhisownbrandofrap,
combininghalf-sung elements,
beatboxingandself-re�exive
humour.TheNewYorkerdebuted
with1988’sGoin’O�,buthitbigwith
thefollowingyear’s“JustAFriend”,
whichborrowedfromFreddie
Scott’s“YouGotWhatINeed”.He
wentontoguestwithBeastieBoys
andTheAvalanches.

FabledLAscenester
�1945�2021�

Chuck E Weiss moved to California
from Denver in the mid-’70s,
co-writing “Spare Parts I” with
his good friend Tom Waits and
recording the �rst of several
scu�ed, blues-poet LPs. He was
immortalised on “Chuck E’s In
Love” by Rickie Lee Jones, who
called him “a Svengali to Waits,
and everyone who knew him”.

Bluegrasslegend
�1944�2021�
Masterful�ddlerByronBerline

�rst recordedwithTheDillards
in1965, joiningBillMonroe’s
BluegrassBoystwoyears later.
Hisnumerouscredits includeThe
RollingStones’“CountryHonk”
(fromLet ItBleed),BobDylan’sPat
Garrett&BillyTheKidsoundtrack
andsometimemembershipofThe
FlyingBurritoBrothers.

Rockabillysinger
�1935�2021�

WrittenandproducedbyLee
Hazlewood,“TheFool”wasamajor
UShit forPhoenix-basedsinger-
guitaristSanfordClarkin1956.
OtherHazlewoodcompositions
“ACheat”and“Houston”(thelatter
followingamovetoHollywood),
werelesssuccessful,before
Sanfordre-recorded“TheFool”
inthemid-’60swithWaylon
Jenningsonguitar.

Blockbusterdirector
�1930�2021�

RichardDonnergraduatedfrom
TVshowslikeGetSmartand
TheTwilightZone tomajor-
leagueHollywood,�rstwith1976
horrorTheOmenandthen1978’s
Superman.Hewentontodirect

TheGoonies,Scroogedandthe 
LethalWeaponseries.Donner and 
wifeLaurenShuleralsorantheir 
ownproductioncompany.

Mahavishnubassist
�1941�2021�

IrishbassistRickLairdforged his 
reputationinLondonjazzcircles 
duringtheearly ’60s.Having 
studiedatBoston’sBerkleeCollege 
OfMusic,hewasinvitedbyJohn 
McLaughlintojoinjazzfusion 
quintetTheMahavishnuOrchestra 
in1971.Followingtheband’s split, 
Lairdcutonealbumasleader, 
1979’sSo�Focus.

Beatpoetandeditor
�1935�2021�

Founderofthein�uentialNew 
Departuresperiodical,Michael 
Horowitzwasakey�gurein1965’s 
famousInternationalPoetry 
IncarnationatLondon’sRoyal 
AlbertHall,alongsideAllen
Ginsberg,WilliamBurroughs and 
others. In2013herecordedjazz 
poetry ‘superjam’Bankbusted 
NuclearDetergentBlues,backed 
byDamonAlbarn,GrahamCoxon 
andPaulWeller.

Newwaveproducer
�DOB UNKNOWN�2021� 

Tyneside musician Bob Sargeant 
played keyboards for Mick 
Abrahams and (very brie�y) Curved 
Air, before �nding his true calling 
as a producer in the late ’70s. Among 
his many credits are The Fall’s Live 
At The Witch Trials, The Damned’s 
Phantasmagoria, Haircut 100’s 
Pelican West and The Beat’s �rst 
threealbums.

Arkestrabassist
�1948�2021� 

Juini Booth made his reputation 
playing double bass for a variety 
of jazz names – Eddie Harris, Art 
Blakey, Freddie Hubbard, McCoy 
Tyner, Tony Williams and Elvin 
Jones – during the ’60s and ’70s. He 
initially played electric bass for Sun 
Ra in 1989, before becoming a full 
Arkestramembersevenyearslater.

VinceGuaraldidrummer
�1940�2021� 

Bay Area drummer Jerry Granelli 
was a member of the Vince Guaraldi 
Trio, who recorded a series of 

�1949�2021�

D
USTYHILL’ssimplesummationof
ZZTop–“we’reuniquebecause
we’rethesamethreeguys,playing
thesamethreechords”–always
feltlikeacalculatedactofself-

deprecation.Intruth,theband’sdeceptivefusion
ofblues,psychedeliaandrock’n’rollwasgradually
perfectedintoaminimalistartform,personi�ed
bythebassist’sheightenedfeelfortoneandmetre.

JoeHillwasprimarilyabluesa�cionado,
havinggrownuplisteningtoLightnin’Hopkins
andMuddyWatersathomeinDallas,before
discoveringJackBruce’sworkinCream.Heand
olderbrotherRockybeganinlocalbandsThe
Deadbeats,TheWarlocksandAmericanBlues,
whoseranksincludeddrummerFrankBeard.
AmericanBluesissuedtwoalbumsin1968,
thoughRocky’ssubsequentdepartureledto
DustyandBeardrelocatingtoHouston.Beard
successfullyauditionedforsinger-guitaristBilly
Gibbons’newventure,ZZTop;whenbassistBilly
Etheridgequit,Hillgraspedhisopportunity,the

classiclineupmakingitslive
debutinBeaumont,Texas, in
February1970.

A¨eracoupleoflow-selling
albums,ZZTop�nallybroke
throughcommerciallywith
1973’sTresHombres,powered
byHillco-write“LaGrange”.
Follow-upFandago! foundHill
takingleadvocalson“Tush”,
thesinglethatprovidedtheir
�rstUSTop20hit.Thetriotook
athree-yearbreakattheend
ofthe’70s(duringwhichtime
Hill tookajobatDallas/Fort
WorthInternationalAirport),
re-emergingonWarnerBros
for1979’smillion-selling
Degüello.Bythen,Hilland
Gibbonshadfullygrownouttheirbeards,a
trademarklookthatfounditsidealconduiton
MTVfouryearslater,whenthestrikingvideosfor
“GimmeAllYourLovin’”,“SharpDressedMan”
and“Legs”helpedEliminatorgomulti-platinum.
Thealbum,whichincorporatedsynthsanddrum
machines,madeZZTopglobalsuperstarsandwas
followedby1985’sequallysuccessfulA�erburner.

Hill played his last show with ZZ Top on July 
18 at the Iroquois Amphitheater in Louisville, 
Kentucky, before retiring from the tour with health 
issues. “We will miss your steadfast presence, 
your good nature, and enduring commitment to 
providing that monumental bottom to the ‘Top’,” 
wrote Gibbons and Beard in tribute. “We will 
forever be connected to that ‘Blues Shu«e In C’.”

Dusty Hill of ZZ 
Top, backstage at 
the Metro Center, 
Rockford, Illinois, 
February 8, 1984 
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�1944�2021� 

J
OHN HUTCHINSON’s introduction to 
David Bowie was providential. Having 
travelled down to London seeking work in 
January 1966, the Scarborough guitarist 
asked around at the Marquee. He was told 

to return with his Telecaster on Saturday morning 
to audition for a place in Bowie’s backing band, 
The Buzz. Impressed by his Bo Diddley ri�s, Bowie 
duly o�ered Hutchinson the job. 

The Buzz didn’t last long, however. With gigs 
drying up and no money coming in, Hutchinson 
was back home by the summer, contemplating 
a return to the local circuit that he’d previously 
played on with The Dave Kirby Five and The 
Tennesseans. He decided to move to Canada for  
a spell, but reconnected with Bowie in 1968 when 
he was asked to join Feathers, the mixed-media 
folk trio that also included Bowie’s girlfriend, 

Hermione Farthingale. When the couple split, 
Bowie and Hutchinson pressed on as a duo, 
styled a¨er Simon & Garfunkel. The pair hit 
the folk clubs and recorded a number of demos 
(including the earliest version of “Space Oddity”), 
but Hutchinson reluctantly called time on the 
venture owing to lack of funds to support his 
family. “David really wanted to do that duo thing 
and was probably very disappointed in me having 
to leave,” he told Uncut in 2014. “He asked me if I’d 
come back a¨er I’d got the family settled, but I just 
couldn’t do it.”

Hutchinson’s �nal act with Bowie took place 
in 1973, when he was recruited to play 12-string 
guitar as an auxiliary Spider From Mars on the 
Aladdin Sane tour of America, Japan and the UK. 
He was on stage when Bowie killed o� Ziggy at the 
Hammersmith Odeon that July. “I now had either 
le¨, or been kicked out of, three of David Bowie’s 
bands,” he re�ected in his memoir, Bowie & Hutch.
“Maybe that’s a world record.”

albumsforFantasy–themost
successfulbeing1965’splatinum-
sellingsoundtrackACharlie
BrownChristmas.Personally
schooledbyGeneKrupaandJoe
Morello,Granellialsoplayedwith
SylviaTyson,MoseAllisonand
CharlieHaden.

Avant-gardemusician
andlabelboss
�1968�2021�

Asco-founderofexperimental
labelEditionsMego,PeterRehberg
pioneeredwhathissometime
collaboratorJimO’Rourkecalled
“brandnewpunkcomputermusic”.
UnderhisPitaalias,Rehbergissued
debutalbumSevenTonsForFree
in1996,goingontorecordwith
kindredspirits likeRamonBauer,
ChristianFenneszandSunnO)))’s
StephenO’Malley.

Slipknotdrummer
�1975�2021�

Nathan‘Joey’ Jordisonco-founded
SlipknotwithPaulGrayandShawn
Crahanin1995.Asthebandgrew
toaccommodateninemembers,
co-songwriterJordisonhelped
patenttheirpunishinggroove-
metalstyle,playingonfour
albumsuntilquittingforhealth
reasons18yearslater.Healso
playedwithSinsaenumand
horrorpunkstheMurderdolls.

Harptonestenor
�1929�2021� 
Originally from Virginia, lead  

singerWillieWin�eldco-founded
TheHarptonesinNewYorkin
1953.Theyquicklybecameoneof
thebiggestnamesonthedoo-wop
circuit,boastingfull-timepianist/
arrangerRaoulCitaandrecording
suchstaplesas“ForeverMine”,
“ASundayKindOfLove”and“Life
IsButADream”.

Pianistandproducer
�1945�2021�

Clarence‘Mac’McDonaldbegan
asmusicaldirectorforTheVocals,
soontobecomeThe5thDimension.
HefeaturedonthreeJamesTaylor
albumsduringthe’70s,whilehisco-
productionsincludedBillWithers’
“LovelyDay”and,withMaurice
White,TheEmotions’Grammy-
winning“TheBestOfMyLove”.

LittleRicharddrummer
�1935�2021�

CharlesConnorbackedSamCooke,
JackieWilsonandJamesBrown,
butitwashis initialassociation
withLittleRichard–whohired
himin1953,agedjust18–that
cementedhislegend.Connor’s
distinctivestyledrovethelikesof
“Lucille”,“She’sGotIt”and“Keep
A-Knockin’”, thelatteramajor
in�uenceonJohnBonham.

ButterflyChildcaptain
�1969�2021� 

Singer-songwriter Joe Cassidy 
was the only constant member 
of Butter�y Child, the cinematic 

Belfastout�tthatheformedin1984.
AdebutEParrivedonARKane’s
label in1991,beforeRoughTrade
issuedthefull-lengthOnomatopoeia
twoyearslater.Latterlybased
inChicago,Cassidyresurrected
Butter�yChildfor2015’sFutures.

Pocoveteran
�1943�2021�

Singer-guitaristPaulCotton
replacedJimMessinaincountry-
rockersPocoin1970,debutingon
thefollowingyear’sFromTheInside.
Havingledthebandwith‘Rusty’
Younga¨erRichieFuray’sdeparture
in1973,Cottonwroteanumberof
enduringhits,amongthem“Indian
Summer”,“UnderTheGun”and
“HeartOfTheNight”.

Hardrocksinger
�1946�2021�

DavidByron’sdismissal fromUriah
Heepin1976allowedJohnLawton,
formerlyofLucifer’sFriend,to
becomeleadsinger.Hefronted
thebandforatrioofLPs–Fire�y,
InnocentVictimandFallenAngel–
beforegoingsolothreeyearslater.
LawtonrejoinedLucifer’sFriendin
theearly ’80s.

Cinderellaguitarist
�1963�2021� 

Je� LaBar replaced originalmember
Michael Kelly Smith in Cinderella in
1985, going on to enjoy animpressive
tenure that lasted until theband’s
demise 32 years later. LaBarplayed
on all four of their studioalbums,as

wellasrecordingasoloe�ort,2014’s
OneForTheRoad.

Kansasall-rounder
�1950�2021�

RobbySteinhardtservedvarious
functionsinKansas, thepopular
USrockout�theco-foundedin
1973.Hesharedleadsingerduties
withSteveWalshandrelishedhis
roleasin-concertMC,whilealso
broadeningtheirsoundasviolinist.
A¨erquittingin1982,heformed
Steinhardt-Moon,eventually
rejoiningKansas15yearslater.

ShockingBlueguitarist
�1950�2021�

DutchguitaristLeoVandeKetterij
passedthroughvariousbands–The
Skyrockets,TheFlyingArrows,
FlarthandUniversalDelight–
priortojoining“Venus”hitmakers
ShockingBluein1970.Withina
coupleofyearshe’dmovedon,
eventuallyteamingupwithwife
CindyTamoasL&CBandfor1980’s
OptimisticMan.

Humsticksman
�1969�2021�

Heavily inspiredbyRush’sNeal
Peart,drummerBryanStPerewas
recruitedbyUSalt.rockersHumin
1990.Hefeaturedonall�veoftheir
studioalbums,themostcelebrated
being1995’sYou’dPreferAn
Astronaut,whichhousedthesingle
“Stars”,co-writtenbyStPere.He
alsoplayedwithAmblare.
ROBHUGHES

John Hutchinson 
with The Buzz on 
Ready Steady Go!, 
March 4, 1966 
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FABGEAR
Imagine my reaction when your
recent issue landed on my
doormat… The Beatles! Again!
Haven’t they been done to death? I
mean, great band and all – but what
on earth is there left to say about
them? Well, that’s what I thought
until I actually bothered to read
the cover story. Richard Williams’
elegant introduction teed me up
perfectly for this fresh take on such a
famous album. I enjoyed reading
what the likes of Johnny Marr, Roger
McGuinn, Wayne Coyne and others
had to say about their favourite
tracks. But the most interesting
comments to me came from Sean
Ono Lennon and Dhani Harrison –
who presumably know their fathers’
works inside out. Initial misgivings
aside, this was a brilliant cover
story! Pete Jordan, Dorset
Thanks, Pete. In the grand scheme
of things, we’ve not done that
many Beatles covers. But, yes,
regardless: finding fresh
treatments for old favourites
is an incredibly important part
of what we do here. (MB)

SUMMERLOVIN’
Great to read the article on The
Lovin’ Spoonful’s “Summer In The
City” in the September issue, one of
the most atmospheric singles of the
era. The article mentions Quincy
Jones’ 1973 cover version of the
track, however you missed
mentioning the best cover of the
song – BB King’s version issued as a
45 in 1972 on ABC in the USA and
Probe Records in the UK – and taken
from his Guess Who album. BB’s
powerful vocals and stinging guitar
licks turned the song into a blues
classic. Tony Burke, Bedford
Hey, Tony. That’s a great call. We
could be wrong, but there’s not
many songs that have been

recorded by Butthole Surfers, Isaac
Hayes and David Essex…. Quincy
and BB’s versions are a cut above.

DEUSEXMACHINA
Laura Barton’s Big Red Machine
piece in your September issue was a
fine read. I’ve discovered so many of
the artists involved – The National,
Bon Iver, Fleet Foxes – through
Uncut so it was great to find them all
in one place. Like Michael in his
welcome letter, I was also surprised
to learn that Robin Pecknold and
Justin Vernon had only met once
before. Maybe it’s my innocent ideas
about how aligned bands relate with
one another, but I assumed it was all
BBQs at Long Pond. But anyway,
thanks for a great piece and another
great issue. Sam Pearce, Cornwall

SUPERFLY GUY
Thanks to Graeme Thomson for his 
excellent profile of Curtis Mayfield. 
Generally, I’ve really appreciated 
the recent improved focus on black 
artists in the magazine – Steel 
Pulse, Stevie Wonder, Sonny 
Rollins, Prince, Gary Bartz, Sly 
Stone, Leon Bridges – but the 
Mayfield piece felt especially timely. 
I was particularly moved by Paul 
Weller’s comments about Mayfield, 
citing his spirituality and humanity. 
In this current climate, full of 
division and rancour, we need 
artists like Mayfield more than ever 
– positive forces whose music is 
unifying and spiritually enriching. 
Move on up, indeed.
Mick Sharp, London

 
KURT COMMENTS
Ah, great Nirvana cover story 
[August issue]. I saw the band a 
few times on their 1991 tour: at 
Reading, at the Kilburn National 
Ballroom and also on The Word. 
The gigs were amazing – it was 
great to see Nirvana rule both 
outside on a festival bill and 
inside at their own headline 
show. My friend Nick and I had 
never been to a TV studio before 
but despite the artificial setting – 
enhanced by lots of enthusiastic 
rallying from the director – 
Kurt and co came on and tore 

the place apart. Most people 
remember Kurt’s opening 
comments about Courtney Love, 
but what sticks out in my memory 
is the gleeful, anarchic energy of 
their brief performance.
Pete Nixon, Eastbourne

 
…Enjoyable cover story of Nirvana. I 
like three or four songs. I tend to 
think they are a tad overrated; their 
exalted legacy having to do more 
with being a powerful and 
important cultural touchstone 
during a specific moment along the 
pop culture timeline. And yet... 
what could have been.
Bo Hopkins, USA

 
SKIES ARE BLAU
I've been buying your magazine on 
and off for many years. My best 
source for music inspiration here 
in Norway.

Circa 2015 there was a song on your 
monthly CD with Karl Blau, “Fallin 
Rain”. Me and my wife were driving 
when that song started playing, the 
skies opened and the sun shone 
through. It was kind of a life changer 
moment that we think fondly of, 
even today. 

So I had to get the album, 
Introducing Karl Blau. Karl Blau 
personally sent it signed in the mail. 
I couldn’t believe it!

I think of Karl Blau as one of those 
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Toppermost:The
BeatlesattheTop
OfThePopsstudio,
June16,1966

Justin Vernon and 
Aaron Dessner of  
Big Red Machine: 
heading to a BBQ 
at Long Pond?
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ANSWERS:TAKE291
ACROSS
1JustLooking,9Automatic,
10+14DDeltaKream,
11OneLove,15+30AStrange
Fruit,18Shatter,20Use
Somebody,23+22AFatboy
Slim,25Next,28One,

32Bravery,33+29AGetOut,
34Amy
DOWN
1JealousGuy,2SetMeFree,
3Limbo,4+12AOnThe
Border,5Incubus,6God,
7Pulse,8Play,13+21DReady
OrNot,16NeonBible,17

Everybody, 19 Tool, 22 Star, 
24 Arena, 26 Comb, 27 Stay, 
30+7A Fat Pop, 31 USA

HIDDEN ANSWER: 
Come As You Are

CROSSWORD COMPILED BY:
Trevor Hungerford

great creative artists in the realm of 
Captain Beefheart, Fred Neil, 
Jackson C Frank, Beck, but still
very hard to place. 

He is huge in the underground, but 
I personally hope more people in the 
world would discover him, because 
he's a gem.

Thank you so much, Uncut
magazine, for introducing
Karl Blau to me.
Frank Stenersen, via email

DYLAN REVISITED
REVISITED 
Thanks very much for another
great Dylan CD. I thought your 
Highway 61 Revisited Revisited from 
some years back was terrific, but 
this new one is also up there. “To 
Ramona” and “Precious
Angel” are both wonderful
readings and “Too Late” another 
example of the master’s throwaway
genius, there is not a duff track
on there and in these tough times 
this was a very welcome addition
to the hallowed Dylan canon.
Great to see the magazine still 
thriving despite it all.
Phil Gregory, Australia
Thanks, Phil!

COMMUNICATION 
SHAKEDOWN
In his review of the new album by 
Big Big Train [September issue],
Johnny Sharp is mistaken in
saying that the song “Atlantic 
Cable” tells “the story of the first 
transatlantic phone lines”. As the 
author of the book that encouraged 
Gregory Spawton to write a song 
about this subject, I hope you’ll 
permit me to point out that the 
Atlantic cable of 1866 enabled 
messages to be sent by telegraph 
between Ireland and 
Newfoundland. This remarkable 
triumph of Victorian engineering 
revolutionised the sending of 
messages between the Old World 
and the New – which could 
previously only be done by
ship – and the song finds a perfect 
home on an album devoted to the 
theme of communication.
Stephen Roberts, via email

CROSSWORD
AcopyofLow’sHeyWhatonCD

HOW TO ENTER
The letters in the shaded squares form an anagram of a song by Nick Cave. When you’ve 
worked out what it is, email your answer to: competitions@uncut.co.uk. The first correct 
entry picked at random will win a prize. Closing date: Wednesday, September 15, 2021. 
ThiscompetitionisonlyopentoEuropeanresidents.

CLUES ACROSS
1 Rolling Stones album with the sound of 
pop? No, it was much more than that (1-6-4)
7 (See 34 across)
10 New David Crosby album requiring no 
payment to purchase (3-4)
11 “We could go to Deptford, Catford, 
_______, Digbeth, Mansfield, ah, anywhere
in Albion”, Babyshambles (7)
12 Song that features a “low-neck sweater” 
(3-4)
13+20D Strangely he left TV ad on for Bob 
Dylan album (4-3-5)
16+24A Lip smackers on the bottom? Not to
be wiped, plead Wolf Alice (4-6-3-6)
18 “Your ____ and bones turn into something
beautiful”, from Coldplay’s “Yellow” (4)
19 Duo whose debut album gave us 
Happiness (5)
21 A bit of onstage nonsense results in a 1980
No 1 (4)
24 (See 16 across)
26+28A As Terry is coming around, here’s a
song by The Velvet Underground (6-3)
30+14D The Who taking steps to express 
frowns and laughter (4-6)
32 Ocean Colour Scene were the first band to
perform on TV show ___ Friday (3)
33 Connection between David Bowie, Elvis
Presley and The Eurythmics (3)
34+7A Originally by The Shirelles, it was 
also a hit for Manfred Mann (3-2-2)
35 Keith ____, was a member of The 
Yardbirds and Renaissance (4)
36 (See 22 down)

CLUES DOWN
2+5D “Head out on the highway, looking for 
adventure and whatever comes our way”, 
1968 (4-2-2-4)
3 Cocteau Twins’ debut album, their career 
was just blossoming (8)
4 His hits in the ’60s included “Well I Ask 
You” (4-4)
5 (See 2 down)
6+18D TV noises an untidy aspect on album
from The Long Ryders (6-4)
8 Album from John Martyn is a plus (3)
9 A bit of disco dancing to Led Zeppelin 
music (4)
10 US satirical underground band with 1968
album It Crawled Into My Hand, Honest (4)
14 (See 30 across)
15 Band that started off in Showbiz (4)
17 Alt.rock musician with a “Devil’s 
Haircut” (4)
18 (See 6 down)
20 (See 13 across)
22+36A “I want to live, I want to give”, 
opening line to 1972 song (5-2-4)
23 1966 US No 1 for The Association, later 
covered by David Cassidy (7)
24 “______ rose, dreamed I saw a ______ 
rose”, from U2’s “In God’s Country” (6)
25 “How many years can a mountain exist, 
before it is washed to the ___”, from Bob 
Dylan’s “Blowin’ In The Wind” (3)
27 The first article to include name of a single
by Primal Scream (4)
29 Aretha Franklin, Def Leppard and
The Wannadies in agreement over title
for album (4)
30 James Taylor gives it a wave on album (4)
31 Post-industrial electronic band that 
could wind you up (4)
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MILES DAVIS
‘FOUR’&MORE COLUMBIA,1966

This is the first record of its kind I ever heard, and
it was almost an accident, because somebody had
given it to my brother. I was 11, and my world in
Lee’s Summit, Missouri, was limited to what was
on the radio – but there was nothing like ‘Four’

& More. People say you have to develop a taste for this kind of music, and
you’ve got to learn about the history. That may be true for some, but for me
as an 11-year-old it took five seconds… The first bit of Tony Williams’s ride
cymbal, that was it. I’ve heard the album hundreds of times, but every time
I hear it, I hear it different. The best music has that thing of not only being
great but also reflecting back to you as time goes on.

THE BEATLES
A HARD DAY’S NIGHT PARLOPHONE, 1964

The Beatles’ career is like one [continuous] record, 
but the one I’d zero in on would be A Hard Day’s 
Night. I saw the movie so many times. I’d contend 
that whatever the musical world is that includes 
Herbie Hancock and all the guys I’ve talked about 

is themostcreative one,but when I think about that nine-year-long Beatles 
record…man,thelevelofcreativity there is unbelievably inspiring. In music, 
wecantalkaboutgroove,harmony, production, but the hardest thing to talk 
about is melody,as it’sabout what’s not there and what’s in between other 
things.WithTheBeatles, it’s hard to find anything else in recent times that 
hasmoreofwhatever thatmystery fluid is that hangs between the notes.

WES MONTGOMERY
SMOKIN’ATTHEHALFNOTEVERVE,1965

I was already playing guitar when I heard the
Miles record, so then I was like, ‘Well, who is the
best guitar guy in that world?’ Almost everything
I do, I can trace to something on this record – Wes
is on a whole other level from anyone else. People

talk about a lot of the superficial aspects of his thing – the octaves, his
thumb – but to me the main aspect of Wes’s artistry was his communicative
skills. Like every great improviser, he had a way of explaining ideas, and
each thing would lead to the next. It’s storytelling. “If You Could See Me
Now”, to me, is the greatest electric guitar solo that’s ever been played.
On every level, it’s just totally the shit.

KENNY BURRELL
BLUES: THE COMMON GROUND  
VERVE, 1968

Kenny, Wes and Jim Hall – those are the three guys 
for me. I love Wes so much I can barely listen to his 
music, it just overwhelms me. Then Jim’s thing is 
almost kind of nerdy for me, as in I like Jim ’cos he 

could play certain voicings and he had a great feel. But with Kenny, I can 
just listen to it all the time! A lot of guys in the mid-’60s were doing these 
almost big band records and they’d get Oliver Nelson or somebody to write 
charts. And here’s one that Kenny did like that, where he does a variety of 
blues-type forms with a large ensemble. There’s something about his sound 
and the way he played during that era that totally does it for me.

GARY BURTON QUARTET
INCONCERT RCA,1968

Gary had been playing with Stan Getz and had
found a completely new way to play the vibes,
to basically function as a piano player. Then he
started his own band – people talk about Miles
and Bitches Brew, but there was a movement

several years before that included Gary’s band. These were younger guys
influenced by what was happening in rock and pop as well as the tradition
they were coming from. They weren’t wearing suits and ties like jazz guys;
they looked more like a San Francisco rock band. Larry Coryell’s guitar-
playing here – if he’d dropped dead at this time, there’s no question in my
mind that we’d put him up there with Jimi Hendrix and Wes Montgomery.

STEVE REICH
MUSIC FOR 18 MUSICIANS ECM, 1978

The one distinction I really acknowledge in music 
is ‘written’ versus ‘non-written’. In the world of 
‘written’, the musician that literally found the 
pulse of the moment was Steve. I don’t know how 
or why it happened, but somewhere worldwide in 

the ’60s, there was a rhythmic magnetic polar shift from triplets to duples. 
I think Steve noted that and came up with a written version with “Clapping 
Music”. Then he began these extreme examinations of canon writing, in an 
incredibly elegant way. For “Electric Counterpoint” I was very happily asked 
to be the guy to perform it – but Music For 18 Musicians is like his Kind Of 
Blue. It’s got many examples of his brilliance in terms of orchestration.

ROY HAYNES,
PHINEAS NEWBORN,
PAUL CHAMBERS
WETHREE NEWJAZZ,1959

The drums are central for me. Whoever’s name is
on the marquee, great, but it’s the drummer who’s
going to define the sound. To me, the key figure on

the drums over the last 75 years is Roy Haynes, and with almost everything
I love about this music, Roy has been there and was in it. This album is so
modern even now. Guys are still trying to play like Roy, not to mention the
way he ended up affecting what was called drum’n’bass or jungle. Phineas
Newborn was and is very interesting in terms of the pianistic thing, and
[bassist] Paul Chambers is just a maximum hero for me in terms of that feel.

CHICK COREA
NOW HE SINGS, NOW HE SOBS  
SOLID STATE, 1968

This year we sadly lost Chick, who was such a 
unique, important figure. This record, which also 
features Roy Haynes, announced his presence in a 
way that set the tone for what was going to happen 

over the next 50 years. Throughout his career, there has to be at least 20 
tunes that are standards now – the last guy who left that many commonly 
played tunes would have been Monk. You know, it’s funny, I’ve known a 
few guys that are in their early twenties but acting like old guys; Chick was 
never an old guy! He was in the middle of it right to the last second. He could 
write orchestral music, he could play solo piano, he could play Mozart.
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PatMetheny
 

Pat Metheny’s Side-Eye NYC is out on September 10 on BMG Modern Recordings (see review on page 29)
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